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literature in their special areas of expertise including. where appropriate, their
own research and studies.

In the first chapter, Jones and Guskin highlight reasons for a volume devoted
to special attitudes at this pnint in time. They call our attention to miscon-
ceptions about attitudes toward handicapped persons that exist. point to gaps
in our knowledge, and present an overview of social psychological theories
and approaches toward handicapped persons. Triandis, Adamopoulos, and
Brinberg in Chapter 2) provide an overview of issues and perinectives in the
field of attitude definition, formation, and change. The authors define attitude,
give a brief account of its history, discuss the relation between attitude and
behavior, review the functions and organization of attitudes, discuss attitude
formation. and, finally, present one approach to attitude change: the assimi-
later. Although this approach was developed to instruct people on how to
understand social behavior in other cultures. it is demonstrated to be a useful
method for (-banging behavior toward the handicapped.

Several theories of attitude change that have implications for special edu-
cation are analyzed in Chapter 3, and a number of methods which have been
employed to change attitudes (iricluding the empirical support of these meth.
(ids) are discussed. We are reminded that few of the theories and principles
have he-en applied to special education concerns. The article cowhides with
discussions of methods which are believed to be especially useful in changing
attitudes toward handicapped persons and of the generalizability of laboratory
studies to the "real world." Its author was William Watts, my highly respected
and admired colleague at the University of California, Berkeley, who died
suddenly on April M. 1480. The publication of this article now Will. I hope.
serve as some small memorial to his humanity and interests.

Almost every reviewer of the special education attitude literature (see chap-
trs in the present volume by Gottlieb, Reid, Siller, Chiba. Jamieson, and
Towner) has pointed to problems of instrumentation in measuring attitudes
t,. ward handicapped persons. Even the most rudimentary measurement prin-
ciples and considerations, many reviewers noted, are ignored in the cited
investigations. It seemed important, then, in light of this lacuna. to include a
review of approaches to and principles of attitude measurement in this volume,

an assignment performed most ably by Dawes (Chapter 4). His discussion
begins with a definition of measurement and includes such topics as deter-
mining the usefulness of measurement, and types and examples of measures
and their uses. Dime as well as indirect measures of attitude are discussed.

Much of attitude research in special education has involved sociometric meth-
ods. It appears highly likely, given the movement toward the integration of
handicapped students with those in regular classrooms, that these methods
will be extensively used in order to determine the degree to which handicapped
pupils an accepted by their classmates. Review and critique of the special

seciometric literature at this point. then, is especially timely. In
Chapter 5. MacMillan and Morrison discuss the elements of sociometries. ad-
dnss the limitations of swiemetric techniques. and review and critique the
special education sociometri literature, A conceptual model for research on
eoornetri status in special education is Aso presented: using it as a guide.
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the authors re- sew past and potential interventions. Finally. MacMillan and
Morrison examine dependent variables used in sociometric studies and consider
alternative approatiws fur studies of the dynamics of social acceptance of
handicapped children.

The chapter by Johnson and Johnson (Chapter 6) represents an important
attempt to u. .t. social psychological theory to develop programs for modifying
attitudes toward handicapped children in classroom settings. Their program
is unique in its emphasis upon instructional activities in ongoing classroom
settings as the basis for attitude change, its grounding in theory, and the
variety of settings in which it has been applied and tested. Participants have
been learning disabled, emotionally disturbed, and severely mentally retarded
children. working cooperatively (mai competitively or individualistically) with
their nonhandicapped peers. Anyone interested in developing programs for
changing attitudes toward handicapped students in regular class settings would
do well to read this chapter in combination with the chapters by Towner and
Watts. As Towner's review indicates (Chapter 32). much of the special edu-
cation literature on attitude change has not been informed by social psyclui-
logical theory and research (see Chapter 3 for a review of this literature).
Johnson and Johnson's chapter is an important and rigorous application of
social psychological principles to problems of special education attitude change.

Gottlieb, ('orman. and Curd (Chapter 7) draw upon social psychological
theories and insightsand Gottlieb's extensive researchto delineate the
formation and change of attitudes toward mentally retarded persons. These
authors give attention to the impact of direct and Indirect experiences upon
attitudes toward mentally retarded persons as well as to an important meth-
odokorical problem: the attitudinal referent, that is, the manner in which the
concept of mental retardation is presented to the subject. Gottlieb. Corman,
and ('urci raise the important question of whether format (e.g.. sketch, vid-
eotape, film. or simply the abstract label of mentally retarded) contributes to
differencs in attitudes which are found among the subjects of different in-
vestigations. The evidence they cited suggests that manner of presentation is
indeed important and. moreover, that there is probably value in applying the
concept of attitudinal referent to studies of attitudes toward other groups of
disabled persons as well.

Articles by Reid (Chapter is). Chiha (Chapter 9) and Miller (Chapter 10).
on attitudes toward, respectively. the learning disabled, the emotionally dis-
turbed. and the physically disabled also draw min social psychological theories
and insights. Commonalities as Weil as differences are found among these and
other chapters. For example. Reid, Chiba. Jamieson. and Towner all adopt a
tripartite approachthat is, they view attitudes as consisting of cognitive,
affective. and behavioral componentsand they use this schema for evaluating
the attitudinal literature. Miller. on the other hand, draws upon his own re-
search to introduce a model that includes eight components. Chiba focuses
upon children. while. Reid gives attention to the attitudes of both children and
adults. Jamieson focuses upon the attitude of teachers and administrators,
whereas Miller includes the attitudes of rehabilitation personnel as well.

The selection of topics and coverage has been more than representative' but
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it is by no means exhaustive. Attitudes toward the gifted and the speech
impaired, for era e, are two conspituous omissions. Nor is coverage corn-
preheneive in specific chrt?rs. Because of the nature of the available literature
and its perceived importance, the focus is upon the attitudes of children in
some chapters and upon children and adults in others.

Virtually all chapters give attention to methodological issues, same more
than others. The size and scope of the chapters are influenced by several
factor, tot the least of which is the quantity and quality of research available
on the Lopics; some topics have been well studied while others have received
virtually no attention. The identification of gaps in our knowledge and, hence,
areas needing study and investigation, has been emphasized in all chapters.

An attempt was made to keep the chapters discrete, but some overlap has
acorn-0 nevertheless. For example, teacher attitudes are a major focus of
the chapter by Jamieson (Chapter 11) but they are also covered by Reid
(Chapter xi. In their review of literature on attitudes toward the mentally
retarded, Gottlieb, Carman, and Curti (Chapter 7) give attention to studies
on attitude change, the topic that is the major focus of Towner's chapter
(Chapter 12). Many contributors give brief definitions of attitude (as a prefisce
to their expositions and to provide the framework for their analyses and dis-
cussions), although the nature of attitudes and :attitude formation is presented
formally and comprehensively in Chapter 2 by Thandis. Adamopouloa, and
Brinbeeg.

Individual authors read and commented upon potentially overlapping chap-
ters and suggested deletions or additions as appropriate. The remaining over-
lap was judged to be healthy and was retained because a single study or
phenomenon can he interpreted in several ways depending on the context.
Thus, Triandis, Adanaipoulos, and Brinberg treat attitude-behavior relation-
ships in a general way whereas Dawes emphasizes the associated measurement
issues. Overlap among some sections of individual chapters, then, may be more
complementary than redundant.

All contributors give attention to methodological issues, some more than
others. tidier, for example, treats measurement concerns extensively while
Towner gives particular attention to the empirical and theoretical underpin-
ning:, of attitude-change methods and procedures. Chiba and Jamieson pay
particular attention to correlates of the attitudes. The reviews and studies, in
ti Ito. are a rich potpourri and our expectation is that the work reported herein

..ontribute significantly to future conceptualization, research, and study
of attitudes toward handicapped persons.

I am indebted to many individuals who contributed to this volume. I must
first acknowledge a special debt of gratitude to Maynard C. Reynolds of the
Cr" .rsity of Minnesota who unfailingly supported this undertakingcon-
ceptually. intellectually, and financiallythrough the National Support Sys-
tems Project which he directed. Without his support and that of his associates
Karen I.undholm and Sylvia Rosen, who gave unstintingly of their time and
expertise. it is highly unlikely that this volume would have come to fruition.
June B. Jordan of The Council for Exceptional Children has shown the highest
level of professionalism in helping to reconceptualize the volume in order to
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mardnaixe its value to the wick,* possible madersLip, and she has been equally
heipfid in seeing the volume through to productionunder trying circum-
stances indeed. Blum* B. Weiner was also helpiW in preparing the manuscript
for publication, as were Margaret Brewton and Norma Coleman of the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley. Each person listed has significantly contributed
to the volume and desert es ow sincere gratitude.

xi
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Attitudes and Attitude Change in
Special Education

REGINALD L. JONES
SAMUEL GUSKIN

The basis of this book is our belief that, if the laws a I service patterns
providing equal educational opportunities for handicappeu hildren and youth
are to be effective, school environments must be made in .singly receptive
to the individuals who make up this population. Both the arts and Congress
appear to have assumed that full integrates into communities and schools
auk. T traditional views of handicapped persons, but such alterations
appes.- `.1e possible only through a better understanding, of the attitudes
that determine the status and treatment of people with handicaps in our schools
and other social institutions.

Why should we devote attention to this topic at this time? Is it more im-
portant for us to concentrate on changing laws, providing new services, getting
people to behave more appropriately toward handicapped persons, and, in
general. improving the lives and opportunities of the disabled population than
to spend our resources on research? Our answer is no. It is based on our belief
that the effectiveness of new laws and service patterns is integrally related
to changes in the attitudes of communities, professionals, and handicapped
persons and their families. The dramatic new laws, policies, and services
directed toward improving the lot of the handicapped cannot be fully imple-
mented without increased receptivity toward them as persons with individual
differences. Despite the assumption that full integration into communities and

'Although a distinction its made sometimes between "disabled" and "handicapped" (the
first referring only to the physical or psychological impairment. the second, to the
limitationtio resulting from the impairment), the terms are used interchangeably in this
and all other chapters. When the terms are used as name, no depersonalization is
intended; rather. the usage should be understood to be a kind of shorthand.

1
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schools will alter traditional views toward the handicapped, the achievement
of ball integration appears to be possible °Ply through a better understanding
of attitudes toward persons with disabilities and of attitude change.

The attitudes of the nonhamlicapped majority toward the disabled minority
are of especial importance currently because handicapped persons are moving
or being moved into the mainstream of society. Judicial decisions (e.g., Diana
e. Board of Education, 1970; Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children
r. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 1972) and legislative enactments (e.g.,
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, amended 1974, Public Law 93.516; and
Public Law 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975)
have clarified the right of each disabled person to necessary treatment (e.g.,
education) in a setting that is the least restrictive environment feasible in the
light of her or his particular limitations. Thus, the principle of normalization,
that is, providing disabled persons with opportunities to participate in activ-
ities, programs, and living arrangments that most closely approximate those
of the nonhandicapped majority, including placements in regular classrooms
or successive approximations thereto (mainstreaming), must be incorporated
into the design of every treatment. With the integration of disabled persons
into the larger society and disabled school children into general education, the
attitudes of nondisabled individuals and even of the disabled themselves are
of paramount importance in determining the ultimate success of these inte-
grative efforts (Gottlieb, 1975b).

Let us look more closely at the relations between attitudes and new treat-
merit approaches. What attitudes would seem to generate resistance to changes
in services? tat Certainly, fear or dislike of contact with handicapped persons
would lead to resistance to mainstreaming and normalization. (b) The handi-
capped and their parents or other advocates are likely to distrust the nonspecial
professionals and bureaucracy which were so unhelpful in the past but would
now carry more direct responsibility for mainstream programs. (c) The hand-
icapped anti their advocates are likely to have realistic fears about the reactk -ts
of nonhandicapped members of the community with whom they will be forced
to interact. (di Professionals and administrators who for the first time have
been given the responsibility for the handicapped may fear, more or less
realistically, that they will not be able to cope with these new responsibilities
in addition to the old ones and, in fact. that the presence of handicapped persons
in regular classrooms or communities will lead to complications in their profes-
sional career and personal failure or unhappiness.

How may attittls be changed by new service patterns? Find, there is
some evidence that people tend to adapt to a fait accomplit and to change their
beliefs to justify the behavioral changes they make (Festinger, 1957), Thus.
if keeping a job requires one to work with the handicapped, one will do so and
soon think that it is appropriate. Second. contact with the handicapped may
not lead to the anticipated discomfort; thus, one's a titudes may become more
favorable. However. if the contact leads to greater discomfort than expected,
one's attitude may become less favorable.

'Phew' potential links between changes in education and attitudes illustrate
in part the importance of studying attitudes at this time.

2
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BOUNDARIES OF THE HELD OF' STUDY

Now do we (loti tie at t it Mies and att itude rhanihre in relation to special education?
Although there :ire diverse definitions of attitude. the feature common to most
is that an attitude is the tlegree of liking for disliking) held toward a person,
group, issue, or other object. In addition. many definitions include beliefs and
actions related to the object and, often. stereotypes. expectancies, and prej-
udices.= Inasmuch as there is no particular reason to restrict the definition at
this stage, our discussion focuses on the favorability of reactions. whether it
involves holding beliefs that imply liking or disliking. showing approach or
avoidance' behaviors, or directly stating one's feelings.

Our discussion deals with the favorability of reactions. Reactions to what?
Obviously, we must discuss existing attitudes toward handicapped individuals
and groups. We also must look at current attitudes toward special education
services and interactions with handicapped students. Despite this concern with
immediate attitudes. it should be clear that we are even more interested in
attitude change'. During the period of rapid change in education, any estimate
of momentary attitudes is likely to he out of date by the time results are
disseminateil.

KNOW I.EICE BASE

What do we know about attitudes which are' related to special education?
Answers to this question are treated in great detail in this volume but certain
overview statements are appropriate here. Our knowledge'. based on past
research. has been heavily influenced by the availability and ease of particular
research methods and populations and the popularity of techniques from cer-
tain academic and professional fields.

Type« of Studies

Si icimet sir st why- have been used extensively with "normal" school children.
When the participants are asked to indicate with whom they like to play. for
example. they generally show a preference for nonharalicapped playmate's.
Although the findings are consistent for some groups (e.g., retarded children),
the magtottel of the relation is not great; that is, there is usually difference
between the preference for handicapped and for nonhandicapped playmate's.
but there is also much overlap: a handicapped child rarely is the least popular
in a regular 1.1a:.repom and, occasionally. is above average' in popularity.

err .. otlp. refer i.e the -et of teellf.. tteall se% en:implifieel, about the. chararteristice
"f .e group..., is.. bre. refer to the leartireilar bhas ion, or competence a.nticipattf of
atrtsp member- or isIt% anti it re . ere irratiemally unfavetrabk. eirvisieen,: ler
Ant one prpare-el to take. again-4 orroup member?,

3
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College students. especially teacher in training. are the most common sub-
jects for studies of attitudes toward physical disabili'y and mental retardation.
Often these studies focus on characteristics which are easy to measure, such
as experience with the handicapped and major field of study. Another fre-
quently used measure is the social distance scale: subjects are asked to indicate
how close they are willing to get to different kinds of handicapped persons
(e.g., Would you he willing to marry a blind person?). Genendly. the results
show greater avoidance' of the must severely handicapped persons and a pref-
erence for physical disability over mental retardation.

A number of studies have examined teat ..er attitudes toward mainstreaming
or the integration of handicapped children. Some studies have been concerned
with changes in attitudes resulting from the introduction of services; others
with identifying factors which are related to the favorability of such attitudes.
Simple answers have not been forthcoming.

A few attempts have been reported of systematic efforts to modify attitudes,
either by exposure to handicapped persons or specific educational efforts. The
results have not been consistent.

Finally, a number of investigations have been conducted into the reactions
of family members to the presence of a handicapped child. Generally. the
findings demonstrate consternation at the initial discovery and concern with
many hroni day -to -day problems. The willingness of Parents to institution-
alize handicapped children also has been studied and found to be related to
bath severity of handicap and certain cultural factors, such as the religion of
the family.

Gap in Our Knowledge

Although we know at great deal about the playmate preferences of nonhan-
iiiapped children for handicapped peers in the same regular classrooms. there
are very few studies of preferences for nonintegrated handicapped individuals.
The mown. obviously. is that a handicapped child must be known before he,
can be reacted to, and if he is never in a common environment with honha
dicapped children, playmate choke will he hypothetical rather than real. it is
;messag. however. to create situations in which reasonable exposure exists
II ;I at Int) or can he created (Gottlieb & Davis, 1973t to make
such dances rasistie.

Another gap occurs in our knowledge of playmate preferences for labeled
into .rated children. In most soiometric studies it mentally retarded children
in regular class)" r. ems. the children have. nett been so identified. Often. however.
classmates know that an integrated child has been labeled -retarded" by the
school. The. 11.uits of saciometri studies in such situations are rare.

Despite the number of studies of children's reactions to handicapped class-
mats. few are detelapment al in nature: that is, little attention has been given

tieloring the age at which children recognize handicaps or how their at-
tituds change with age. Attempts tee study preschoolers' attitudes toward
disainlit it, have met particular difficulty in assessing reactions to disabilities

1



which are less visibly obvious (Catkin. Morgan, Cherkes. & Peel, 1979; Jones
& SM. 1970).

We know very little about the reactions of community members to the
handicapped persons who live and work in their communities. We also know
little about how the handicapped and their advocates react in these circum-
stances. In sum, there have been few studies of attitude change over time in
the natural environment.

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT ATTITUDES

We suffer not only from a scarcity of systematic research on misconceptions
but also from a readiness to think that we have the answers to what, in fact,
are still open questions. Following are a number of widely accepted but in-
adequately validated assumptions about attitudes toward handicapped persons
that are often found in popular and professional writings.

Assumption: Others' attitudes and expedatieies have powerful and negative
effects on the behavior of the handicapped.

Many writings suggest that ifs person is thought to be a member of a group
considered relatively incompetent (e.g., the retarded), such strong expecta-
tions will be aroused in others that they will invariably make the person behave
incompetently, even if he or she has been mislabeled. This expectancy effect
or self-fulfilling prophecy was popularized by Robert Rosenthal (see, cape-
. elly, Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). Numerous attempts at replication (see
Dusek, 1975, for a comprehensive review) have shown that the effect is elusive,
demonstrable only under very special circumstances. Extensive reviews and
critiques of the applicability of the assumption in special education, particularly
in relation to mental retardation, have appeared in publications by S. Guskin
(1978): MacMillan, Jones. and Aloia (1974); and Yoshida and Meyers (1975).
This ti not to say that attitudes and expectancies do not influence behavior
but, rather, that they do so in a more complex and varied manner than is
implied by the notion of self-fulfilling prophecy.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the fallacy of oversimplified belief in the
self-fulfilling prophecy is to examine one of its dramatic demonstrations (Beer,
1970). Just prior to a tutoring session, 60 tutors were given psychological
reports on nonhandicapped preschool children with whom they were to work.
By random assignment, half the tutors were given reports suggesting that
the children had high learning ability while the other half received reports
suggesting low ability. The tutors were given a list of 20 words which they
were to teach the children to recognize aithin a 10-minute period. They were
instructed to teach as many words as they could. The tutors who thought they
were teaching low-ability" children covered only half as many words as those
who thought they were teachuig Thigh-ability" children. On the word-recog-
nition test that followed immediately, the Thigh-ability" children got twice as
many words correct. These differences were highly significant.

The Beer study seemed to demonstrate dearly how the expectancy phe-
nomenon works in schools: Teachers who think children are less competent

5
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make fewer academic demands on these children: they give them less oppor-
tunity to learn and. therefore. encourage lowered performance, even if these
children initially were equal to those thought to be more competent. However,
this conclusion is valid only if one group ieceived less teaching than the other,
and Beez provided no such evidence. Instead of covering more words, the
teachers in the Beez study spent more time on each word when they thought
the children were less competent. They also spent more time explaining the
meanings of words. The effect of this treatment was to reduce performance
on the learning criterion (number of words correctly named immediately after
the tutoring session), but it is far from clear that these children actually learned
less. In follow-up interviews. some teachers felt that the children would per-
form better on long-term recall tests. Furthermore, it is possible that if all
the children in the study had been mildly retarded, as the report for the low-
ability children implied, rather than of normal intelligence, the performance
of the low-ability" group might have been superior to the "high-ability" group
bevause of the intensive teaching. This possibility is suggested by frualic7s
(Vergason, 1964) that mentally retarded children prforni as well as nonre-
tarded chik:ren on recall tasks when overlearning is used.

The problem. then, is in ow understanding of the learning needs of children
...id in our ability to make accurate educational predictions and prescriptions.
In the Beez study. negative expectancies were inappropriate. Appropriateness
can be tested empirically only by determining what works best for the indi-
vidual or group. In other words, as has so often been stated, it is the realism
or accuracy of expectancies, not whether they are high or low, that is critical.

Related to the misconception that low-performance expectations are always
fulfilled is the belief that children who exceed such expectations are punished
and pressured into lower performance. There is much evidence to the contrary;
parents and teachers are constantly alert to signs that a child is more competent
than he or she has been thought to be. and such signs encourage efforts to
get the child to higher levels of performance. This striving is probably what
leads professionals to complain that parents are unwilling to accept their child's
handicap.

Assumption: Attitades toward the handicapped are negative.
Perhaps the most widely accepted assumption is that attitudes toward hand-

icapped children are unidimensional and largely negative. Only rarely (Efron
Efron. 196S: Gottlieb & ('orman, 1975; Jones, 1974; Jones, Gottfried. &

t)ens. 1966; Siller. 1967) has the' possibility been considered that attitudes
toward handicapped children may be multidimensional rather than unidimen-
sional, and that the attitudes may be influenced by the degree and kind of
handicap, the nature of the interpersonal situation being responded to, and
the personal characteristics of both the disabled and nondisabled persons. What
the evidence tells us is that when little additional information is available about
a handicapped person (i.e.. nothing other than the handicap). people who are
asked to state their preferences report less willingness to become close with
a handicapped rather than nonhandicapped person. Even this conclusion must
be qualified; in at least one study the investigators found that an obese person
was rejected more often than an obviously handicapped person (Richardson,



Goodman, Hastorf, & Dornbush. 1961). Thus it would seem that a person is
less likely to be accepted if he or she looks unattractive or different or performs
less adequately and does not have the justification ofa well-defined liability.
The situation is different, of course, in personal interactions. Among nonhan-
dicapped persons who interact with handicapped peers, as in school settings,
the evidence indicates that some negative attitudes are reactions to the an-
noying personal behaviors of the handicapped persons (e.g., those of low ability
who are labeled mentally retarded; Johnson. 1950). On the other hand, in the
study of a group of peer-accepted, integrated blind children to number of whom
were identified as "stars"), teachers noted the absence of annoying personal
characteristics and behaviors (Jones, Lavine. & Shell, 1970)as the reason for
acceptance. These results should not be interpreted to mean that attitudes
toward handicapped children are explained solely by their personal charat-
teristics and behavior but that these factors obviously must be taken into
account when we attempt to understand the variables influencing negative as
well as positive attitudes toward the handicapped.

There is, undoubtedly, no question about the fact that handicapped persons,
their parents, and their acquaintances would prefer that the disabilities not
be present. The existence of practical problems that result from a disability
is implicit in its definition (Wright, 1961)). Awkwardness or mutual embar-
rassment in interacting with strangers is also fairly universal, at least initially
(Goffinan. 1983) When the disability is severe and/or the services provided
by the community are very inadequate, the lives of the handicapped and their
families may diverge greatly from the norm and generate considerable distress
triorham, Des Jardins, Page. Pettis, & Scheiber, 1975). Under these circum-
stances. persons can be expected to hold unfavorable attitudes toward intimacy
with the handicapped. Phis is not to say th4t they would necessarily dislike a
handicapped person with whom they en;ne into frequent contact.

There are also occasions when a disabled person's relatively normal behavior
is seen as a sign of superior ability or motivation and, thus, the person is more
highly valued than nonhandicapped persons who show the same behavior (e.g.,
Helen Keller,. In short, we probably should not state simplistically that at-
titudes toward the handicapped are negative; instead, we should be specific
about the context, object, and reality base of the expressed beliefs or feelings.

Assumption: Neontire attitudes are based on experience and/or misinfor-
fruition .

Related to the generalization that attitudes toward the handicapped are
negative is the assumption that they are based on misinformation or inexpe-
rience. Support for or refutation of this assumption requires us to identify
what kinds of information and experience lead to what kinds of beliefs and
attitudes. Medical training in birth defects and experience with severely hand-
icapped infants surely would lead to different attitudes than would experience
in the vocational counseling of veterans with physical disabilities. Gottlieb
1975h) emphasized that under some circumstances exposur. handicapped

individuals lends to less favorable attitudes.
One particularly important current assumption is that understanding or
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experiencing mainstreaming (or normalization) leads to more favorable atti-
tudes both toward the handicapped and toward the mainstreaming process.
This assumption is not supported by research findings (Corman & Gottlieb,
197n; iemmel. Gottlieb. & Robinson, 1979). One reason why attitudes may
not become more favorable is that initially they may be unrealistically opti-
mistic. To illustrate, one of the authors exposed teacher trainees to a simulation
experience in which they played the roles of teachers, administrators, parents,
and normal and handicapped children in a series of problem situations. The
trainees were required to present and listen to arguments on both sides of
the mainstrearnieu issue in different situations. Some trainer who, initially,
had been highly favorable toward mainstreaming came to take a more balanced
position As a result of participating in the simulation, whereas others, who had

been very unfavorable initially, became more favorable (Golds), 1973). Thus,
it seems that initial attitudes may be based on misinformation, and experience
may shift the attitudes toward an oppositedirection, depending on the quality
and intensity of the experience and the reality base of the initial beliefs and
attitudes.

Assumption: The handicapped hold low self-concepts.
Another assumption widely espoused is that others' negative attitudes are

internalized by the handicapped in the form of negative self-concepts.3 There
have been some attempts to dispel this belief (Gardner, 1966; Wright, 1960)
but it seems to be so strongly rooted in common sense, everyday experience,
and social psychological theory, that it must be examined systematically.

We all know that experiences of failure and rejection can lead one to feel
inadequate. Why should not this truism hold for the handicapped who expe-
rience. more than their share of both failure and rejection? One reason is that
we all adapt to failure and nonacceptance in two ways: (a) by denying either
the experience or appropriateness of the judgment. or (b) by removing our-
selves from the source of the negative evaluation. For example, if we are good
in creative writing and poor in mathematics, we choose to concentrate on those
academic fields and occupational goals that accord with our skills; if sexy
cheerleaders o: handsome athletes find us unappealing as friends ordates. we
do not keep trying to attract their interest and, thus, we avoid continual
rejection. The modificat;on of one's evaluative environment Louis to keep most
of us from having too favorable or unfavorable a self-concept. In the same
way, a moderately retarded, unattractive 2.5-year-old woman living in a group
home and working in a sheltered workshop may be an object of considerable
interest to men of her age who work in the same place. Because they are the
only men with whom she interacts regularly, their evaluation of her may be
sufficient to foster her reasonably high self-esteem. In contrast, if she were
living with her parents in the community and were employed scrubbing floors

'Similar beliefs are held with respect to naiad minority groups. There is some evidence
linking attitudes toward racial minority groups with those held toward the handicapped
ieowen. flobrove. Rockway. & Stevenson. 190: earth, 1971).



in a local shop where she was the only handicapped person. we would expect
her self-evaluation to be less favorable.

One of the difficulties often faced by the disabled is that they have not had
the widest choice of evaluative envirorunents. On the other hand, more often
than not they have been placed in protected environments which, although
initially mortifying to self-esteem (Coffman. 1961), actually present the pus-
ailihty of self-aggrandizement (Edgerton & Sabach, 1962). This point raises
the oft-heard debate between supporters and opponents of special settings
and normalization or rainstreaming. The former believe that the special set-
ting insures and protects self-esteem; the latter. that it labels the person and
forces him or her into a low status that retluces both felt and actual adequacy.
The parallel for us ak, professionals. if we are educators, is whether we feel
more adequate because we are respected among our fellow educators or less
a&grate because we are held in lower esteem by society than are physicians.

Assumption: Atrittedes toward the handicapped are improving.
It is thought that we are becoming more enlightened about handicapping

conditions and more favorably disposed toward the handicapped. Handicapped
persons are assumed to be better off as a result of these changes. Mainstream-
ing, deinstitutior.alization, and normalizatkm are assumed to illustrate and
foster these trends. In turn, these changes are believed to he a function of
our becoming more just and humane (or more civilized or advanced). Yet an
examination of the history of reactions to handicapped children and adults does
not support any long-term directional trend in favor of the disabled (P. Guskin,
1978).

An extreme example of the difficulty of verifying the existence of a cobln-
uing trend in the improvement of reactions to disabled persons is infanticide
of the handicapped. It was practiced by the highly civilized Greeks (Langer,
1974): it was not a civil crime but an ecclesiastical offense during the early
middle ages (Helmhols, 1975); it was favored by some individuals dining the
Protestant Reformation (Martin Luther, quoted in Maim:, 1964, p. 7); it has
been practiced quietly by individual physicians in recent years; and now it is
a publicly stated policy in the cases of certain disabilities (e.g., spina bifida
children are allowed to die in some hospitals; Public Broadcasting Service,
1976). Certainly, infanticide is increasing dramatically if we include abortions
after diagnoses by amniocentesis.

The lack of a simple trend is also illustrated by residential treatment in
special facilities. Although we see deinatitutionalizatinn as an improvement
and a sign of favorable community attitudes, we must remember that resi-
dential settings were originally created to improve the education and treatment
of the hatklicapped. Attempts to move the disabled back into or to keep them
in the community 1%.ve a long history. Even Bedlam, often seen as the symbol
of inhuman treatment of the insane, attempted to return improved patients
to the community (Plumb, 1973; Rosen, 1968). Furthermore, current normal-
ization efforts are sometimes motivated by economic rather than altruistic
objectives (Edgerton. 1975) and often they reflect a lack of sensitivity to the
nerds of the handicapped and their families (Gorham et al., 1975). We do not
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mean to argue that we are becoming moreunfeeling or negative in our attitudes
toward the handicapped, but only that the matter is far tkom simple and
requires careful examination, using a variety of criteria.

Assumption: Handicapped persons and their families must learn to accept
their disabilities.

The assumption here is that coping requires recognizing the reality of one's
limitations rather than fighting the facts. However, from the point of view of
the disabled person, it may mean accepting a new and uniksirable identity
((fin. 1963). The person who is willing to accept a socially undesirable
statui may have less rehabilitation potential than one who reneger to consider
himself or herself handkapped. The question is, who defines reality: the client
or the professional? It may make life easier for public agencies if clients are
passive and cooperative but passivity and cooperation may not achieve a client's
ends. A client may, for example, be able to cope successil4 in a more normal
setting than the rehabilitation counselor or school psychologist believes. Sim-
ilarly, a mother who takes her child from on doctor to another searching for
a better diagnosis or prognosis may be justified, because many physicians do
laa have necessary specialized knowledge and are often incompetent in deal*
with torents' concerns.

There is also confusion between rejection of the child and rejection of a
disability label which professionals wish to assign to the child. The parent who
refuses to think that his or her child is handicapped may be responding to the
hopelessness of the offered treatment options rather than being unwilling to
relate to the disabled child. Certainly. if professionals can argue publicly about
the appropriateness of labeling handicapped children. a parent has the right
to deny the label for his or her own child.

Assumption: People working with the handicapped hold more appropriate
beliefs and attitudes about them than others do.

We are too ready to see the public as holding inappropriately negative
attitudes because our perspective is so very different. For thespecial education
professional, the presence of a handicapped person means ajob: for the regular
education professional or the public at large, it means a life complication, which

may be a highly realistic view. Some professionals may feel that normalization
requires parents to keep at how a severely handicapped child even if his or
her hyperactive, destructive behavior leads the parents to quite another con-
clusion. In other cases, professionals (e.g., physicians) may assume that a
handicapped child is unbearable for parents who, if given the opportunity and
encouragement, might get a great deal of satisfaction from the child. Because
proPssionals disagree considerably on what is best far a child. family, or
classmates, it is hardly appropriate to use their beliefs and attitudes as criteria
for persons in (Aber roles.

Assumption: People who hold more progressive views on other sithjects are
room fitlrnble tr the ha ndira pped

We tend to think that enlightenment is generalized, and there is some
idenee fur this position (Chester, 19051. but liberal or tolerant views on some
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matters may correlate with negative attitudes toward disability. For example.
the person who argues for a mother's right to abortion when there is a high
risk that she will have a deformed infant may be said to argue against the
handicapped child's right to life. ft also may be that the people who value
intellectual performance must ini.y hold the least favorable attitudes toward
persons with cognitive or learning disabilities.

Assumption: Negative attitudes lead to behavioral rejection of the disabled.
We seem to hold the oversimplified belief that if we feel unfavorable toward

the handicapped or to their Integration into society, we will act accordingly.
However, this belief neglects many other factors that influence ow behavior.
A mother may wish that her child were not handicapped but still she will love
and nurture him as he is. A teacher may feel that a handicapped child will
complicate his teaching job, but if such a child is placed In the classroom he
may demonstrate effective effort in working with her. On the other hand, a
teacher may express highly desirable values about integration and yet show
unhappiness with and hostility toward a child who has serious emotional and
learning problems. Behavior is determined by many factas other than beliefs
and attitudes: social norms for more acceptable public behavior: more general
values, such as justice and altruism; and specific responses in the momentary
situation, such as a smile or hostile demand.

The preceding assumptions fail to exhaust the body of misi nformation about
the handicapped. They merely illustrate the range of significant unvalidated
assumptions which are held by many of us. They have been presented here
to stimulate a questioning and analytic response to popular comments on at-
titude*. the close examination of the research literature, and further research.
The assumptions discussed are not necessarily invalid, only unvalidated. This
section will have failed in its purpose if it merely leads to another set of
diametrically opposed and equally unvalidated assumptions.

PROMISING AREAS FOR FURTHER WORK

It would seem that we are ready to delineate promising directions for future
work, having identified areas of strength and weakness and having pointed
out some widely held but insufficiently validated assumptions. However, future
directions must he defined not merely by the adequacy of prior investigations
and interventions but also by clear conceptualizations of the task. Although
we can borrow concepts and methods from prior experience and from parallel
fields, such as educational innovation. social psychological research on attitude
change, and work on racial prejudice, it is essential to build systematically a
distinct framework for thinking about, investigating, and intervening in at-
titudes toward the handicapped. To be use1W. such a model should enable us
to examine changes in attitudes paralleling or resulting from changes in ser-
vices and changes following direct attempts to train or prepare personnel. The
model should facilitate our examination of attitudes held by people in various
roles. including the handicapped themselves laid their advocates, professionals,
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nonhandicapped peers. and the public at large. It would be helpful if the
framework allowed us to examine the relation between understandings and
attitudes and the Materna between both of them and behaviors. However. it
is probably too much to ask that a single model cover this range of concerto.
Throughout this volume, several formulations are explicated which move us
in an appropriate direction. In Table I. we have tried to list the main variables
which should be considered in a model and suggestions for exploring their
relations.

The first and second factors shown in Table I seem fairly obvious. We need
to know whose attitude we are looking at and what the attitude is about. There
is quite a difference between exploring the public attitude toward the Otysi-
catty disabled and regular classroom teacher attitudes toward mainstreaming
educable mentally retarded pupils. Despite the obviousness of these two fac-
tors, certain groups tend to be forgotten both as subjects and objects. For
example. how many studies can we find that explore the attitudes of the
handicapped and their parents or advocates toward the services we provide?

Tice third factor requires further explanation. Judging how pleasant you
find a handicapped person is quite different from comparing the pleasantness
of nonhandicappell and handicapped persona. The latter approach tends to
magnify differences which may be of little importance in daily living. We do
not always choose to spend our time with the most pleasant person we know.
However. um do avoid people we find unpleasant. Our preferences are also
based on more than our knowledge of a person's handicap, yet must attitude
studies provide only the disability label for evaluation. Studies by Gottlieb

1975a1. Guskin ;1962). and Jaffe (19116) indicate the relative importance
of other information about a person in reactions to the disabled. A related
point is the extent of prior contact with the handicapped persons involved In
assessing the attitudes. Social distance judgments of hypothetic disabled per-
sons require no contact: sociometric preferences for children in one's class are
based on extensive exposure. The public nature of judgments is the final point
made here. Comments made directly to handicapped persons are less open
than anonymous check marks on an HIM sheet.

The fourth factor attempts to identify some important determinants of at-
titudes, ranging from generalized hostile feelings toward people who are dif-
ferent. and toward general intellectual immaturity, to specific training in working
with handicapped persons. Extent of experience with the handicapped is fre-
quently explored but the quality of the experience is rarely dealt with.

The fifth factor is implicit in all attitude studies. That is. we always assume
that attitudes have consequences: More favorable attitudes lead to more de-
sirable behavior. Yet. not only is there rarely a follow-up of consequences but
w4 also find few attempts to analyze the range of possible consequences of
attitude change. For example, what effect will observing a ward for severely
handicapped infants have upon a prospective public school teacher's willingness
to take a job in a school that emphasizes mainstreaming' Will an advertising
campaign that emphasizes the need to invest in services for helpless disabled
persons have a backlash effect on support for mainstreaming the mildly hand-
!cappe? Will a course introducing the special problems of handicapped children
lead to greater self-consciousness in interacting with children who have special
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TABLE I
Farts% a to Consider in Exploring Attitudes in Special Education

Factor hi Consider gromples
I. Subject (who holds attitude)?

2. Object (wh or what is
attitude about?)

3, t5ntest (under what
conditions is the attitude
espressetri

I. Influences (what are the
determinants of these
attitudesn

5, ( 'onsequences (what effects
4, these int it. ides haven

Attitude. measures and
researeh rnethodlo (how
should we assess attitudes')

7 Theoretical formulations
( what el incepts:. hypotheses,
models can we use to guide
our research or practice?,

Public, professionals. children. adults.
speelansts: various handicapped groups,
their advocates. relatives. Demographic
(age, sex, SES) and personal
characterbitics.

Handicapped persons, groups, or labels;
degree of visibility, severity, permanence of
disability: degree of competence and
attractiveness of groupperom. Issues about
services to handicapped, e.g.,
maimittvanting.

Comparisons with other handicapped or
nonlauidicapped persons; availability of
other information about person/group.
Extent of contact with handicapped
required. Extent to which behavior or
Judgment is pub* or private.

Generalized attitudes toward differentness,
understanding of handicap, general
cognitive development. Experience with
handicapped persons: extent and type.
Specific training, attitude- change attemAie,
strategies.

On behavior with handicapped persons; on
feelings when interacting with such persons;
on willingness to work with or interact with
them: on support for public policies
requiring more services; mi suppert for
public policies requiring more integration.

Sociametric indices of acceptance or
rejection; social distance measures; attitude
scales and public opinion surveys. Observed
interaction. Analysis of public laws, policies.
institutional characteristics. Content
analysis of mass media.

Social comparison processes :Festinger,
1454E Ethnocentrism (Adorn% Frenkel-
Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, IOW.
Cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1967).

usitenurd un nest paw
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TABLE 1 Continaod

Factor to Consider E.rempki

8. Ethical considerations (what
precautions mina we take as
we conduct attitude
asaessment and change
studies ?)

Communication analysis (Hovland, Janis, &
Kelley, 1963). Modeling (Bandar' &
Walters. MM. Reference group theory
(Kelley, lent Attribution theory (Heider,
ill* Jones. Kamm, Kelley, Nisbett,
Vans, Ai Weiner, WM. Social deviance
labeling (Davis. 1970; Mercer, WM &belt
1966). Jost world formitlations. Social roles
(Thomas, 1966). Altruism (Macaulay &
Berkowitz, 197* Miasma & Eisenberg-Berg,
1977).

Informed consent. Privacy. Psycliologind
harm to subject and object of attitude
inquiry. Equity. Justice. respect-

1:emblems? Curly, not all behavioral consequences are likely to lie equally
'curable.
Tht sixth factor asks us to look more critically at how we measure attitudes.

Most studies use sociometrie measures, sacisl distance &o des, or other tra-
ditional attitude scaling approaches. Although many writers call for behavioral
or unobtrusive measures, mast studies are limited to paper-and-pencil mea-
sures. However, the development of systematic observational methods has
made observation more practical (Gampel. Gottlieb, & Harrison, 1974; Wein-
berg & Wood, 1975) although it is still more expensive and tine consuming
than paper-and-pencil methods. Also, we can analyze our laws and the ehar-
acteriatics of schools and institutions by using, for example, Wolfensberger's
(1972) criteria for nornializatiqn; by using content analysis we can systemat-
ically evaluate newspaper and television accounts ci disabled persons to de-
termine how society characterizes the handicapped.

The seventh factor entails the search for theoretical formulations that may
help us to conceptualize attitude studies and interventions. Extant research,
writing, and theorizing in social psychology are advanced as the proper base
for approaching the study of attitudes toward the handicapped and attitude
change. but social psychology as a field is itself fragmented. Among its many
theories. son* hold prtenise for the issues of concern to special educators but
have rarely been used for such purposes. Typically, the theories and studies
have been developed for and carried out on adult populations, usually of
age and in college settings; studies of attitude krmation, especially theories
relating to special education concerns, are virtually nonexistent. Moreover,
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many theories still are undergoing development and refinement, and typically
they explain limited phenomena. It should not be expected, then, that available
social psychological theories can be adopted wholesale and applied to special
education concert, s. Rather, as noted, such theorizing, research, and writing
can be expected only to guide our initial approaches and efforts.

Special education attitude researchers need not view themselves as mere
adapters of existing theories; they are potential contributors to theory elab-
oration and refinement. For example, Morin and Jones (1974) applied Festin-
gees theory of social comparison processes to blind school-age chillren; at
issue was Festinger's hypothesis that given a range of possible persons for
comparison, someone dose to one's own ability or opinion would be chosen.

In applying the hypothesis to the blind children, Morin and Jones predicted
that manipulating the degree of relevance to blindness of a given ability would
significantly affect the frequency with which the blind were chosen as a group
for social comparison purposes. Getting around, reading, and earning money
when one gets out of school were the tasks selected as highly relevant to
blindness: paying attention to the teacher. remembering what one hears, and
staying out of trouble were selected for their low relevance to blindness. The
prediction was that the blind would be chosen for comparison on the tasks
having high relevance to blindness.

A second and related hypothesis predicted that manipulating the level of
difficulty of a given task would significantly increase the choice of the blind
as a reference group. Counting 14 beeps which were presented very slowly
WWI an easy task: counting 14 beeps which were presented very rapidly was
difficult. It was reasoned that the choice of the blind on the difficult task would
protect the self-regard of the blind persons by providing a less competitive
group for comparison.

The results suggest the nem to refine Festinger's theory: First, we must
consider the degree of relevance of the question posed to the source of simi-
larity between the individual and the reference group. Morin and Jones found
that the blind were carmen significantly more frequently on those items that
were of high relevar.ce to blindness than on those that were of low relevance.
The authors noted that an elaboration of Festinger's theory should clarify
similarity to include the dimension of relevance.

Second. the Festinger model should be expanded to include the dimension
of level of difficulty. It appeared that as tasks increase in difficulty, when two
or more groups are available for comparison. the group that yields the more
favorable' comparison will be the one chosen. Morin and Jones found that as
performance tasks became more difficult, the blind were chosen with greater
frequency over any reference grout., including the sighted, even though the
task was not related to blindness. A' though the results of the study as a whole
were con:iAtent with Festinger's t.ieory, faaure to consider similarity in re-
lation to task relevance and level of task difficulty led to inefficiency in pre-
diction.

It is quite probable that. when we begin to apply social psychological theories
to other special education topics. similar adjustments in the theories may be
necessary, thus enriching the theories as well as strengthening the foundation
of special education theory, research. and practice. A few of the formulations
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which might be fruitfully applied or modified in attitude research on the hand-
icapped are listed in Table I.

Finally, but toy no means the least importent factor to comider in exploring
attitudes in special education, is concern with the ethical implications of our
research and interventions. The movement that has led to increased concern
with the rights of the handicapped extends also to the study of attitudes
themselves, especially with the impact of such study on the object of inves-
tigation as well as on the individual expressing his or her attitudes. It has
been suggested that to inquire into the attitudes which one holds toward
another is to infringe upon a person's right to his or her own mind and thoughts.
Moreover, to presume to modify the attitudes uncovered without the consent
of the individual studied may also be construed as infringing upon the rights
of the respondent.

Within recent years, governmental regulations have been developed to en-
sure the informed participation of persons whose attitudes are surveyed. whose
attitudes would be changed, or who serve as subjects in social. behavioral,
biological, or other studies and/or experiments (UHEW, 1971; see also Amer-
ican Psychological Association. 1973). The concern is with the potential physical
andr psychological harm to the participants or to the class of individuals of
whom the restxmdent. participant is presumed to be representative. Potential
harm is obvious in some situations and subtle in others. For example, to expose
an individual to his own negative attitudes toward the disabled by requiring
him to respond to an attitude questionnaire or to interact with a disabled
person, or summarizing public attitudes toward the disabledemphasizing
the negative tone of such attitudes has been interpreted as harmful to the
respondent and to the group which is the object of the attitude study. In the
case of the respondent, potential psychological discomfort is associated with
th- being forced to face the fact that his attitudes toward disabled
pe:sons are negative. The argument against reporting the results of public
attii ude surveys is somewhat more subtle and has rarely been given attention
in the question of ethical issues in the study of attitudes. At issue is the
possibility that the communication of negative societal attitudes may reinforce
the perceptions of disabled individuals and/or groups as members of a suspect
clas.s, thereby compounding their difficulties in interpersonal relationships and
general life adjustment.

Why. then, do we wish to study attitudes toward the disabled? Professionals
in special education and related fiekls hold the view that we need to study
attitudes in order to change them and, thus, to facilitate the adjustment of
disabled persons. (The presumption, as noted earlier, is that we already know

the attitudes to be negative. The philosophy underlying this view is that all
persons have a right to be respected as individuals, regardless of physical,
racial, religious. ethnic, or other characteristics, and that the promotion of
such respect is in the best interest of society. Hence, it is reasoned. it is better
to integrate handicapped children into regular schools than to segregate them,
and to edueate sehool children, the general public, and educational personnel
on the nature disabled children to the extent that differences exist) rather
than to let each individual he guided by his or her own prejudices, precon-
ceptions. and predilections.
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Several practical concerns grow out of these more general issues which are
likely to impact directly on research and generalizations about special education
attitudes. The first issue focuses on permission to participate in attitude sur-
veys. Many school districts will wish to assess student attitudes as the prelude
to the initiation of programmatic changes to facilitate the integration of dis-
abled children in regular classrooms, but they will have difficulty carrying out
such asseieunents. For example, parental permission to participate in the stud-
ies will be required. Unless a majority and representative sample of students
participate, it will be difficult to use the results either to understand the
attitudes that exist in a given school building or classroom or, consequently,
to structure experiences for the effective integration of disabled children.
Thus, if too few children are permitted to participate in sociometric studies,
the nature of the classroom Krxture will remain unknown and the best group-
ings of children to facilitate adjustment may not be possible.

There is also the matter of research into and generalizations about the nature
of attitudes toward special education. Such studies require access to large and
representative samples of subjects. Difficulties in random sampling arise not
only from parents who refuse permission for their children to participate in
attitude assessments but, also, from school administrators who refuse per-
mission even to ask parents about such permissions. These limitations certainly
make information about the nature of attitudes toward special education more
difficult to obtain and our knowledge of such attitudes less certain.

It may seem that unobtrusive procedures can circ'imvent the difficulties of
acquiring information on attitude...-, but that is not so. Permissions must be
obtained for collecting all data, with the accompanying requirement that the
reasons for the study and expected uses of the data be given to the participants.

It is apparent as we approach attitudes and attitude change in special ed-
ucation that, in formulating questions and intervention strategies, we must
give attention to several ethical issues, including informed consent, participant
rights to privacy. and potential harm to the subjects and objects of our inquiry
and intervention.

OVERVIEW OF VOLUME

Because changes in special education requiring the rapid adjustment of stu-
dents, parents. teachers, and administrators have been mandated by Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act and Public Law 94-142. attitudes toward children
and youth with handicaps have assumed critical importance. Until this pub-
lication there has been no single source of information on the theory .ind effects
of attitudes aril attitude change in special education. The reviews of literature
and syntheses of information which follow are organized with the special ed-
ucatiors consumer in mind. The approaches of the various contributors are
sensitive to the theoretical and technical problems and issues attendant to the
concerns of such consumers. It is anticipated that bringing the studies on
attitudes toward exceptional children and related topics together with the
perspectives on disabled children u (See R.I.. Jones' Reflections on
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Growing Up Disabled published in 1983 by The Council fm- Exceptional Chil-
drew and carefiaily and clearly descrikang the differeat theoretical and tech-
nical viewpoints and considerations will influence the quality of special echication
research and writing on attitudes and attitude change and, ultimately, influ-
ence the services provided handicapped
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2

Perspectives and Issues in the
Study of Attitudes

HARRY C. TRIANDIS
JOHN ADAMOPOULOS
DAVID BRINBERG

The term altitude is widely used by the public to denote a psychological state
that predisposes a person to action. The scientific study of attitudes started
in the middle of the 19th century in Germany with the use of a number of
theoretical terms to designate a person's preparation to respond to a class of
social stimuli. At that time, the word set was often used to refer to such a
state. Later. in the 20th century, the concept was given a more restricted
definition. For example, Thwstone (1928, 1931) emphasized the person's feel_
lug or affect toward an attitude object.

People can feel good, pro. or favorable, or bad, and, or unfavorable toward
an attitude object. Many contemporary attitude theorists have used this re-
strict ..(1 definition of the word. Others, however, have taken the view that the
concept is widely used by the public and, therefore, when social scientists
communicate with the public on attitudes, they shoul.1 use the public's defi-
nition. This viewpoint favors defining attitude as having several components
and restricted definitions of these components. Among the many major the-
orists who share this view is, for example, Allpcat (1935); he defined an attitude
as "P mental and neural state of readiness, organized through experience,
exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the balividuars response to all
objects and situations with which it is related" (p. 810).

Triandis (1971), following many other theorists, used a three-part defiaition:
An attitude is an idea charged with emotion which predisposes a class of

actions to a particular class of social situations" (p. 2). This definition has three
components: the idea (cognitive component), the emotion attached to it (af-
fective component), and the predisposition to action tbehavioral component).
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COGNITIVE COMPONENT

The cognitive component reflects thoughts about the attitude object. People
give identical response s to stimuli that are quite diverse. For example, they
may use the term "handicapped" to describe a broad array of persons. A
categury is inferred from comparable responses to discriminably different stim-
uli. People also use critical attributes to decide how to categorize experience.
For example, to categorize a person as "handicapped." some Individuals may
consider those particular physical limitations of the person which make certain
kinds of actions difficult; others may consider psychological limitations; and
still others may use many criteria at the same time. In other words, the way
the attitude object is defined is an aspect of the cognitive component. Nu-
memo; other thoughts may also be associated with the attitude object: for
example, beliefs about the "cause" of the handicap and the "consequences" of
being handicapped. Some beliefs about how human behaviors or traits covary
(go together;; for example, a person may believe that a physically handicapped
person is dangerous or strange.

Beliefs about a category of persons are often called stereotypes. A stereotype
is a belief that members of a particular group have a certain common trait or
attribute. Some parts of the stereotype can be accurate, in the sense that a
connection between a group of persons and the particular behavior or trait
may be shown by careful research. For example. certain groups of people who
"go to church" reliably an. stereotyped as "pious." Stereotypes which have
been validated by research are called sociolypes. However, in most cases,
people do not form stereotypes on the basis of careful research; instead they
react on the basis of a minimum of evidence. Often, all they know is what
other people told them while they were growing up, which is usually inaccurate.
So, most stereotypes have little or no validity.

People also have "implicit personality theories" (Schneider, 1973); that is,
they think they know what kinds of traits "go together." Sometimes these
theories appear to be so "obviously logical" that people are convinced that
empirical examinations of them are unnecessary. For example, a person may
hold the "theory" that the attribute "fat" is related to the attribute "low self-
esteem," and then look for data to support this "theory" because it is Intui-
tively and obviously right."

tb'FPX'TIVE COMPONENT

The whole network of thoughts about categories of people constitutes the
cognitive component of attitudes toward people. Each element of this network
has some effective value attached to it. Affect is attached to any category
when positive or negative experiences co-occur with the category. For ex-
ample. if "low self-esteem" is frequently associated with undesirable events
nr status. then the concept acquires a negative affective value.

An at t it ode object is at the center of a network of thoughts, and each element
(thought! of the network has some degree of emotion, positive or negative,
associated with it. In addition, the attitude object is connected to those ele-
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merits with varying degrees of strength. So. the total affect or emotion attached
to the attitude object depends on the strength of its connections with various
cognitive elements and on the emotion that is attached to each element (Fish -
bein, 1901). In fact. humans cannot think of many things without feeling some
emotion. We are evaluative animals; that is, we keep evaluating what is gcing
on around us.

The importance of evaluation can be seen in the work of Osgood, May, and
Mirror (1975). These researchers worked in some 30 different language-culture
communities spread all around the world. They worked with high school stu-
dents, in the students' own languages, but used identical procedures. They
started by asking the students to provide "qualifiers" to 100 easily translatable
words (e.g., fire, mother, moon, truth, and adventure). Students filled in
phrases, such as (in English) "The HOUSE is "The
MOTHER." The words that were elicited from this procedure were identified
as "qualifiers." Osgood and his associates took the most frequently given qual-
ifiers and constructed a questionnaire that required every student to indicate
the extent to which each of the 100 words was connected with each qualifier
(e.g.. the extent to which MOTHERS are active). Then, using a statistical
technique called factor analysis, which allows scientists to discover similarities
and differences in responses given to such question, the investigators found
that evaluative qualifiers were highly intercorrelated in every part of the
world. For example, good things are seen as generally beaut0l, just, wise,
and intelligent; bad things are seen as generally ugly, unjust, unwise, and
stupid.

What was important, for our purpose, is that these evaluative judgments
formed the most important (in the sense of variance accounted for) cluster of
worldwide judgments. Universally, people indicated that when using words
to qualify objects the most striking attribute is whether the object is good or
bad. Incidentally, two other clusters of judgments are also universal: potency
(whether the object is big, powerful, or heavy) and actirity (whether the object
is active, fast, and alive).

It is easy to see how these qualities have become important. When early
humans faced a hostile environment, many of the stimuli they encountered
had to be evaluated: "Is this something good or bad for me? Once the judgmeat
was made, two other judgments were also important: if it is bad and also
small, I can afford to ignore it; if it is bad and dead I can also ignore it."
Survival depended on making such judgments correctly. It is because we
humans developed the skill to evaluate the world more or less accurately that
we have survived.

BEHAVIORAL COMPONENT

An important set of beliefs attached to an attitude object concerns the be-
haviors that may occur toward the object. The options in the ease of social
behavior are limited: One can go toward, army, or against the attitude object.
If the attitude object is good, approaching it makes sense; if it is bad, avoiding
or fighting it may be good options.



When humans developed more complicated social systems, they added (d-

imensions. Corresponding to evaluation is association (going toward) versus
dissociat um (going away or against); corresponding to potency is supererdi-

nation (giving advice. criticizing) versus subordination (asking for help, ac-

cepting orders oil and corresponding to activity is overt action (e.g.. hitting)

versus covert action (e.g., silently hating). Finally. in relation to other people,

humans have devised systems of action that reflect the quality of interaction
(e.g.. formality versus intimacy). These dimensions of social action appear to

be universal and emerge in many types of data in both studies of personality

and of social behavior (Adanwpoulos. 19K4; Triandis. 1977a). In short, our

social behavior can be overt or covert, formal or intimate, supertwdinate or
subordinate. and associated with liking tn- disliking the other person. Mixed
dimensions are also cornnion. For example. one may dislike the other but say

or do nothing (covert action); one may like the other but still act very formally;

one may act in a bossy (superordinate) way toward others whom one likes or

dislikes. These more complex responses do not depend just on attitudes. They

also reflect the kind of social situation and the history of the relationship
between the persons.

In sum, one of the major theoretical issues in the study of attitudes is how

attitudes are to be defined. One difference of opinion is between theorists who

define them simply as evaluation. that is, asemotion for or against the attitude

object. and those who use the three components. Another difference of opinion

is between theorists who define attitude as a predisposition to respond and,

therefore, by definition. assume that attitudes are related to behavior, and
those who define it. as just another response which may or may not be related

to the behavior of interest. The next section presents the view of the first

group.

How Are Attitudes Related to Behavior?

By definition, attitudes predispose toward action. However, some investiga-

tors have found no relation between their measure of attitude and their mea-

sure of action. One possibility for the lack of correspendence between attitude

and behavior is the poor niethickdogy used in these studies.

A measure has two attributes in which we are interested: reliability and
,ydsitta. Reliability expresses the consistency of a measure across occasions

or places. If a measure is reliable, we should get pretty much the same score

when we use it on another occasion or inanother place. If the measure consists

of several responses. then there should be consistency across these responses.

Validity refers to the extent to which an instrument measures what it is

supposed to measure. There are many kinds of validity (Brinberg & Kidder.

IMO. For instance, concurrent validity is obtained when two measures which

supposedly measure the same thing are, in fact. related. Construct validity is

fhtained when correlations emerge among variables predicted from a theory.

Because we define attitude as a predisposition to action, when we do not

get a c'irrelation between attitude and action we must show, through an in-
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depenthmt study, that the attitude measures were. in fact, valid. If there is
no additional Wormlike of this kind, we do not kaiow why we did not get the
expected correlation. It could be because (a) the attitude measure was unre-
liable; (b) the measure of the behavior was unreliable; or (e) the measure of
the attitude was not valid. Each posslity can be checked with additional
data. For example, a researcher can show that the reliability of the measures
is high or that the attitude one correlates with other attitude ntraisures
that supposedly measure the sane thing. Typically, in studies in which the
relation between attitudes and behavior was low, no such additional data were
presented.

The most famous study of the relation of attitudes and behavior was pub-
lished by LaPiere (1984). Methodologically, it was a weak study. However,
since it is historically important and people still cite it, it is caul to indicate
why it was weak. In the early 1980's, LaPiere traveled through a portion of
the United States with a Chime cowle. They stopped in 66 hotels and 184
restaunuts, and they wee refined service only once. Six months after the
trip, LaPiere sent letters to the establishments which had served than, *Wag
if they would give service to Chinese guests. Only 128 establishmentsanswered
this letter; at those ate /feting. 92% indicated that they would not accept
Chinese guests. Thus. LaPiere claimed that there was little connection be-
tween attitudes and actions.

Why is the au* a poor one?

1. We do not know whether the person who admitted the Chinese couple was
the same one who answered the letter.

2. The letter elicited a "norm" (i.e., usual and appropriate action) rather than
an attitude; it did not measure the particular respondent's attitude.

I. There is no additional evidence that the answers to the letter provided a
valid measure of attitudes.

4. There is no information on the reliability of either the behavior or the
supposed attitude measure.

5. The attitude objects were not the same: There is a big difference between
"Orientals" (the wording of the letter) and that particular, pleasant-looking,
smiling Chinese couple who arrived in an expensive automobile witha white
professor.

Although this study was weak, it is very instructive. It tells us that we
must pay attention to the total stimulus field surrounding the person who is
responding to an attitude question or who is acting. Consider the difference
between answering a letter which asks about Orientals in general and re-
sponding to a specific Chinese couple. The difference is immense.

The same point can be made on the opposite side of the argument. There
are excellent predictions from attitudes to behavior in the case of voting be-
havior. Here, the researcher uses a sheet of paper that looks like a ballot. has
the same names that will appear on the ballot, and may be used a few days
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behre an election. After the election,, people are asked how they voted. The
latter answers can be nose -checked against actual voting frequencies across
a sample of precincts. The typical results in such cases have veryhigh validities
(correlations between the attitiale measures and the behavior). The expla-
nation is simpk.: The two tasks are very similar and they occur rather close
in time. It is almost like asking a person to vote twice, and the conviations
are more like reliatility measures than measures of validity.

Characteristics Associated with Beharior

All behaviors which we study have five characteristics associated with them:
a specific actor, a specific action, in a specific context, at a specific time, and
toward a specific target. Simply put: "Who, does what, to whom, where, and
itchy." The attitudes which we generally study also will have these character-
istks associated with them. AU too often, researchers obtain behavioral mea-
sures that have a different set of characteristics her the attitude measures.
For instance, a researcher may measure a person's "attitude toward handi-
capped people" and obtain a behavioral measure of whether the person will
help a specific blind man across the street. Obviously, there is a lack of eon.
respondence between the characteristics of the attitude and the behavior. The
researcher will probably find a low relation between the general measure of
attitude and the particular behavior, and may conclude that attitude* do not
predict behavior. However, when there is a higher correspondence between
the characteristics of the attitude and the behavior measure (e.g., the attitude
toward helping a blind person across the street), attitudes will be fairly cmi-
sistent predictors of behavior. It is important to note, then, that the greater
the degree of correspondence between the attitudes and behavior measures,
the more accurately attitudes predict behavior.

If we measure a very general attitude (e.g., attitude toward the handi-
capped), it should not be very surprising to find that this general measure
does not predict very accurately any one specific behavioral measure. Multiple
measures of behaviors that are associated with the attitude object are nec-
essary. In this case, if we measure a person's attitude toward the handicapped
and then obtain several behavioral measures (e.g., helping a blind person
across the street, donating to a charity for the handicapped, etc.), it is likely
that we will observe moderate to strong relations between the measure of
attitude and the several measures of behavior. In short, if the researcher is
interested in predicting behavior from a general attitude measure, it is im-
portant to obtain multiple measures of behaviors; however, if the researcher
is interested in predicting a specific behavior, it is best to obtain a measure
of attitude that corresponds to the specific behavior.

In conclusion, the argument about whether attitudes predict behavior is
misleading. If the attitude measures are properly obtained, if the character-
istics of the attitude object correspond to those of the behavior being measured,
and if multiple measures of behavior are obtained to correspond to a general
measure of attitude, then it is likely that a fairly high relation will be found
between at ;tiales and behavior (Fishbein & Ajxen, 1975).
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Variability in Behavior

The argument just summarized does not imply that all the variability in be-
havior is predictable from attitutkis. Far from it. Very often people do not do
what they would Ulm to do, This fact is so obvious that we teal to target it.
People often do what is legal. moral, or ethical or what has good consequences
in the long run, tuber than what gives them the greatest pleasure in the next
minute. In fact, attitudes often castled relatively mall ammts of the vari-
ability (technically, the variance) of behavior. People sometimes learn how to
act in different situations by being exposed to rewards and punishments. If
some of these rewards are dearly connected with actions, a person sees good
consequences for these actions. Other people also give information about what
is correct behavior and act as models for correct action. Much of what we learn
is, in bet, a result of observations of other people who are rewarded or pun-
ished for certain actions. Once we act a few times in a certain way, because
of such social factors or because we expect good consequences, our behavior
in a situation may escape self-instruction (conscimis thought). It is like driving
a car We stop at the red lights without giving ourselves the instruction to do
so. Our attitudes, then. may be shaped to conform to our behavior, and we
can acquire attitudes that just* what we do. So, in a real sense, when we
study attitudes, we are tapping established behavior patterns.

The relation between attitudes and behavior, then, is reciprocal. Attitudes
predispose actions; actions shape attitudes. Viewed in a broad histmical and
cross-cultural perspective, individuals hold the attitudes that are most weft!l
to them for effective social action in a particular historical period and a par-
ticular culture. These attitudes predispose their behavior, but when their
behavior is shaped by contemporary events (e.g., new laws, social movements,
travel to other countries. etc.), they acquire new attitudes.

Another perspective can be drawn From clinical cases. Many timesour habits
are inconsistent with social norms, roles, or even our self-concepts. For ex-
ample, suppose a person has a particular sexual habit which is not socially
approved. and we measure the person's attitude toward that sexual habit.
This measure may reflect the social norm (social desirability). So, the person
might indicate a dislike of, and opposition to, such sexual behavior. In many
clinical cases individuals think that they disapprove of a behavior, except when
they are "carried away" and do it in a "weak moment." What we have in such
MCP is an affective system, shaped by past pleasant events and personal
experiences. and a cognitive system. shaped by social influences. Each system
predisposes a class of actions, but the actions are incompatible with the attitude
ur are viewed by most members of a society as incompatible. Such persons
may ask clinicians for help to bring their habits in line with their ideals of who
they are and how they should behave.

A less extreme case, but parallel to it. is the situation in which a person
has habits (e.g.. smoking) which are known to be harmful. Here, the cognitions
reflect probabilities of future events (cancer, death. etc.) but the habit is well
entrenched. The person may then like to smoke but verbalize the intention
to stop. In this caw, too, there is a contrast between the habit-affective system
and the cognitive system.
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To sum up, when people have no established habits about a certain behavior
they do what is socially desirable, consistent with their self-concepts, intrins-
ically enjoyable. and has good pinetiveil consequences. Different persons weigh
these factors differentially: some pay a lot of attention to what is socially
desirable, others do what is enjoyable, and so on. In addition, the weights
may be different for different behaviors te.g., when we pray, we do what is
socially desirable or what aria good consequences: when we drink at a cocktail
party. we may give more weight to what is enjoyable). Also. some social
situations call for more of one or another of these factors. For instance, in a
church, as opposed to a perty, people are more likely to perform socially
desirable rather than personal!y enjoyable behaviors.

When a behavior is under "habit control" (escapes conscious self-instruction),
what we think, feel, or like to do (in short, our attitudes) may be irrelevant.
So, in thinking about attitudes and attitude change. we must cansider what
/clod of behavior we are trying to change. If we want to change a behavior
that is under habit control, we have to use one course of action; if it is not
under habit control, another course of action may be best.

The secrnd trig issue concerning attittales, then, is whetherthey are related
to behavior. The view just described is, by definition, that attitudes are related
to behavior. although they may sometimes not account for very much of the
variability of behavior. The opposing view is that attitudes are not necessarily
related to behavior.

Another approach to the study of the relation betweenattitudes and behavior
is the use of people's specific beliefs about a behavior in the prediction of the
actual behavior. A belief simply links an action (or object) with a consequence,
attribute. or another object. For example, one belief that may be associated
with allowing handicapped students to take part in "normal" classes may be
that "allowing the handicapped to take part in normal classes would mean that
the nonhandicapped students will be slowed down in their learning." Each
different belief associated with the behavior tin this example, allowing the
handicapped to take part in "normal" classes) may then be examined in order
to determine the relation of each belief to behavior.

An example may help to clarify how we can study the relation of a particular
belief to a behavior. Suppose we are interested in finding out whether the
belief that "allowing the handicapped to take part in normal classes would
mean that the nonhandicapped students will be slowed down in their learning,"
is related to the behavior of voting to allow handicapped students in the
classroom. We would ask a person two questions associated with the belief:
(at -Suppose that allowing handicapped students to take part in normal classes
would mean that handicapped students will be slowed down in their learning.
How likely is it that you would vote to allow handicapped students in the
t'aassroom? (b) "Suppose that allowing handicapped students to take part in
normal classes would sot mean that nonhandicapped students will be slowed
in their learning. How likely is it that you would vote to allow handicapped
students in the classroornr The difference between the responses to these
two questions mould indicate the psychological relevance of the belief to the
behavior (4 voting. The greater the difference between the two responses, the
more relevant this belief would be to the behavior. Conversely. the less the



diffrrence between the two respmes, the less relevant this belief would be
to the behavior.

This approach has a number of implications for the study of the relation
between beliefs and behavior. For example, it allows us to determine the
relevance of each belief. If we are interested in altering a behavior, the most
efficient strategy would be to attempt to change the relevant, rather than the
irrelevant, beliefs laccard & King, 1977).

Why Do People Have Attitudes'

Attitudes help people in many ways.

1. Attitudes help people to understand the world around them by organizing
the very complex array of stimuli in the environment. Imagine how difficult
it would be to act if we had to develop our action patterns from first
principles each time. By holding stereotypes and having predispositions to
respond, we act more quickly. Of course, there is a price: To the extent
that our stereotypes are inaccurate or our attitudes are unjustified, we also
act more inaccurately or inappropriately.

Consider, for example. a person who dislikes handicapped people. Such a
person may be -using information" given to him by others to the effect that
the handicapped are parasites on society. This attitude predisposes a ready-
made response, so the person has a set of actions immediately available when
called for. For example, he or she may vote against government actions in
favor of the handicapped.

2. Attitudes help people to protect their self-esteem. They make it possible
for people to avoid unpleasant truths about themselves or to cover up
uncomplimentary thoughts. In our example, the person who dislikes hand-
icapped people can cover up extreme stinginess by arguing that the hand-
icapped are itic (thus, the government should not support programs
for children).

3. Attitudet. help peop,:e to adjust to a complex world so that they will do the
right (rewrding) things at the right time. For example, if a person's friends
also disliie handicapped people, he or she will be rewarded for such atti-
tudes.

4. Attitudes help people to express their fundamental values. In our example,
the person may place his or her personal. financial condition ahead of a good
society.

This analysis was developed by Katz (1960). He discussed the knowledge,
ego-defensive, adjustive-utiliforian, and value-expressive functions of atti-
tudes. The importance of the functional approach is that it directs us to examine
the bases of a person's attitudes, which will suggest different courses of action
for attitude-change purposes, depending on which basis is discovered. For
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exam*, attitude change is best svhieved through information if the Mamie
basis is mostly informational; it is most effective through psychotherapy if the
Ixagis is mostly ego-defensive; it is most likely to work through changes in the
person's social group if the basis is mostly utilitarian; and it is must responsive
to an attack on the connection between attitudes and values if the basis is
mostly value-expressive. In short, the functional approach implies that we do
not change all attitudes the same way. We should tailor-make our attitude-
change procedures to take into account the functional bases of the attitudes.
Of course. some attitudes may have two or more bases, and more than one
change procedure may be needed to change them.

Attitudes have additional functions. Since positive or negative emotions are
usually associated with attitudes. they may he used as reinforcers. Reinforcers,
of course, may be used to increase or decrease the likelihood of a behavior.
The effectiveness of the attitude as a reinforcer depends upon how polarised
(extreme) it is. For instance, if a person has a very strong positive attitude
toward people in wheelchairs, this attitude nay be used to shape a number
of different behaviors, such as helping a person in a sr Admit becoming
friendly with someone in a wheelchair. or allowing people in wheelchairs to
attend public schools. The use of the attitude as a reinforcer may increase the
likelihood of these behaviors. The converse of this example would also be true;
that is, if a person has a negative attitude. it would be possible to use the
attitude to decrease the likelihood of a behavior.

Attitudes may also serve as stimuli to elicit behaviors which have been
previously learned and associated with the attitudes. For example, if a person
has a positive attitude toward handicapped people, behaviors (e.g., giving to
charity) that were previously learned and associated with the attitude may be
elicited when the attitude is made salient.

In sum, it iss /*SAW to identify the functionts) of each attitude. However. an
important issue in the study of attitudes is how much weight to give to the
functional bases of attitudes. One view is that the study of why people have
particular attitudes is extremely important because only by designing change
procedures specifically for these attitudes can we have real attitude change.
Another view is that the study of why each person holds a particular attitude
is too time-consuming and expensive; we must discover procedures that work
for everybody, even though we admit that such procedures may work better
fur some people than for others.

How Are Attitudes Organized'

A central principle' of attitude organization is consistency (Abelson, Aronson,
Met;uire, Newcomb, Rosenberg. & Tannenbaum, 1900. Cognitive elements
ce,g.. thoughts about attitude objects) are connected with one another posi-
tively ( g io or negatively ( When we assign plus and minus signs to re-
lations. consistency or balance implies that multiplying WI signs algebraically
will give us a positive sign. For instance, if Person B dislikes ( Person A.
and if Peron': A dislikes ( ) attitude object X, then Person B's attitude toward
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O would be balanced if B liked O. because then we wound have ( - ) times ( )
times ( + u) = + u. On the other hand, if Person B disliked 0, we would have
( ) times ( -) times ( -) = ( - ), which is not balanced. Unbalanced attitudes
are more likely to change than balanced attitudes. A change could involve any
of the above elements; for example, B may start lilting A, or B may perceive
A as liking 0, or B may start liking 0.

When a person does something positive toward an attitwie object but feels
negatively about it, there is imbalance or dissonance (Festinger, 1957). Im-
balance is an unstable state that motivates people to change their attitudes.
For example, suppose some people believe that the handicapped are poor
workers and dislike them. Now imagine that a law requires time people to
hire handicapped workers. Further, =mune that they are law-abiding and
therefore, do hire the handicapped. The cognition that they have acted in a
positive way is in conflict with the cognition t' it they dislike handicapped
people. When there s such conflict, some cognition must change to restore
conaistency. Inasmuch as it is diffitult for people to think that they have not
acted in a positive way, the cognition about the attitude (dike for the hand-
icapped) is easier to change. Such people aim* may say to themselves, 'Well,
what do you know? They are not bad . . . I like the handicapped!"

Unfortunately, things are not always that simple. There are a number of
things people can do when they are fated with inconsistency. Abelson (1959)
has identified four such strategies:

1. They can stop thinking about the inclowisteney, if the discrepancy between
two cognitions is not considered, there is no reason to change.

1. They can twister one cognition; for instance, they can argue that their
behavior was due to their being a law-abiding citizens or their desire to
please their supervisor, and has nothing to do with the way they feel about
the handicapped.

:3. They can differentiate. That is, they can argue that even though they li!ie
some kinds of handicapped people, they dislike most of them.

.1. They can transcend the inconsistency by finding some higher level expla-
nation, such as the general principle that one should act in a positive way
even toward those one dislikes, or by arguing that it is a good principle of
action in a civilized society.

Another complication is the freedom which people saw themselves as having
at the time of the act. If they did not see themselves as free to act positively
or negatively, then there is no inconsistency. That is, they had no choice so
their behavior had no relevance to their attitude. Still another complication
concerns the extent to which they feel committed to the action. Suppose that
such people see very little reason for acting the way they did, other than that
it was the right way to act. In short, th.4 reason that they acted because they
felt that that was the only way to act. In this case, the discrepancy betueen
action and attitude becomes greater because there is commitment. So, the
more free people feel to act or not to act, and the less reason they see for
having acted. the greater the dissonance and thus the greater the discomfort
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the category or behavior reflecting these events. There are several kinds of
events: direct experience, which may be positive or negative, or indirect ex-
perience, such as receiving information from others. A person may experience
the positive event directlyfor example, receiving cagy in the presence of
an attitude objector may be told that one will receive candy in the presence
of an attitude object.

People may start by evaluating a particular attitude object neutrally, but
if they form new beliefs connecting the attitude object with particular attri-
butes, consequences, or antecedents, then they will move away from neu-
trality. Some beliefs will be strong and some weak; some will connect the
attitude object to positive attributes, others, to negative attributes. The sum
of the products of the strength of these beliefs and the evaluative aspect of
each belief is an index of the affect toward the attitude object. Fishbein and
Arden (1975) discussed this idea in detail. They pointed out that although a
person holds many beliefs about an attitude object, only some of these beliefs
are salient, and affect toward the attitude object depends only on the salient
beliefs.

There is evidence that affect is positively related to exposure to an attitude
object. In other words, repeated exposure to a stimulus leads to liking it.
Harrison (1977), after a review of 10 years of research on this phenomenon,
speculated that it may be related to the Solomon and Corbit (1974) opponent-
process theory of motivation. This theory suggests that if the presentation of
a stimulus triggers an affective reacti'm, the withdrawal of this same stimulus
will trigger an opposite (the opponent) process which, in turn, results in feel-
ings that have the opposite affective value. So, if a novel stimulus is threatening
or annoying. the absence of the stimulus will produce positive affect. Repetition
of this sequence leaves the initial process unaffected but strengthens the op-
ponent process (Solomon & Corbit. 1974) so that the latter becomes conditioned
to the stimulus and, as a result. a stimulus which originally was threatening
becomes positive after many exposures.

The application of this finding to reaction= toward handicapped persons
suggests that if people are frequently exposed to handicapped persons, other
things being equal. they will start to like them. However, this idea is also
related to the so called "contact hypothesis," a hypothesis which has been
shown by research not always to lead to greater liking.

In sum, attitudes are formed because the person is exposed to the attitude
object, which can generate positive affect; the attitude object is observed to
have particular attributes; the person learns from others that the attitude
object has some attributes; and/or the person is rewarded for believing that
the attitude object has certain attributes. The rewards may be of many kinds,
such as money, goods, information, services, status, or love (Fos & Foa. 1974).
Children, of course. are also receptive to these rewards, although the specific
form of the reward may be different for them. When a reward is given con-
sistently for a period of time. there is more learning but there is also rapid
forgetting ("extinction" of response) when the reward is no longer given. On
the other hand, when the reward is given only some of the time (intermittent
reinforcement) extinction does not occur so readily. In short, learning is more
likely to last if the reward is not always given. Many other factors are relevant,
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such as bow big the reward is, how soon after the response the reward is
given, and so on.

How do stereotypes devekr? The preceding discusskm isiirectb, relevant.
Suppose a person has wine positive and some negative experiences with deaf
peke. If the positive experiences are more frequent or of greater magnitude,
or are more clearly connected in time or place to deaf people. then the attitude
toward the deaf will be positive. However, most people do not have direct
experiences with all attitude oltects. In fact, most people have limited ex-
periences; the majority of their attitudes are formed in school, or at !me, or
are hued on what other people tell them. So, one of the major determinants
of stereotypes is what people are told in their formative years. Of course,
reading and watching TV and the other mass media also impact on the for-
mation of attitudes.

Does interaction with deaf persons have good or bad consequences? There
is no simple answer. Interaction can have positive consequences, for instance,
in seeing that one's conceptions about what the deaf can do are wrong (e.g.,
sign language can be used to ccemnuniade extremely complex and abstract
concepts). Interaction can also have negative effects. One must analyze the
total situation, the total flow dinteration. and the kinds of rewards and costs
that this interaction entails for the individual. One must avoid simple formulas,
such as the idea that mere contact is beneficial In some situations interaction
reinforces one's stereotypes and confirms one's worst expectations (Amer,
1989).

The audit ions under which interaction takes place are very important. For
instance, when a person is in competition with another group, the interaction
is likely to have negative consequences if that group gets rewards the person
had hoped to obtain. On the other hand, if cooperation with the other group
makes it possible for the person to obtain desired consequences which would
not be available otherwise, then the results will be positive.

When two groups differ on a given attribute, the greater the difference the
more likely it is that this attribute will appear in their stereotypes of each
other. Furthermore, they are likely to experience what is called "contrast"
to see a difference as larger than it really is So. for example, the public is
more likely to consider "dear people as completely deaf and is unlikely to
realize that there are variations in the degree of auditory loss; or the public
may perceive "blind" people as completely blind and not realize that some of
them are able to read print under certain conditions. In such eases, interaction
can change a stereotype, thus eliminating misperceptions and exaggerated
contrasts between one's own and the other group.

Another influence on the formation of stereotypes and belief symemsthe
bases of attitudescomes from various implicit personality theories" (Schnei-
der, Ini) about the way attributes, traits, and human characteristics are
organized. For example, a person may think that fat people are jolly, an
attitude that implies a learned tendency to see particular traits as "going
together." Clusters of traits reflecting (a) extroversion, (b) agreeableness,
(c) dependability, and (d) emotional stability often have been reported in the
literature. In one such study, Tzeng (1M) found six dimensions which were
characterized by the following clusters of traits:
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I. Good. nice, pleasant, honest, J. sincere, polite, sensible, sympathetic,
friendly.

2. Old, strong. heavy, large, dean, hard-working, courageous, cultured, rich.
a Yeung, liicht. fast, nervous', beautifW, thin, lazy, joyous, amusing, greedy.
4. Optimistic, open-minded, happy, hot, simple, wholeemne, rich.
5 Discreet, trotting, calm, sober, sincere, thin.
6. Cultured, nervous, complicated, intelligent, hard-working, active, curious,

optimistic.

A related belief is that of a "just world" (Lerner, 1975), that is, the idea
that good things hamen to good people and that those who are suffering or
deprived deserve their "ate. Relievers in a just work! are more likely than
nonbelievers to admire fortunate people, derogate victims, be more religkam,
beanore authoritarian, and be more satisfied with existing institutions and
political leaders (Rubin it Peplau, 1975). This belief has obvious isnplications
fcs handicamed moons.

The explanation of the tendency toward this belief seems to be that people
find it *Mil to see a victim of mhdbrtune who has done nothing to deserve
this fate. (Thservers are threatened by the possibility that the same thing could
happen to them. Observers who derogate the victim feel more secure because
this suggests that as long as they are "good" nailing "bad" will happen to
them.

It is possible, then, that negative attitudes toward handicapped persons
represent a "just world" phenomenon. This possibility has important bnpli-
cations because it suggests that emphasizing the writs of handicapped persons
can increase observers' chdensiveness.

What kind of evidence suggests that people have a "just world" viewpoint?
In one experiment (Lerner, 1965), two students, one attractive and the other
unattractive. worked on a task for which one, randomly selected, was paid.
Observers rated the paid person as contributing more to the task, as predicted
from the "just world" theory. In Widen, people felt more comfortable when
the attractive student was paid and less comfortable when the unattractive
student was paid. However, subsequent research has questioned whether the
"just world" hypothesis is necessarily supported by these data. In some stud-
ies, for instance. it has been argued that observers may feel guilty for par-
ticipating in situations in which one person is treated better than another, and
that this guilt leads to the derogation of the victim. However, still other studies
have attempted to control for this possibility and found that &rogation oc-
curred even when the observers could not have felt personally responsible for
the fate of the victim.

The issue of perceived responsibility for the victim's plight is important in
applying the "just wield" theory to handicapped persons because it is likely
that most observers (teachers, other students. citizens) are not responsible
for the condition of these individuals. The literature suggests that &rogation
exists when a person is powerkss to help the victim. Thus, this theory may
provide an explanation for the overly solicitous behavior often observed among
persons who interact closely with handicapped people. When they perceive
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themselves as "helping others," they experience a reduction in the discomfte
generated by the lust world" viewpoint.

The way the child is socialized is also relevant to the way attitudes are
formed. Harvey, Hunt, and Schroeder (1961) argued that some children are
socialized by getting very little information about the way the world is made
up. On all available occasions they are told how to act, but they are given no
explanations for so acting. When such children become adults, they are likely
to conform to authority figures. Other children, who also are not given any
information, are punished inconsistently. Such children are likely to reject
authority figures; they may become rebels or delinquents. Still other children
are consistently given a lot of information about the way the wait! is "If you
do X, Y will happen." Such children may became adults who like to do what
other people, particularly their peers, cam correct. Finally, some children

are given information inconsistently. This last group may become particularly
inquisitive, often trying new ways of doing things.

According to the argument of Harvey at al. (1961), adults will react differ-
ently to particular attitude objects, depending on %Odell of the four methods
of child rearing was used during their sochdization. f or example, if school
authorities say, "We must integrate the handicapped and the nonhandicapped
as an experiment in this class," those in the first socializetims pattern may
conform without asking questions; those in the second may used many remains
for not conforming; those in the third may "cheek" with their friends to see
what their friends are doing, and do likewise; and those in the fourth pattern
may say, "Sure, let's try it," and then keep a critical eye on the 'experiment,"
changing their attitudes if the experiment does not work.

Some child-rearing patterns result in some individuals becoming insecure.
Highly punitive parents often have children who, as adults, seer from chronic
and generalized anxiety and low self-evaluatitm (Rohner, 1975). Such achilts
are more likely to change their attitudes than people who are secure ('l s,
1971). Sometimes the attitudes themselves reflect insecurity. For example, a
person who feels insecure may not want competition from handicapped peers
since a less in such a competition would be especially humiliating.

An important source of attitudes is our social group. We learn to look at
the world the way our cherished social groups (e.g., family, friends) look at
it. One way to analyze the sources of people's attitudes is to check co their
friends. One way to change people's attitudes is to change those tithe persons
with whom they interact. Not only people's actual friends, but also the friends
they aspire to have (the reference group) may be important in the formation
of attitudes. If people aspire to join particular groups, say those of higher
status, then their perception of the attitudes of others in those groups is very
important in determining their attitudes.

Certain socialization influences are also responsible for more or less strong
beliefs in a "just world." One of the consequences of socialization patterns that
lead to a child's becoming authoritarian, dogmatic, very religious, and so on,
is a strong belief in a "just world." This consequence is both desirable and
undesirable: desirable because such people are more likely to do what they
believe to be morally correct and consistent with social norms, and undesirable
because such people derogate victims.
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Rubin and Peplau (1975) examined the socialization practices that might lead
to a reduction in the emphasis on the "just world." They pointed out that most
children's television programs give the message that good guys always win
and had guys always lose. Parents often tell children that accidents are due
to their having been "bad" in the past, teachers usually depict successful people
as faultless, and religious leaders often tell stories about the punishments that
have befallen those who did not follow God's orders. These socialization pat-
terns tend to emphasize the lust world" cognitive bias. More sophisticated
television programs might indicate that sometimes the bad guys get away (a
reality which. according to the Justice Department, is statistically more prob-
able than anyone wants to admit), that accidents are usually not punishnwnts
for some misbehavior, that successful people often have more faults than the
average citizen. and that punishments occur to both "good" and "bad" people.
The world is often unjust. Above all, the knowledge that we humans have a
tendency to see the world as more just than it really is and to defend ourselves
against information that shows it is unjust should help us to stop derogating
Perfectly innocent victims.

The issue here. as it is in the evaluation of the functions of attitudes, is the
extent to which we should attend to individual differences and their sources.
Some scientists argue that we should keep looking at the major common de-
nominators and disregard individual differences, whereas others put great
emphasis on such differences. A related controversy is whether the person's
behavior is due to internal factors. such as personality or attitudes. or external
factors. such as the nature of the situation (End ler & Magnusson. 1976). The
view advanced here is that behavior is usually due to the interaction of both
attitude and situation. Furthermore, the importance of the interaction depends
on the kind of behavior, the kind of person, and the kind of situation which
are involved ( Triandis. 1977a).

A Partial Glimpse of Attitude Change

Inasmuch as attitude change is well covered by Watts in the following chapter.
here we discuss only one aspect which is particularly related to our interests.

Consider a situation in which a person has negative attitudes toward hand-
icapped people. What can we do to change them? Three broad strategies can
he used: (a informational, (b) behavior modification, and (c) experiential.

The informational approach exposes the targc t person to a variety of ideas,
beliefs, and viewpoints about and possible insights into handicapped individ-
uals. The range of ideas is broad: statistics about the contributions of handi-
capped persons to the gross Latium] product, information on jobs which can
be done only by handicapped persons (e.g., deaf persons are able to work
comfortably in environments that have very high noise levels), or insights into
one's motivations and the functional bases of one's attitudes toward handi-
capped persons.

The behavior modification approach would put the people in situations where
they may make a positive response toward a handicapped individual, resulting
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in a reward. When people see themselves behaving positively. cognitive dis-

sonance (F r, 1967) can lead to changes in their attitutks toward the
hindicapped which will line up" their attitudes with the realities of their
behavior.

The experiential approach would create conditions in which the e*perlenees
of the individual in the presence of handicapped persons would be positive.
Repetition would condition the person to emit positive effective responses in
the presence of the handicapped individual. Pleasant encounter groups, par-
ties, or situations in whkh the person receives status or love in the presence
of handkapped person* could be used also.

It is likely that each approach has a role in a program to change a person's

attituaks. The combination to use is a matter of practicality or economics.
Experiential and behavior =Mention approaches are expensive but effective,
particularly when one wants to change behavior, rather than just attitudes.

One approach that combines the advantages of the infiwmationalwith some
experiential (at least vitawiously) and behavior modification &meets (by re-
warding correct actions) is the "assimilator" used by Fiedler, Mitchell, and

Trhmdis (1971) to =tract people on understanding social behavior in other
cultures. This approach can be useful in chiming behavior toward handicapped

The basic strategy is to present "episodes" of social intaaction to people
with two different perspectives and to ask each person to choose one of four
explanations as the appropriate interpretation of each episode. The procedure

for the development of such assimilators to change attitudes toward handi-
capped persons is as follows:

1. Take a sample of persons who have some experience interacting with, for
example. deaf individuals. (The same procedure could be followed with any
other handicap.) Call it sample A.

2. Take a sample of deaf people (sample B)
3. Interview samples A and B. Ask what "episodes" they can give you that

describe int/Tactical, with members of the "other" group.
4. Edit the verbal episodes into descriptive paragraphs.
5. Present the paragraphs to new samples of A and B. Ask them to suggest

why people in the episodes acted as they did. Each why is an attribution.
6. Edit the episodes and attributions so each episode has several different

attributions which have been obtained from bens sample A and sample B.

7. Present these edited materials to new samples of A and B. Present all the
attributions as paired comparisons for each episode and ask. "In your opin-
ion, which of these two explanations is the correct rawer

4. Analyze these data for differences in the chosen explanatkum that is. iden-
tify situations for which sample A uses one explanation significantly more
(or less) frequently than sample B.

9. Now rewrite the episodes with the statistically sivificant explanations
found in step 8. The final item should look like the following: Forthe training
for group A members. each episode should be followed by threeexplanations
(attributions) frequently given by members of group A and one given by
members of group B. When a trainee chooses one of the A explanations,
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he is told in the "feedrack" that it is incorrect" from the point of view of
the other group and to study the episode once more. When the trainee
chooses the explanation of group B, he is reinforced and given more feedback
explaining why group B looks at this episode that way.
For the training of group B members, each episode is followed by three

B-preferred attributions and one A-preferred attrthution, and the feedback is
structured to parallel the feedback for A members.

The effect of the assimilator is to broaden the perspective of the trainee so
that he or she will consider the point of view of the other group also The
trainee learns to empathize with and to appreciate the other group's point of
view and, we hope, to change his or her attitudes also. One way to use the
assimilator is to identify particular needed changes in behavior (as reflected
in the various items) and, after the training, to provide rewards for such
behaviors.

An important problem in the study of attitude change is whether to use a
cognitive (informational), affective (experlemes with pleasant and unpleasant
events), or behavioral (positive events following specific desired behaviors)
approach. There are also other issues and questkins: How murk to use each
approach, in what order_ who should be the source of attitusk change, and
how to modify the approaches for different audience,. Some new approaches
to attitude change, such as the assimilator. may prove useful, but there is not
enough research in the area of attitudes toward handicapped persons, using
this approach, to allow a firm assessment at this time. Trilindis (1977b) has
discussed some of the methodological oblems in assessing the effectiveness
of such training programs.

To conclude: This chapter has examined attitudes as general phenomenon.
Specific treatments of attitudes .toward the disabled can be found in the lit-
erature. e.g., Thomas (1980).
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3

Attitude Change: Theories and
Methods

WILLIAM A. WATTh

An overview of theories and research on the topic of attitudes toward
handicapped persons is dieladt because few glides have been carried out and
most of those have been &theoretical. At first glance it would appear that
virtually all the eating theories and research dealing with the dynamics of
attitude change should be relevant to the topic, but a closer look raises many
queetions. The discussion brae focuses on three categories of attitude change
theory, several methods with* have been need to change attitudes, and the
persiatenee of attitude change. More coniteshensive overviews of the topic of
attitude change can be found in Fishbein and Ajsen (1975). McGtdre (1969),
Oaken" (19Th, and Triandis (1971).

THEORIES OF ATTITUDE CHANGE

Infonnation-Frocessing

The information-processing views, best outlined by McGuire (1968, 1969, 1972)
and Wyer (1974), call attention to the fact that persuasion is a frerarant proldem
in communication rather than in overecening active maintance to change. McCabe
translated LierwelIs (1948) analysis of the communication process (who says
what to whom, how, and with what effect) into the components of source,
message, channel, receiver, and destination. In his analysis of the attitude-
change MOM, McGuire identified the components of attention, comprehen-
sion, yielding, retention, and action. Thus, attitude thaw is regarded as
requiring a successive series of item each of which has only a certain prob-
ability of occurring but all of whkii must occur for a change in attitude to take
place. For example, if the probakdlity of a person's paying attention to the
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message is .50 and his comprehension rate is .40, maximum likelihood of his
yielding to the puint of view advocated would be .20: in fact, in most cases, it
would be much less, considering such tendencies as counterarguing while read-
ing or listening to the communication. If behavior change, rather than verbal
4tatementA ot opinion. is Ow ultimate dependent variable, two additional prob-
abilistic steps are required: The person must retain the new opinion for some
period of time, at least long enough to have an opportunity to modify behavior
accordingly, and then he or she must modify the behavior. McGuire (1972)
concluded in the light of this analysis, the wonder is not that advertising
campaigns have so little effect, but that they have any discernible effect at
all" (p. 20).

It has been said of the analysis of variance that one of its most useial aspects
is calling attention to otherwise frequently overlooked surces of variance; in
the same way, the communication-persuasion matrix calls attention to impor-
tant factors in designing attitude-change programs that otherwise might be
forgotten. For example, the question might arise of how being distracted while
reading a communication could affect attitude change; if one concentrated upon
the yielding component. the prediction probably would be that opinion change
is facilitated, inasmuch as a.: distraction interferes with the subject's tendency
to counterargue. However, distraction also should lower the probabilities of
attention and comprehension. The resultant effect on attitude change would
then depend upon whether more was gained from interference with counter-
argurneets than lost by poor reception of the message, yielding the prediction
of a nonmenotonic inverted U relation over a wide range of distraction. That
is, attitt de change should increase with distraction up to some point and then
decrease as distraction becomes greater. Furthermore, if the message were
simple. the comprehension mediator would play a lesser role in determining
the net relation between distraction and attitude change than in situations in
which the communication was more complex.

To predict the effects of a particular independent variable in a given case,
one must first estimate its effect upon each of the behavioral steps into which
the persuasion process is analyzed and, second, examine the social influence
situation (e.g.. message complexity).

In other examples. McGuire pointed out that the multitude of studies in-
vestigating the effects of various personality variables (e.g., anxiety and self -
esteem) upon attittuk change have produced a conflicting array of results
ranging from strong po'utive to strong inverse relations. If, rather than fo-
cusing upon attitude change or the yielding component, one considered the
probable effect of each variable upon attention, comprehension, and, only then.
yielding, the confusion might be clarified (McGuire, 196$).

Perhaps the most obvious individual difference variable with which to il-
lustrate the application of the information-processing approach is intelligence.
The layman asked to coejecture hew intelligence is related to persuasibility
typically predicts a negative relation on the assumption that the more intel-
ligence people have, the more difficult it will be to persuade them because
they will have more arguments in support of their beliefs, will be better able
to see the flaws in the opposition's arguments, will have greater self-confi-
dence, and SO on. Although all these conjectures may be true, they focus upon
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the yielding step in the process and ignore the others. When attention is turned
to the reception components. it is clear that intelligent people should compre-
hend the message more adequately. The positive relation of intelligence and
comprehension tends to enhance susceptibility to persuasion. Again, the net
effects of a wide range of intelligence upon attitude change shoukl be non-
monotonic in the form of an inverted U with the greatest change occurring
among people in the intermediate range. The point of the curve's inflection,
the level of intelligence at which maximum persuasion occurs, depends upon
the relative variance in reception and yielding in the particular situation. That
is, if the message is very simple, maximum change is reached at a lower level
of intelligence than in the ease of a complex, difficult communication.

Situations also differ greatly in leeway for individual differences in yielding.
If people understand the position being advocated in a physics lecture, for
example, it is highly probable that they will accept it. On the other hand, if
the 'sow is a heated political campaign, individuals may understand the ar-
guments perfectly and still not accept the position: indeed, a boomerang effect
would not be surprising. The more arguments presented and understood the
more negative people would become (Dean, Austin, & Watts, 1971).

In one of the clearest confirmations of the theory, Zellner (1970) predicted
and found that higher levels of self-esteem were associated with maximum
attitude change as one went from conditions of suggestibility to conformity
and then to persuasability. She reasoned that self-esteem would be positively
related to message reception but inversely to yielding. Therefore, as the sit-
uation placed greater demands upon reception, going from minimum in the
case of suggestibility, to maximum for persussability involving relatively com-
plex messages, the optimum level of self-esteem should increase. The results
accorded with predictions. including the mediating variablereceptionwhich
correlated with opinion change: r = .22 in the suggestion situation. .34 in the
conformity induction. and .38 in the persuasion condition. Furthermore, re-
ception was positively related to self-esteem.

Not all studies have shown the predicted relation with the mediating variable
of reception. For example, Millman (1968) successfully predicted an interaction
effect between levels of chronic and acute (manipulated) anxiety on opinion
change, based upon their presumed influence upon comprehension, only to
find that they had no effect. These results are disconcerting because the in-
formation-processing theories are based upon reception as a mediating variable
in the opinion-change process. Yet, across many studies, the correlations be-
tween various measures of comprehension and attitude change tend to be weak
and inconsistent (McGuire. 1966. 1968, 1972). This state of affairs led Green-
wald (1969) to hypothesize that it is not comprehension of the factual material
per se that is important but, rather, whoa he called "recipient generated
cognitions"; t hat is, the idiosyncratic though nd evaluations that are aroused
by the communication. It is clear that some dtgree of message comprehension
is a necessary prerequisite for attitude change to occur: the questions are how
much and which aspects of the communique are most important. These am-
biguities need to be clarified, and further basic research should be done on
the relation between comprehension and attitude change (e.g., Eagly, 1974)
before one can apply this theory with confidence.
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Although it is unlikely that in most programs concerned with handicapped

persons such detailed laibrmation about the respondents' personality char-
acteristics would be available to the investigator, the main value of this ap-
proach is to increase awareness of the complexity of the attitude-change process.

This is not to say that it is impossible, fur. as Lehman (1970) showed in a

naturalistic setting, one can assess the personality characteristics of an au-
dience and tailor the messages accordingly to maximize bah attitude and
behavioral changes in difference subgroups.

'Theories of Conshitency

Beginning with Fritz Heider (1946). a wamber of psychologists have develop's'
theories that propose the basic tenet that people strive to midntain consistency

among their beliefs, attitudes, and behavior. The drive for consistency is
assumed to be a motivating factor, so that when inconsistency is introduced
or made salient, people chew we or morecomponents to regain consistency.
Although numerous consistency theories have been advanced (see Abelson,
Aronson, McGuire. Newcomb, Rosenberg, & Tannenbaum, 1908), for the sake

of space, only Festinger's (1957) theory of cognitive diosonance is discussed

here.
Dissonance theory has probably inspired far more research than all other

consistency theories combined. Dissonance occurs whenever an individual si-
multaneousl holds two cognitions (ideas, beliefs, opinions) which are psycho-

logically inconsistent. Because dissonance is an unpleasant motivational state,
people strive to reduce it through a cognitive reorganization that may involve
adding consonant cognitions or changing one or both opinions. To use Festin-

ger's example, if a person believes that cigarette smoking causes cancer and

knows that he himself smokes cigarettes, he experiences dissonance. Aronson

(196M) discussed the range of tactics which the person might employ to reduce
this dissonance. The most direct but difficult way to reduce dissonance in such

a situation is to stop smoking. Barring this. there are several ways in which
an individual might justify continuing to smoke. He might belittle the evidence
linking cigarette smoking to cancer or associate with other cigarette smokers
( "If Sam, Jack. and Harry smoke, then it can't be very dangerous"). He might
smoke only filter-tipped cigarettes and delude himself that th filter traps the
cancer-producing materials; or he might convince himself that sneaking is an

important and highly pleasurable activity and that ashorter but more enjoyable

life is preferable. All these behaviors reduce cli.sonance, in effect, by lessening
the absurdity involved in smoking when it has been shown to cause cancer.
Te numerous possible ways of reducing dissonance often create problems
with testing the theory (see subsequent discussion).

Classic examples of research include postdecision dissonance in which, after
making a choice between two or more objects to purchase, the person usually
enhances the qualities of the chosen alternative and derogates those of the
rejected mw. In this case. dissonance arises from all the positive characteristics
of the rejected alternatives which are lost; it can be reduced, however, by
enhancing the chosen object, such as by reading advertisements that extol its
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virtues. Dissonance theory is diffrrt ntiated from the earlier conflict theory in
this case by predicting that changes in evaluation will occur after, rather than
prior to. the decision.

Another common example of dissonance is liking something as a function of
effort expenditure. For example, if persons work harder to accomplish some-
thing or undergo more severe initiations to gain admission to clubs or fra-
ternities, they should evaluate the accomplishment more positively to reduce
the dissonance that would arise from working so hard for something that is
of little value (Aronson & 1959).

Similarly, if a person does something against his or her private beliefs, as
in counterattitudinal advocacy. dissonance should occur: the magnitude of the
dissonance should be inversely related to the degree of incentive orjtatification
for acting. That iw, the justification provides strong cognitions consonant with
performing the counterattitudinal act and thereby avoids arousal of dissonance
( Festinger & Carlsmith. 1%9).

The range of dissonance studies greatly exceeds these examples (see Brehm
& ('ohen. Ittel: or Wicklund & Brehm, 1976). Aronson (19614) and others (e.g.,
Chapanis & Chapanis, 1964) have pointed out a number of problems in the
theory. It is psychological rather than logical inconsistency that is important;
cons equently. no clear, unequivocal rules can be applied in determining in-
consistency. As a rule of thumb. Aronson suggested that dissonance is amused
when the cognition violates a strong expectancy.

Another problem is that a person may use multiple modes of resolving
inconsistencies (e.g.. smoking cigarettes). and the best attempts to block off
alternative modes of dissonance reduction may fail. Thus. measuring one mode
of reduction may be analogous to counting the people exiting from one door
of a burning

Inconsistency is said to arise between two cognitive elements if. considering
them separately, the opposite of one emanates from the other. However, in
most situat.. two cognitions are seldom evaluated by themselves. Conse-
quently, tw cognitions, when taken in the abstract, which would appear
arouse diss onance. may fail to do so because of the existence of a neutralizing
underlying cognition. For example, a counterattitudinal position taken in the
context of a formal debate would not induce dissonance because it is clearly
undendood by both the speakers and audience that the debaters' statements
may not necessarily reflect their personal views on the topic at issue. Thus,
the rules of debating provide an underlying cognition that prevents the arousal
of dissonance.

Cnderlying most dissonance predictions is the idea that the person has a
positive self-concept. Thus, telling a lie for a small reward would not be dis-
sonant for a pathological liar or a person high in Machiavellianism who believes
that lying is a central part of life (Epstein, 1969). Indeed, Aronson (196$)
suggested that. in the Festinger and Carlsmith (1959) study, dissonance is not
aroused between the cognitions "I believe the task is dull" and "I told someone
the task was interesting"; rather. the perception that "I am a decent truthful
human hying" is dissnuant with awareness of having misled someone.

Another problem with dissonance studies is that the variables manipulated
have usually been quite complex. Thus, it is difficult to ascertain just what
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aspect f the manipulathm produces the obtained effect. Furthermore, Cha-
penis and Chapanks (1960 criticized dissonance studies for their sloppy meth-
odology. It is true that time is greater subject self-selection in theGe studies
than in many areas of psychology, but ft is probe* unavoidable to some
extent because the typical experiment involves 'conning" sul:dects into doing
soon thizqg against their wishes while umintating the illusion that they are
doing it of their own volition. Indeed, the results of many stinks may be due
to the subjects' having their defenses aroused because they were being 'tamed."
rather than their experiencing dissonance. For example, Yale students were
requested to write essays arguing in favor of police on campus although they
were adtAantly opposed to the intrusion. In a high-choice conditimk most
students probably would have written against using police on campus. The
experimenter's job was to convince the students to write thecounterattitudlnal
sways while maintaining the perceptkin of choice. Most students agreed to
write in favor of police, but probably only after feeling very defensive and
foolish for being conned into doing something against their wills when sal they
had to do was say no. This places a different perspective on Aronscm's self-
concept interpretatice because now the *dissonance" results from the self-
perception of actually being a ;mon of principle who is relatively independent,
and the cognition of allowing oneself to be conned into doing sconething against
one's beliefs. In amt, the questitm is we raised many years ago (Deutsch,
Krause, & Rosenau, 1962): Is it dissonance or defensiveness?

Functional Theories

In this point of view. best exemplified by Katz (1960) and Smith, Bruner, and
White (1956), the position is that if you want to change attitudes or even
understand them. you must know what function they serve. Different opinions

serve various functions and the sane attitudes may serve one or several,
depending on the individual. On the basis of an intensive clinical study, Smith,
Bruner, and White (1956) offered three broad Unctions served by attitudes
and opinions: object appraisal, social adjustment. and externalization (or ego
defense). Because Katz (1960) elaborated four functions that encompass the
preceding ones in greater detail, they are discussed here instead.

Attitudes Serving the Instrumental, Objective, or Utilitarian Function

This function is based upon the utility of the attitudinal object in need of
satisfaction; it is best exemplified in behavioristic learning theory. The atti-
tudes are aimed at maximizing external rewards and minimizing punishments.
To change such attitudes, one changes the person's evaluation of the goal to
which they are instrumental 4ff the person's perception of their instrumentality
to that goal. Carlson (1956) demonstrated the effectiveness of these appriraches

to attitude change.
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The Ego Function

This function refers to the ease in which attitudes protect the person from
acknowledging bask truths about himself or herself or about the harsh realities
of the external world. Attitudes are developed as protection against internal
conflict and external dangers. Mere presentation of new information about the
attitudinal object, promising rewards, or invoking penalities would be rela-
tively ineffective in changing these attitudes inasmuch as they frequently
would further threaten the person and arouse anxieties, thus feeding ego-
defensive behavior. The attitudes may be susceptible to change by removing
the threats and providing catharsis and self-insight.

The Vain...Expressive Pura-tom

The person derives satisfaction from expressing attitudes appropriate to his
or her personal values and self-concept. Attitudes originate through main-
taining self-identity. enhancing favorable self-image, self-expression, and self-
determination. Two conditions are relevant to changing value-expressive at-
titudes: (a) Some degree of dissatisfaction with one's self-concept, or its
associated values, is necessary. This dissatisfaction can result from failures or
from the inadequacy of one's values in preserving a favorable image of oneself
in a changing world. (b) Dissatisfaction with old attitudes which are inappro-
priate to one's values also can lead to change. The impetus to change may
stem from new experiences or the suggestions of other people.

The Knowledge Function

The individual has a need to give adequate structure to the universe. Attitudes
help people to simplify and understand the highly complex universe and to
provir:e meaningful cognitive organisation, consistency, and clarity to their
views of the world. Attitudes serving this function should be particularly
amenable to change when new information is communicated to individuals, or
when they have new experiences with an attitude object.

Relatively few studies have been conducted specifically to test the functional
approach; they have focused heavily upon the ego-defense function, which is
probably the most interesting and nonobvious, and used racial attitudes and
authoritarianism as the dependent variables. In all cases, the predictions were
that 4,..ibjects who were intermediate in ego-defense mechanisms would be
more influenced by a self-insight approach than their counterparts who were
high and low in this respect. It was assumed that subjects who were high in
ego defense would be unaffected by the single treatment because it would
threaten them and raise their anxieties; and subjects scoring low would hold
their prejudiced views for other, non-ego-defense, reasons. Thus, for example,
if low-defense subjects held their prejudiced views to conform to group norms,
or because of a lack of information, providing self-insight on the relation be-
tween emotions and prejudice would be irrelevant.
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The results of these studies (Katz. McClintock, & Sarnoff, 1957; Katz, Sar-
noff. & McClintock. 1956: McClintock. 1958; Stotland. Katz, & Patchen, 1959;
Stotland & Patchen, 1961) were disappointing in that the predicted relations
were obtained in only two (Katz et al., 1957; McClintock, 1958), and. in the
first study. only when using certain measures of ego defense. Fuur different
measures were used by Katz et al. (1957): two TAT cards; a sentence-com-
pletion test: the Paranoia Scale of the MMPI. and items from the (California)

Scale; the expected relation was obtaingd only with the latter two. Fur-
thermore. Stotland and Patchen (1961) later used the same F Scale items but
did not find the predicted relation. It is quite likely that a major problem lies
in the assessment of ego-defensiveness; thus Smith (1969) was led to conclude,
-Here. difficulties in assessing motivation combine with those inherent in the
study of attitudes to make clear-cut results difficult to obtain" (p. 95).

Despite the empirical problems in testing the theory, it is of considerable
heuristic value and particularly relevant to changing attitudes toward bawl-
icapped students. Since many classes of handicapped persons are particularly
distinguishable subgroups of the population. they would appear, as in the case
of racial minorities. to be good targets for prejudice based upon ego-defense
needs. Furthermore. teachers and students are likely to experience anxiety
and to feel threatened in interactions with handicapped children: this state of
affairs is one that presumably arouses ego-defense attitudes. Indeed. it is the
dynamic quality of ego-defense attitudes that makes them particularly dan-
gerous because they can he triggered by events that have no logical or direct
connection (e.g., sexual frustration presumably can increase prejudice).

Belief !H a Just World

one particularly interesting function served by attitudes toward the handi-
capped is what Lerner (191;5. 1971) called the belief in a just world. Although
this topic has been covered in Chapter Two in relation to attitude formation.
its implications for opinion change are worth noting here:

People have a need to believe they live in a just worlda world in which
deserving people are rewarded and the undeserving are appropriately
deprived or punished. Given this need, the awareness of someone who
is suffering through no fault of his own creates a conflict for the observer.
The observer can either decide that the world is not so just after all or
go through the effort of persuading himself that the Innocent" victim
actiedly merited his suffering. One relatively comfortable way the ob-
server can resolve this conflict is by deciding that the victim, though
innocent by dee& deserves his fate by virtue of his undesirable personal
attributes. (Lerner, 1971. p.127)

It :WPM probable that the same process would operate in the observer's
responses to handicapped victims who, in most cases, clearly have donenothing
to deserve their fates. Thus, in many cases. negative attitudes toward hand-
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implied persons may represent the lust world phenomenon"; and, if so. further
information about the merits of the handicapped would simply threaten the
observer to a greater extent inasmuch as it would increase his perceptitm of
injustice. Rather, it appears to be a ease in which providing self-insight (in a
nonthreatening manner) into the mechanisms operating would be more effec-
tive in reducing the negative attitudes. Incidentally, this theory also might
explain the overly solicitous behavior that is often observed among people in
close contact with handicapped individualsbecause if they perceive them-
selves as "helping others." the lust world" discomfort is reduced.

TECHNIQUES OF CHANGING ATTITUDES

Persuasive Communications

No doubt the most common method of attempting to change attitudes is to
present new information through persuasive messages. The literature on the
topic is voluminous. Although the landmark text is Hovland, Janis, and Kelly

he hest resources probably are McGuire 0169) and Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975).

SIM MP Prefix

Kern (19051 suggested three components of source valence: credibility, at-
tractiveness, and power. In turn. these components are associated with at-
titude change via three different psychological processesinternalization,
identification. and compliance. Internalization is present when the person
privately tends to manifest an attitude change in his or her verbal report or
behavior even when the original source of the message has been forgotten or
changed to a new position. Here, the credibility of the source is of major
importance. Identification refers to the receiver's desire to establish a grat-
ifying role relation with the source, either in actuality or fantasy; the moti-
vation is primarily induced by the attractiveness of the source. Compliance
involves public acquiescence to the attitude advocated by the source but with-
out private commitment to it; dependence upon power over the receiver is a
means to attaining desirable goals.

Of the three, source credibility has been most extensively studied and the
results have been fairly consistent. When sources are purportedly expert on
a topic. more attitude change is obtained, apparently because the receiver is
more willing to yield to the expert's opinion. Messages from neutral or =-
valence(' sources are better learned than those attributed to high- or low-
credibility sources but produce only an intermediate amount of opinion change.
Perhaps it is only whet a person is unable to evaluate the source that he must
analyze the arguments himself.
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Fear Amapa/

In an early study. Janis and F'eshback (1963) varied the extent of fear-arousing
information on tooth decay in messages concerning proper dental care. With
three levels of fear arousal, they found that the greatest reported change in
tooth-brushing practices. a week later, was for the low-fear condition, and the
least change was for the high fear condition. They interpreted these provoc-
ative findings in terms of defensive avoidance reactions in the high-fear con-
dition. Subsequent studies seldom found this inverse relation (Higbee, 1969;
McGuire, 1969 but, instead, generally showed that strong-fear appeals pro-
duced more attitude change than weak ones. McGuire (1969) proposed a non-
monotonic inverted U relation between intensity of fear arousal and attitude
change based upon a two-factor analysis of anxiety. As a drive, anxiety should
tend to increase the probability of the opinion-change response; as a cue, it
should tend to elicit responses such as avoidance and aggression that would
interfere with the opinion-change process. Therefore, an overall nonmonotonic
relation between anxiety and opinion change should occur (assuming that one
has varied fear levels over a wide range) with an optimal intermediate level
of fear arousal. A nonmonotonic theory, such as that proposed, also implies a
number of interaction effects with situational and individual difference vari-
ables. For example. higher levels of fear arousal should be optimal for subjects
who are low. as compared to high. in chronic anxiety. Several studies (Lev-
anthal & Watts. 1966; Millman, 19610 generally have supported this prediction.
Similarly. higher levels of fear should be more efficacious in producing attitude
change when they are highly specific and when detailed recommendations are
made to reduce the fear (e.g., directions about where to go for a tetanus
innoculation. Leventhal, 1970). There is also increasing evidence that various
levels of fear have differential effects upon different dependent variables such
as attitudes and behavior (Rogers & Thistlethwaite, 1970).

Fishbein and Ajzen 0975) criticized this research for confounding degree of
fear with message content; hence, differential persuasion may be attributable
to variances in the information provided rather than to levels of fear arousal.
Similarly. Higbee (1969). in his excellent review of fear-appeals research,
pointed out a number of problems, including ambiguities, in the sources of
fear.

Ihscrriminry rrf ittirtocaled

It is of cons=iderable practical importance to know how discrepant the position
advocated by the source should be from the receiver's initial opinion for the
message to have maximum persuasive impact. We have two competing points
of view on this issue: one is a straightforward discrepancy hypothesis that
states that the more change requested, the greater the amount will be obtained;
the other is a prediction of a nonmonotonic relation in which the greatest
change occurs for intermediate discrepancies. The majority of studies indicate
that the amount of obtained change is a negatively accelerated, increasing
function of the discrepancy between the receiver and the messengers posi-
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tions, at least up to rather extreme instances (Brehm & Lipsher, 195* Hovland
& Pritzker, 1967). On the other hand, in the case of extreme discrepsncies, a
decline in opinion change. predicted by the nonmonotonic theories, sets in
(Buchner & Lesko. 1966; Fisher & Lubin, 1959).

Aronson, Turner, and Carlin:1th (1963) reasoned. from the standpoint of
dissonance theory, that the subject may make at least two responses in a
persuasive situation: change opinion or derogate the source. They predicted,
and found, as did Buchner and Ingo (1966). that with highly reliable sources,
the point of the curve's inflection comes at greater diserepandes, ifat all, than
kir less reliable sources, which tend to be easily &ragged when their positions
appear too extreme. Unfortsmately, Rhine and Severence (1970) and Eagly
(1974) tilled to find interactions between some credibility and discrepancy.

Subject involvement with the issue has also been used in attempting to
reconcile inconsistent findings. To the extent that involvement refers to the
subject's commitment to his initid opinion, there is some evidence that as
involvement increaoes. the effects of highly discrepant messages decrease
(Freedman, 1964; Rhine & Severence, 1970); but this finding has not been
universal (Rule & Renner, 1968).

Droning the Conclusion as. Leaving it implicit

A number of studies have sought to demesstrate that persuasive messages
produce more attitude change if the conclusion is left for the reader or hearer
to draw for himself. This hypothesis was inspired by similar views in psycho-
therapy. Paradoxically, most studies find the opposite: Explicitly drawing the
conclusion leads to greater change than leaving the reader or hearer to infer
the conclusion (Hovland & Mandel. 196lt Thistlethwaite. deHaan, & Kame-
netsky, 1966). The problem appears to be that most subjects are insufficiently
intelligent or motivated to draw the conclusion and, consequently, they miss
the main point of the message.

Refuting rs. Ignoring Opposition Arguments

Hovland. Lumsdaine, and Sheffield (1949) found that for those members of
the audience who were initially favorable. ignoring the opposition was more
advantageous; for those who were initially opposed to the conclusion, men-
tioning and refuting the arguments was somewhat superior. There was also
an interaction with intelligence, such that refitting the opposition was more
effective for those with high intelligence and ignoring it better for people low
in intelligence. McGuire (1969) speculated upon a number of conditions that
would favor ;poring the oppositions' arguments: Mentioning the arguments
in order to refute them might suggest to the receiver reservations about the
conclusions that he or she would not otherwise have; rather than demonstrating
the source's objectivity. it may indicate that the issue is controversial and the
source has a persuasive intent; presenting the opposition's arguments, even
to refute them. may put the receiver in a conflict situation; and, initially
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mentioning these arguments might cause the receiver to switch sides. thus
producing defensive avoidance of the later supportive arguments.

Forewarning Perstuisi Intent

A number of studies have investigated various aspects of forewarning of per-
suasive intent. The effects of forewarning have been of interest from both
theoretical and practical standpoints. With the recent rise in consciousness
about the ethics of research, and the consequent concern about deception in
studies of opinion change (e.g., saying that the study investigates learning,
information processing, etc.), the question of the fe.isibility of simply telling
subjects that one is studying opinion change has beef( raised.

There are at least three theoretics1 reasons for expecting forewarning to
reduce the immediate impact of persuasive nwssages: (a) Forewarning may
lead subjects to think of counterarginnents either before or while reading the
communication (McGuire & Papageorgis. 1962; Petty & Cetaioppo. 1977).
(b) Forewarning may arouse psychological reactance (Brehm, 1966; Hass &
Grady, 1975): that is. the subjects' freedom of choice in evaluating the content
is impinged upon. thus arousing reactance. (c) Finally, forewarning may cause
the subjects to perceive the communicator as less fair and unbiased (Dean,
Austin. & Watts, 1971; Hass & Grady. 1975). Although the majority of studies
have found an inhibiting effect in forewarning, a few have found positive
effects. particularly in cases of anticipatory belief change (McGuire & Millman,

1965), in which the subjects' opinions are measured after the forewarning but
prior to receiving the persuasive messages.

Regardless of the immediate effects. Watts and Holt (1979) found in two
studies that after a week's time the initial differences disappeared and fore-
warned subjects showed a delayed-action -sleeper effect" that brought them
up to the same level as subjects who were not forewarned.

Distrorfors

One might conceive of distraction and forewarning as being at opposite ends
of a continuum, ranging from the blatant announcement that the investigator
is attempting to persuade the subjects to disguised persuasion in which the
study is passed off as one of comprehension or some such thing in the general
area and distraction at the other end. In the latter case, typically. not only is
no mention made of persuasion, bat subjects are also distracted in one way
or another to minimize their tendencies to think of counterarguments. Whereas
forewarning has been shown to facilitate the production of counterarguments,
distraction apparently interferes with the subject's ability to think of them
( Baron. Baron. & Miller, 1973: Petty, Wells, & Brock, 1976). Therefore, dis-
traction should influence positively the yielding component in persuasion and
make the person more susceptible. if the message is adequately comprehended.

However. there is considerable evidence that distraction interferes with
comprehension (e.g.. Haaland & Venkatesan. 1968; Petty, Wells, & Brock,
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1976;. Therefore, if distraction increases to the point where the toss in com-
prehension is too great, a decrease in opinion change should occur because, in
the extreme case, one cannot conform to the position advocated in a com-
munication without understanding the side taken. Hence, from a theoretical
standpoint (McGuire, 1116B; Wyer, 1974), a nonmonotonic relation should pre-
vail with moderate levels of distraction facilitating opinion change. The ma-
jority of studies apparently have fallen into this "moderate" realm since most,
but not all. have found an immediate facilitating effect of distraction. There
is some competition between two thew interpretations of the positive
effect (Baron, Baron. & Miller, 1973): the pre-mentioned inhibition of coun-
terarguing and a dissonance theory interpretation that claims that the in-
creased effort required to understand the message wider conditkons of distraction
facilitates opinion change.

Indirect Eftirts of Persuasive t'unemunirations

In 1960, Katz claimed that one of the most necessary research areas was the
generalization of persuasion. Stated simply, the question is the extent to which
the persuasive effects of a message directed toward a specific topic generalize
to similar or psychologically related, but unmentioned. issues. A number of
studies have consistently shown an indirect persuasive impact of communi-
cations on logically related beliefs (Dillehay. Insko, & Smith. 1966; McGuire,
10611; Wyer. 1974) which. as would he expected. is usually con sideraNy smaller
than the direct effect. McGuire (1960) suggested that experimental manipu-
lation of the salience of logical relations among beliefs should increase the
indirect effects of persuasive communications by disrupting the equilibrium
between wishes and reality that appears to characterize a person's cognitive
system at any given time and to move it further into the logical reality oriented
realm. Furthermore, to the extent that the relations among beliefs are salient,
any change in a given belief requires some degree of corresponding change in
the interrelated but unmentioned beliefs to maintain a given level of consis-
tency. That is. increasing the salience of the relations reduces the chances
compartmentalization and resulting lack of change on the related beliefs. Sev-
eral studies (Holt, 1970: Holt & Watts. 1969: Watts & Holt. 1970) have sup-
ported the finding by various manipulations of salience which consistently
increased the indirect effects of communications. Furthermore. Watts (1975)
found that distraction. which should interfere with the person's tendency to
think of logically related beliefs. significantly reduced the indirect effects of
communications and at the same time increased the direct effects.

Clearly, a person planning an attitude-change program concerned with hand-
leapped persons should be aware of this research. not only to avoid unanti-
cipated consequences in the form of possibly unwanted change in related beliefs,
but also because of the anchoring effects that such related beliefs may have
upon the target belief. That is, if the specific belief attacked in a persuasive
message is interrelated with a number of other beliefs to which the person is
committed or. for other reasons, the beliefs are resistant to change, they should
serve as anchors for the attacked belief (Holt, 1970; Nelson, 196M) making it
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resistant to change. Thus, an attitude - change campaign, well &signed in other
respects, may fail because of the unmentioned anchoring beliefs.

Personal Contact

Most research on the effects of personal interaction upon attitude change has
been directed to racial attitudes but there is no apparent reason for the findings
not to be applied to handicapped persons. Arnie (1968) summarized the con-
ditions necessary for interracial contact to have a positive effect: (a) the mem-
bers of each group must be of equal status or (b) the members of the minority
group must be of higher status than the majority group members; (e) there
must be a favorable climate for group interaction; (d) the interaction must be
of an intimate rather than casual nature; (e) the interaction must be rewarding
and pleasant; and (f) the two groups should have a mutual goal that requires
interdepencknt and cooperative action.

Although the list is demanding and probably seldom met in real-life situa-
tions, Cook (1969) created similar conditions in a laboratory setting. Prejudiced
White coeds were placed in the position of having to interact with a Black
person over a I-month period. When the White student agreed to participate,
141W was unaware that one of the other participants was Black. The game
required a high degree of cooperation; it provided a basis fir fidriy close
interaction for 2 hours each day on an equal basis, and it had a superordinate
goalwinning and earning a bonus. Also. during each 2-hour session, breaks
were planned that afforded opportunities for pleasant interracial interaction
to allow the Black confederate to establish herself as an individual and, thus,
to weaken the subject's racial stereotypes. A comparison of the subjects' racial
attitudes before and after the experimental treatments indicated that ap-
proximately 40% showed positive changes in attitudes of one standard devia-
tion or more, compared to 122 of an untreated control group of prejudiced
women. Although these results are encouraging, it is important to note that
ingi of the experimental women showed no change in attitude and approxi-
mately 2(Y became more prejudiced.

Foley (1976) suggested that perhaps 2 hours a day were insufficient to spend
together since the subjects then returned to the conflicting norms of a southern
city. Consequently, she conducted her study in a maximum security state
prison where new inmates were randomly assigned to living quarters (two-
and eight-person cells. and dormitories) with the exception of maintaining an
equal distribution by race. The status of all participants was equal, and the
study expanded on Cook's in that it examined .lianges in the attitudes of Blacks
toward Whites as well as the reverse.

Different geographic locations within an institution tend to develop different
norms, which are based on the attitudes of the individuals in the area; these
norms should be expected to influence the attitudes of randomly assigned
inmates. Indeed, normative data for the three living areas indicated that the
regular inmates from the eight-person cells had the most negative attitudes
toward interracial interaction, those from the dormitories the most positive.
anti the two-person cell inmates averaged somewhere in between. The new
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inmates were assessed on racial prejudice at entrance and again approximatebr
1 month later. Changes in prOalice over the moth directly accceekid with
the normative attitudes of the groups to which the suldects were assigned.
The results indicated a significant main effect for living area and a :ember of
interaction effects involving personality variables.

In an early study of integrated housing that contained many of Amir's (1969)
criteria for emcees, Deutsch and Collins (19611 reported decreased prejudice
resulting from the interaction. However, it is difficult to interpret the data
because of self-selection in moving into the integrated housin. Thus, the
people who moved in voluntarily were probably more open to interracial ex-
periences and more ready to undergo positive attitude change toward Blacks.

Siegel and Siegel (1957), in a naturalistic experiment, demonstrated the
influence of group norms upon authoritarian attitudes. It was shown that
students who lived in former sorority houses were considerably more author-
itarian than their counterparts who lived elsewhere. A unique characteristic
of the school was that all students who wanted to live in these houses drew
numbers from a pool in a random selectkm process until the open *en were
filled. Thus, the investigators found a naturalistic setting, with the crucial
random assignment to coalitions built in, where the effects of living in different
membership groups for a year could be examined. At the end of the year, the
students win had not gained entry to the former sorority housing had de-
creased in authoritarianism significantly more than time who had lived in
these houses. Furthermore, the effects of reference groups could be examined
correlationally because, at the beginning of the knowing year, all students
again had the opportunity of drawing for this housing. The investigators rea-
soned that those students who drew numbers again had maintained the same
reference groups during the year that they had lived elsewhere, whereas those
who no longer were interested in moving into the former sorority houses had
presumably changed their reference groups. As expected, the data indizated
that students who had changed their reference group showed greater reduction
in authoritarianism than the ones who had maintained the original, more au-
thoritarian, reference group. Numerous other studies have examined the ef-
fects of group norms upon the attitudes of their members and the results have
generally been positive. Hence, we can hope that mainstreaming will result
in more favorable attitudes toward handicapped students, providing the con-
ditions are optimal.

Role Playing

Although much research has focused upon the attitudinal effects of role playing
and cuunterattitudinal advocacy. one of the most directly relevant studies was
conducted by ('lore and Jeffrey (1972). It is described here in some detail to
illustrate echnique. Clore and Jeffrey used three conditions (role playing.
vicarious role playing, and a control) to study changes in attitude toward
handicapped persons. Students from an introductory psychology course were
randomly assigned to the three conditions. The role players were told to
imagine that they had recently been in automobile accidents which had severed
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the lower part of their spinal cords, leaving their legs permanently paralyzed.
They were asked to pretend that it was the first day back on campus after
the accident. Each person was then asked to take a 26-mbr.de wheelchair trip
that included 100 )ards of slightly uphill sidewalk, four elevotor rides, several
ramps and doors, and a complicated procedure for buying a et.ap of ante.

Vicarious role players were instructed to walk behind the role players at a
distance of 20 feet. They were hilly informed about the roles the oilers were
playing and they were asked to observe the role players' experiences but not
to interact in any way. ride in the same elevator. or help them. Controlsubjects
were asked to *pee.: an equivalent amount ciliate walling around the campus
and having a cup of coffee at a different location.

A number of dependent measures were taken, including affective and at-
titude scales; an attraction measure for the experimenter (who appeared to
be confined to a wheelchair); volunteering a month after the experiment to
help show handicapped prospective students around the =maw and a delayed
attitude questionnaire given 4 months later. Role players had changed sig-
nificantly compared to the control group on all measures except one of the
four affective rating scales and volunteering to show a disabled stink:int around
campus. In the last measure, considerably :nee of the ride players (62%)and
vicarious role players (68%) volunteered than those persons in the group con-
trol (424/ ). but the difference did not reach significance. Intereathsgly, on most
measures the vicarious role players changed almost as much as their role -

study demonstrates the dramatic effects ofemotional role playing upon
individuals' attitudes. The delayed effects are particularly impressive. inas-
much as they were obtained by telephone poll 4 months after the experiment,
during a different semester. And in a context in which it was extremely unlikely
that the respondents would connect the telephone poll with the previous ex-
periment: the critical item was one of four directed to the expenditure of
student funds. The authors favor an empathy interpretation of their data rather
than dissonance reduction, because the viearious role players responded so
similarly to the actual role players.

In contrast to Clore and Jeffrey's findinp of striking similarity between
role players and vicarious role plates, an earlier study by Culbertson (1967)
found that a much greater percentage of role-playiw subjects changed atti-
tudes toward Blacks than of observers who merely listened to the discussion
and were instructed to associate with assigned rok players. It alundd be noted,
however, that both role players and observers became significantly more fa-
vorable than untreated controls who only provided opinion data. As Fishbein
and Ajezen (1975) pointed out, the discrepancy between the two studies may
be due to the fact that in the Culbertson study role players actively generated
information while the observers passively listened, whereas in the Clore and
Jeffrey study, the roles of the two groups were more similar. Indeed, im-
provisation was suggested by King and Janis as early as 1956 as a necessary
condition for active participation (role playing) to increase attitude change.

In a different context (cigarette smoking), Janis and Mann (1965), Mann
(1967). and Mann and Janis (1968) reported that emotional role playing by a
patient who had just learned that he had developed lung cancer and, conse-
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quently. could expect painfitl illness, hospitalization. and early death was much
more effective in producing both immediate and delayed (1$ months) reduction
in smoking than merely listening to a tape recording of one of the experimental
syssit MS.

However. Fishbein and Ajzen (197To noted that different information was
available to subjects in the role-playing and control conditions in these studies.
For example. Jams and Mann exposed all control subjects to the same tape
recording of a single role-playing session selected for its exceptional "dramatic
and emotional quality." However, it is virtually certain that if another role-
playing session had been recorded the control subjects would have been ex-
posed to different information. A better procedure would have been to use
Fishbein and Ajzen's "yoked" controls whereby each person would have ob-
served a different role-playing session. It seems far more likely that Janis and
Mann toast a conservative strategy miter than one that would have maximized
differences; that is. it appears that listening to "the best" role-playing sessions
would have resulted in more change among the controls than if each individual
had been exposed to a different session. At any rate, the importance of role
players and controls having identical information cannot be overemphasized.

A possible source of bias in most of the studies, which would favor active
participation, is the heavy use of introductory psychology students. It seems
reasonable that psychology students, as a group, are more empathetic than
the population at large; since empathic fantasy ability has been shown to
facilitate opinion change through active participation (Elms, 1966; Matefy.
19721, the obtained results may be more supportive of role playing. Further-
more, the great preponderance of college students used as subjects probably
indicates that the average IQ of the participants in these studies was well
above the general population; this variable is positively related to opinion
change throu4h active participation when appreciable improvisation is required
(Watts. 1973, 1977,. Despite these criticisms, the technique appears to he
valid: more interestingly, it has been shown to work in studies involving
disabled persons

ounterattitudinal Behavior

This area represents a reversal d the usual format in which information is
presented in an attempt to change the recipient's attitude, with the hope that
a behavioral modification will ensue. Festinger's 09571 theory of cognitive
dissonance provided the impetus for a wave of studies on the effects of coun-
terattitudinal behavior. According to this theory. if a person behaves in a
manner inconsistent with his or her private beliefs or attitudes, a state of
dissonance is aroused which is psychologically unpleasant and, in turn, provides
the motivational impetus reduction through various modes, one of which is
attitude change. Festinwr reasoned that dissonance would he greater when
:ubjects performed counterattitudinal behavioral tasks for small, rather than
large, payments or under mild, rather than strong, negative sanctions, since
each condition provided adequate justification for the behavior. In a classic
experiment. Festinger and Carlsmith (1459i varied the incentives for telling
lies. All subjects, male undergraduates, performed two boring and repetitive
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tasks for approximately 30 minutes. Afterward. the control subjects were led
to another room where a different person interviewed them on how interesting
and enjoyable the tasks had been. In the experimental conditions, the subjects
were told that the investigator's assistant could not come today and another
student was already waiting to take part in the experiment. The experimenter
then offered to hire the subjects to perform the role of assistant for either $1
or $20. The experimenter introduced them to the waiting female subject, who
was actually his confederate. and, in accordance with instructions. the subject
attempted to convince the confederate that the experimental tasks were in-
teresting and enjoyable. Then the subjects. like the in the control group.
were interviewed in a different context. As predicted, subjects in the $1
condi: ion thought the tasks were more interesting and enjoyable than those
who had been paid $20, presumably because of the dissonance aroused by the
unjustifiable telling of lies.

Cohen (1962) extended the range of payments to $10, $5. $1, and 50 cents
and, in an unpublished study, to 5 cents, causing McGuire (1966) to comment
that there was room for ork more dissertation in the area if green stamps
could be used as incentives for counterattitudinal essays. Again, in accord with
dissonance theory, an inverse relation was obtained between amount paid and
the degree to which the subjects changed their beliefs in the direction of the
position advocated.

Many similar studies have followed that examined a range of behaviors. For
example. army recruits were induced to tat fried grasshoppers and they rated
them as more tasty (Smith. 1961); children prohibited from playing with an
attractive toy under conditions of mild threats devalued it more, following a
temptation-resistance period, than the children who were severely threatened
( Freedman. 1965). The somewha t mixed results led to the refinement and
elaboration of different variables that 1-41ould interact with reward or coercion.

Fishhein and Ajzen (1975) summarized a list of requirements, each assumed
to he a necessary but not sofacient condition for the arousal of dissonance.
Subjects must commit them:wives to perform the counterattitudinal tasks with
full awareness of the kind of reward they are to receive (if any): they must
do so voluntarily with a maximum of subjective decision freedom; they must
feel persooally responsible for the aversive consequences of their behavior,
which must violate an expectancy related to the self-concept: and it must be
impossible for this behavior to be considered justifiable under any circum-
4tanees. They clnicluded, rather negatively, that even when investigators have
attempted to meet all these conditions, the dissonance effect has not always
been observed; more important. if all these requirements are accepted as
necessary. it is doubtful that any situation can be found in which dissonance
plays an important role in determining social behavior.

An exact opposite conclusion was reached by Varela (1971) who enthusi-
astically and. presumably. effectively applied dissonance theory principles to
industrial situations (e.g.. passing over a man for promotion; selling Man-
dan fixed window shades in I7ruguay where no two windows are the same size).
floiwt.vvr. sn Varela's work. it is somewhat difficult to separate the extent to
w Inch the l'ef4tIltP. are due to dissonance theory or his um n charisma. When
Wicklund and Brehm (19Th) reviewed the research in dissonance theory, they
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came out on a more positive note, perhaps because Brehm was one of the early
disciple* of the theory.

A number of problems arise in applying dissonance theory to any particular
4ituation. One of the more difficult is selecting the appropriate diagnitude of
reward (or punishment): If too much of either is administered, no change can
be expected; that is. the justification for certain behavior would be quite
adequate if. for example. one's life were at stake. On the other hand, if too
little reward is promised, a boomerang effect may occur as the subjects justify
their decision not to perform the requested task.

One of the impressive aspects of the studies of counterattitudinal behavior
is that the change appears to last for considerable time. For example, Freed-
man (1965) found that after time periods ranging from 23 to 64 days. virtually
all the children's initial devaluations of the forbidden toy had persisted. How-
ever, in a series of studies, Nuttin (1975) and his colleagues found that the
near-total persistence occurs only when the subjects have been post-tested
immediately after the experimental treatment.

Rem (1967) argued persuasively and demonstrated, in several simulation
experiments, that the obtained dissonance effects in the forced-compliance and
role-playing studies can be interpreted more parsimoniously in terms of at-
tribution theory. Thus, if a person observed another doirg an memo task
for little payment, he would infer that for some reason the particular individual
must find the task enjoyable. Bem argued that people basically make inferences
about their own actions in the same way, that is, "I must like brown bread
because I'm always eating it," or, to paraphrase H. L. Mencken. "I don't know
what I thini with I hear what I say."

Dissonance theorists have countered with the argument that an observer is
in a very different situation in that he or she does not know the subject's

attittioe, whereas, to the degree that it is at all Wien the subject
has this advantage. Nisbett, Caputo. Legato, and Marcecek (1973) have shown
that people make quite different inferences about the causes of their own
behavior compared to that of someone they are observing. Regardless of
which iwerpretation is correct. from a practical standpoint, considerable re-
search indicates that counterattitudinal behavior can be an effective way to
induct. attitude change.

t.,ocratic Methods and Value Confrontation

McGuire 1140), and others (Henninger & Wyer, 1976: Holt & Watts, 19(14:
Rosen & W "er, 1972t demonstrated the "Socratic" method of persuasion whereby
a person's opinions are changed through the mere process of answering a
questionnaire and, thus, becoming aware of inconsistencies. For example, a
person might he asked to rate his belief in the three following statements:
tat "When traffic congestion increases there is a marked rise in the incidence
of deaths caused by lung cancer." (b) "Traffic congestion in the Bay Area is
becoming worse." lc) "There will he increases in death from lung cancer in the
Ray Ara." lice the inconsistencies have become salient they are resolved
through changes in opinion. Although not all studies have found evidence for
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this process (e.g., Watts & Holt. 1970: Dillehay et al.. 1966), the preponderance
have; this fact is provocative enough to warrant serious consideration.

Whereas the Socratic method induces opinion change through subtly making
people aware of inconsistencies among their beliefs or opinions in the process
of answering questions. Rokeach's (1971 1973) value confrontation approach
exposes people to information designed to make them consciously aware of
the states of Inconsistency that chronically exist within their value-attitude
systems. bet,: :r the level of conscious awareness. When individuals become
aware of previously existing contradictions or inconsistencies between their
values and self-conception, they should reorganize their value systems. Fur-
thermore. since values are presumably dynamically related to behavior. such
reorganizations should lead to some form of value-related behavior change.

In a typical study Rokeach had subjects rank 18 terminal values, such as
freedom, mature love, and a world at peace, in terms of personal importance.
Then the experimental subjects were shown the average rank ordering made
by a large sampling of fellow students, with freedom ranked first and equality
11th. To arouse feelings of self-dissatisfaction, the experimenter interpreted
these findings to mean that students, in general, are much more interested in
their own freedom than that of others. Subjects were then invited to compare
their rankings with those in the table. To increase dissatisfaction, subjects
were asked to state their degree of sympathy with Civil Rights demonstra-
tions. Immediately afterward, they were shown a table that displayed a strong
positive relation between attitudes toward Civil Rights demonstrations and
values given to equality. The experimenter interpreted the significance as
follows: -This raises the question as to whether those who are against Civil
Rights are really saying that they care a great deal about their own freedom,
but are indifferent to other people's freedoms. Those who are for Civil Rights
are perhaps really saying that they not only want freedom for themselves,
but for other people as well" (pp. ). Once again. subjects compared their own
rankings with results shown in the table.

The results indicated long-term changes in the rankings of equality and
freedom among experimental subjects but little change among controls. At-
titudes of the experimental group toward equal rights for Blacks had improved
significantly at the delayed testing (3-5 months and 15-17 months), but not for
the short-term (3 weeks r testing. Finally, significantly more experimental than
control subjects responded favorably to an unobtrusive mailed request to join
N AA( and they enrolled in an ethnic core program in the college. The results
were much -stronger for subjects who had reported dissatisfaction with their
rankings. Using a path analysis of Rokeach's (1973) original data, Grube,
( ;reenstein. Rankin, and Kearny (1977) argued that the primary source of
twharior change, after self-confrontation, is awareness of inconsistencies be-
twen behavtor and self-conception, rather than mediation through vklues.
Iiiikeach's data revealed that the method primarily affected the behavior of
participants whole previous values and attitudes were not inconsistent with
an egalitarian self-conception but whose behavior might have been.

Ina study directly concerned with education, Greenstein (1976) conducted
an experiment in a field setting with teacher trainees at Central Michigan
lniversity. During the first week of the teaching program, he administered
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a pretest questionnaire containing Rokeach's value survey. Approximately 10
days later, during the experimental session, the subjects received a "results
summary" containing their own rankings of the 18 terminal values and feedback
from 3104 student-teachers who had completed the same value scale the pre-
vious year. The trainers' attention was focused upon two target values, and
they were told approximately the folloaing:

One of the most interesting findings shown is that the student teachers,
on the average, felt that "A Sense of Accomplishment" (ranked a "4")
was very important: but. that "Mature Love" (ranked as "8") was con-
siderably less important. Apparently. Central Michigan University stu-
dent teachers value "A Sense of Accomplishment" far more highly than
"Mature Lore."

The experimenter then invited the student teachers to compare their own
rankings with those of the former sampl, and, after a few minutes, co.dinued
by telling the group that the previous year's teachers had been divided into
two groups, those considered "good" and the others, "mediocre," as evaluated
by their supervisors. It was then pointed out that the rankings were reversed,
with the better teachers rating mature love rather highly and placing much
less emphasis on a sense of accomplishment. The statement was then made
that these data raise the question of whether concern for the problems of
others, and the placing of less emphasis on personal achievement. is essential
to success as a public school teaeher. These data could be interpreted to mean
that good teachers value the problems of others above personal gains or ad-
vantages.

Students were then invited to compare their own value rankings with those
of the "good" and "mediocre" teachers and to discuss the interpretatiorai of
the differences. Control subjects were asked to rank the values as they per -
en professors of education might; they were then given actual composite
!atingle made by professors of education in another study and encouraged to
take part in a 15-minute discussion.

Thirteen weeks after the treatment session, the post-test was administered
and evaluations were mask from the recently completed student-teacher rating
forms. Post-test differences in the rankings for mature love were as predicted;
the experimental subjects ranked it much higher than the controls (p > .001).
There were no significant differences in the rankings for a semse of accom-
plishment between the two groups: but this finding appeared to be due to the
fact that the pre-test ratings were already consistent with the values of good
teachers and, consequently, there was no reasi to change. perhaps the most
interesting finding was that teaching evaluation scores were much higher for
the experimental than control subjects 4) .00t4).

It is impressive and. indeed, almost incredible that one brief self-confron-
tation period can have such pronounced and long-term effects. The study is
commendable in that it was conducted in a naturalistic setting. The judges
ire-aching supervisors) were unaware that an experiment was in progress,
which ruled out some sources of invalidity. When considered in conjunction
with earlier studies t kokeach. 1971, 1973). the findings show considerable
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evidence that self-confrontation techniques offer effective and practical means
of modifying complex behavior in such areas as racism. smoking, eenlogY.
-sulire.eommunity relations, locus of control. and teaching. Hence, one could

reasonably conclude that this method should be effective in modifying behavior

toward handicapped persons.

PERSISTENCE OF INDUCED ATTITUDE CHANGE

Assuming that attitudes toward handicapped persons have been muvesslidly

changed, temporal persistence becomes a topic of major importance. Ephem-

eral changes or "elastic shifts in opinion" (Cield's', Levy, Herman, Kozlowski,
& Petty, 1976) woukl be of little interest because mainstreaming is a relatively

long-term procedure and continuous attitude and action sambas would be

costly, if not impossible. Furthermore, it is imperative that changes in atti-
tuck.* persist at least keg enough to be reflected in behavioral changes. Of

course, if behavioral changes were initially induced, their persistence weld
be equally important. The most comprehensive review of the literature on this

topic is by Cook and Flay (1978).
In the process of discussing several, theories and procedures for changing

attitudes, comments have been made here about the persistence of the re-

sulting changes. For exampl, in discussing Rokeach's (1973) self-confrontathm

method, the studies to date aidicate remarkable persistence, in some cases up

to 24 months. Similarly, studies of role playing and counterattitudinal behavior

have shown long-term changes. Also, some of the research on the modificadon

of ego-defense attitudes through self-insight procedures found a "sleeper ef-

fect" wherein delayed changes were greater than immediate ones. Although
these studies used a variety of techniques and appateches, they all have one

thing in common: personal, active participatice, it appears that the one gen-

eralization which can be mark is that actively, rather than passively, involving

persons leads to more long-term attitude change. Watts (1967) specifically
studied the persistence of opinion change under conditions of active, compared

to passive, participation in a situation in which, through prestudy and alter-

ations of the communications, the immediate effects of the two metkids were
virtually identical, thus providing ideal conditions for studying temporal per-

sistence. In the active condition, subjects wrote essays arguing in favor of

various attitudinal positions; in the passive condition, they read communica-

tions taking the same positions that had been modified to produce equivalent

immediate change. Greater persistence was predicted for the active group on

the basis of more involvement and subsequent thinking about the issues, read-

ing about them, and discussing them with friends. The results showed a "sleeper

effect" for the active group whereby the attitude change not only declined less

rapidly over time but, also, showed an absolute increase from the immediate-

to-delayed measures. This information was related to the extent to which

subjects said they had discussed and read additional information about the

topic,
In discussing the relatively strong- persistence found inthese types of studies

e,,nsistency-basell and behavioral-observation approaches, including role play-

ing). Cool; and Flay (1978) enumerated four general factors that seem to have
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been present when total persistence resulted.

I. Most resserchers seem to have presented the subjects with behavioral
dilemmas (how do 1 just ffy not playing with a toy that I like?) in the
mists:ice-to-temptation studies; discrepancies between values and behav-
ior in &dumb's studies.

2. Most experiments seem to have generated maideknbk emotional affect
(e.g., Janis & Mann's, 1985, technique of role-playing a cigarette
cancer victim).

3. Most experiments seem to have had a high degree of personal relevance

4.
for subjects.
There were usually rather obvious ways available kr reducing the self-
relevant dilemma and its related arousal state.

Before becomin too enamored with the persistenceconferred by consistency
manipulations, however, it is wise to remember Nutthi's (1975) position that
total amsistency is induced b, (weed canpliance in dissonance studies of
cotmterattitudinal behavior on]; when immediate post testa are given to the
same subjects. It would be prer One to conclude that such is the case the
full range of consistency stud Indeed, Nuttin dealt only with the forced-
compliance design. Nevertheless, caution should be exercised until further
data ere collected with deskpis systematically varying the presence or absence
of an immediate post-test.

Research COTICelltiNr the peridstence of change induced by persuasive com-
munications has resulted in less consistent findings ranging fivm emplete
persistence and, in some cases, sleeper effects, to complete loss over can-
parable periods of time. In one of the few studies specifically investigating
this topic. Watts and McGuire (1964) examined persistence as a function of
subject recall of various aspects of the memages inumdiately afterward and
over periods of 1, 2, and 6 weeks. The findings were complex, indicating that
ability to recall the most fundamental aspee of the mange, the topic, was
positively related to immediate change but negatively related to persistence
after 6 weeks. Ability to recall the position taken in the message, or its con-
clusion, was positively related to immediate change and unrelated to perbis-
tence, after 6 weeks. Only memory of the specific arguments used in the
messages was positively related to change at both the immediate and delayed
times of measurement.

In a later study (Watts, 1967), subjects who remembered both topic and
side taken in messages read 6 weeks earlier again showed less persistence
than their counterparts who failed to recall these aspects of the cominunica-
tions. (In this study, only lei of the subjects recalled one aspect of the message
without the other. so the two measures were combined into a single index.)

On the other hand, in studies ha which the conclusion or side taken in a
communication was reinstated after the message (Cook & Insko. 1968), or
when the conclusion was overlearned by being repeated seven times in the
communication, and social support for message acceptance was present (Cook
& Wadsworth, 1972), persistence of induced change resulted. Similarly, al-
though the greater immediate changes induced by high-status sources do not
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last, multiple presentations (Johnson & Watkins, Hall or the reinstatement
of such sources at the time of delayed opinion measurement (Reiman & Hov-

land, 1951) creates greater persistence. In general. however, there is little
evidence that any particular featums of the persuasion paradigm are consis-
tently related to persistence. This is not to imply, however, that opinion change

induced by communications is completely transitory. On the contrary, many
studies found considerable persistence over time, but the dynamics of what
variables lead to persistence are not well understood.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that the most effective procedures for changing attitudes toward
handicapped persons is through an active participation method (e.g.. role-
playing. counterattitudinal advocacy, and value confrontations). This recom-
mendation is supported by the proven eactiveness of these umthods and,
more important, by the resulting changes which have been relatively per
nwwnt. If the ultimate goal is behavioral change resulting from different
attitudes, it is imperative that the newly induced opinions be persists*. How-

ever, these active-participation methods typically require may time and ex-
pense because of the small number of participants who can be accommodated
in any given session. Therebre, economic and other practical matters may
dictate the influence procedure chosen. If it is necessary to reach large numbers
of people, the use a( mass media might be advisable.

It should be clear that this chapter is not meant to be a cookbook or "how
to do it" manual. Such a text would not be feasible given our current state of
knowledge. Rather, it is hoped that the contents have some heuristic value
which will suggest possible strategies to test in particular situation. The
question arises of the extent to which the findings included in the chapter,
mostly from laboratory studies, can be generalized to the natural environment
or "real world." Granted that carnally conducted experiments have internal
validity, to what extent do they also have external validity or generalbtability?
In a classic article, Hovland (1959) discussed the differences between exper-
imental and survey studies of attitude change in an attempt to reconcile the
conflicting results. Many of his comments are equally appropriate to the ques-
tion of generalizability of laboratory studies. Hovland pointed out that in
laboratory studies the investigator has a captive audience and some degree of
attention is guaranteed, thus ruling out the selective-exposure phenomenon
that often occurs in naturalistic settings wherein people tend to read only
communications with which they are already in agreement. Another important

factor is the individual's personal involvement with the particular issue. Lab-
oratory studies typically choose uninvolving issues to assure obtaining some
degree of attitude change, whereas surveys and programs about handicapped

persons deal with topics high in personal involvement. Consequently, the
individual may resist opinion change.

Time of measurement is another factor differentiating laboratory studies
from naturalistic settings. In laboratory studies, opinions are most often mea-
sured immediately after the influence attempt, when change would be greatest;
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In reality. they may be tested weeks after the event. Thus, to the extent that
the kamediately induced change is ephemerni, surveys or attitinfe change
programs may produce quite different results. A related issue is the amount
of post-communication interactkm that would usually be minimal in the labo-
rakwy study where, after class, students disperse; it could be consklerable in
attitude-change programs, however. 'flats, if a hostile environment is en-
comtesed, the post-commenication interacticat should quiddy dispel any in-
duced change; u manta. if the enviromnent is supportive, induced change
should be solidified. Finally, the classroom setting of many laboratory exper-
iments may foster feelings that the school is behind the communication, thus
augmenting its effect. Inasmuch as most programs designed to change atti-
tudes toward handitapnecl persons probably would be condwied in school
settings, there should be a less significant difference than in the ease of survey
research.

The extent of the congruence between these factors in the laboratory ex-
periment and the field setting in which the findings are to be applied increases
the chances of obtair the same results. However, even when the two sit-
uations appear to be identical, it must be remembered that the naturalistic
setting is far MOM complex and, theref ee. different results may be produced.
The logical conclusion is never to accept the results of studies as "truth" but,
rather, a:. .1.es tn making educated guesses about what program may be the
area eff .e.
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4

Approaches to the Measurement of
Attitude

ROBYN M. DAWES

In 19:04, L. L. Thurstone miesented a technkue fkw messing tim judged
seriousness of CAMPS. The till of his Anti*, "Attitsthis Can Be Measured,"
clearly implied that measurement of attitude was something new, that it could
not be done without using the proper technkpies, and that those techniques
were available.

Attitudes are complex, perms', and highly "human." When we speak about
the measuremeed of attitisties, what do we mean? (a) What do we mean pre-
cisely by "measurement"? (b) What is it about attitudes that we "measure"?
Because the second question is easier to answer, let's consider that first.

A frequently made statement is that a score on an attitude scale, let us say
of attitude toward God, does not truly describe a person's attitude. There are
so many complex factors involved in an individual's attitude on any issue the
it cannot be adequately described by a simple number such as a score on some
sort of test or scale. This is true, but it is equally true of all measurements.

The measurement of any object or entity describes only one attribute
of the object measured. This is the universal characteristic of all mea-
surement. When the height of a table is measured, the whole table has
not been described but only the attribute which is measured. (Thurston,
1931, p. 19)

NW,: Thus manuscript was prepared while the author was a James McKeen Cattell
Sabbatical Fellow at the Institute for Social Research and the Psychology Department.
The rniversity of Michigan.

TO
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So the answer to the second question is very simple: We measure attributes
(aspects, dimensions) of attitude and we design a measurement technique that
will assess those aspects or dimensions. But I.:4 us turn to the first question:
What is "measurement"?

In an influential article. Stevens (1951) defined mensurea.est as -the as-
signment of numbers to objects or events according to rules" (p. I). However,
there are many ways of doing so; in fact, an infinite number of rules exist for
assigning numbers to any particular set of objects or events. Consider, for
example. the number of rules that can be used to assign numbers to beauty
contestants or politicians (e.g., cube the distance between the candidate's chin
and left forefinger when she is standing at attention and divide by the number
determined from the sign of the zodiac at her birth). Few of these rules would
yiekl meaningful predictions (e.g., who will win) if the assignment of numbers
does not represent meaningful attributes.

To understand the concept at issue, let us consider physical measurement
first. Weight is a simple example. It refers to an attribute of objects that is
assigned according to the simpl-st of rules: the number of standard weights
(winds, grams, or fractions thereof) an object balances in a pan balance.
Moreover, once we lave determined the weight of objects, we can make
meaningfu! predictions about them, alone, in part. or in concatenation (placed
together). For example, one or more objects weighing a total of 6 grams will
9utweight a 4-gram object. Weight is termed representational measurement
because the weight objects literally represents their behavior in pan bal-
ances. The behavior that can be predicted before it is observed yields a con-
sosfenca check on our measurement system.

Not all representational measurement uses numbers. For example, the Mohs
scale orders the hardness of minerals from talc to diamonds on the basis of
which scratches which. The scale has a consistency check. When mineral a
scratches mineral h, a is represented above b in the order; when mineral b
scratches mineral e, b is represented above c in the order. It now foLows that
a must be represented above c in the order because orders are, by definition,
tmnsitire. If the representation of minerals' hardness is consistent, it follows
that since a is ordered above b and b above e,then a must scratch c; it does.

At first glance, the consistency check for the Mobs scale may appear to be
trivial in comparison with the consistency check for weight; nevertheless, the
Mohs scale is a valid representation of one attribute (hardness) of a class of
objects (minerals). Any order that represents an attribute is just as valid a
representational measure as is a weight or number. In the attitude domain,
the most successful type of representational measurementGuttman scal-
ingconsists of an order.2

2Guttman scaling is presented in detail in the following section.
The fact that orders can be valid representational measures seemed to have escaped

omr members of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in It2. Several
members of its commission who *err empower Id to study the problem of measurement
in social science came to the mu-WI:ion that concatenation was not potolible in social
inquiry and. therefore. that scientific messurement was impossible; hence. social inquiry
could red he a science.
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Orders are not trivial. Spurious orders can be detected because they fail
the consistency check. For example, one of the beg known spurious orders is
the pecking -order" among chickens. Close observation reveals that it is not
transitive. hence fails the eonsistenvy check, hence is not an order. When
chicken a pecks chicken 6 and chicken 6 pecks chicken rit does not necessarily
follow that chicken a will peck chicken c. Apparently, chickens are too stupid
to establish the sort of pecking order (status hierarchy) found among some
types of age groups; among chickens, who pecks whom is stable but depends
to a large extent on the vicissitudes of the first encounter between two chicks.

Representational measurement is rare in the study of attitude: instead,
questionnaires and rating scales are pervasive. Although these devices are
used to try to assess important aspects or attributes of peoples' attitudes, they
do not constitute representational measurement because there is no internal
consistency in the subjects' responses that can be checked for correspondence
to tht numbers or orders derived from such responses. For example, suppose
a rating scale offered subjects a range of numbers from 3 to +3 to indicate
disagreemenvagreement with the statement, "Taxes should be lowered with-
out a simultaneous cutback in governmental services." A man chooses +3.
What inferences can we make on the basis of this behavior? That he will
probably vote for a tax reduction? That he is politically naive? That he believes
in paying government workers by manufacturing money? We cannot even
make a firm prediction about some other response he may make to this or
another rating scale. In other words, there is no consistency check for his
response; thus the rating scale is not representational measurement.

Measurement that predicts in the absence of a consistency check has been
termed index measurement by Dawes (1972). Some theorists argue that index
measurement is not measurement at all, but the important question is net the
definition of measurement but whether index measurement is useful. It is, if
it predict:4. For example, pollsters use rating scales (index measurements)
almost exclusively, and their predictions of election outcomes are usually cor-
rect even when they are wrong it is by only slight margins, as in the Truman-
liewey election of 19.1t4. (St* Abelson, 1968, for a discussion of the remarkable
accuracy of pollsters.) Of course, these predictions are statistical in nature
and on occasion specific predictions can be quite wide of the mark.

Basically. two types of statistical predictability are studied to determine
whether an index measure is useful: internal predictive validity and external
predictive validity. Internal predictive validity refers to the power of re-
sponses to predict other similar responses (e.g, from one rating scale to a
highly similar one); external predictive validity refers to the power to predict
to tois:graphwally dissimilar behavior (e.g., from rating scale to responses to
voting). Most good index measures can be shown to have both types of pre-
ditive validity.

Representational measurement, by definition. has predictive validity through
the' consistency check. Hence, the basis of all measurement is empirical pre-
diction.
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AN EXAMPLE OF REPRESENT %TIONAL MFASUREMENT:
GUTTMAN SCALING

Guttman sealing (named after Louis Guttman: he did not originate the tech-
nique but he was most influential in developing it during World War 11) is a
technique that represents people and stimuli in an interlocking order. It is
representational in that the resulting interlocking order yields consistency
checks through transitivity, just as the order of hardness represented by the
Mobs scale yields such checks (;iiinough the checks in Guttman scaling are a
bit more complex). It is widely used in a variety of psychological and social
contexts.

The Bask Technique

Suppose that a set of arithmetic items could be ordered perfectly in terms of
difficulty and that people could be ordered perfectly in terms of arithmetic
ability. Then. each person who passed a given arithmetic item would pass all
the easier ones, and each person who failed a given item would fail all the
more difficult items. The result would be an interlocking order of people and
items; people would be ordered with respect to items, and items ordered with
respect to people. That is. each person could be represented between the
hardest item passed and the easiest one failed: correspondingly, each item
could be represented between two people (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1
Relation of Items and People on Basic Guttman Seale

Increasing skill

People

Arithmetic items

Increasing difficulty
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The purpose of Guttman scaling is either to construct tin= obtained data
such interlocking scales or to test the theory that predicts the occurrence of
interlocking. Usually, as in the preceding example, people are interlocked with
stimuli. Abstractly, the ,fealing technique can be used to construct or test for
interlocking orders between the elements of any two sets (Coombs. 1964). For
simplicity of exposition here, however, the method is explicated in terms of
stimuli and people.

The investigator wishing to construct a Guttman scale begins with the knowl-
edge of whether each individual should be ordered above or below each stimulus
(e.g., whether he or she has passed or failed an arithmetic item). A perfect
Guttman scale exists given the fundamental condition that (a) if there are
people who should be ordered above stimulus j but not stimulus k,then (b)
there are none who should be ordered above k but not j (Ducamp & Flamange,
1969). When this fundamental condition is met, it follows that stimulus k can
be unequivocally ordered above stimuhis j in the resulting interhicking scale.
Moreover. people can unequivocally be represented in the scale (a) below both

(b) above) but below k,or (c) above both. (If the condition is satisfied,
of course. no one could be represented above k but below j.)

One simple algorithm for forming a Guttinsui soak is to construct a matrix
in which the rows represent people and the columns stimuli. (All people with
the same response pattern are treated as identical, as are all stimuli that elicit
identical response patterns.) An X is put in each cell if and only if the row
person surpasses the column rtinudus. A perfect Guttman scale exists if and
only if it is possible to rearrange the rows and columns of this matrix to obtain
a triangular pattern of Xs: The person farthest out in the order should surpass
all the stimuli (those surpassed by no one are irrelevant), the person next
farthest should surpass all but the most extreme stimulus, the person next
farthest should surpass all but the two most extreme, and so on. If the most
extreme person is represented in the top row of the matrix, the second most
extreme in the second row, and so on, the result is a triangular pattern of Xs
(Dawes. 1972, p.46).

The consistency check is made by determining whether the basic condition
of Guttman scaling is satisfied. If stimulus k should be above stimulus j in the
interlocking order (because someone or some pef,ple surpass j but not k), then
no one should surpass k but not j. In point of fact, this condition is rarely
satisfied in its stringent form because there are usually a few exceptions that
prevent the perfect order. But exceptions are tolerable as long as they are
infrequent (e.g., exceptions in pan balance measurement are tolerable if the
balance mechanism is crude and given to error).

Examples

The most widely known example of Guttman scaling concerns fear symptoms
in combat (Stouffer. Guttman. Schuman, Lazarsfekl, Star, & Clausen, 1950);
they range from pounding heart to uncontrollable and frequent urination (being
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"scared *oleos"). For example, the probability is very high that soldiers who
lose control of their bowels have previously vomited; for those who do not
vomit, the probability is very low that they will lose control of their bowels;
and some soldiers vomit without losing control of their bowels but very kw
lose bowel control without having previously crafted.

Other examples of Guttimn scaling have been presented by Bender (1968),
Dawes and Moore (1979), Patterson and Dawes (1975), Podel and Perkins
(1957), and Spaeth (1965). Spaeth found that the voting behavior of Supreme
Court Justices can be ordered on the basis of their economic liberalism and
favoring of civil rights; Patterson and Dawes studied the coercive behaviors
of both aggressively disturbed and mewl young children and found that the
behaviors can be ordered from negativism to physical humiliathm; Dawes and
Moore found that cheating in college conforms to a pattern whereby all who
cheat an term papers also cheat on exams, but not vice versa; and sexual
behavior in our society was found by Podel and Perkins and by Battler to
progress in order from touching to cunnilingus.

An Example of Gidtnian Scaling on Attitude Measurement

An enduring interest of social psychologists has been the study of prejudice,
that is. of individuals' attitudes toward others as a function of the ethnic or
national group to which those people belong. In order to evaluate prejudices,
Bogardus (1925) developed a "social distance" scale; its underlying idea is that
the more prejudiced individuals are against a particular group, the greater
the social distance they insist on maintaining between themselvesand members
of that group. For example, a person who is extremely prejudked may insist
that members of a particular group not be allowed to visit his or her country;
people who are only slightly prejudiced may accept those group members as
neighbors but not to close kinship by marriage. Thus, an individual's prejudice
is assessed by discovering the degree of social distance he or she places between
himself or herself and members of the group against whom he or she is prej-
udiced: the greater the distance, the greater the prejudice.

Bogardus developed his social distance scale by asking whether individuals
would accept specific group members as citizens, neighbors, fellow club mem-
bers, and so on. He did not explicitly state the principle of the Guttman scale
but the idea is implicit in his concept of social distance. An individual who
would not let a group member come within a certain social distance should
not let the group member come any closer (e.g., a person who refuses to grant
the group member citizenship should reject that memberas a neighbor}; fur-
thermore. if the individual allows the group member to come within a certain
distance. he or she should allow him to clone within all greater distances (e.g.,
people who allow the group member to become a fellow club member should
allow him or her to visit the country). It should be passible. then, to construct
a Guttman scale according to the principle that the ethnic group dominates a
certain distance Priterion if. and only if, the respondent refuses to allow a
group member to come within that distance.
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This example has some rather unusual features. Most often, a Guttman scale

represents real people dominating or failing to dominate real stimuli. In this
example. the -people" are stereotypes of a single prejudiced judge, and the
"stimuli" are hypothetical situations indicative ofsocial distance. These unique
features have no bearing on the logic of Guttman scaling; the Guttman scaling
procedure only rev aires the establishment of an interlocking order between
two sets of elements; the nature of these elements is irrelevant to the pro-
cedure.

The Bogardus technique requires the construction of a separate Guttman
scale for the prejudices of each individual: if the order of hypothetical situations
on these scales is the same from individual to individual, then there is very
strong evidence for Bogardus's concept of social distance. In general, the order
is the same, but there are interesting cultural differences (Triandis & Triandis,

11165).

A Caution

How much inconsistency should be tolerated b?tire making the decision that
a :et of observations cannot be represented by an interlocking order? Although
there is no definite answer to this question, one word of caution is necessary:
When the number of observations collected is small, it is often possible to
construct something that looks like a Guttman scaleeven if the revionse
patterns are generated randomly.

Consider, for example, the sampling of 20 observat;ons of domination of
stimuli a and h in a population in which the pattern of people and stimuli do
not interlock. Consider, also, that all tour responses to the two stimuli are
equally likely in the population; that is, 24 of the people dominate both a
and h: 25'4 dominate a but not b; 25 dominate h but not a; and VA dominate
neither. It would not be at all unlikely to obtain a sample in which seven people
dominate both a and 6, two people dominate a alone, six people dominate 5
alone, and five people fail to dominate either. (The Pearson chi-square value
for testing the hypothesis that all response patterns are equally likely is 2.80.

The value needed to reject this hypothesis at the .05 level is 7.81 Edf = 3].)
Then sor4 ( is of 21)) of the response patterns conform to a Guttman scale in

which a is ordered above h. Moreover, it is necessary to regard only 2 of the
4n actual responses 120 subjects times 2 responses each) to be in error in order

to have a perfect Guttman scale. (The people who dominated a should have
dominated h

one minus the proportion of responses that must be changed in order to
obtain a perfevt scale is sometimes termed a coefficient of reproductibility. In
this example, this coefficient is .16. which sounds impressive. However, high
values of this coefficient can often be misleading. The problem is that the order
of the stimuli is determined after the observations are collected: hence, "cap-
itaiization on chance'' is bound to occur. It is possible, however, to specify the
order a priori and see how well the' response patterns fit it, in which case the
colficient does me involve such capitalization.
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AN EXAMPLE OF INDEX MEASUREMENT: RATING SCALES

Rating scales are index measurement techniques that are used to assess in-
dividuals' attitudes by asking them to express those attitudes in terms of a
categorical or numerical rating. They are widely used in social psychology,
particularly in attitude assessment. Ordinarily, they consist of categories (often
ordered), numbers, or lines sometimes, they consist of combinations of cat-
egories, numbers, and lines. The individuals whose attitudes are being as-
sessed usually are asked to select a single category, pick a single number. or
place a check mark at a single point on a line: Konetimes individus ' at Asked
to do something more complicated, such as to indicate on a line a range of
positions acceptable to them.

Six examples of rating scales are presented in Figure 2. In Figure 2a (Adorno,
Freneld-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1850), subjects are presented with
statements that express authoritarian attitudes and they are asked to indicate
agreement with each statement by selecting a number from +3 to 3. Notice
that they must select an integer value and that a specific verbal category is
paired with each integer. Notice also that they cannot express complete in-
difference toward a statement; there is no 0 on the rating scale. (The first
statement in Figure 2 is taken directly from the original scale on authoritar-
larliSITI; the second is an adaptation of the original statement and is used more
frequently.)

Figure 21) is an example of the semantic rating scales used by Osgood and
his associates (Os),00d, Suci, & Tannerbaum, 1957). Subjects are asked to
indicate their feelings about the concept presented to the left of the scale. The
extremes of this scale are defined in terms of bipolar semantic adjectives
instead of agreement or disagreement; furthermore, the positions between the
extremes are not paired with verbal labels, although the midposition is clearly
meant to be used when a rater associates the concept with neither pole of the
adjective pair.

Figure 2c is taken from a study by Sikes and Cleveland (1968) in which
police and community members participated in a program of face-to-face con-
frontation that was meant to alleviate tensions. When the program ended,
each participant was asked to rate its success by choosing one of the four
evaluative labels: excellent, very good, good. poor. Notice that although these
labels generally are regarded as forming a good-bad continuum, "poor" is the
only possible unfavorable response.

Figure 2d is from a study (Valins. 1966) that attempted to manipulate male
subjects' attitudes toward Playboy playmate pictures by giving the subjects
false information about their heart rates while they were looking at the pic-
tures. Here the subject is able to choose any number between 0 and 100 to
indicate his feelings about attractiveness; he is not constrained to choose among
omy a few alternatives. Another important difference between this and pre-
vious scales is that the verbal categorizations are associated with a range of
numerical values instead of with a single number.

The next example, Figure 2e. is taken from a study Dy %later (reported
in Festinger. 1961) in which the attitudes of inductees toward military jobs
were assessed at varying times after they had chosen between two jobs. This
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scale. essentially. is like that presented in Figure 2d, except that the verbal
labels are associated with single points on the scale and the subjects, therefore,
may make a response -between" two labels.

Finally. Figure 2f is an example of a Likert Seale. These scales consist of
declarative statements with which subjects indicate their degrees of agree-
ment. There may be any number of categories of agreement, ranging from 2
to 9 or so (the usual is 7), and time may or may not be a neutral category.
No numbers or spaces are associated with these categories. This particular
,sample is taken from the work of Cowen, Underber. and WM° (1958); it is
discussed later, in the section "An Example Combining Direct and Indirect
Assessment."

FIGURE 2
Six Examples at Rating ikales

The following statements refer to opinions regarding a number of said grows
and issues. about which some people agree and others disagree. Please markeach
statement in the left -hand marsh) according to ye.. ogreement or disarms:sant,
as follows:

1: slight support. agreement - 1: alight oppoidtim, disagreement
2: moderate support, agreement - & moderate opposition, disagreement

*3: strong support, agreement - & strom opposition, disagreement

Sciences like chemistry. physics, and medicine have armed men very far
but there are many important things that can never possibly be understood
by the human mind.

Most people don't realise the extent to which their lives are gave: ned
secret plots batched in bidden places.

(a)

MY FATHER active -: -: : : : parilve
MY FATHER soft - : : : : hard

(b)

Please rate program
by circling your choice.

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Poor

How attractive is thi: idaymate?

4++10+1+004441441414+1ffiONIANWINHOW
40 60

Not at all slightly moderately very extremely
1

enwhmmfd vn Ofril par
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There are many types of rating scales in addition to those presented in
Figure 2: they range from simple ones that require a subject to respond only
-yes" or "no" to complex ones. such as the scale presented in Figure 2e. Rating
scales are found throughout social and educational psychology, especially in
research concerned with attitudes. For example. almost all public opinion
surveys use a rating scale, in that subjects are asked to express their attitudes
directly by using a verbal category (e.g., -strongly approve," a'approve,"-dis-
approve." or -strongly disapprow"). Furthermore, a great deal of research
on attitude change defines such change in terms of changes in rating stale
behavior. for example, Festinger (1964) presented 10 studies of attitude change:
in seven, the subjects' attitudes were assessed by rating scale methods alone.

Figure 2contin Ned

How much would you like to work at this job
in the army for the next two years?

Would like extremely mtwh

Would like very mueh

Would like fairly much

Would like and dislike equally

Would dislike fairly much

Would dislike very much

Would dislike extremely much

le)

Thu Nu,' s not quite us mature or "grown up- as the sighted adult. (Circle
air I

.frilfigly ale eV nuttily agree. mildly disagree, strongly disagree

(f)
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Example of a Rati.g Scale: The Semantic Differential

One of the IT, 't ubiquitous of all rating scale techniques is the semantic dif-
ferential ((hood et al.. l9h71. Its purpose is to assess the different semantic

connotations of a concept for the person doing the rating. The semantic dif-
ferential consists of a word or concept (e.g.. FATHER in Figure 2b) which is
rated by a subject on a set of scales; each scale is anchored at bath poles by
adjectives that form a continuum hard-soft). The subject places a check
mark at the point on the continuum which he feels most accurately describes
the concept. For example. a man rating the concept FATHER on the active-
passive scale would place his mark next to the word "active" (one extreme of
the scale) if he thinks of his own father as a very active person. If he thinks
of his father as somewhat "passive." he would place a mark near the middle
of the scale but on the passive side of the continuum: and if he thinks of his
father as neither active nor passive, he would place the mark exactly in the
center of the scale. This procedure is followed for each semantic scale for the

concept.
The three major types of scales used to assess the semantic dimensions are

(a) evaluation goad-bad). (b) potency (i.e., strong-weak), and activity
(i.e., active - passive). The reason for concentrating on these three dimensions
is that a number of factor analytic studies (using people from 26 different
cultures around the world) have demonstrated them tobe the most important
factors of semantic connotation; that is, if we know how an individual rates a
concept on these three dimensions, we can predict fairly well how that indi-
vidual will rate it on a variety of bipolar semantic scales. Thus, the semantic
differential technique has high internal predictive validity. Although the fac-
tors discovered are hypothetical variables, they correspond very closely to the
actual semantic scales defined by the adjectives "good-bad." "stromg-weak,"
and -active-passive." Because this correspondence is not perfect and the re-
liability of .e single scales is low, additional scales are used to evaluate these
three factors. Three or four scales are used to assess each; for example, the
scales -gnus! -bad." -tasty-distasteftd," and -valuable-worthless" may be used
to assess the evaluative dimension.

The location of the concept on each of the three dimensions is usually de-
termined by averaging the ratings assigned to it on the three or four bipolar
scales meant to evaluate that dimension; these averages are obtained by as-
signing values of from 1 to 7 to correspond to each position on the scales. Once
these values on each dimension are obtained. it is possible to represent the
concept in a three - dimensional space and to evaluate the distance between
concepts in that space. Osgood and Luria (1951) believeu that such distance
represents -difference in meaning" (p. MM. They further proposed the fea-
siility of studying changes in meaning by observing changes in spatial location.

()sow! and Luria (1964) engaged in an extensive investigation of psycho-
therapeutic change as evidenced by change in semantic differential ratings.
The concepts which they asked patients to rate and the scales which they used
are present in Table I. The coefficients at the bottom of the tables are the
"factor loadings"; that is. the correlations between the scales actually used
and the three hypothetical variables of evaluation, activity. and potency.
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TABLE t
Semantic Difirsenlisl Concepts and Scales

LOVE
CHILD
MY DOCTOR
ME
MY JOB

Conessfe
MENTAL SICKNESS SELF-CONTROL
MY morns HATRED
PEACE OF MIND MY FATHER
MIND CONFUSION
FRAUD SEX
MY SPOUSE

Scales wed Their Fedor Loaditga
Scales Evaluation Activity Potency

valuable-worthless .79 .13 .04
cleanillrty .82 .03 -.06
tuty-distasteful .77 - .11 .06

fut-slow .01 .70 .00
active-passive .14 .58 .04
hot-cold - .04 .46 - .06

large-small .06 .34 .es
strong-weak .19 .20 .62
deep-shallow .27 .14 .46

tense-Maud - .55 .37 .12
Sourer: C. E. Osgood & Z. Lt . A blind analysis of a case of multiple personality
using ties emantic differential. Journal of Aboorrnal and Social Psychology, 1954, 49,

p. 590.

The semantic differential appears to have demonstrated external as well as
internal predictive validity. It is widely used in psychological investigations
of attitudes toward a variety of social objects and phencsnena. It can be used
to investigate attitudes toward handicapped persona held by either nonhan-
dieapped or handicapped individuals (with the same or different handicaps).
The attitudinal dimensions of evaluation, potency. and activityare particularly
suited for such investigations. For example. we could compare how "active"
a blind person is regarded to be by other individuals with how "active" he or
she regards himself or herself to be. Further. it would be possible to trace
the self-image of handicapped persons through the course of son* program
aimed at mastery of compensatory aldlls.

A word of caution in interpreting the results is in order. The semantic
differential is not subtle. Any mildly intelligent peke are quite aware that
they are being asked to express feelings about the goodness, strength, and
activeness of the concept being rated. It is possibk, timrefore, to fake re-
sponses in the direction deemed socially desirable. In particular, when pea*
actually feel that crippled, blind, deaf, old, or mentally retarded persons are
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bad, weak. and passive, they may avoid labeling them as such during attitude
assessments, especially if the investigator is actively involved in helping hand-
icapped persons. Moreover, if one is participating in a treatment program,
one may feel compelled to project through attitude assessments a more positive
self-image as the program continues.

How do we "know" that a subject is not "faking"? We do not. In fact, we
never can know for the simple reason that it is impossible to know directly
the subjective experience of another individual. Nevertheless, we can know
something about the experience of another. and, in contexts where self-reports
of experience are highly fakable, it is wise to use direct reporting techniques
in conjunction with others, such as direct behavioral observation or indirect
techniques. (The latter are discussed in a later section.)

A Cauticm: The Literal Interpretation of Fallacy

Consider a policeman who has taken part in the Sikes and Cleveland (196X)
program which was initiated to ease police-commtmity tensions. He is asked
to rate the program by choosing one of four categories---"poor," "good," "very
good," or "excellent" on an evaluative scale. If he chooses "Foist" does the
choice mean that he regards the program as, literally, "good"?

Suppose he thought the program could best be described as "fair." In the
rating scale used by Sikes and Cleveland there is no such category; our subject
may. therefore, choose "good" in preference to "poor." Suppose he tends to
avoid making pejorative statements about other people or theirelites. Thus,
No matter how had he may think the program is. he must say at the least that
it is Insar if he is to avoid the only pejorative label, "poor." Suppose he does
not have a very strong opinion of the program; it would be natural then for
him to avoid using an extreme category, which leaves him with a choice of
rating the program 'good" or "very good."

In short. because responses on a rating scale may be determined
by many factors other than attitude. their responses cannot be interpreted
literally. Sikes and Cleveland were aware of the ambiguity in responses and

therefore they worked out other more sophisticated techniques to evaluate
police and community attitudes (Cleveland, 1970).

To interpret responses literally on a rating scale is a fallacy. The Sikes and
Cleveland scale has been used to illustrate this fallacy because it clearly dem-
om.trates the problems of the literal interpretation of responses. But all scales
are subject to the same problem. For example, people may tell a pollster that
they "approve" of the President's policy, not because they like the policy but
because they feel that it is somehow unpatriotic to "disapprove" of the Pres-
;dent, or that -the President deserves our support," no matter what ques.
tionahle course of action he has taken, or because they do not like to say
unpleasant things about people. or even because they may suspect that the

pollster is compiling information about dissident citizens.
In the preceding examples, the factors other than attitude that mayinfluence

the subject's response are quite straightforward. Sometimes. however, these
factors can he subtle. For example. Johnson and Foley (l969) have shown that
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subjects rating satisfaction with a teaching device may be manipulated by
telling them that what they did was a 'abase-filling" instead of an educational
task.

The principle that rating scale responses cannot be interpreted literally
shmaki not be surprising. Because rating scales are usually used as index
measures. they must be evaluated in terms of their predictive validity. Simply
preserning someone with a scale and noting his or her response to it does not
demonstrate the scale's validity. The literal interpretation Macy lks in be-
lieving that the individual's response to the scale provides a certain source of
iRrormatke. If it dies provide any information. this fact must be demonstrated
and not assumed to the basis of the scale's structure. Interpreting a response
literally involves sch an assumption.

Statistical Manipulation of index Measures

This brief section is included because of the widespread misunderstand*
about which statistical manipulations and tests are appropriate for' index mea-
sures. Many investigators maintain that only representational numbers po-
sessing magnitude or interval properties (e.g., weight) can be subjected to
statistical analysis.' Others, who believe that only representational measures
can be manipulated, often try to turn index measures into representational
measures simply by asking subjects to take intervals or magnitudes (e.g.. on
rating scales) seriously. That, of course, leaves the eminrical status of the
numbers completely unchanged; that is. the numbers still do not consistently
represent behaviors.' Finally, some authors maintain that If stable statistical
results can be obtaiaed. then the measure leading to these results must be
representational. The fo llowing excerpt is typical:

In brief, IQ's behave just about as much like an interval scale as do
measurements of height. which we know for sure is an interval scale.
Therefore. it is not unreasonable to treat the IQ as an interval scale.
(Jensen, 1969, p.Zi)

Ns are very useful numbers, but they do not lie on an interval scale (i.e., a
representational perk involving intervals) because there is no behavior that

"'You can't average rank orders." Of course, you can; we do it all the time in determining
the outcome of track and swimming meets. What you cannot do is ascribe some empirical
meaning to the fact that objects a and b have a higher average rank than do objects
and d. e.g.. that the second- and third-best players in a tennis tournament will necessarily
beat the first- and fifth-best players at doubles.

recently reviewed an astir* purporting to idtow that the moults obtained when the
smartie differential wee converted to a "true interval" measure were thesame as those
obtained when it was treated as an index measure: the authors converted the scales to
-true interval" ones by removing the colons between the categories!
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they consistenly represent. The IQ number reflects, in a convoluted way, the
number of items answered comedy an an IQ test; it has external predictive
verity but it yields no firm principle for ordering people.

Two important principles must be understood about statistical manipulation:
(a) Any procedure properly followed yields a correct summary that may or
msy not be wild. As Hays (19610 noted, "If the statiatical method involves
the procedures of arithmetic used on numerical scales, then the answer is
formally correct" (p.74). (b) Statistical inference is based upon assumpthms
about the distributions of manlier" in the population sampled, not upon their
empirical status.

The statistical test can hardly be cognizant of the empirical meaning of
the numbers with which it deals. Cortsequently the validity of the sta-
tistical inference cannot depend on the type of measurement scale used.
(Anderson. 1961. p.309)

Of course, cubing or taking the square root of numbers may yield a different
statistical result; it is not possible to make such transfonnations on many
representational measures because then they would no longer represent the
behavior of interest (e.g., behavior in a pan balance). Thus, many statistics
and statistical tests yield results that ars invariant (Adams, Fagot, & Robin-
sun. 1965) in the ways the numbers can be changed. It does not follow, however,
that the only statistical summaries and tests that may be used are those that
yield invariant results.

INDIRECT ASSESSMENT

When individuals are asked questions about attitudes toward ethnic groups
or toward people with a particular type of handicap, they are well aware that
their attitudes are being assessed_ Their answers may be Nand by this aware-
ness. For example. it is socially unacceptable tobe biased against ethnic groups
or handicapped persons. Thus, responses may be determined, in part at least,
by subjects' knowledge that their attitude is being assessed. Such responses
have been termed rep ctim by Campbell and Stanley (1963), a term that is used
widely in the research literature.

Campbell (1950) urged the development of attitude assessment techniques
that will not elicit reactive responses.

In the problem of assessing social attitudes, there is a very real need
for inst-uments which do not destroy the natural form of the attitude
in the process of describing it. There are also situations in which one
would like to assess "prejudice" without making respondents self-con-
scious or aware of the intent of the study. (p.15)

Many psychologists have developed methods that are not reactive (Webb,
Campbell. Schwartz, & Sechrest, 19661. The use of such nonreactive or indirect
measures is said to have begun in American psychology with J. C. Penney;
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he observed whether the people he interviewed for a job salted their soup
before tasting it, a practice he interpreted as indicating the lack of an inquiring
or empirical attitude. Melton ( ma) assessed museum isitors' attitudes tow rd
certain displays by noting how often the tiles in front of the displays had to
be replaced (controlling for the bias of most people in our culture to turn right
when entering a room). Milgram, Mann. and Harter (1965) developed the letter
drop procedure for assessing the political attitudes of people in a given location.
They hired a post office box to receive mail for various bogus political orga-
nizations. The name of each organization clearly implied a certain political
philosophy (e.g., "Young r eist League": "Citizens against Gun Con-
trol"). Stamped letters d to these various organizations were then
"dropped" at various places si. e community. and the frequency with which
the letters were picked up and mailed was interpreted as an indicator of
positive attitudes toward each t .11u:cation.

A straightforward method of assessing attitudes through indirect measures
is presented in the following section. This method has possible application for
assessing attitudes toward handicapped persons.

Error Scores

The judgmental errors of people often indicate something about their water-
lying attitudes. For example, the person who, after reading the statistics on
cigarette smoking and health, concludes that smolng lowers life expectancy
by 5 years may be more favorably disposed towaru smoking than the person
who believes that it lowers life expectancy by 15 years (the correct answer is
10). Or the man who judges an ordinary-looking woman to be quite beautiful
may be assumed to love her more than does a man who judges her to be quite
ordinary looking. Whether such judgmental biases influence "pure" perceptual
judgments (e.g., estimating the size of a coin) was once a matter of some
debate among psychologists. In the context of assessing attitudes, however,
the question is immaterial because, as has been emphasized repeatedly in this
chapter. the issue of whether a particular technique is useful is empirical, and
is determined by the supporting data.

It is a mistake to believe that judgmental errors are necessarily influenced
by attitudes. Differing conclusions about smoking and life expectancy may.
for example. result from cognitive errors and failures to process statistical
information correctly. Or the man who believes that the ordinary looking
woman is beautiful may judge almost all women to be beautiful (or, at least.
he may offer this judgment when asked). It must be demonstrated that, in
fact, a particular error is due to a particular aspect of an attitude. Or at least.
as in the following example. a plausible case should be made.

MacNeil. Davis, and Pace (1975) investigated whether teenaged boys' errors
in evaluating each others' physiml skills (pitching a ball) could be used as an
inelinKi measure of social status in the group. The boys studied were from
three cliques in a male boarding school located in the southeastern United
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Rates. Each boy's status in each clique was also evaluated by direct and
indirect scologram questions. The "direct" scalogram consisted of questions
about whom each boy would most like to spend time with; or who decided
what to do and how to do it during free tinyc perieds. The "indirect" scalogrant
asked whom each boy would trust and put in a position of power during acivil
defense emergency. The indirect scalogram was administered approximately
one month prior to the pitching evaluation; the direct scalogram, immediately
afterwards.

In the pitching evaluation, each boy in turn pitched baseballs across a plate
while the other boys stood behind the pitcher and scored his throws across
the plate (5 for cutting corners; 3 fcw crossing the center of the plate; 1 for
balls just outside the strike acne; and 0 for "wide" balls). At the same time.
experimental assistants stood by the plate where they were able to make more
"objective" evaluations of the pitches because they were aided by lines that
were visible only to them. The average of each boy's pitching scores as de-
termined by the other boys minus the average of the *active scores was the
"error" score and was used to indicate his status within the group.

In two of the three cliques studied, the status rank assigned to each boy
was consistent across the direct and indirect scalograms and the error Limes.
In the third group, however, the two scalogram rankings were in agreement
but the error-score ranking differed markedly. A few hags before the eval-
uation. a member of this clique had downed a MU of vodka, after beingdared
to do so by the group leader, and had died. (For a description of the incident
and the subsequent decision to continue with the investigation, see biwNeil
et al.. 1975. p .294). Thus, the difference in status rank obtained from the
error scores could easily be interpreted in terms of the role each boy had in
the activities leading to the death; for example, the km-est status member of
the group was displaced upward to the next highest rank (he had left school
%ithout permission before the drinking party), the leader moved down to fifth
place, and his lieutenant, who had tried to tweak up the party before the
"dare," was moved up to first place.

Judgmental errors in evaluating the physical (or cognitive, for that matter)
skills of the handicapped may De a rich source of indirect attitude assessment.
Judgeother people or the handicapped persons themselveswho expect
handicapped individuals to be weak, inept, or stupid may well score perfor-
mance below a more objective criterion. On the other hand, those persons who
feel that it is more important to be "nice" to or "positive" with the handicapped
than to give realistic feedback may, consciously or unconsciously, be biased
toward scoring their performances above a more objective criterion.

It is important, however, to remember the caution that no matter how
plausible a technique! may sound for assessing attitude. it is necessary to
demonstrate empirically that it actually works. Empirical validity for judg-
mental errors must be shown to be related to other phenomena, either be-
haviors or scores on well established tests of attitude. For example, errors
both overestimation and underestimationin judging performances by hand-
icapped persons may be shown to be related to scores on the Cowen scales,
which are discussed in the following section.
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AN EXAMPLE COMBINING DIRECT AND INDIRECT
ASSESSMENT

The attitudes of nonhandicapped persons toward people who are blind or deaf
were studied by Cowen and his associates (Cowen, Bobrove, Rockway. &
Stevenson. 1967; Cowen et al.. 195t0. In particular, the investigators tried to
develop a scak dud would assess evaluative attitudes by asking respondents
to agree or disagree with statements about what biind or deaf people are like
and what their life expectations should be. The seemingly factual phraseology
of the statements (e.g., "It is very difficult to make a blind person change his
mind once he has decided on something"; allows the respondent to make pos-
itive or pejorative judgments without directly stating that handicapped per-
sons are good or bad. Nevertheless, a reasonably sophisticated respondent
would understand the import of the scale. The statements are presented in
the Liken format ( Figure M; respondents are asked to circle "stronglyagree."
"mildly agree," "mildly disagree." or "strongly disagree," and scores of 1, 2,
3, and 4. respectively, are assigned to the possible responses.

The first step in the research was to develop an internally consistent scale
of attitudes toward blind people. Judges selected 56 statements from an initial
pool of W7 which, they agreed, expressed a positive or negative attitude. These
items were presented to 101 adult education students. The 30 items that
correlated the highest with the score based on responses to all 56 statements
were chosen to constitute the final "Anti-Blindness" scale. Of these 30 items.
14) had been judged to indicate a negative attitude toward blindness and 10 to
reflect a positive attitude.

The second step was to show that the scale had external as well as internal
predictive validity. Following Barker t194t4). Cowen et al. (19581 argued that
a blind person has the same status in our society as do other minority group
members and. hence. "is subject to the same prejudices, fears, and negative
attitudes on the part of the dominant majority group member" (p. 3011. There-
fore, if the Anti-Blindness scale really tapped evaluative attitudes toward blind
people. the scores should have correlated with scores on scales assessing eval-
uative attitudes toward other minority groups. Hence, the subjects who had
been used in the construction of the Anti-Blindness scale were asked to fill
out an 8-item Anti-Minority scale, a 12-item Anti-Black scale, and a 21-item
F ("faSeitiM") :Wale. The correlations between the _cores on the Anti-Blindness
scale and the other three ses14.s were .36. .45, and .33, all reliably greater
than zero.

The final step in the research was to show that scores on the scale predicted
actual bias in a behavioral setting. Here. Cowen et al. (1967) shifted to in-
vestigating attitudes toward the deaf. Using the same procedures as in their
earlier st uthes. the researchers constructed an internally consistent Anti-Deaf-

A correlatInii t,e ttrese nt is not a law of nature It simply ail4ACSSeri how well one thing
eon ice predict/4i fn,tn itather in a linear manner it, the imprillttii mirripleff. Had the
1114 St War tr. 11.441 stt tier unieets, they would have obtained different efrrehitions and
might uH have chosen iiifverent items.



ness scale. They then showed that the scores on this scale also correlated with

those on the Anti-Minority, Anti-Black. and F scales. (The correlation coef-

ficients computed across 160 college students were .50, .50, and .36.)
Two and one-half months after responding to the Anti-Deafitess scale, 48

male subjects who had had either "extremely high" or "extremely low" scores

participated in an experiment on "personality impression." Each entered a
mom with two other "subjects" (actually. stooges), and the three "subjects"
were told to ask each other questions for 20 minutes in order to form impres-
siuns of Each other's personality. The two stooges asked a set of prearranged

questions and answered all noncontroversial questions hommtly; they were

primed to answer controversial questions (e.g., about Vietnam) in the same
manner. One stooge wore a hearing aid, the othe? did not. Each stooge wore

the aid during a randomly selected 50% of the trials, and neither knew whether
the (eal subject had scored extremely high or extremely low on the Anti-
Deafness Scale.

At the end of 20 minutes, the subjects filled out semantic differential scales

indicating their impressions of each other's personality. The main hypothesis

or the study was that the responses of the high Anti-Deafness scorers on the

evaluative scales would favor the stooge not wearing the hearing aid, but that
the low {corers fin the Anti-Deafness scale would not exhibit such a bias. The

hypi 'thesis was confirmed.

THE RELATION BETWEEN ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR

In the La here 0934) study (see discussion in Chapter 2 by Triat' idis. Ada-
rnopoutos. & Brinberja the discrepancy between what was done and then said

by the lodging and restaurant owners and managers directly conflicted with

the then-prevalent belief that White Amencans were more racially biased in

their behavior than in their expressed beliefs. A Chinese couple was served

at all but one establishment on a long cross-country trip, while these places,

contacted by phone. indicated they would refuse to serve Chinese. The study

led to a great deal of research on the relationts) of verbally assessed attitudes
and behavior. Ajcen and Fishbein (1977) found large attitude-behavior dis-
crepancies: for instance, an attitude scale assessing favorability toward religion

in general is not a strong predictor of church attendance. Wicker (1969) also

foiaul a low correspomienee.
But such a general attitude scale can hardly be expected to be a strong

predictor of church attendance: people may or may not attend church for a
variety of reasons other than favorability toward religion. Ajzen and Fishbein

l977) recommended close correspondence between action and target corn-
portents if attitude is to predict behavior; for example, in predicting church
attendance. they recommended assessing attitude toward church attendance
rather than toward religion in general.

However there is a redurtio ad absurdum in such reasoning. When the
action and target correspond too precisely to the behavior, the "attitude as-

.essmrnt" amounts to little more than asking the subject what he or she is
going to du or does. Consider an attitude-behavior study in which the behavior
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is giving blood in a bloodmobile in front of the Illinois Student Union WI the
afternoon of Friday. October 6. If the subjects are asked to rate their agree-
ment or disagreement with three items. (a) "I favor altruism," (b) "I favor
giving blood," and (c) "I favor giving blood in the bloodmobile outside the
Illinois Student Union on Friday afternoon October 6." it is not necessary to
naa a field study to eonclude that the greatest attitude-behavior correspon-
dence exists with the last item and the least with the first. Asking subjects
attitude questions in which correspondence to behavior is too precise misses
the point, which is to predict behavior from general attitudes, not to determine
the relation between behavior and the subjects' verbal assessments of it. How
much correspondence is "too much?" I do nut know.

Another and more important problem in La Piere's interpretation of his
findings is his conclusion: "All measurement by the questionnaire technique
proceeds on the assumption that there is a mechanical and simple relation
between symbolic and nonsymbolic behavior" (p.231). Not so. He postulated
a 1:1 relation between verbally assessed attitude and behavior A given attitude
corresponds to a given behavior and vice versa. But the relation of attitude
to behavior is many:1. Many different attitudesincluding especially favorable
attitudes toward complying with social norms and pressures (e.g.. not turning
away guests at a restaurant when they are physically present) may be asso-
ciated with a particular behavior. For example. Schuman (1972) found that
only 13% of Detroit area head.:; of households and their wives agreed to dis-
crimination in principle, but 41% agreed if it were "necessary for the harmony
of the firm," and Wi agreed if a majority of Whites in the firm favored it.
Schuman wrote,

But only to a true believer will any one of these values win out in all
situations regardless of the other values with which it competes. A few
people go to the stake for a single value, but history and common sense
tells us that most people work out compromises depending on the exact
balance of positions. (p.332)

The fact that a single behavior may be associated with many attitudes is
illustrated in Figure 3b. Figure 3a illustrates a 1:1 relation.

But the relation is also 1:many. A single attitude may be associated with a
multitude of behaviors; for example, a positive attitude toward a belief in a
personal God may be associated with going to church. giving money to religious
charities. praying. and the like. Fishbein and Ajzen (1974) illustrated this:
They found a much greater correspondence between religious attitude and an
aggregation of religious behaviors than between that attitude and any single
behavior. (To someone conversant with classical mental test theory, this find-
ing is hardly surprising. ) One:many relations are illustrated in Figure 3c.

Because the relation is both many:l and 1:many, it is many:many (Figure
3d). A single behavior is associated with many attitudes and a single attitude
is associated with many behaviors. Sucti relations are very difficult to char-
acterize mathematically. This structural complexity means that the attitude-
behavior problem is quite ill-defined.

Finally, it should be pointed out that although must attitude-behavior re-
searchers have treated behavior as the criterion and attitude as the predictor.
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FIGURE 3
Relations Batmen Att Rinks and BehavIen
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there is no compelling reason for doing so. Behaviors affect attitudes as well
as vice versa. Nor is there any special real= to believe that behaviors are
more "real" than are attitudes. Indeed, we believe the exact opposite in such
contexts as course evaluations, in which we accept the anonymous question-
naire as an instrument to assess true student opinions about teaching and
reject what they say to the teachers face to face (Schuman & Johnson. 1977).

CONCLUSION

In order to measure how hot it is in a room. all that to necessary is to look at
a thermometer made by a reputable company. One does not need to know
about the effect of heat on the expansion of mercury or about heat and mo-
lecular motion. Nor is it necessary to contemplate exactly what we mean by
heat and to make judgments about whether the behavior of the mercury in
the tube correspondes to our meaning.

Not so with attitude measurement! We must have a reasonably clear con-
ception of the attitude we want to nwasure and, more specifically, know what
aspects or attributes of the attitude we are interested in measuring. Moreover,
if a representative measure is proposed, its internal consistency must be as-
sessed; and if on index measure is developed it must be shown to have internal
or external predictive validity (preferably both). Occasionally, ready-made
techniques are available that seem to suit the re. nircher's needs, but they
oast never be chosen, like a thennometer, on the basis of their names. Often

't is preferable to devise one's own technique and to suit it to the purposes.
Ind that involves the most enjoyable challenge of all: to be creative and correct
at the same time.
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5

Sociometric Research in Special
Education

DONALD L MACMILLAN
GALE M. MORRISON

The contents of this chapter are restricted to research employing sociometric
techniques in classroom setting in which handicapped children are enrolled.
Before the substantive findings of these studies are reviewed, the elements
of aociometrics, the kinds of information on attitudes they yield. and the lim-
itations of the technique are examined. These discussions provide the basis
for the evaluation specific studies. The review of the substantive research
leads tu generalizations on the sociometric status of handicapped children in
classrooms and. then. to a conceptual model that offers a more comprehensive
framework to guid future thought and research on the social status of hand-
icapped children. With this model as the framework. past and potential in-
terventions are reviewed. The chapter concludes with an examination of the
dependent variables found in the current literature and the consideration of
alternative dependent variables which may provide more information on the
dynamics of the social acceptance of handicapped children.

S4 '10M ETRIC TECHNIQITES

The term -sociumetric." as used in the special education literature. encom-
passes a variety of techniques which differ markedly from the orthodox tech-
niques described by Gronlund (19.59). The variations raise questions about
their validity (that is, do these techniques measure the some construct which
is derived from classic sociometric techniques) and about the comparability of
findings where techniques vary from study to study. The principle parameters
of sociometric techniques are examined first.

Nob : This udy was supported in part by National Institute of Child Health and Hiunan
Ih-velopmnt Hesrart+. Grants No. HI) 0.$12 and H1)1440.
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Description and Definition

The sockenetric techniques originated by Moreno (1934) were used initially m
classrooms to evaluate the extent to which pupils were accepted by their peers
and to determine the inferno! structure of classroom groups. Lindsey and
Byrne (196t0 described sociometrics as a subcategory of attitude measurement
in which the responses constitute the cunafiee aspects of an attitude, that is,
how a person would behave toward an individual or attitude object under
circumstances in which that person believes that his or her choices may have
consequences for himself or herself. The belief that the responses will have
consequences is important. otherwise the responses tap an affective comporwat
of an attitude. Gottlieb (1975) and Scott (MS) developed the point !lather
with the claim that when individuals do not believe that chokes will have
consequences for them, sociometric responses are "scarcely more overt than
those required by the usual self-report inventories" (Scott, 1903, p. 217).

In an extended discussion of the kind of situations portrayed in the socio-
metric question or criterion. Grodund (1959) noted that certain questions fail
to establish potential consequences for the choices made and, therefore, cannot
he considered sociometric questions (eg "Whom do you like best'?" "Who are
your hest friends?"). Moreno (IMO also insisted on basing the sociometric
choices on criteria that reflect actual situations or activities in which group
members have a real opportunity for participation. Hence, such chokes as
seating companions. partners in classroom projects, sharers of leisure time,
and the' like are criteria upon which a teacher can group class members and
when' students can see the potential consequences of their selections. Ques-
tions that ask for hest friends or best looking classmates lack clearcut criteria
and potential consequences and thus fail to ensure valid responses, Techniques
lacking criteria and consequences have been labeled "near-sociometric" tests
which run the risk of eliciting socially undesirable responses.

As:ionat -tri techniques have been identified with peer-assessment tech-
niques ( see Kane & Lawler, Ws). yet they yield different types of information.
A sociemetrie is designed to reveal the rater's attraction, aversion, or neu-
trality toward individuals: that is. the emphasis is on the rater's feelings about
rather than judgment of the other individuals' characteristics. Peer assess-
ments require the rater to evaluate the extent to which another individual
exhibits or possesses a certain characteristic (e.g., attractiveness, leadership.
achievement, etc.). Henri streiometrks yield information about intrnini struc-
ture 1 Who would you want to i as opposed to information about ex-
ternal group structure (Who sits or plays with which can be gathered
through observational procedures.

Elements and Terminology

A sociometric includes a teisis for choice (also called the sorioreetvir ymestion
or low form.? rt f. tenon ) which the rater Use's to make' selections. These criteria
can he either specific (e.g.. select the five' students with whom you prefer to
eat lunch) or general (e.g.. select the five students with whom you prefer to
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(fit projects). Note that the question establishes the situation-specifle stature
of the response and that with another basis (e.g., playing baseball) the child's
noniruitions could change.

When the sociometric ratings are attained, several terms are frequently
used to characterize the patterns of selections among claw members and their
statuses.

1. Stan a child who receives more nominations than expected by chance (Brian-
(oilmen:ter. 1945).

2. Isolate: a child who receives no nominations (an extreme status).
3. Neglectee: a child who receives some nominations but fewer than is ex- e

pected by chance.
4. Rejects.; a child who receives more negative choices than is expected by

chance.

The first three terms are derived from the number of times a child is nom-
inated by classmates on a positive basis of choke (e.g.. name the five children
you would most want to sit next to in class). The rejectee status can be
established only when negative choices are sought (e.g., name the five children
you would lehust want to sit next to in class); it indicates a rater's aversion
toward a nominated child. It is important to differentiate the negative feelings
reflected in nominations for negatively worded chokes from the faelinmi re-
flected in the tacit of nominations for positively worded choices that result in
isolate or neglecter status.

Another pattern of choice which must be considered is found in the situation
in which two children independently select one another: such choices are des-
ignated as mithuil or reciprocal cholera. Mutual choice must he basedon the
same criterion; it indicates a mutual desire to associate with one another in
the activity specified.

The preceding brief descriptions of conventional aocionwtrit terms and con-
structs provide a basis for evaluating research conducted in the name of so-
ciometrics with special education populations.

Interpretation

The historical roots of sociornetric techniques lie in teacher' efforts to Un-
demand the social structure of classrooms and the search for Dicilitators to
enhance social structure. As such. the socionietric data could be displayed as
a soviogram that schematically represents choice patterns (see Gronhuid, 1959,
for an extended discussion of sociograms) among class members. Although
interpretations for one classroom must be limited to the situation in the basis
for choice, sociograms can be very informative. in a descriptive sense, about
the classroom's internal social structure.

Easy to develop, administer, and score, sociometrics have been increasingly
used as oUterftle measures in evaluation projects; for example. to measure
ssreiai adjustment in efficacy studies of special PA. regular classes (as done by
Jordan reported in Thw'stone. 19Z40), and as dependent variables in research
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te,g.. Johnson. I950). The extension of soriontetricii into evaluation and re-
search created some problems in interpreting the sock/metric data. For ex-
ample, (impairing the socOmetric status of an educable mentally retarded child

in a regular fourth grade clasarouni to that of an EXIli child in a self-
contained EMI{ classroom is hazardous, if not downright foolhardy. because
the populations making the nominations differ along a host of significant di-
mensions: IQ. achievement, adaptive behavior, and possibly others, such as
social class and ethnicit, ;. Even when one compares the socunnetric status of
handicapped to minhadwapped children in the same classrooms. problems in
interpretation arise, primarily from the desire to attribute differences to the
handicap, per se.

Socionwtric techniques yield deiwriptive data but do nut tell trha a child
enjoys star status. is rejected. or is an isolate. To illustrate, let us comider a
hypothetical study in which hard-of-hearing children are found to be rejected
significantly more often and accepted significantly less often than are their
peers with normal hearing in the same classroom. Although it is tempting to
attribute such findings to the hearing loss or handicap per se, these differences
also could be caused by the hard-of-hearing samples being systematically
different from the other children in terms of lg. age, the extent to which they
an snesally adept, or even the amount of contact with the other children. 11w
point is that extreme caution must be exercised in interpreting sociometric
results as evidence that a disability or label causes the *tidal status.

Grim lund t Ilesnr also stressed that suciumetrics tap the internal xtradttre
of a classroom as contrasted to the external strarture. which would be tapped
by an nbsrvational scheme showing which children in fact interact socially.
Therefore, Peunntrie results must be interpreted in terms of internal pref-
reenet.4 as opposed to actual social interactions. Independent research and
intentretatintis allot be pursued to determine the relation between the 14W
einm..trie attitude and the actual social behavior. Stie.4 investigations of hand-
le:41,1*st IsrptiLitlfirl!. LIAM :11.41 oeirm or challenge the
;L.:stoma le en that attitude's affect behavior

AIM, consider how sotionietra" in ,truments are scored and indices
.4 ofd stet us are derived. Far instance. Johnson t 19.5tb asked for nominations

under three situaliaas: tat Who do you best like? (hi Who would you have sit
next tee ynu? and cost Who do you like to play with best? An -acceptance score"
A a:- derivr'l from the tidal number of time, a child wikrk named across all three
-.016,11,1ns Lavine. and Shell t197..:i solicited nominations for 10 situtt-
!ions and analyzed the data for each situation separately. Hence, they were
able' to :suds: the social status as a function sif criteria. whereas Johnson
i;tterprtd his res.lts as an indication of general social status.

The onmtri lost ruments in most instances specify criteria (seating. play.
41,4 rur wit-ction, and tns criteria must be used to interpret the

t;ronitind s 19.-itsi stated that there tends to be consistency across criteria.
out st atement has not been tested with handecapped populations. for whom

-iieges.t inconsistency. For example. a mld.ily retarded male who
excel.- in :Otiose, may be rejected a a coworker on an academic project
tsatP-e the rater perceive: him as lacking the potential to contribute to it.
yet he mar be viewed favorably for selection on a baseball team. Until there
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is such research on the situation-specific versus generality of social status of
handicapped populations caution in interpreting so trio data seems war-
ranted.

Finally. there is a ',welt; of evidence on the intensity of attitudes in the
sociometric research in special edumtion which renders the results difficult to
interpret. Eddence showing that EMR or learning disabled (LI)) children are
rejected reveals nothing about the intensity with which the raters exiffessed
this attitude. Furthermore, without evidence on intensity, reedictions of be-
havior that result from attitudes should be made with less confidence.

Sam Wing

The use of sociometric techniques in research with handicapped learners raises
problems in sampling, particularly when a study entails the ratings by non-
handicapped children of a handicapped child in their regular classrtrim. First,
the integrated handicapped child is a "select" or unrepresentatil case who
has been selected for integration because of a favorable prognm is. Only the
most promising EhIR or deaf children are selected for integrati in. This fact
makes the generalizability of findings limited: certainly one canr 3t generalize
the findings to all children with that handicap. Differences in achievement,
IQ, social beha :.ior. and other child characteristics differentiate intesited and
nonintegrated chiklren with a particular disability.

One consideration is the "sample" of children doing the rating. com-
position of a regular class varies from classroom to classroom with nest of
variabws that may affect the favorableness of the attitudes expresse toward
handicapped ,,hi!Oet,:e sex, social class, age, modal achievement level. and
ethnicity, for to ;.. . Clearly, there is a need to describe in some detail the
characteristics of t peer group doing the ratings as well as the characteristics
Of the teacher and classroom.

Additionally, there is a need to describe and account for several crucial
environmental varishks, suth as teacher variables. curriculum variations, class
size, and classroom climate. Schmuck and Schmuck (1875) argued convincingly
that these environmental variables can significantly affect the social acceptance
patterns within and between classrooms.

Inconsistency in results across studies may be due in part to factors related
to sampling: the possibility is hard to evaluate because of the insufficient
descriptions which are provided in so many of the research reports and their
implicit assumption that the sociometric status of handicapped learners is
attributable to the handicap. per se.

Instrumentation

The inconsistency of findings across studies also may be due in part to vari-
ability in instrumentation. Three types of sociometries are commonly used,
sometimes alone and sometimes in combination:
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1. Partial male .order. Each chili in the classroom is asked to nominate a
specified number of children according to the criteria. For example, list the
three children in the class with whom you would Like to work on a social
studies project,.

2. Guess who Each child is given a series of descriptive statements and is
asked to name the child in the class who best fits the description. For
example. who is the best in reading? or who fights a lot?

3. Raster and rating. Each child is given a list of every class memberand is
asked to rate each, usually on a continuum of like to dislike.

Gronlund (1959) contended that the results derived from these techniques yield
similar results, yet the literature on EMR children suggests subtle differences
which are a function of the type of sociometrie or near-sociometri,c technique

employed.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

The toiciornetric studies in special education usually have examined the status
of a handicapped child in a regular ckvaroom. Moreover, the m*jority of studies
have focused on EMR children; few :lave focused on other kinds of handicapped
learners. The bask question asked in the research is whether the handicapped
learners are nominated as often as their nonhandicapped peers or, conversely,
whether they are rejected more often.

Variability across sstudies in terms of age, IQ, instruments, sociometrie
criterion (when specified), and characteristics of the regular class make com-
parisons impossible and any generalizations very tentative. Nevertheless, a
consistent trend is apparent: handicapped learners in regularclassrooms enjoy
lower sociometric status than do their nonhandicapped peers, but it is uncertain
whether their handicaps are the reason.

For organizational purposes, we have separated the studies wirier review
into two groups: (a) those focusing on EMR and LD children whose handicaps
essentially are learning inefficiencies. and (h) those focusing on physically or
sensorily handicapped children whose handicaps are more visible.

Studie% of EHR and LI) Children

Earlier reviews of the literature (Dentler & Madder, 1962; Guskin. 1963) on
the popularity of retarded children concluded that there is a consistent positive
correlation between intelligence and social status. Since the majority of re-
search summarized in these reviews was conducted. there has been a shift in
the upper IQ limit for defining mental retardation: first to one SD below the
mean (Helier. 1963) and then to two SDs below the mean (Grossman. 1973) .
Considering the fact that a number of the studies reviewed in this chapter
were conducted between 1961 and 1973, the reader is cautioned to be careful
about generalizing their results to current populations or EMR children. How-
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ever, much of the work prior to 1961 was done with EMR children who were
psychometrically similar to present-day EMR children (i.e.. scoring below IQ
71)).

Johnson's ( 1Wal) early work revealed that low-IQ children (mean IQ = 63.69)
in regular grades 1-5 were accepted less often and rejected nave often on
sociometric measures than were typical children in the same classrooms. John-
son us& 1 a partial rank-order technique with three criteria (Who do you like
best? If you were to have your seat changed, who would you like to have sit
in the seat next to you? Who are the children in your class that you like to
play with the best?) The same three questions were then rephrased to yield
rejection nominations. Acceptance and rejection scores were derived by sum-
ming the nominations across the three criteria. It should be noted that the
CAs of the retarded subjects were greater than the CAs of the typical students
at every grade level. Inasmuch as the "retarded" sample was not labeled or
specially programmed, the differences in acceptance and rejection were ap-
parently due to the characteristics of the children and not to their EMR
condition per se.

Baldwin (1958) studied 31 IQ- defined EMR children enrolled in grades
4-6. The median CA was almost one year older for the EMR sample than for
the nonretarded sample. The IQ range for the EMR sample was 50-74. The
Ohio Social Acceptance Scale (a roster and rating technique) revealed that the
EMR sample was significantly lower in the degree of social acceptance. Both
Johnson (1950) and Baldwin (1958) concluded that the children rating the EMRs
consistently resented antisocial behavior.

Lapp (1957) used the sociometric instrument devised by Johnson (1950). In
Lapp's study, the EMR subjects ranged in CA from 9 to 13 years and in IQ
from 55 to 92, and were integrated into regular grades 3-6. Lipp reported
that the EMR children were lower in social acceptance scores but did not differ
from nonretarded subjects in terms of rejection. Although the EMR sample
lacked specific abilities that would brave resulted in their higher acceptance,
they apparently also lacked objectionable traits that would have led to their
being rejected. The fact that social acceptance scores were higher than would
be expected by chance, coupled with the failure to find higher rejection scores.
led Lapp to conclude that integrated EMRs were tolerated by regular class-
room peers.

Integrated EMR children. Z3 of whom (CA range, 11-16; IQ. 54-80)
participated in jurior high school academic and physical education classes,
were studied by 'tucker. Howe. & Snider (19 3). The investigators adminis-
tered the Ohio Social Ac-ceptance Scale, which was adapted for use with older
subjects, in regular and special classrooms. The EMR subjects were rated
significantly lower than manrrtarded subjects in both academic and nonaca-
demic classes. Moreover, the social status of EMR subjects did not differ
between academic and nonacademic settings. However, the investigators re-
ported a more favorable rating in special classes. Although this finding is
difficult to interpret, because of differences in the raters, one might speculate
that the special class provided a more -accepting" environment for the EMR
subjects. confirmation of this hypothesis would entail investigation into the
EMRs' perceptions of tht, two situations. The findings of Rucker et al (1969)
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do not support those of Lapp (1957). but the age differences between the two
samples could account for the lack of accord.

Miller MCA) used a render and rating technique by which each child was
rated by every other child on a 14 5 scale, ranging from "wanting that person

as a friend very much" to "don't want that person as a Mend at all." Three
other scales (1-5) also were rated on the twit; of (a) that person's feelings
toward you. (b) that person's popularity, and (c) learning facility. Twenty
subjects were identified in each of the following IQ ranges: 60-80, 90-110.
and Izo-141). Comparable samples were selected at 4th- and 6th-grade levels.
The superior IQ subjects were wAnted most as friends, followed by the average

and low-IQ samples; all differences except those baween average and low-IQ
children in the fourth grade were significant. No group was actually rejected,
according to the ratings; in fact, even the low-IQ sample was mildly accepted.

The sociometric status of EMR children participating in an integrative re-
source room program was studied by law, Ayers, Heller, McGettigan, and
Walker (1974). No specific data were provided on CA. IQ, or social class; the
sample was clescribed as elementary students in three' groups: regular class
pupils, former special class EMR pupils, and resource room referrals (never
EMR). A partial rank-order technique modeled after Johnson's (1950) was
used. Regular class hikiren were rated highest, followed by resource room
referrals. and then former EMRs; the mean scores for each group were sig-
nificantly different. Former EMRs were rejected most often but their rejection

scores were ma reliably higher than those of resource room referrals. The
distributions of acceptance scores for EMR and nonretarded subjects over-
lapped sufficiently so that EMR status per se was seen as an insufficient

explanation for the mean difference. Some hMR children were reasonably well
accepted while large numbe s of nonretarded children appeared to be disliked.

Monroe and Howe (1971, used the Ohio Social Acceptance Scale to inves-
tigat the relation of length of integration time and social class to the 2;ocio-
metric status of EMR ( IQ. 54-92) adolescents in integrated junior high schools.
The 70 male subjects who were integrated were separated Recording to the
number of ears they had been integrated (1-3 years). No differences were
found in the sociometric status of the EMR students as a function of the length
of time they were integrated, but higher social class EMRs were less rejected
than were lower social class EMRs.

The role of socioeconomic status Kas investigated further by Bruininks.
Ilyntlers. and ( ireess (1971) who added the effects of the sex of the rater. The
target subjects were (1.1 EMR children t IQ 50-245) in elementary grades in two

school districts. one urban and the other suburban. A form of roster and rating
technique (the Peer Acceptance Scale) was used: raters indicated the degree

to which they wanted the other children as friends. Stick figures were used
to convey threw altertiatives"friend." "all right," and wouldn't like." Same-

sex ratings were higher for urban EMIL: than for non-EMRs of both sexes,

whereas suburban EMRs received lower ratings than nonretarded children.
When total ratings were analyzed. no differences were found between EMR
and nonretarded samples in either urban or suburban districts. Whether the
sEs differences attest to differences in the social adeptness of urban EMRs

or the greater tolerance of urban nonretarded children could not be ascer-
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tanned. Slightly higher RN and lower CAs were noted by the investigatcas
for the urban EMR sample.

Goodman, Gottlieb, and Harrison (19U) used the Peer Acceptance Scale to
study the social acceptance of EMR children who were not known to peers as
EMR in a nongraded elementary school. At the primary level, the names of
six unidentified EMIts were included on the roster with 29 nonretarded chil-
dren, a total of 35. At the intermediate level. four lists of names were randomly
generated which always included four unidentified EMRs and eight segregated
EMRs. Three of these lists contained 39 names each and one list contained 37
names. The results halimited that both integrated and segregated EMR chil-
dren were rejected more often than the nonretarded children, that younger
children and females were more accepting or tolerant of EMRs than the other
children, and that males at the intermediate level were more rejecting of
integrated than segregated EMRs. However, the findings may have been
affected by the fact that all EMR subjects were bused to the school.

A similar design was employed by Gottlieb and Budoff (1973) to study the
social position of segregated and integrated EMRs in two schook (a) a tra-
ditional elementary school and (b) a no-interior-walla school. Eighty name-
tarded children in the open school and 56 in the traditional school (spread
evenly over grades 1-6) rated both integrated and segregated EMRs on the
Peer Acceptance Scale. Despite the fact that the EMRs in the open school
were known more often by nonretarded peers, the EMRs were not chosen as
Mends more often in the open school; indeed, EMRs were rejected significantly
more often in the open than in the traditional school.

Gottlieb, Semmel, and Veldman (1978) explored the sociometric status of
mainstreamed EMR children according to a regression model in order to as-
certain the influence of certain variables. A roster and rating technique (How
I Feel Toward Others) was adminibtered as part of Project PRIME (Kaufman,
Agard, & Semmel, in press). Ratings were analyzed for 324 EMR children
aged 8-15 years who were integrated into grades 3--5. The independent var-
iables included peer perceptions of cognitive and disruptive behavior, teacher
perceptions of cognitive and disruptive behavior. and degree of integration.
The most intriguing finding was that the acceptance and rejection scores for
EMR subjects were associated with different independent variables: Accep-
tance was associated with perceptions of academic performance and rejection
with misbehavior. Moreover, contrary to the expectations of advocates of
mainstreaming. no relationship was found between the degree of integration
and sociometric status.

Few studies have focused on learning disabled children. A total of six were
identified: two by Bruininks (1978a, 1978b), two by Bryan (1974. 1976), and
one each by Shear'. ( l47M). and Siperstein. Bopp, and Bak (1978). Bryan (1974)
administered two sociometric techniques (a partial rank-ortkr and a "guess
who") across 62 classrooms, grades 3-s. that included 84 LD children. The
11) children were rejected more often and accepted less often than were the
nondisabled children. When the data were analyzed by sex, race, and LD
status, the investigator found that white 1.1) boys and girls were the least

black LI) boys and girls were next in order, followed by nondisabled
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black boys and girie, 4 white nondisabled boys and girls were the most
PoPular.

A year later. Bryan (1976) administered her scales again in 20 classrooms
in which 25 white children of the original LD sample were enrolled. She
selected a matched (sex, race, and classroom) sample of nondisabled children.
The results closely parallel the earlier findings: The social status of the LD
sample again was significantly lower than that for the controls, even in class-
rooms where there was 75% or greater change in classmates from year 1 to
2.

The Bruininks (19Tha, 1978b) studies focused on the social acceptance d LD
students in mainstreamed settings. The LD groups consisted of students in
grades 1-5 who spent the majority of their time in regular classrooms and
received up to 45 minutes of instruction per day in a resource room. The
control groups consisted of randomly selected same-sex peers in the same
regular classroom for each LD child. Mean ratings from the Peer Acceptance
Scale were compared for the LI) (197$L N = 16; 197Sb, N = n) and control
groups. Both studies revealed that the social status of the LD students was
significantly lower than that of their regular class peers. Additionally, the LD
students were less accurate in their perceptions of their own social status.
Implications were drawn regarding the effect of this lowered ability to perceive
the feelings of others on social status and general social adjustments.

Siperstein et al. (1978) studied 22 LD children integrated into regular fifth
ar.d sixth grade classrooms for at least 75% of the day, resulting in a total
sample of 177. A single question was asked of each child: Name the same-sex
children in the class whom each liked best. In addition, each child was asked
to nominate: (a) the best athlete, (b) the smartest student, and (c) the best-
looking child. LI) children were nominated significantly less often than tom-
disabled children on the sociometric question and no LD child rated a "star"
position. However. LI) children were not found to occupy isolate" positions
in greater proportions than were nondis0.0...xl children. All three criteria (ath-
lete. smart, and attractiveness) were correlated with social status, attrac-
tiveness correlating the highest.

A sociometrsc (roster and rating) technique was one measure used by Sheare
t197S) to evaluate the impact of resource interventions on 41 LD children
(grades 3-5). The controls were a group of 41 nondisabled children, stratified
by sex and classroom. The criterion for rating was the extent to which the
child liked the named child." A test-retest reliability alter 2 months yielded
a coefficient of .K9. I,1) children received significantly lower ratings on the
sociometric measure: however, pre-post differences in ratings revealed that
1,I) children had significantly higher ratings at the end of the year than they
received in November (which was also found for the nondisabled sample).

I )cspite wide variations in sociometric techniques and criteriafor sociometric
choice. the literature on mildly handicapped learners in regular grades reveals
a consistent picture: These children are less well aceepted and more frequently
njectmi than are nonhandicapped peers. Efforts designed to isolate child. peer,

situational factors that might explain why these children enjoy lower so-
cif 'metric status are only beginning to appear in the literature (e.g., Bruininks
et al.. 1971: Gottlieb et al.. 197$). The findings to date do not suggest that
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tempand integration per se will be successful if the criterion for success is
social popularity. Thus far, the research has sought to explain fbxlims in terms
of the attnlutes of the hanclicapped child or adminixtrative arrangements but
seldom of the group doing the rating. The findings (e.g., Bruininks at al.,
1974) 'exuding sex and 8E8 of rater can possil* be extended to include the
interact km of child X rater (age discrepancies, ethnicity, achievement differ-
ences, etc. )'fit type of information swan to be greatly needed far decisions
on where to place mikily handicapped children in keeping with the principle
of least restrictive environment.

Stinlies of Cbihken with PhysicaleSensory Handicaps

Far fewer socionsetrie stalks have been emulated with sensorily impaired
or severely mentally retarded childrm the majority of those extaat focusing
on bearing-impaired children. Like the studies with DM and LD subjects,
the sockmetric research with physicallyisensorily handicapped children has
been carried out in regular classroams.

Force (1956) studkx1 361 nonhandkapped and 63 handkapped chikken; the
latter displayed a variety of types of disabilities: cardiac, polio, cerebral palsy,
genital anomaly. visual, and hearing handicaps. The sped& sockometric
t e c h n i q u e w a s described . . .as "A near-sociametrk instrument . . . which
revealed choice behavior on three criteriaMends, playmates, and work-
mates" (p. 104). Handicapped children were selected significantly less often
than their nonhandicapped peers on all three criteria. Force attended to
ascertain the variability in terms of specific disabilities and reported that
cerebral palsied children were very low in social status on all three criteria.
Of the handicapped samples., cialdren with heart uoblems were the most
accepted as friends while hearing handicarged chikben were chosen the least,
except for cerebral palsied children on the playmae criterkm. No mention was
made of age discrepancies, intellectual status, achievement, or other data on
the handicapped samples which could affect social status independently ofthe
handicap.

Elmer (1959) used a partial rank-order technique whereby children nominated
three children as friends, playmates, and luncheon associates. and then named
the three children they would not want for each role. In addition, a "guess
who" technique was used to establish a "reputation score" on the criteria of
popularity game-playing ability, and smartness. The subjects were 45 hearing-
impaired children whose hearing loss was in excess of 35 dB, whose CAB ranged
from 9 to 12, and who were enrolled in regular grades 3-7, and 1,248 non-
handicapped children. No detailed information was provided on the latter or
on the classrooms in which any of the children were enrolled, The hearing-
handicapped children were not as accepted as the average nonhandicapped
children; however, no differences were found between hearing-handicapped
and nonhandicapped subjects on personality ratings, although the hearing
handicapped were significantly lower on reputation scores. Interestingly, the
children with hearing aids were more aceepted than were those without hearing
aids (the latter, with mild to moderate handicaps, were less "visibly
capped").
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Kennedy and Hruininks (19741 studied seven boys and eight girls with hear-
ing handicaps who were enrolled in 13 elementary classrooms with 277 non-
handicapped peers. The sample was divided into children with moderate hearing

loss r 44-74 Obi, X and severe to profound losses (75-110 dBs, N = 11).
All Oikiren wore hearing aids runtime. Three sociometric tests were admin-

istered: a partial rank-order (criterion: working. playing, or sitting together),
a roster and rating technique (extent to which the child is wanted as a friend),
and a sncioempathy scale (child indicated how classmates rated him1ter). The
results revealed that hearing-Unpaired children were rated significantly higher
than nonhandicoped children on the partial rank-order scale but no significant
differences were found on the roster and rating scale. The results were more
favorable for the severe-profound suhsample. The inconsistent findings (of
Elser. P49, and Kennedy & Bruininks, 1974) may have been due to age
differences or to the presence of greater social adeptness in the severe-
profound subsample who had attended preschool. Most important was the fact

that the hearing-handicappe4 children were selected by pupils with above-
average s4viorniet He scores.

The 11 children with severe and profound hearing loses were followed over
the next 2 years by Kennedy. Northcutt, McCauley, and Williams (1976). Their
sociometric status was evaluated by the same instruments used by Kennedy
and Bruminks (197.1). After 1 year, the hearing-impaired children were not
different from their nonhandicapped peers, but after 2 additional years they
were significantly !owe, in sociometric status. On the roster and rating tech-
nique. the hearing-impaieed children were not significantly different from non-
handicapped peers during any of the 3 years. Efforts were made to account
for the drop in popularity: observation revealed that the hearing-impaired
sample interacted verbally significantly more with teachers and significantly
less with livers.

MI). one study used sociometries with blind children (Jones et al., 1972).
The isipulation of concern consisted of 11 boys and 9 girls. integrated blind
children tall u.441 Braille. who were enrolled in grades 4-6. The investigators
developed their own sniiimetri questionnaire: in the final version it consisted

of items for which the rater was to nominate three children. Some items
were indicative of aceiitance (e.g.. "1 would like to eat my lunch with

would like to work on a social studies project with ") and others
tapped rjection (e.g.. -I would he happy if this person were absent fmm school":

turing an arithmetic lesson. I would not like to sit next to _
n general. the blind children were found to score below the modian an most

of the to items: however, some were found to he stars who tended to be
described as personally congenial and free of annoyingpersonality and behavior
problems. The investigators also analyzed the sociometric standing of the
,ighted children who listed a blind classmate on the sociometric items. Gen-
erally. the Iihri.1 children were nominated by a cross-section of sighted class-

mate's. That is. the blind chiklrn had been nominated by popular, isolated.
re,i *et e<I children. The analysis did not consider sex or sncioeconomic status

of niter,. but was restricted to sociometrie status.
t;rber (1977i included a soriotnetric ("We are going to have a

birthday party for you. Who will you invite? Who will you not invite ") as a
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measure in a study of preschool children (3-12 to 5 years) in a class that
included three handicapped children: an orthopedically handicapped boy. an
"autistic-like" boy. and a cerebral palsied girl. The mimes of the tandicapped
children appeared 5 times 131.2'4 ) for inclusion in the party and 7 times (41.24k )
for exclusion. The cerebral palsied girl WO not mentioned at all on 7;7'4 of the
nominations.

Research using sociometric techniques with children possessing physical or
sensory impairments is so small in volume that making generalizations is
hazardous. The existing studies have been conducted in classrooms where the
handicapped child is integrated into regular programs. Again, acceptance and
rejection appear to be related more to the personal-behavioral characteristics
of the child than to the handicap per se. Additional research is needed to clarify
whether the visibility of the handicap (e.g., wearing a hearing aid) facilitates
greater acceptance than a handicap that is not apparent to the raters. With
the exception of Jones et al. (1972). the literature lacks analyses of the char-
acteristics of peers in relation to the degree of acceptance shown the handi-
apped children.

In order to clarify the factors relzted to the sociontetric status of integrated
handicapped learners. an alternative conceptual model for sociornetric research
is offered in the following section.

A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR SOCIOMETRIC RESEARCH

So far. research on the sociometric status of special education students has
controlled very few independent variables in any given study. Figure 1 depicts
the model controlling the majority of studies to date. The mean or medium
sociometric status determined for the handicapped learners is contrasted to
the median or mean value for the nonhandicapped group and some judgment

FIGURE 1
Current Model for Most Sociotnetric Research in Special Education
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FIGURE 2
Alternative Model for Reatuath on Saciarnetric Status in

Speech Education
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is made on higher. lower. or comparable sociometric status. The tendency of
Investigators to attxibute eociernetrit status to the handicap per se Ignores
the fisct that most studies in which raters have been asked (Ay they accepted
or rejected hindicapped children ha- e found that the attributes which are
continually mentionedperstaudity and behavioral characteristicsare in-
dependent of the disability. The investigation by Gottlieb at al. (1978), ex-
amining variables that account for variance in sociometric status within a
regression model. seems worthy of flirther investigation ir order to idea*
independent variables that are related to sociometric status.

It is our contention that an alternative model for sociometric research is
needed. Such a model is illustrated in Figure 2. The model has four major
canponentshandicapped dui, minhandkapped peers. interactions of child
and peers, and teachericlassmom environmentand specified independent
variables for each which, somehow, should be controlled or manipulated for
variations that relate to variations in social status.

One dimension not shown in the two-dimensional scheme of Figure 2 is the
possible interactive nature of the four sets of independent variables. Fur ex-
ample, although the achievement level of the handicapped chill may account
for some variance in social status, it might prove &Wild to determine how
that child's achievement level interacts with the modal achievement level of
nonhanclicapped peers. A handicapped child whoseachievement level is within
one year of the class may enjoy higher social statue than one whose achieve-
ment deviates markedly. Similarly, the interaction of age, ethnicity, SW, and
other independent variables related to the handicapped child might be best
studied in relation to the sane variables in the nonlimurcapped peers doing
the rating. Moreover. there is a need to elucidate the race of teachers as they
mediate the attitudes of nonhandicapped peers. For exsauple, the social ac-
ceptance of handicapped children may be facilitated if the teacher reinforces
or compliments handicapped children in the presence of nonhandkapped class-
mates or if the teacher reinforces nonhandicapped children who exhibit fa-
vorable social behaviors toward handicapped classmates. Indeed, the effects
of teacher behavior on the acceptance ofchildren labeled mentally retarded,
who were shown in a videotaped situation, was investigated by Foley (1979).
When the teacher reacted positively to the children's behavior, peer acceptance
ratings were significantly higher than when the teacher reacted negatively.
The data suggest that the teacher's role is critical in evaluations of mainstream
situations: thus more evidence is needed.

In keeping with this nualel, some interventions are presented which are
designed to improve the sociometric status of low-status children.

PROGRAMS TO IMPROVE SOCIAL STATUS

The literature reviewed to this point has repeatedly indicated a general lack
of acceptance of handicapped children by their nonhandicapped peers. Given
these discouraging findings and an educational objective of improving the social
acceptance of these children, there has been a surprising lack ofexperimental
studies attempting to manipulate social acceptance patterns. The few studies
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attempting to change sociometric status per se have been plagued with prob-
lems mentioned previously, such as lack ofcomparability of instruments and

a wide variety of sampling techniques, making comparisons andror general-
izations virtually impossible.

A notable deficiency in the few reported intervention studies is the relative
lack of any conceptual framework or validity base for the type of intervention
implemented. Must studies have relied on intuitions or assumptions, such as
the belief that increased exposure to and contact with handicapped children
will increase the social acceptance of handicapped children by their nonhan-
dicapped peers. Such assumptions are generally unfounded and even may be
fallacious (Gottlieb. 1975). It should be noted here that the assumption on
increased contact (the "contact hypothesis") is a philosophical cornerstone of
the mainstreaming movement. The use of the word "philosophical" emphasizes
that the assumption is not empirically based and the dynamics underlying the
concept have not been thoroughly delineated.

The studies involving change in soelometric status are reviewed in the frame-

work of the conceptual model (Figure 2): that is. social acceptance is viewed
from the perspectives of the individual child, peers, teacher, and environmental
variables. and on the effects of these components on the social interaction of
a child and his peers. Because of the limited use of sociometric data as de-
pendent variables of hange, implications and directions are drawn from stud-
ies which were designed to change attitudes toward the handicapped or to
change behaviors which are known to correlate with social acceptance.

Interventions with the Individual Child

Research on the dynamics of peer acceptance has focused primarily on the
association of acceptance or rejection of a child with a host of personal char-
acteristics. Found to he related to social acceptance are physical characteristics
iattractiveness). age. intelligence, academic achievement, personality, and so-

cial behaviors (Gronlund. 1959). Social behaviors have been suggested as an
oh.lous target for nnediation. (ken and Asher (1977) examined the effects

on the sociometric status of socially isolated children of coaching them in social

skills for friendship making. The coaching consisted of instructing the children

in six -7 minute sessions in the following concepts:

participation (e.g.. getting started, parking attention); cooperation
e.g., taking turns. sharing materials% communication talking with

the other person. listening): and validation support. referred to as being
friendly. fun. and nice (e.g., looking at the other person, giving a smile.

Earl mg help or encouragement). (p.399)

These sessions were followed by one in which the child was allowed to practice
the skills learned in a game- - playing situation with a peer. A post-play review

session immtsliately followed. The control groups consisted of (a) socially iso-

lated hikin merely paired with another child to play gances and (b) socially
isolated children paired with a peer tei work on independent tasks. A peer
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nomination roster and rating socionietric technique was used to obtain ratings
ott the play and work situations in order to obtain a rating of friendship. Pre-
and posttest measures were obtained. The mutts indicated that the children
who received the coaching increased their play socionietric rating significantly
more than either of the control groups. The coached group also showed a
meter but nonsignificant increase in friendship nominations. A follow-up
sociometrie assessment one year later indicated that the coached children
continued to increase their play sociometric ratings. This study suggests that
social acceptance of socially isolated children can be improved by coaching
them in social and friendship-making skills. It is not clear which aspect of the
intervention (the coaching or the practice and feedback) was responsible for
the change.

It should be noted, in this as well as other suctwindlil interventions, that
the poieitive and encouraging results were obtained with socially isolated (low-
acceptance ratings) children. Very different interventions may be needed for
children with various handicaps. For instance, the rejection of mildly retarded
children by nonretarded peers has been associated with their negative social
behaviors (Baldwin, 195a; Johnson, 19fi)). Interventions may have to deal with
them. negative behaviors before instituting provisions to develop positive social
behaviors.

Successful intervention in social behaviors have used modeling and behavior
modification techniques, such as shaping. peer reinforcement, and self-control
Cartledge & Milburn, 197$; MacMillan & Morrison. 1979). Although poten-

tially useful for improving social acceptance, these interventions have not been
linked with actual changes in sociometric status.

Several other eorrlates of social acceptance which are promising for inter-
ventions are positive and negative' reinforcement (Hartup. Glazer, &
rharlesworthe 1967i. social role-taking skills (Kitano & ('han, 197)0, socks
empathy (Bruininks. 1972a, and communication skills (Bryan, 1977).

The relation of academic achievement. self-concept, and peer acceptance has
been emphasized by Schmuck and Schmuck (1975). The directional relations
among these phnewnens have not been documented but it can lw postulated
that improvement in academic achievement may enhance self-concept and
swan acceptance. Shears (Mal investigated such a possibility. The interven-
tion consisted of a resource program devoted primarily to the academic needs
of 1,1) students, but after the subjects attended a resource' program for one
year no significant changes were found in their self-concepts or acceptance by
peers. However. measure's were not taken to determine whether parallel changes
in academic achievement were occurring because of the resource program, so
the studs' is an inadequate test of the hypothesis that academic change causes
social aceeptance improvement. This line of investigation. however, is listen-
wily interest mg and fruitful.

Interventions with Perm

Interventions to improve social status also might focus on the handicapped
child's peers. Resareh on attitudes toward the' mentally Mardis! indicates
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that children who are more accepting of mentally retarded children are umiak
female, young, from a lower SES group, and better militated than those who
are less accepting (Gottlieb, 1975). These demographic characteristics are not
based on sociontry and do not offer guidance for possible interventhers, but
they mpresent the research on the peer component of a social acceptance
model.

Guidance fur intervention may be obtained from two studies that attempted
to change attitudes toward handicapped people. aore and Jeffrey (1972) ex-
plored the effects of emotional role playing on interpersonal attitudes toward
disabled college students. (See Chapter 3 for detailed discussion of this stmly.)
Wilson (1971) compared the effects of simulation of deafness and observation
of a deaf person. No differences were found on an attitude scale but differences
appeared on a semantic differential, the sbnulation group giving the deaf
lower rating (supposedly because of their experience in the shoes of a deaf
person"). Role playing and simulation experiences hold potential for application
to other handicaps as well. The theory behind such techniqm is that the
experiences will increase empathy, understanding, and tolerance of the people
with the various handicaps. This theory needs to be further validated in studies
in which sociometric change is a dependent variable. One can see the promise
of such techniques as role playing. simulations discuasion, and various other
activities in the curricula of schools V broaden the perspective of children
toward their handicapped peers.

Child -Peer Interact ions

A more complex and realistic area of attitude-change study is that of inter.
actions between handicapped children and their rambled peers. Group
processes and other environmental variables make up the milieu in which peer
acceptance patterns are developed arid fostered. The majority of intervention
st.,Jies attempting to change sociometric status come under the rubric of
-contact." As mentioned previously, these studies assume that increased ex-
poure to or interaction with handicapped children will increase peer accep-
tance of them. In addition to increased contact, some studies are based on the
assumption that partieipation in prestigious activities with popular students
will contribute to increased acceptance of an unpopular child. Chennault (1967)
paired unpopular and popular students in a special class for cooperative ac-
tivities that included the planning, rehearsing, and presentation of a skit. The
results indicated that the experimental subjects gained significanVy over con-
trol subjects on a roster and rating sociometric measure. The investigators
acknowledge that the gain could have been caused by any one of numerous
factors including

i ) the cooperative group experiences; (2) removal of the experimental
ankle is from the classroom twice weekly for five weeks; (3) attention
provided by experimenter; (4) interaction with high status peers;
(I" successful public performance.. (6) private support and public ap-
proval by the teacher, (7) successful completion of a challenging task;
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and (8) concrete rewards given to classes at the end of the performarme.
(r& 457)

Obviously, the significant factors should be determined to specify the dynamics
of the very broad contact gni' exposure hypotheses. What mediates acceptance
or rejection in the interactions between handicapped children and their peers?

McDaniel (1970) studied the effects of participation in extracurricular activ-
ides on the social acceptance of EMR students by their EMR peers. It was
discovered that EMR students who participated in the activities, the ever-
imental group, were more accepting of their peers; rejection rateswere either
decreased or stabilized in this group. It should be noted that the socimnetric
measure used by McDaniel was the acceptance of others rather than acceptance
by others. The authors attributed the increased acceptance to the pester
interwticei with an awareness of others. However, the questkin of the sped&
nature of the interaction remains.

Lilly (1971) paired unpopular, low-achieving students with popular peers in
the making of a movie to present to the class. The investigator also attempted
to examine the effects of the specific variables of experimenter impact, peer
impact, removal from class, and salience , :participatkm hi the movie. Although
Lilly noted a gain in social acceptsmee due to the treatments, he was not able
to differentiate the effects of the variables. Thus, again, no illumination is
iwovided on the dynamics of the contacts or the literati:ins.

When Lilly looked at the social acceptance gains at a 6-week follow-up, he
found that the gains did not endure. Rucker and Vincenzo (1970) also felled
to find long-term effects after similar intervention. Both studies suggested
that long-term endurance of social acceptance gains may be achieved only
through more specific interventions that modify the behaviors which the un-
papule'. children may be exhiliting.

Ballard, Corium Gottlieb, and Kaufman (1978) attempted to control the
behavior exhibited by mainstreamed retarded children through highly struc-
tured group activities. Groups of children that included retarded learners were
provided over a period of 8 weeks with structured and ordered tasks which
were designed to encourage cooperation and provide successful experiences
for everyone. Pre- and post-sociometric measures indicated that the experi-
mental group of mainstreamed retarded learners improved their socitnnetric
status significantly more than the control swops. The investigators, noting
the need to specify the component responsible for the increased acceptance,
offered four possibilities: (a) the cooperative nature of the task, (b) the high
degree of structure. (c) the minimal academic nature of the task, or (d) the
length of the treatment period (8 weeks).

Classroom Environment

In attempting to define the nature of peer interactions and their influence on
social acceptance. investigators must consider the setting or environment in
which ti. f. interactions take place. Schmuck and Schmuck (1975) emphasized
the influence of the classroom climate or environment created by a teacher on
the social acceptance patterns in the morn. Earlier, Schmuck (1966) observed
two types of liking patterns in classrooms:
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Centrally structured peer groups are characterized by a large number
of pupils who agree in selecting only a small duster of their classmates
as pupils they like. Along with this narrow focus on a small number of
pupils, many other pupils are neglected entirely. Diffusely structured
peer groups, on the other hand, are distinguished by a more equal dis-
tribution of liking choices; by no distinct subgroups whose members
receive a large proportion of preferences; and by fewer entirely negated
pupils. (p. 341)

The diffusely structured classroom patterns were associated with high levels
of group cohesiveness, demonstrated by positive attitudes toward school, self,
and peers. More positive behaviors consistent with the goals of the school
were also seen in diffusely structured classrooms. Stu:lents were more accurate
in estimating their own status in centrally structured groups; this trend was
detrimental for low-status students who were made acutely aware d their
social positions. Thus, the diffuse structure is comddered a healthier clmsrocan
social status pattern.

Schmuck (1966) emphasized the potential influence of teachers in shaping
these sociormtric patterns. He found that teachers of more diffuselystructured
classrooms, compared to other teachers, attended to and talked with a larger
variety of students per hour. Teachers of centrally structured classrooms called
on fewer students for participation and seemed to ignore the slower, less
involved students. Teachers in classrooms with positive liking patterns re-
warded students with specific statements for helpful behaviors and controlled
behavioral disturbances with general, group-oriented statements. In contrast.
teachers in classrooms with less positive liking patterns tended to reward
individual students less often and reprimand them publicly for brealdng rules.
Teachers with positive classroom climates were more aware of the mental
health aspects of their students and their dassmom. In general, these teacher
behaviors were associated with a positive, cohesive classroom climate which,
in turn. was associated with diffuse and supportive classroom lilting patterns.
Kaufman et al. (in press) confirmed this association in investigations of social
status as a function of classroom environment; they found that the status of
EMR- special class, EMR-mainstreamed. and nonretarded students was sig-
nificantly related to the cohesiveness of the classroom.

Reinforcement Patterns

The importance of teacher reinforcement patterns on sociornetric patterns is
shown in a study by Flanders and Havumaki (1960). In one condition, the
teachers were instructed to praise only the students in odd-numbered seats
for participation in a group discussion; in the control condition, teachers were
allowed to direct praise to the group as a whole. In the experimental condition,
the students in the odd-numbered seats received significantly more sodometric
choices than those in the tven-numbered seats. In the control condition. there
was no difference between the students of odd- and even-numbered seats.
Thus. the teacher's pattern of public positive reinforcement had a significant
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effect on peer acceptance patterns.
Also related to teacher reinforcement patterns are the contingencies for

reinforcement set by the teachers. In a study by Drabman. Spitalnik, and
Spitalnik 974) the teacher was able to change the sociometric pattern of the
group by changing the contingent*. in a token reinforcement program. The
social status of disruptive children was improved by making group reinforce-
ment contingent an the behavior of those disruptive children. Although the
actual behavior of these children did not change significantly, improvement in
their social status was attributed to the responsibility for having to behave.

Group Processes

An essentially unexplored but very important aspect of environmental influ-
ence on peer acceptance is the effect of group processes on the acceptance
pattern. fickinuch and Sclunuch (1976) described the contriliutitsts of group
n orms, expectation', communication patterns, and group cohesiveness to class-
room climate and their effect on social acceptance patterns. The investigators
described classroom activities which can be used to Improve acceptance pat-
terns through the broadening of norms and expectations, increasing group
cohesiveness, and improving comnamication patterns. Research in this area
should be pursued to determine the effects on these processes of the addition
of handicapped children to the group, and to ascertain whether interventions
designed to improve grasp processes affect the sociometric status of handi-
capped children.

Classroom Organization

Other aspects of the environment which can be considered for manipulation
are the administrative arrangement (described in a preceding section), degree
of structure imovided, the nature of academic and social demands. and the
opportunity for interaction Hal tan (1976) studied the effect of the organi-
zational properties of a classroom (open to. 03d:tidal) on friendship patterns
and the amount of interaction possible. It was found that the structural char-

acteristics of schools impose constraints on the content, frequency, and du-
ration of peer interactions. The results of the study showed a less hierarchical
distribution of choices, with fewer social isolates and sociometric leaders (sim-
ilar to a diffuse structure) in open classrooms as compared to traditional classes.
Thus, classroom organization could be a potentially important variable to con-
sider in studying classroom peer relations.

In summai y. potential avenues for improving the social acceptance of hand
icapped children include treating the child or his peers as individuals, manip-
ulating peer interactions, and attempting to change aspects of the total
environment. such as reinforcement patterns, group processes, or classroom
organization. Few of these possibilities have been empirically documented with
handicapped children. Future investigations should focus on the use of com-
parable sociornetric measures with various groups of handicapped children to
discover subtleties that could affect interventions with each group. And, be-
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cause the proof of any intervention is its robustness in the test of time, more
studies should consider the longitudinal nature of sociometric change.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: WHAT CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE?

It was mentioned previously that studies comparing acceptance and/or rejec-
tion of handicapped learners and nonhandicapped peers typically use mean
sociometric scores. Let us assume that we are concerned only with acceptance
scores which have been derived from any of the types of sociometric i1114111-

ments described previously in order to illustrate how more information might
be derived from these studies.

First, all nominations are given the same weight. Being nominated by the
kovest status child in the class "counts" as much as being nominated by the
highest status child. Jones et al. (1972) examined the nomination patterns for
blind course. and found that the nominators represented a cross-section of
the class in terms of social status. The question raised here is whether so-
ciometric data should be analyzed further to determine what kinds of children,
in terms of age, sex, SES. achievement, and social status, are nominating the
handicapped in order to discover the characteristics of children who are likely
to accept handicapped classmates.

Related to the weighting issue is the apparent assumption that the more
nominations an individual receives the better is his or her acceptance. Is being
nominated by 10 children you cannot stand "better" than being nominated by
one whose friendship you value? Somehow we must go beyond socio-empathy
and ask the children who are the significant others in the class by whom they
want to be nominated. In this fashion, some qualitative judgments could be
made regarding the quantitative nominations a given child receives.

Another dimension of this problem relates to the desire to move from the
sociometric structure of a class to the individual child's perception of acceptance
and that child's feelings about his or her acceptance. It seems plausible that
a child could be very happy in a class if only one other child (probably a
significant other) is accepting of him or her, yet traditional scoring procedures
would identify the child as an isolate. We underscere the need for some qual-
itative assessment to supplement quantitative assessments because we are
convinced that there are individual differences in the needs of children for
social acceptance which are ignored by traditional scoring procedures.

One exploration of the qualitative aspects of sociometric status was the
Gnmlund (1959) study of mutual choices. A child who is highly popular with
one segment of the class and actively rejected by the same number of other
classmates represents a different case from the child who is ignored by all
segments of the class. Yet scoring procedures that subtract rejections from
acceptances would obscure such differences and assume acceptance and re-
jection to be a single continuum. This position was challenged recently by
Gottlieb et al. (197M).

Finally, in this era of mainstreaming in which sociometric techniques may
he used as outcome measures in evaluations, we must caution against the
uncritical interpretation of results. If one expects handicapped learners tobe
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at or above the mean for nmhairlicalmed learners, it is safe to predict that
mainstreanzing will foil. Such a criterion ibr "success" strikes us as unrealistic,
although we do not know what levels should be adopted as indicative of suc-
cessful social acceptance. However, we propose that evaluators of am* pro-
g rams examine distributions and their overlap as web as mean differences,
and that they consider some of the ccmcerm expressed haein regarding ex-
thuively quantitative analysis of the data.
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6

Classroom Learning Structure And
Attitudes Toward Handicapped
Students In Mainstream Settings:
A Theoretical Model And Research
Evidence

DAVID W. JOHNSON
ROGER T. JOHNSON

David hesitates in the door of the classroom but the special education teacher
escorts him firmly to the empty desk near the front of the room. He is afraid
to look around. "Will the kids like me?" he wonders. "I know I'm not very
smart. Will they make fun of me?" The students who recognize him shake
their heads in disbelief. "Not Pumb David! What's he doing in our room?"

Similar scenes with other handicapped children are occurring in regular
classrooms all over the country.' Often the handicapped students may be
anxious and fearful and the nonhandicappoi students may regard them with
distaste. Students attitudes toward themselves, each other, teachers, and
other school personnel may all be affected by mainstreaming. How teachers
structure the interactions between handicapped and nonhandicapped students
can have considerable impact on these attitudes.

This chiroter presents a theoretical model and supporting evidence which
establish that. as a consequence of how teachers structure student-student

' Editor's Note. The vignette describes only the child who. prior to mainstreaming. was
identified as a special class student. As the mainstreaming movement gains momentum,
many mikily retarded. learning disabled, and other nonvisibly handicapped children will
not he known initially by their peers to be handicapped. The following discusska,
however. is broad enough to encompass identified and labeled as well as ithanited but
nonlabeled handicapped children.
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interact:km within the classroom, (a) attitudes of notdsandicapped toward hand-
icapped students become more accepting or rejecting and Os) the self-attitudes
of bath handicapped and nonhandicapped students become more positive or
negative.

DEFINMON OF ATTITUDE

The extensive discussion of the concept of attitude in the previous chapters
makes necessary only a brief definition here. Attitadea are a combination of
concepts, verbal information, and emotions that result in a precfisposition to
respond favorably or unfavorably toward particular people, groups, ideas,
events, or objects (D. W. Jr:Anson, 1979). Attitinles are usefid in the sense
that they provide a simplified and practical guide to appropriate behavior.
Some attitudes, like positive self-esteem, help students to finiction effectively
in a variety of situations; others, like fear of failure, interfere with effective
fimctioning.

Appropriate attitudes are those that pmenate the ability to carry on trans-
actions with the environment that result in maintaining oneself, growing, and
flourishing. In terms of mainstreaming, both positive relf-attitudes and pos-
itive attitudes toward handicapped peers are appropiate. inappropriate at-
titudes me those that make fora more painfid and troubled life through decreasing
one's abilities to maintain mseself, to develop in constructive and healthy ways,
and to flourish as a person. Rejection of oneself and of handicapped peers are
inappropriate attitudes in the contemporary alarm= Appropriate attitudes
womcse effective behavior and feelings of eatisfactims, enjoyment, and hap-
piness. Inappropriate attitudes promote self-defeating behavior and feelings
of depression, anger, anxiety, and guilt.

The content of this chapter is generally based on the Structure-Process-
Attitude theory of attitude acquisition and change proposed by Watson and
Johnson (1972). The theory posits that social structures define the process of
interpersonal interaction which, in turn, determines what interpersonal and
self-attitudes are acquired and maintained. One social structure may lead to
supportive and caring processes of interaction and, thereby, to positive in-
terpersonal and self-attitudes; another social structure may lead to rejecting
and competitive processes of interaction and, thereby, to negative interper-
sonal and self-attitudes. Through the social structure maintained in learning
situations, teachers car; determine whether a process of acceptance or rejection
appears in student-student interaction and, therefore. whether students de-
velop appropriate or te interpersonal and self-attittaies.

MAKING CROSS-HANDICAPPED SOCIAL JUDGEMENTS

Mainstreaming is based on the assumption that placing handicapped students
in regular classrooms will facilitate positive cross-handicap relationships and
attitudes. Yet there is considerable disagreement as to whether there are
conditions under which physical proximity between handicapped and nonban-
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dicapped students will lead to constructive cross-handicap relationships. The
lack of theoretical models and the apparently inconsistent research findings
have left the impression that mainstreaming may not be working. Perhaps the
key factor identified by the researrh as determining whether mainstreaming
promotes positive or negative cross-handicap relationships is whether students
cooperate, compete. or work independently on their academic assignments.

Physical proximity is a necessary but not sufficient coition for a reduction
of negative labeling and stereotyping and for the building of positive cross-
handicap relationships and attitudes. It is the actual interaction between hand-
icapped and nonhandicapped students that determines whether initial preju-
dicrs are strengthened or replaced by acceptance and positive attitudes. The
process of making social judgments about heterogeneous peers can be de-
scribed as follows (see Figure 1):

I. There are preinteraction negative attitudes existing between nonhandi-
capped and handicapped students.

2. Depending in whether interaction takes place within a context of positive.
negative, or no interdependence, a process of acceptance or rejection takes
place. A cooperative, compared with a competitive or individualistic, con-
text promotes greater interpersonal attraction among heterogeneous in-
diiduals.

:t. The process of acceptance results from interaction within a context of pos-
itive interdependence, which leads to (a) promotive interaction and feelings
of psychological acceptance and safety: (b) accurate perspective-taking;
(c) flifferentiisted. dynamic, realistic views of collaborators and self: (d) feeli;igs
of success; (el positive eat ).exis toward collaborators and self; if) expectations
of rewarding future interaction with collaborators, regardless of their het-
erogi ileity.

1. The process of rejection results from interaction within a context of negative
or no goal interdependence. Negative goal interdependence promotes op-
positional interaction and no goal interdependence results in no interaction
with peers. Roth lead to (a) feelings of psychological rejection; (b) inaccurate
iwrspective-taking; monopolistic, static, and stereotyped views of class-
mates; (d) feelings of failuiv: (e) negative cathexia toward classmates and
self: and if) expectations of distasteful and unpleasant future interaction
with heterogeneous classmates.
With further interaction, the process of acceptance or rejection may be
repeated.

Each aspect of making social judgments about handicapped peers is discussed
in the following sections.

PKEINTEKAMON ATTITUDES

l'rinteraction creme:;-hantlicap attitudes are hissed on stigmatization, impres-
sion formation, and categorizing and labeling.
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FIGURE 1
Social Judgment Plums

Stigmatization

Goffnian (1963) defined a stigma as a deeply discrediting attribute of an in-
dividual. His is the only major theoretical work in the area of stigmatization.
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He distinguished between an individual's "virtual social entity," which is the
character imputed to the individual by society, and "actual social identity,"
which reflects the person's true identity. Virtual social identity carries the
disicroliting connotation. According to God an, there are three types of stigma:
(a) physical disabilities, (b) character disorders. and (c) tribal attributes, such
as ethnic mei:bend* or religious affiliation. The bitter are transmitted tlwough
the hinny and all members are affected.

When an individual has a highly visible stigma, simple contact with others
causes the stigma to be known. Certain stigmas (e.g., magal retardation)
may be viewed by nonhandicapped students as disqualifYbig handicapped stu-
dents from certain ac' vities (e.g., academic work). To the extent that a hand-
icap disqualifies a student from major activities in the classroom, it influences
the handicapped student's acceptability to nonlemdicepped peers. Finally, some
stigmas may interfere with interaction with nonhandicapped peers (e.g., deaf-
ness. blindnesa, and being nomunbulant) and thus are quite obtrusiveand lead
to a lack of tunity to redtwe rejection. These three aspects of the visibility
of the stigma (readil apparent, disqualifying, and obtrusive) all erect the
strength of the feelings of nonhandicapped students (Abelson, 1976).

When visibly handicapped students are first placed in the regular chuairoom.
their nonhandicapped peers may hold negative attitudes toward them which
reflect the process of stigmatization. Various research studies indicate that
students who are perceived as handicapped by nonhandicapped children and
adolescents are viewed negatively and with prejirlice whether the handkapped
students are in the same or separate classrooms (Goodman. Gottlieb, & Har-
rison. 1972: Gottlieb & Budoff. 1973; Gottlieb & Davis, 1973; Jaffc, 1966; G.
Johnson, 1950; G. Johnson & Kirk. 1950; Miller, 1956; Novak, 1975; Rucker.
Howe. & Snider. 1969).

Forming Impressions

The second step in making social judgments about handicapped children begins
with the formation of an initial impression as the children enter the classroom.
One's cognitive representations of what another person is like are greatly
influenced by the first few minutes of contact (Heider. 195$; Kelley. 1973).
First impressions can be strong and resistant to change, even with the intro-
duction of contradictory information (Watson & Johnson. 1972). The formation
of an impression of another person occurs through perceiving initial actions
and appearances and generalizing these initial impressicas to the total per-
sonality of the other person (Ascii, 1952). Three important aspects of first
impressions need to be taken into account: (a) the primary potency of being
handicapped. (3) the number of characteristics included in the impression, and

the dynamic quality of the impression.
Stinie characteristics are more important than others in forming an initial

impression. Asch (1952) designated some characteristics as central and others
as peripheral. whereas Ailport (1954) designated the characteristics that ov-
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meadow muck observed behavior as of primary potency. It is important to
note that even when nonhandicapped students have a great deal of informatirm
available about a handicapped peer, the characteristics "handicapped" may
dominate initial impressions. Such characteriaties as phyekal attractiveness
(Berseheki & Walster, 1974) and perceived similarity to oneself (Taylor &
Kowinmake. 1978) have been Amid to be of prhnary potency.

Impressions may be classified as either differentiated or mcsopolistk on the
basis of the 'umber of characteristics which are hicluded in the hnpression
mid the way the impression is influeneed by the requirements of a given
situation. A different:Wei impression inciudes many difkrent characteristics
which are weighed differently new one situaticas to another. When only a few
tics are perceived and weighed the same hi all situadons a mo-
nopolistic impression exists. According to Upon (1144), humus operate
wider the 'principle of least effort." why stem that monopolistic iwresMons
are easier to kern and maintain than are differentiated impressions.

Finally. differentiated impressions, by their very nature, stay in a dynamic
state of change became of their tentativeness and the differential weighing of
characteristics according to the current situation. Monopolistic hnpressions,
by their very nature, are static due to their rigid weighing of a few charm-
lattice of primary potency regardless of the demands of thecurrent situatkm.
As one forms an impression of another person. one inevitably categorizes and
then labels aspects of the other's acimarance and actions.

Categorizing and Labeling

categorizing and labeling are natural &suctions of human learning, thought,
and memory (1). Johnson, 1979). When nonhandkapped students form an
impression of handicapped peers who are mainstreamed, they categorize the
peers' characteristics, attach a label to each category, and form a coneeptual
structure that organizes the overall impression. However, the way in which
the impressions of handicapped peers are categorized, labeled, and mganized
has important influences on mainstreaming; it may lead to a diffkrentiated,
dynamic, and realistic impression, or it may lead to errors based on rigid
stereotypes.

Labels permit the consolidation of information in one easily retrievable term.
inevitably. they carry evaluative connotations as well as denotative nimbi"
Although labeling is inevitable, when labels are applied to issmdkapped peers
they may have negative effects by emphasizing monopolistic eater; ries of
laimarY Potency that carry stigma, thus encouraging treatment only in terms
of the Nusbaum, and assigning handicapped students to a low power position.

Some labels (e.g.. psychopathic, schimphrenic, and cerebral palsied) are
rate more negatively than others. Teachers hull lower performance expec-
tations for students labeled culturally deprived or juvenile &Unguent (Jones,
1972). Furthermore. labels often define power relationships between the la-
beler and the labeled, with the latter placed in a low power position.
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PHYSICAL PROXIMITY

When hanilitamwd students( enter the regular classroom, nonhandicapped stu-

dents form initial impressions of therm nese impressions are based on the
information received earlier about the handicapped students, the visibility and
primary potency of the handicaps, and the labels used to categorize the stu-
dents' characteristics. Because being physically, httellectually, or psycholog-
ically handicapped carries social stigma in oursociety, most handicapped students

are perceived somewhat negatively from the beginning. The negative percep-
tion sets up the strong possibility that nonhandicapped students will reject
handicapped classmates.

Physical proximity between handicapped and nonhandicapped students
that is. placement in the same classroomis the beginning of an opportunity
but, like all opportunities, it carries a risk of making things worse as well as
the possibility of making them better. Flysical proximity does not mean that
the stigmatizing. stereotyping, and rejecting of handicapped peers by non-
handicapped students will result automatically. or that handicapped students
will be automatically included in relationships with their nonhandicapped class-

mates which are necessary for maximal achievement and healthy social de-

velopment. Several studies indicate that placing handicapped and nonhandicapped

students in close physical proximity (e.g.. the same classroom) may increase
nonhandicapped student prejudice toward the stereotyping and rejection of
their handicapped peen' (Goodman, Gottlieb, & Harrison, 197'4 Gottlieb &
Itudoff, 197:1: Gottlie:), Cohen, & Goldstein, 1974; 18110, Ayers, Heller. Re-
Gettigan, & Walker. 1974: Panda & Bartel, 1972). On the other hand. there
is also evidence that placement in the same classroom may bring about more
positive attitudes in nonhandicapped students toward their handicapped peers
(Ballard, Carman, Gottlieb, & Kaufman, 1977; Higgs, 1975; Jaffe, 1966; Lapp,

1%17: Sheare. 1975; Wechsler, 3isareg. & McFadden, 1975). This contradictory
evidence is consistent with previous research on ethnic integration, which
indicates that although cone et between stigmatized and non stigmatized stu-

dents may he a necessary condition for reducing prejudice and rejection. it is
not a suffk ient one (Gerard & Miller, 1975: Harding, Proshansky, Kutner, &

('heirs. 1969. Shaw, 1973; Watson & Johnson, 1972; Wolfe & Simon. 1975).
Furthermore. during the initial interaction between nonhandicapped and

handicapped classmates, the nonhandicapped students may feel discomfort and
-interaction strain." Jones (1970). tidier and Chipman (1967). and White-

man awl 1.ukotT (1964) found that physically nonhandicapped persons reported

discomfort and uncertainty in interacting with physically handicapped peers.
Kleck and his associates found evidence indicating that nonhandicapped

interacting with a physically handicapped (as opposed to a physically

nonhandicapped) person exhibited greater motoric inhibition (Klee'', 1968);

greater physiological arousal (Kleck. 1966): less variablility in their own be-

havior: termination of interaction sooner; expression of opinions that were not
npresentative of their actual beliefs; reports of discomfort in the interaction

i Week. Ono. & Hastorf. 196(6); awl, in the case of a person said to have epilepsy.

maiintnanee of greater physical distance (Klee!". Huck, Golfer. London, Pfeif-

fer. & %'ukeevie. 1904). Furthermore, Jones (1970) found that nonhandicapped
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college students who performed a learning task in the presence of a blind (as
opposed to a sighted) confederate reported stronger beliefs that they would
have performed better on the task if the blind person had not been present,
even when the actual perfurmance data indicated that the presence of a blind
or sighted person had no significant effects on achievement. The discomfort
many ionhandicapped students seem to feel when initially interacting with a
handicapped peer may add to the risk that a monopolistic. static, and overly
simplified view of handicapped peers as stigmatized may dominate relation-
ships when handicapped students are mainstreamed into the regular classromn.

Whether mainstreaming results in constructive or destructive relationships
between handicapped and nonhandicapped students is largely determined by
the type of interdependence teachers structure among students' teaming goals.
It is this interdependence that defines the social context in which interaction
between handicapped and nonhandicapped students takes place. In any learn-
ing situation, teachers can structure positive goal interdependence (i.e., co-
oPeraConl. negative goal interdependence (i.e., competition), or no goal
interdependence (i.e.. individualistic efforts) among students (D. Johnson &
Johnson. 1975i.

In a cooperative learning situation, student goal attainments are positively
correlated and students coordinate their actions to achieve their mutual goals.
Students can thieve a learning goal if and only if the classmates with whom
they are cienatratively linked also achieve their learning goals. In a competitive
learning situation, student goal attainments are negatively correlated; stu-
dents can obtain their goals only if the other students with whom they are
competitively linked fail to obtain their learning goals. In an individualistic
learning situation. Vse goal achievement of each student is unrelated to the
goal attainment of others: there is no correlation among student goal attain-
ments. Success is contingent on individual performance, irrespective of the
quality of others performances. These three types of goal interdependence
create different patterns of interaction among students which, in turn, create
positive attitudes toward acceptance of classmates, regardless of their hand-
icaps. or negative attitudes toward and rejection of handicapped peers (D.
Johnson & Johnson. 1975, 1978, 19te3a: D. Johnson, Johnson, & Maruyama,
19831. The specific procedures teachers use in implementing the three learning
situations may be found in D. Johnson and Johnson (1975) and D. Johnson.
Johnson, Holubec. and Roy (1984).

PROCESS OF ACCEPTANCE

The process of acceptance begins with the placement of handicapped and non-
handicapped students in small, heterogeneous learning groups and assigning
them a lesson to complete as a group. making sure that all group members
master the assigned work. in other words, a positive interdependence is struc-
tured among the students' learning goals. There is a great deal of research
comparing the effects of cooperative. competitive, and individualistic learning
i1). Johnson & Johnson. 1975. 1978. 190Cia; D. Johnson. Johnson. & Maruyama,
l9'3 1). Johnson, Maruyama. Johnson. Nelson. & Skon. 19)41). Compared with
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When nonhandicapped students work closely with a handicapped peer, the
boundaries of the handicap became more and more clear. Although handi-
capped students may be able to hide the extent of their disabilities when they
are isolated, intensive promotive interaction under positive goal interdepend-
ence promotes a realistic as well as differentiated view of the handicapped
students. If a handicapped member of a learning group cannot read or speak
clearly, the other members of the learning group become highly aware of the
fact. With the realistic pereeption, however, there also comes a decrease in
the primary potency of the handicap and a decrease in the stigmatization
connected to the handicapped student.

A direct consequence of cooperative experiences aa positive cathexii (Deutsch.,
1949, 1932; D. Johnson & Johnson, 1975, 1978, 1983a; D. Johnson, Johnson,
& Maruyama, 1983) in which

. 1. The positive value attached to another person's efforts to help one achieve
one's goal becotnes generalized to the person.

2. Students positively catheet to their own actions aimed at achieving the joint
goal and they generalize that value to themselves as persons.

In other words, the acceptance of and liking for handicapped peers by non-
handicapped students increases when interaction takes Ow within a context
of positive goal interdependence, and the self-attitudes of handicapped stu-
dents become more positive. Specific research supporting these contentions
is discussed in a later section.

PROCESS OF REJECTION

When handicapped students are first placed in the classroom they carry a
social stigma that dominates initial impressions and leads to the formation of
static monopolistic stereotypes that overshadow much observed behavior. This
initial tendency toward the rejection of handicapped students is perpetuated
by instructing students to work alone so that they will either outperform their
peers (competition) or meet set criteria (individualistic effots).

When interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped students takes
place within a context of negative goal interdependence, compared with co-
operative learning activities (P. Johnson & Johnson, 1975, 1978)

1. There is a pattern of oppositional interaction in which student*

a. have little face-to-face interaction;
h. expect their peers to frustrate the achievement of their learning goals:
c. face peer pressure against achievement and appropriate classroom be-

havior.
d. communicate inaccurate information and fre:iuently misunderstand each

other;
e. are closed-minded to and unwilling to be influenced by peers:
1. give each other negative feedback;
g. express verbal and physical hostility toward peers;
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2. There are perceptions and feelings of

a. distrust for other students;
b. higher fear of failure and more feelings of failure;
c. less mutual concern and feelings of responsibility fcn peers;
d. being rejected and disliked by classmates.

Negative goal interdependence creates the preceding patterns of opposi-
tionl interaction and psychologind states which, in turn. create (a) monopolistic,
static, and oversimplified haves dons of handicapped classmates by nonhan-
dieapped student*, and (b) a negative cathexis toward others and oneself. In
the competitive classroom. reading ability and conpetence in spatial reasoning

are the primary qualities that make others or oneself worthwhile; these two
qualities separate the winners from the losers.

When interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped students takes
place within a context of no goal Interdependence, students are instructed to
work on their own, not to interact with other students, to use their own
materials, and to work toward gosh, that are independent of the learning goals

of other students. In such a situation there is no interaction among students
and no structured interconnectedness with peers. The independence of stu-
dents during learning activities creates (a) monopolistic, static, and oversim-
plified impressions of handicapped classmates by nothandicapped students,

and (b) negative cathexis toward others and oneself.
Both competitive and individualistic learning activities provide little or no

information on handicapped peers, thus allowing initial stereotypes to continue.
What little information is available is likely to confirm existing stereotypes
that handicapped peers are "losers." The boundaries of the handicap are not

clarified.
A direct consequence of competitive experiences is a negative cathexis

(Deutsch. 1949. 1962; D. Johnson & Johnson, 1975, 1978, 1983a; D. Johnson,

Johnson, & Maruyama, 1983) in which

1. The negative value attached to classmates' efforts to achieve becomes gen-

eralized to them as people of they "win," you lose").
2. Students negatively cathect to their own actions when they lose and gen-

eralize that negative evaluation to themselves as persons (in the usual

classroom, achievement hierarchies are relatively stable, leaving the ma-
jority of students continually to experience failure).

Generally, the research indicates that in comparison with cooperative situa-
tions. classmates in competitive situations are disliked and self-esteem is lower

for all students but the few "winners? Both self-esteem and liking fix class-
mates are lower in individualistic than in cooperative learning situations (D.
Johnson & Johnson. 1975. 1978 1983a; D. Johnson, Johnson, & Maruyama,
19M). although the theoretical rationale for these findings is somewhat unclear.

It should he noted that the process of rejection can be replaced in the
classroom at any time by the process of acceptance by structuring cooperative
interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped students.
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COOPERATIVE INTERACTION AND MAINSTREAMING

Two of the most important aspects of the process of acceptance are the re-
sulting cross-ethnic interpersonal attraction and positive self-esteem of the
handicapped students. Recently we conducted a meta-analysis of research
comparing the relative impact of comerative, competitive, and inclivichntliatic
situations on interpersonal attractica between handicapped and nonhandi-
capped individuals. Given the disamment among social scientists as to whether
mainstreaming can produce constructive eross-handicap relationships and the
limitations of the summary-impression rnethorkdogy used in previous reviews,
there was a need for a comprehensive review of the existing research that
examined the magnitude of any difference among the three goal structures as
well as the probability of finding such differences. We reviewed 26 studies
that yielded 105 relevant findings. Three types of meta-analysis were used:
voting method, effect-size method, and z-score method. When cooperationwas
compared with interpersonal competition, the results favored cooperatice with
a voting method score of 14 to 0 with 9 no differences; an effect size of .86,
indicating that the cross-handicap liking at the 50th percentile in the coop-
erative condition was comparable to the cross-handicap liking at the 81st per-
centile in the competitive condition; and a z- score of 7.88 tp > .001). When
cooperative and individualistic conditions were compared, the results favored
cooperation by a voting method score of 48 to 0 with 6 no differences; an effect
size of .96. indicating that the average cross-handicap liking in the cooperative
condition was equivalent to the cross-handicap Ain at the 88rd percentile in
the individualistic coalition and a z-score of 15.39 > .0001). There is.
therefore. strong evidence that cooperative learning experiences ;Remote mare
positive cross-handicap relationships than do competitive and incfividualistie
ones. Our own studies. some of which have been completed since the above
review, may be described as follows. (See Table 1 for summary of these studie.)

Study 1

R. Johnson. Rynders, Johnson. Schmidt, and Raider (19791 mainstreamed
trainable mentally retarded students from a special station school into a junior
high school bowling class with 18 nonhandicapped students from public and
private schools. The study took place over 6 days. Students were randomly
assigned to cooperative, individualistic, and laissez-faire conditions stratifying
s' that 6 nonhandicapped students and 4 trainable retarded students were in
each condition. Teachers were randomly assigned to and rotrted across con-
ditions. Behavioral observations were conducted by trained observers who
rotated among conditions. Average interrater reliability was 80-90%. A Mg-
nificantly greater number of positive cross-handicap interactions was found in
the cooperative' than in the other two conditions with far more encouraging
awl accepting cross-handicap remarks being made.
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TABLE 1
Stainstrearning itesearch Summary: Characteristics et Studies

Are Time
Comparison
Conditions

Lasyt& of
toestruelional
Sillth971

Sa Rapk

SiteStudy
Length vi
Study

Grua
Level Sobjed Area

Group
Size

Type of
Heterogeneity

6 days Jr. High Bowling 10(4) Trainable ire
tarded

60 Wu. 80(12) None halls.. Wawa-
fain

3 9 days 2 & 3 Swint/aim V 1) Learning die-
shied

46 min. 12161 Daily: 15
min.

Individual

3 15 days 7 Science; En- 441) Learning chi- 180 Mill. 60(12) None ontyetit., individ.

OA; WWI-
PilY

*bled. emu-

barbed

4 9 days Jr. High Haulm 10(4) Trainable re-
larded

80 min. 301121 None Conmetit., bxlivid.

6 17 days 5 4 6 Language Arts 4(1) Learning die- 90 min. 40(10) None Indicts!.

&bled

6 16 days 4 Suds) bodies 4(i) Learning di*-
aided. emu-
tinselly
disturbed

as min. 51(121 Daily: 10
tent.

Individ.

7 16 days 3 Mathematics 4( l) Lemming dis
Wed. arse*
timidly

35 min. 4000 Two 30
min,

babel&

&turbo/

a 3(1 days I Reachng 311) Learning die- 30 min. 12(4) None Individ.

*bled
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IA deys 7 liatimesstim Lawn* dis-
aided, eino-
tkmakr
disturbed

60 mist. 11411) Nose Indivit

IQ 17 days 9 Mathematics MI) Learning ds- 45 min. 16(b None
Oiled. emo-
tion*
disturbed

11 ti months 1 All Emotion*
disturbed

120 min. 2166) Noe Individ.

U 16 days 4 Science. Serial
Mabee

4(1) Learning dis-
BMW, moo-

45 'sin. 51(10) Daily: 10 Compett.

Von*
disturbed

la 5 days 6 Social Studies,
Science

4(1)
(1)

Learning die-
able& gifted

66 min. 55(7)
(121

None 1ndivid.

14 16 days 11 Mathematics a 1; E./LE.. learn-
tug disabled

56 min. 31(6) None Inchvid.

16 15 days 4 Science. Social
Studies

4(1) Learn* dis-
able& eine.
tiondly
disturbed

50 min. 59(12) Mir 10
min.

Come t. individ.

16 lo days 7 Sewer ) Nodally re-
tank d

40 wk. 48(9) Two: SO Individ

17 15 days 4 Social Science 4(1) L4 ming die-
aided

56 min. 0121 Two 30
min

Individ.

18 15 days 3 Mathensrties 4(11 Hearing int-
paired

56 sin. 30(10) None Individ.
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TABLE 1 Continued
Bibliography
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Research Josirnai, 16(2), 181-197.

Study 3: Martino. L., & Johnson, D. W. (1979). Cooperative and individualistic expe-
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structive relationships with nonhandicapped peers in science class. American Journal
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Study 17: Johnson, D. W.. & Johnson, R. (in press). Building acceptance of differences
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Study

The coopentivefuldivkhalistic design was also used by Martino and Johnson
(1919) in the study of 12 2nd- and 3rd-grade boys enrolled in a summer be-
ginning swimming program that consisted of 11 semions. A pretest measure
asking students who they would like to work with if they learned to swim in
pairs found that ncashanclicapped students selected a learning-disabled peer:
only one karning-disabled student chose a lemming-disabled peer fora partner.
Six nonhandicapped and 6 learniardisabled st udents were then rancktmly
assigned to each condition and, in the coopentive condition, the =handi-
capped and learning-disabled students were randomly *red. Students re-
ceived 45 nsinutes of instruction and then were given 15 minutes of free time
to who for flan. Over the 9 days of Instructket, only one friendly cross-handicap
interaction was observed in the individualistic condition. In the cooperative
condition there were up to 20 friendly cross-handicap interactions with an
average of 10 per free-time period. An average of 3 hostile cross-handicap
interactions occurred each day in the individ ualistic condition, while in the
cooperative condition there was an average of 1 per day. The learning-disabled
students in the individualistic condition spent far more time alone than did
their counterparts in the cooperative condition.

Study 4

Cooper, Johnson. Johnson, and Wdderson UMW compared the effects of co-
operative, competitive, and individualistic learning situations on the cross -
handicap interacticm and relationship of 60 randomly selected junior high school
students. Students were randomly assigned to conditions stratifying for sex
and handicapped condition. Twelve of the students were either learning-
disabled or emotionally disturbed. The students studied together for 3 hours
a day ern English. science. and geography classes for 15 instructional days. On
a sociometric nominations measure, students indicated more reciprocal cross-
hen& ap helping in the cooperative than in the other two conditins and more
cresc-handicap friendships in the cooperative than the individualistic condition.

Study 4

Rynders, Johnson. Johnson. and Schmidt (1980) conducted to subsequent study
integrating 12 severely handicapped Down's Syndrome students into a junior
high school bowling class with 18 nonhandicapped students. Students were
randomly assigned to cooperative, competitive, and individualistic conditions
so that 6 nonhandicapped and 4 handicapped students were included in each
condition. Working in pairs, instructors were rotated across conditions. Six
trained observers collected behavioral data over 9 days of 60-minute sessions,
obtaining an interrater agreement of 90%. On the average, each Down's Syn-
drome student interacted positively with nonhtualicapped peers 29 times per
hour in the cooperative condition as compared with 2 positive interactions per
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hour in the competitive condition and 4 positive interactions per hour in the
individualistic condition.

Study .5

In a study by Armstrong, Below. and Johnson (1981), 40 5th- and 6th-grade
students were randomly assigmtd to conditions, stratifying ka achievement
level (learning disabled or normal progress) and sex. The students participated
in either cooperative or individualistic learning experiences in language arts
classes. Certified, trained teachers were randomly assigned to conditions and
then rotated across treatment pimps at the midpoint of the study. Effective -
ness of the random assignment of students was verified through administration
of the SRA achievement test prior to the study. A socknnetric pretest verified
the absence of friendships and acquaintances in each condition. The results
indicate that greater interpersonal attraction between the kairning-disabled
and nonhandicapped students was evident in the cooperative condition.

tittid# 6

U. Johnson and Johnson (1961) studied the impact of cooperative and individ-
ualistic learning experiences on relationships between handicapped (learning
disabled and emotionally disturbed) and nonhandicapped 4th-grade students.
Fifty-one students, including 12 handicapped students, were Resigned to am-

ditions on a stratified random Laois controlling for handicap, ability. and sex.
Students participated in one instructional unit in social studies for 45 minutes

a day for 16 instructional days. Teachers were trained. randomly assigned,
and then rotated across conditions. Behavitiri measures were taken for cross-
handicap interaction within the instructional situat:: during daily 10-minute
free-time periods, and during a post-experimental problem-solving situation
with new peers. A number of attitude measures were also given. There was
more cross-luindkap interaction during both instructional and free-time situ-
ations and more interpersonal attraction between handicapped and nonhan-
dicapped students in the cooperative than in the competitive condition.

Study 7

R. Johnson and Johnson (1961) studied the effects ofcooperative and indivkl-
ualistic learning experiences on interpersonal attraction between handicapped
(learning disabled and emotionally disturbed) and nonhandicapped 3rd-grade
students. Forty students (6 handicapped) were randomlyassigned to conditions
stratifying for sex. ability. handicap, and peer status. Students in groups of
5 participated in a math unit for 25 minutes a day for 16 instructional days.
Teachers were trained, randomly assigned, and rotated across conditions. The
results indicate that cooperative learning experiences, compared with indi-
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vidualistie ones, iwomose mane cross-banclicap interacdon during instniction.
The Warmth= was characterizal by involving handiespped students in the
learning activities, giving them assistance, and encoureging them to aeldeie.
Cooperative learning experiences also resulted in more cross-inunikap friend-
ships

Studies 8-11

Nevin, Johnson, and Johnson OM reported three studies meted in three
different rural Verona* school districts. The stinks *mused on mainstreaming
low-achievh*, special-needs, 1st -, 7th-, and tith-gpshy students who bad also
been Waned by several teachers and the guklance coutnelor because of dis-
ruptive behavior. Students were placed on an individual continency program
and then switched to a group coaingency program. Variations of AB-A de-
signs were used in the stinks The results condstently iodated that group
contbmencies (compared with individual and ne =dynodes) goomoted greater
social acceptance of handicapped students by nonhandicapped peers.

Study 11

R. Johnson and Johnson (1M) compared the effects of cooperative and cmn-
petitive learning experiences on interpersonal attraction between handicapped
(learning disabled and emotionally disturbed) and tionhandkapped 4th-grade
studerta Fifty-one students were assigned to conditions on a stratified random
basis controlling for handicap, ability, and sex. They participated in two in-
stnsctional units for 45 minutes a day for 15 instructicsal days. /*daily trained
teachers were randomly ass*ned to conditions and then rotated so that each
teacher taught each condition the same number of days. Cross-handicap in-
teraction during daily free -time periods and a number of attitudes were mea-
sured. The results indicate that cooperative learning experiences, compared
with canpetitive ones, promote more interpersonal attraction between hand-
icapped and nonbandicapped students.

Study 1.1

Smith, Johnson. and Johnson (1982) compared the effects of cooperative and
individualistic instruction on the relationships among learning disabled, normal
progress, and gifted 6th-grade students. Fifty-five students were assigned to
conditions randomly stratifying for ability and sex. They participated in one
instructional unit for 65 minutes a day for 5 instructional days. Teachers were
trained, randomly assigned, and rotated across coaditirms. The results indicate
that cooperative learning experiences promoted more positive relationships
among the three types of students than did individualistic learning experiences.
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Stoddy

1). Johnson and Johnson (1982) compared the impact of cooperative and in-
dividualistic learning experiences on interpersonal attraction between handi-
capped (educable mentally retarded and learning disabled) and nonhandicapped

11th - grade students. Thirty-one students were assigned to conditions ran-
domly stratifying for handicap, ability, and sex. They participated in a math
unit for 55 minutes a day for 16 instructional days. Teachers were trained.
randomly assigned, and rotated across conditions. The results irate that
cooperative learning experiences promoted more cross-handicapped interac-
tion during instruction and greater interpersonal attraction between handi-
capped and nonhandicapped students than did individualistic learning
experiences.

Study I.

K. Johnson and Johnson (19te.t) compared the effects of cooperative. compet-
itive, and individualistic learning situations on the mainstreaming of 4th-grade
stuetemt. with severe learning and behavioral problems. Ali 09 students (of
whom 12 were handicapped) were randomly assigned to conditions, stratifying
for ability, M.X, and handicap. One regular teacher and one certified teacher
trained for the study were riebdomly assigned to each condition and then
rotated across conditions. The study lasted for 15 instructional days. Six re-

search as observed the cross-handicap interaction in each condition.
The results indicate that cooperative learning experiences promoted more
interpersonal attraction between handicapped and mmhandicapped students
than did elMPVtitiVe or individualistic ones.

Strobl 16

Johnson. Johnson. DeWeerdt. Lyons. and Zaidman (19Kli studied the ef-
fects of cooperative and individualistic learning experiences on relationships
between nonhandicapped and severely functionally handicapped students who
normally !pnt their entire day in a self-contained special education classroom
(1.4.'s from untestable low to tam Forty-eight 7th-grade students (9 handi-
capped were randomly assigned to conditions stratifying for ability, sex, and
handicap. They participated in a science unit for 40 minutes a day for 10
instrutional days. Teachers were trained. randomly assigned. and rotated
leross conditions. In the cooperative (compared with the individualistic) con-

the mentally retarded students participated more in the learning ac-

ivities. interacted more frequently with their nonhandicapped classmates.
reieed Kreuter peer support and acceptance, and were better liked and

toted by the nonhandirapped students. Nonhimdicapped students in the
, pfrativ condition indicate l a greater motivation to seek out and interact

will. their mentally retarded classmates during free time.
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Stay it

D. Johnson and Johnson (in press) compared the impart of cooperative and
individualistic learning on interpersonal attraction between handicapped (learning
disabled and emotionally disturbed) and mrnhandicappeu students. Forty-eight
4th-grade students (12 of whom were handicaped) were randomly assigned
to conditions stratifying for ability, sex. socL. class, and handicap. Teachers
were trained, randomly assigned, and rotated across conditions. &talents
participated in a social studies unit for 55 minutes a day for 15 instructional
days. The results indicate that cooperative learning experiences, compared
with individualistic ones, promoted greater interpersonal attraction between
handicapped and nonhandicapped students as well as more cross-handicap
interaction focused on supporting and regulating efforts to learn and ensure
active involvement of all students in the learning tasks.

D. Johnson and Johnson (1983b) compared the impact of cooperative and in-
dividualistic learning experiences on relationships between nonhandicapped
and hearing-impaired students. Thirty 3rd-grade students (10 of whom were
hearing-impaired) were randomly assigned to conditions stratifying for ability.
sex, and handicap. They participated in a math unit for 55 minutes a day for
15 instructions/ days. Teachers were trained and rotated across conditions.
In the cooperative (compared with the individualistic) condition, there was
more irteniction between hearing and hearing-impaired students and the hear-
ing students indicated mere acceptance and liking for hearing-impaired class-
mates, greater motivation to seek out and interact with the bearing-impaired
students during free time, and greater willingness to academically support
and encourage their hearing-impaired peers.

SELF-ATTITUDES OF HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Thoth the process of acceptance and the process of rejection affect the self-
attitudes of handicapped (as well as nonhandicapped) students. in the process
of acceptance. handicapped students

1. Evaluate their actions aimed at helping the group achieve its goal positively
and generalize this evaluation to themselves as persons.

2. Receive positive feedback from nonhandicapped peers. including caring,
personal support, academic support and help, and friendship.

:1. Feel successful as a result of their own achievement and that of theirgroups.

These factors tend to result in the building of a differentiated view of oneself
and positive self-attitudes.
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In the process of rejection. handicapped students

I. Evaluate their actions negatively when they fail to achieve their learning
rads inst generalize this evaluation to themselves as persons.

2. Receive negative feedback from nordiandicapped peers. including rejection
and being labeled in stereotypic ways as handkapped.
Feel like a failure due to their lack of achievement.

These facto tend to result in the building of a monopolistic view of oneself

as handicapped and of negative self-attitudes.
The impact of peer expectations and labels may be especially powerild for

handicappeti students. Terniue and Zigler (1958) demonstrated that retarded
children and children who have a history of failure are nose outer-directed
than are nonlumdicapped children and children who have a I7istory of success.
This outer- directednese was demonstrated to increase the influence of models

on the children's behavior. It may also increase the impact of peer expectations

and labels on self-attitudes.

There is correlational evidence that cooperation Is positively related to self-

esteem in students throughout elemeetary and junior and senior high school
in rural. urban, and suburban settings; competitiveness is generally unrelated

to self-esteem; and individualistic attitudes tend to be related to feelings of

worthlessness and self-rejection (Gunderson & Johnson. 1980; D. Johnsim &

Ahigren, 1976: D. Johnson, Johnson, & Anderson, 1978; D. Johnson & Norem-

Hebeisen. 1977; Norem-Hebeimen & Johnson, 1981). Experimental evidence
indicates that cooperative as compared with competitive and individualistic
learning experiences result in higher self-esteem (D. Johnson & Johnson, 1983a;

U. Johnson. Johnson. & Scott. 1978; D. Johnson, Johnson, Tiffany. & Zaidman,

19Ki: R. Johnson. Bjorkland, & Krotee, 1983; R. Johnson & Johnson, 1981;

R. Johnson. Johnson, DeWeenit. Lyons, & Zaidman, 1983; R. Johnson, 'rob:1-

min, & !gliders, 1981; Nevin, Johnson, & Johnson, 19* Smith, Johnson, &

Johnson, 19tC!). and promote higher self-esteem than does learning in a tra-
ditional classroom (Blaney. Stephan, Rosenfield, Aronson, & x. 1977; Geff-

ner, 197/4), and that failure in competit:e situations promotes increased self-

derogation (Ames. Ames, & Felker, 1977).

In a series of studies with suburban junior and senior high school students,
Norem-Heheisen and Johnson (1881) examined the relation between cooper-

ativ. competitive. and individualistic attitudes and ways of conceptualizing
one's worth from the information that is available about oneself. The feur

primary ways of deriving self-esteem are basic self-acceptance (a belief in the

intrinsic arcieptability of °nese), condkkmal self-acceptance (acceptance con-

tingent ln meeting external standards and expectations), self-evaluation (one's

estimate of how one compares with one's peers), and real-ideal congruence
:correspondence between what one thinks one is and what one thinks one
should he). Attitudes toward cooperation were found to be related to basic

self-acceptance and positive self-evaluation compared to peers, whereas atti-
tude:4 toward competition were found to be related to conditional self-accep-

tance: individualistic attitudes were found to be related to basic self-rejection.
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SUMMARY

Two sets of attitud&s are bask to mainatreandng handicapped students into
the regular classroom nonhandiemmed students' attitudes toward their hand-
icapped peers and seltattitudes of handkapped studeMs. Franoting these
attitudes is not an easy tank because mndmitheapped students may have
rrgative attitudes toward hanelicapped peers initially, and physiad proximity
can increase as well as reduce prejudice and rejection. To promote appopriate
attitudes in the mainstreamed clamerman the process of unddng social jut.
meats about self and others nest be used. That mama consists of hddal
impression formatim placing labels on others' and on one's own character-
istks, and interaction within a contest of positive, negative, or no Weide-
penrknee. A modest of positive goal interdepencknee prcenctes a process of
acceptance that includes a differentiated, dymunie, and mane* view of others
and serif and a positive =they'll; towered peers and selE A context ofnegative
or no goal interdependence promotes a process of rejection that includes a
monopolistic. static, and amplified view of others and a negative methods
toward classmates and self. Each process, bathe/more, promotes expectatkes
abort further internecine that affect sordid judgment
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Attitudes Toward Mentally
Retarded Children

JAY Gom
CORMAN

m
LOUISE
RICHARD CURCI

Attitudes can be defined as a set of predisposkions, with respcoises to a spec-
ified clam of objects or people, possibly taking different forms as elements of
the set vary. These firms are expressions of the cognitive, affective, and
cognitive components of an attitutki. The cognitive component is described
sometimes as perceptual, hifonnational or stereotypic; the affective compo-
nent as feelings of liking innlior (fisillshig, and the emotive comment as
behavioral intations or behavior per se.

Attitudes do not appear full-Mown In the child; they are learned gradually
through experience. To our knowledge, no research has been puMished spe-
cifically on the cognitive-social developmental processes that underlie the fir-
mation of attitudes toward retarded people; however, Proshansky (1886)
discussed a related subjectthe development of intergreup attitudes as it
evolves through three overlapping phases: awareness, orientation, aid atti-
tudes.

According to Pros'. snaky (1966), attitudes begin to take shape at 8 to 4 years
of age as the child starts to develop a sense of self and learns to distinguish
self from others. For example, by the age of 4 years and 3 months, 85% of
both Black and White children are aware of physical characteristics' that dis-
tinguish the two races (Goodman, 1952). In addition to being aware of inter-
group differences, the child from 4 to 7 develops rudimentary attitudes with
some of the words, concepts, and Mimes for describing members of other
groups. Support for this assertion is available from a field study of preschool
children (C,orsaro, 1981) in which the word "retard" was used by one 4 -year-
old to describe the inappropriate behavior of another 4-year-old. By the teak
grade school years, attitudes become fully developed with the addition and
organization of new details as the child learns to diffrrentiate increasingly
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more subtle cues from the environment and to internalize them in the cognitive
system. The child can then begin to differentiate his or her affect, cognitions,
and behavioral tendencies toward a particular attitude referent. Thus, by the
age of approximately K years, r third grade, relatively detailed portraits of
others and accompanying attitudes toward them emerge.

Five factors are considered important contributors to the formation of at-
titudes: (a) heredity. (b) physiology, (c) total institutions (e.g., parental influ-
ences during child rearing), (d) direct experiences (e.g., repeated contacts or
a single traumatic experience). and (e) socialcommunicatim (e.g., information
dissemination) (McGuire, 1969). In this chapter. direct and indirect experi-
ences, of which social communication is a primary example, are highlighted
because these two factors are most readily influenced by schools. Both direct
and indirect experiences are elaborated on inasmuch as they affect attitudes
in general and attitudes toward mentally retarded individuals in particular.

Direct and indirect experiences that affect attitude formation may be con-
sidered as the input phase of the attitude equation. That is, the attitude holder
takes in information from the environment and uses it to form an attitude or
to change it. Any discussion of attitudes, however, must be concerned with
two additional phases of the attitude equation: process and output. The process
phase is concerned with the internal cognitive restructuring that serves a
number of functions. including rendering the stimulus material compatible with
the person's pre-existing conceptions. feelings, and past experiences. The out-
put phase deals with the actual attitudinal response. expressed either verbally.
as in an opinion. or behaviorally, as in a motor response.

Although this chapter is concerned with attitude formation as distinct from
attitude change, it should be borne in mind that the formation of an attitude
is integral to change in the attitude. Attitudes undergo continual change as
people acquire new experiences and information about the object in question.
Therefore. attitudes are not completely static but are constantly changing.

The first and third phase of attitude formation. input and output, are dis-
cussed in the following sections. For discussion of the process phase. see
Triandis. Ailamopoules, and Brinberg (Chapter 2).

INPUT PHASE

Inputs that affect attitude formation (and attitude change) include the person
Mu, presents in fin/flat ion designed to affect the attitude in question, the nature
of the information presented, and the medium through which the information
is communicated. In the social psychological literature. these factors are la-
beled the sworn% the message, and the channel, respectively. Inasmuch as
the majority of research in mental retardation has focused on channel variables
i.e.. direct and indirect experiences), only these variables are discussed here.

Diivet Experiences

In the course of direct experience shared by two persons, each forms an
impres..ion of the other by considering the information provided for forming
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ajtalgment. the freqtRney of interactions, and the intensity of the relationship.
These initial impressions are important because they can have an enduring
effect on later attitudes (nick, Richardson, & Ronald, 1974).

In addition to actual information, the frequency of one person's interaction
with another influences his or her attitude toward the other. Several st.idies
have found that opportunity for frequent contact is related to positive attitude.
For example, restinger, Schacter, and Back (1960) reported that occupants
of an apartment house for married students, after having had considerably
more experience interacting with each other in a tenant's organization, were
more apt to choose each other as friends than were students who did not
choose to participate actively in the crganization.

Duration of interaction does not have a linear relation to liking. Brief contact
has been found to strengthen initial attitudes; that is, a person Whose initial
attitude is hostile is likely to become more hostile after brief contact with the
attitude referent, whereas an initially favorable attitude is likely to become
more favorable (Myers & Lamm. 1976). Long-term interactions, on the other
hand, produce a general trend toward positive attitudes (McGuire, 1 ),
although this phenomenon has not been observed when mentally retarded
people are the attitude referent.

The intensity of relat:on between a person and the attitude referent also
influences attitudes (Second 2 Backman, 1964). For example, parents of re-
tarded children have been shown to have more favorable attitudes than a
randomly selected sample of parents toward educational services for the re-
tarded (Meyers, Sitkei, & Watts, 1966); and siblings of retarded children have
different attitudes toward retarded children than do nonsiblings, although the
direction of this difference is not always positive (Grossman, 1972).

Although contact with a retarded person is probably the preeminent influ-
ence on attitudes, in an educational setting it is certainly not the only way
that attitudes toward mentally retarded persons are formed. Indirect expe-
rience'sthe absence of the mentally retarded person during the formation of
a penwn's attitudeis also an important contributor.

Indirect Experiences

In the literature on attitudes in general, indirect experiences with an attitude
referent are usually discussed as a means of changing attitudes. However.
since indirect experiences (e.g.. spot announcements on television) are often
employed to inform people about mental retardation and. hence. to influence
the formation of their attitudes. this means of influencing attitudes is briefly
mentioned.

The major approach to attitude influence in the indirect experience category
may he referred to as passive participation. The person whose attitude is to
he influenced receives information about the attitude referent either through
reasoning or, for example. from listening to a lecture by a teacher, group
leader, or television announcer.

Relatively little research has been condurted on the effectiveness of indirect
experiences on attitudes toward mentally retarded children. The reason L4 that
it is commonly thought that the retarded children must he physically present
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for eaduring change to aim. This assumpdon is tenuous, however. It should
be kept hi mind that, to date, investigators have been singularly ensuccessfid
hi securing durable attitieb improvement toward mentally retarded chiMren
regardless of the technique engdoyed (e.g., Bawl, Orman, Gottlieb, &
Kaufman, 1148). and even when the meMally retarded child was phydcally
present.

otripuT PHASE

Theories of attitudes and statute change are elaboratims of a basic input-
process-output model. The inputs that act on them have been &cussed in the
preceding sections. Here the outputs that result when an individual processes
inputs are briefly discussed. The caputs are the three compommts of normal
subjects' attitudes toward retarded childrenathict, cogairn, and behavior.

A Review of the Literature

The framework presented for studying attitudes is usefal for reconceptualizber
the literature on attitudes toward mentally retarded peace the view that
attitudes are composed of cognitive, affective, and behavioral comptments
which are influenced by direct and indirect experiences can be milled to the
existing body of literature on attitudes toward mentally retarded poisons. In
doing so. it may be possible to wide some structure to an existing body of
research which, traditionally, has been composed of a series of atheoreticid
studies that have yielded a confining and contradictory body of findings (Gott-

Wirm).

Direct Experiences

One of the principal arguments advanced to support the movement to integrate
retarded people into the mainstream of society is that contact between retarded
and nonhandicapped people will produce beneficial consequences, such as re-
ducing strangeness. This "contact" hypothesis was strongly advocated as a
reason for mainstreaming retarded children who had been placed in self-
contained special classes (e.g., Christopia & Rena. 1969). The argnimmt was
advanced that if retarded children were enrolled in regular classes, nonhan-
dicapped children would become more familiar with them and, consequently,
would like them better.

to 1972, a series of studies was initiated to test this hypothesis. In the first
study (Goodman, Gottlieb, & Harriman, 1970, the sociometric status of 10
educable mentally retarded (Eb111) children who attended regular classes in
a nongraded elementary school was compared with that of B EMR children
who remained in a special class in the same school. It was hypothesized that
non -EMR children would rate the mainstreamed EMR children more favorably
than the segregated children. A sociometric scale was administered to 40
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EMR children who rated the integrated and segregated EMR children and a
randomly selected sample of other non-EMR children. The raters were asi=ed
whether they liked, tolerated, didn't like, or didn't know each child whose
name appeared on a list of their schoolmates. The data revealed that
(a) no children occupied a more favored social status in the peer
hierarchy than either integrated or segregated retarded children, and (b) male
raters rejected integrated EMR children significantly more frequently than
segregated EMR children. These results tidied to support the contact hy-
pothesis that rnainstresuned placement promotes the social acceptance of re-
tarded children by providing greater opportunity for contact between retarded
and nonretarded peers.

Based upon the findings of Goodman et al. (1972), Gottlieb and Budoff (1973),
in the second study, speculated that the greater exposure of retarded to non-
retarded children actually may be accompanied by the lowered social status
of the first group. The slum sociometric measure used in the previous study
was administered to 136 nonretarded elementary school pupils. The raters
provided socionictric ratings of a randomly selected group of nonretarded
peers. 12 partially integrated EMR children. and 12 segregated EMR children
who attended the same schools as the raters. Both the integrated and seg-
regated EMR children were enrolled in one of two schools; (a) a traditional
school that contained classrooms accommodating approximately 25 to 30 chil-
dren in each; and (b) a school that had no interior walls so all children, including
the retarded, were visible to each other.

Two specific hypotheses were advanced: (a) regardless of placement. EMR
children in the no-interior-walls school would have lower social status than
EMR children in the traditional school. and (b) partially integrated EMR pupils
would receive less favorable ratings than segregated EMR pupils. The results
supported both hypotheses. Furthermore. integrated pupils had lower social
status than segregated pupils, regardless of the school in which they were
enrolled. This study also confirmed the finding by Goodman et al. (1972) that
non-EMR children m general enjoy more favorable social status than either
partially integrated or segregated EMR children.

Because the results of the first two studies not only failed to support the
contact hypothesis that mainstreaming would result in improved acceptance
of retarded children but actually failed to contradict the hypothesis, we decidfo
to conduct additional studies using different measuring tools. Our thinki
was that, possibly. the sociometric scales we e:npkored were providing inap-
pro2riate data to test the contact hypothesis. Therefore, different measures
of social acceptance were used in two additional studies to replicate the pre-
vious sociometric investigations.

Gottlieb, Cohen, and Goldstein (1974) assessed the attitudes of 399 mire-
turfed elementary school children toward integrated retarded children. This
study consisted of two independent replications employing subjectsat different
socioeconomic levels. In the first, 294 lower.middle-class children in three
elementary schools were given an adjective-rating 'vale that measured atti-
tudes toward retarded children. Eighty-eight children attended a no-interior-
walls school (the saris one that figured in Gottlieb & Budoff. 1973) where
visibility of the behaviors of the 19 EMR children in the school was maximized,
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and 144 pupils attended a traditional school in which 7 EMR children were
integrated into regular classes and 12 others were segregated. A third school
in the same town enrolled 112 pupils but did not contain special education
children. Because of ( ;ottlieb and Budoff's (1973) findings. Gottlieb et al. (1974)
predicted that attitudes toward Eillt children would be most favorable in the
school with no EMR pupils and least favorable when the non-EMR children
had the greatest opportunity to witness EMR children's behavior. that is. in
the no-interior-walls school. The results indicated that attitudes were most
favorable in the school with no EMR esiklren. Although students In the tra-
ditional school displayed somewhat more favorable attitudes toward retarded
children than students in the no-interior-walls school. the difference between
the two schools was not statistically significant. The second replication by
Gottlieb et al. (1974) was conducted in an affluent community: ,ilmost identical

results were obtained.
In yet another replication of the scciometric studies. Gottlieb and Davis

(197'3) conducted a behaviorally based social choke experiment in which non-
retarded children in the intermediate grades were asked to select either a
nonretarded child or an EMR pupil as a partner for a ring toss game. Three
treatment conditions were established with 14 subjects randomly assigned to
each treatment. Delwnding on the treatment condition, thenon-EMR subject
selected (a) a non-EMR or an integrated EMR child, (b) a non-EMR or a
segregated EMR child, or lei an integrated or a segregated EMR child. The
results showed that non-EMR children almost invariably selected another non-

child when given the choice betwem an EMR and a non-EMR child;
that is. in the first two treatment conditions ; nonretarded child was selected
as the preferred partner 27 of 224 possible times. In the third treatment con-
dition, when the nun -EMR subject was asked to choose either a segregated
oe an integrated EMR child. there was no statistically significant difference
in the choice distribution; integrated EMR children were selected by H of 14
non-EMR subjects. Thus. neither this study nor the previous sociometric
investigations supported the notion that integrated EMR children are better
liked than segregated children. In these studies, too. the data suggest that
mainstreamed retarded children were less well liked than EMR children who
remained in self - contained classes.

Aloia. Beaver, and Pettus (197s) investigated the effect of competence at-
tributions on the selection frequency of EMR students by their nonretarded
peers in a social choice paradigm. A partner fur a simple bean bag game was
chosen by each of 3(14 intermediate school students from two pairs of students
under three treatment conditions. Prior to selection, each subject was provided
information aboat the competency level of each pair member. The data showed
that attributing competence to an EMR student does influence statements of
intended choice' of an EMR student as a partner or opponent in a game.
Analysts of the select ion frequencies of EMR students showed greaterselection
of nonretarded pair members as partners and EMR pair members as oppo-
nents. The results support the finding by Gottlieb and Davis (1973) that non-
rrtardei; peers an. the preferred partners of nonretarded participants in a
game-playing situatism.

The findings of this series of studies, taken as a whole, suggest rather
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convincingly that greater contact between retarded and nonretarded children
is not aitomatically acaunpanied by an increase In the social acceptance of
march:A children.

Whereas the preceding studies with elementary school children indicated
that placement of retarded children in regular classes failed to result in more
favorable attitudes toward them, different results were obtained in Sheare's
(1974) study of athgescents. In this study, 400 nonretarded adolescents at are
junior high schools were given a questionnaire to assess their attitudes tows. ,
special draw pupils: 200 subjects were then ranch:only assigned to classes with
no EMR pupils and the remaining 200 were assigned to dasaroonis with 1 to
3 EMR pupils who were partially integrated Into at least two regular classes.
Analysis of the retest data provitbd by Sheare's attitude scales indicated that
non-EMR adolescents who had been given the opportunity to interact with
EMR students expressed sliptificantly more favorable attitudes toward special
class pupils than did the non -EMIR pupils who had not interacted with EMR
pupils in their classes.

Stager and Young (1981) conducted a study similar to Etheare's (1974). A
six-item sociometric questionnuire was administered verbally at the beginning
and end of a high school scatkimic semester to 382 nometarded adolescents
who were classmates of 26 mainstreamed EMI{ students. The retest data failed
to replicate the results of ftheare's study. The ithysiad presence of EMR and
nonretarded students in the same clamming did not promote more favorable
attitudes toward the EMR stockists.

With the exception of the Shears study. research has failed to support the
proposition that integration into regular classrooms, with its resulting inter-
action between retarded and nonretarded children, improves the social status
of EMR children. Although effects of integrated placement may reflect factors
other than contact (e.g.. teacher behaviors). integrated placement provides
greater opportunities for non-EMR children to observe the behaviors of re-
tarded children. This factor of increased exposure is also present in studies
that examined the effects of a school with no interior walls on acceptance of ".
retarded pupils (e.g.. Gottlieb & Budoff, 1973; Gottlieb et al., 1974). When
viewed in this way, the results of studies of integration and architecture are
remarkably consistent: Retarded children whose behavior is nee visible to
their nonretarded peers occupy a social position either similar to or lower than
their less visible retarded peers.

In a related line of research, Johnson, Rynders, Johnson, Schmidt, and
Haider (1979) examined the effects of cooperative, individualistic and laissez-
faire goal structures on the interpersoual attractions of nonhandicapped stu-
dents and severely retarded peers in a junior high school. Six nonhandicapped
and four retarded students were randomly assigned to three treatment con-
ditions; cooperative. individualistic and laissez- faire. Depending upon the
treatment condition, the frequency of positive, neutral, and negative inter-
actions between retarded and nonhandicapped teem members was recorded
by outside raters. Analysis of the results revealed that nonhandicapped stu-
derts positively reinforced MR teammates considerably more often under the
cooperative than under the other two conditions. These data support the use
of a cooperative goal structure as a means of soliciting positive responses from
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nonhandicapped students toward retarded peers.
The 'amount of time that retarded children actually are exposed to nowe-

tarckid children during the i.c-hool day was not directly examined in any of the
preceding studhat because none operationally defined mainstreaming in terms
of the extent to WM* retaded children attend regular dames. Given the
findings of the studies on placement and architecture, and the eager findings
that retarded children are rejected because they are perceived to misbehave
(Baldwin, liZitc Johnson, 195G,, one could speculate that the more time re-
tarded children are visibk, to their notthandkapped peers, the mm's they are
likely to occupy an unfavorable social pcadtkoi.

This hypothesis was tested by Gottlieb. Seel. and Vekhnan (1978), who
assessed the relative contribution of perceptions of behavior and ability, as
well as the linear and quadratic components of time integrated, to the accep-
tsnce and rejection of retarded children. The subjects were 800 elementary
school EMR children who were integrated with nanhandicapped peers for
different amounts of time during the school day. Socionmtrk status was mear
stared by a forced-choice instrument in which non-EMR raters were asked to
inchoate whether they liked. tolerated, did not like, or did not know each chikl
in their classes. Rejection and acceptatue were the dependent variables in two
commonality analyses in which the predictors were tucker and peer percep-
tions of EMR pupils' academic eighty and aggressive behavior and the linear
and quadratic ccanponents of the number of hours of acatkmie integration per
week. Results indicated that teacher and peer perceptions of EMR children's
misbehavior were significantly related to social rejection pores. Teacher and
peer perceptions of EMR children's academic competem. although not related
to rejection, significantly correlated with social acceptance scene. Neither the
linear nor quadratic component of time contributed a significant percentage
of unique variance in social acceptance or rejection scores. This study revealed
that the amount of time for which a retarded child is integrated has little if
any effect on social status. These results support the findings of previous
research that indicated that mere contact between normal and retarded chil-
dren does not improve attitude* toward the latter. Rather, this study suggests
that the behavior which the retarded child is perceived to display has a greater
influence than amount of exposure does on others' attitudes toward him or
her.

MacMillan and Morrison (1980) replicated and extended the study by Gottlieb
et al. (197M). They explored the perceptions of teachers and peers toward EMR
and educationally handicapped children in self-contained classes on two di-
mensions- academic competence and misbehavior. Results differed fromthole
of Gottlieb et al. (19781in that teacher perceptions of both academic competence
and misbehavior were found to =relate significantly with the social accep-
tance and rejection scores of ERR children. The ratings of EMR children by
their retarded peers failed to correlate significantly with their social acceptance
or rejection scores.

The implication of research employing direct experience, then, is that contact
bet wren retarded and normal children will not produce positive attitude change
unless the retarded children can he taught to exhibit behavior that conforms
to the standards expected by their nonretarded peer% In other words, the
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placement of ma:vied children with nonretarded children must follow or co-
incide with efforts to modify the retarded children's inappropriate behaves
patterns. assuming that a retarded child is more apt to be accepted by non-
retarded peers when his or her behavior meets an acceptable standard of
appropriateness and/or competence. This speculation has received empirical
support in a controlled laboratory study by Strichart and Gottlieb (1975) who
examined the extent to which normal children will imitate a retarded child as
a !Unction of the latter's competence on a rigged task. As predicted, the more
competent the retarded child, the more often he or she was iterated. Fur-
thermore. the more competent the retarded child, the more freqtwatly he or
she was selected as a play companion on a More genie task. This study
demonstrates that the more competent the behavior displayedby the retarded
child, the more social acceptance by nonretarded peers is likely to improve.

Indirect E.periences

To our knowledge, only two studies have used the indirect experience, active
participation design. In the first. Siperstein, flak, and Gottlieb (1977) found
that after group discussion attitudes became more negative. Several limitations
to that study, however. were (a) the fact that the participants were forced to
reach consensus, whidi usually does not happen in naturally occurring same
dons; (b) subjects' initial attitudes were not controlled, thus the negative at-
titude change could have been the result of a pretest by treatment interaction;
and (c) no attempt was made to study the nature of the ongoing diacuasion to
determine whether the information generated during the discussion could ex-
plain the negative attitude change.

A later refinement of the Siperstein et al. (1977) investigation systematically
manipulated the attitude favorability of group members who discussed mental
retardation (Gottlieb, 1980). Four treatment conditions were established:

1. Three nonhandicapped subjects with positive pretest attitudes were paired
with one nonhandicapped. low-sociometric status chili exhibiting negative
pretest attitudes toward mentally retarded people.

2. Three nonhandicapped children with positive pretest attitudes were paired
with one nonhandicapped, high-sociometric status child exhibiting negative
pretest attitudes.

:1. Three nonhandicapped subjects having neutral pretest attitudes were paired
with a nonhandicapped. low-sociometric status child holding negative pre-
test attitudes toward the retarded.

4. The control condition, in which three nonhandicapped positive pretest at-
titude children were paired with one nonhandicapped, low-sociometric sta-
tus child with negative pretest attitudes to discuss a topic unrelated to
mental retardation.

Results indicated that the three experimental treatments produced signifi-
cantly mon. positive attitude change than did the control condition. Thus, the
indirect estwrience. active participation paradigm can result in positive atti-
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tulle change toward mentally retarded people if the majority of the group
members have, initially at least, neutral attitudes toward retarded people.

The effect on attitudes of videotaped displays of a retarded child has been
examined in studies using the indirect experience, passive partkipation design.
For example, Gottlieb t l9#74 'reported that an actor who displayed incompetent
behavior was liked less by nonretarded peers than was the identical actor who
displayed competent behavior, regardless of whether the actor was labeled
mentally retarded. On the other hand, Gottlieb (1976b) employed a similar
k4sradigm to examine the effect of aggressive behavior and found that an actor
who displayed aggressive behavior was liked significantly less by nonretarded
peers when he was labeled retarded than when he was not so labeled. Further,
in a relatively similar paradigm, Yoshida and Meyers (1975) found that teachers
formed impressions of retarded children on the basisof behavior they observed
rather than the label. Freeman and Algozzine ORO also found no differences
in social-acceptance ratings by peers as a fiinction of the assigned label.

A recent study by Siperstein, Budoff, and Bak 1980) employed audiotaped
vignettes and photographs to examine the effect of the clinical label "mentally
retared" and the idiomatic label -retarded" on social aceeptability. Their
results found that children responded more negatively to the idiomatic than
to the clinics) label.

PHttl'ESS PHASE

Very few studies have investigated the nature of consistency among the com-

ponents of attitudes toward mentally retarded people. The most detailed study
of attitude consistency was co ncha-tee. by liegab t MO who reported that the
cognitive, affective, and (=salve components ofattitudes of social work stu-
dents toward mentally retarded persons were not highly correlated when the

factor of subjects * prior experience with retarded people was not taken into
account. Higher correlations were obtained for students who had had direct
W4;141%4141'20 with retarded persons.

Somewhat similar results were reported by Siperotein and Gottlieb (1977)
and Gottlieb and Gottlieb (1977). In both investigations, no significant rela-
tinship was found between the cognitive and conAtive components of an at-

i it side when attempt was made to structure situations in which the likelihood

the relation mold be maximized. roneeivably, providing the subjects with

mono. information about the retarded referent toward whom they were asked

to express their attitude might have resulted in greater consistency between
the two attitude components.

01'TPUT PHASE

could he' epected from the preceding section, few studies have measured
specific rmpnents of attitudes toward mentally retarded persons. Typically.
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a general attitude has been assessed. However, measures used to assess gen-
eral attitudes in certain studies an actually be considered to assess specific
attitudinal components. For example, Clark (1964) assessed nonretarded chil-
dren's motion s of EMR children by asking each notiretruvbni child to describe
the retarded child he knew best.. After claosifying the cluldrea's responses into
four categoriesidentificatuar. description. evaluatkm, and associationhe
reported that responses were based on the stimulus value of the particular
retarded child being described rather than on a general characteristic attrib-
uted to E MR children, such as intellectual deficiency or special class placement.
Nonretarded children's affect toward retarchad children was assessed by so-
cksnetric questionnaires in many of the studies reviewed previously; these
instruments indicate the extent to which retarded children are liked or disliked
by their classmates (Gottlieb, 1975a). Finally, the conative component of at-
titudes toward retarded children was assessed In several studies (Aloia et al.,
1978; Gottlieb, 197*4 Gottlieb & Davis, 1973; Strichart & Gottlieb, 1975) by
asking nonretarded subjects to choose a retarded child as a partner with whom
to play a game.

Attitude Referent

An additional topic critical to the study of attitudes toward mentally retarded
people is the precise nature of the attitude referent. It has been indicated
elsewhere (Gottlieb, 1975a) that the attitude referent in studies of mental
retardation sometimes has differed in ways that are known to affect attitudes
(e.g.. severity of retardation). Research has shown that attitudes toward the
mildly retarded are significantly more favorable than toward the severely
retarded (Gottlieb A Siperstein, 1976; Warren & Turner, 1966).

The attitude referent may differ not only in the particular characteristics
.he subject attributes to a mentally retarded person, but also in the manner
in which the investigator presents the concepts of retardation to the suited.
Some researchers have required subjects to evaluate "retardatimi" in its most
abstriu (rm; that is, the label "mentally retarded person" is provided without
any ' ad information (Gottlieb et al., 1974; Hollinger & Jones, 1979; Jaffe,
1°' ; :Itraueh. 1970). On the other hand, Meyers et al. (1966), accompanied
the label "slow learner" or "retarded" with a statement indicating that retarded
persons will never be able to read better than about the fourth-grade level,
and will always be like a 9-year-old child. Other researchers have asked sub-
jects to indicate their feelings about a particular mentally retarded person
(Bruininks, Rynders, ek Gross, 1974; Goodman et al., 1972; Gottlieb & Budoff,
197:1; Johnson. 1950). Still others have supplied a sketch of a hypothetical
mentally retarded person and asked their subjects to rate the person in the
sketch (Gottlieb & Miller. 1974; Guslcin. 1963a; Jaffe. 1966; Smith & Greenberg,
1974). Finally. some experimenters have presented videotapes of mentally
retarded persons (Freeman & Aline, 1980; Gottlieb, 1974; Guakin, 1963b)
or provided live encounter situations (Gottlieb & Davis, 1973; Strichart
Gottlieb. 1975/.
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Method of Presentation

The question arises whether different methods of presenting the concept of
mental retardation contribute to differences in subject attitudes. Most prob.
ably they do. Jaffe ( NW. for example, found that the mentally retarded label
was evaluated less favorably and with greater variability than a sketch of a
retarded person. If an abstract label and a sketch of a retarded person are
._valuated differently. it is likely that a label and/or sketch may also be eval-
uated differently from a vkleotaped presentation of a mentally retarded person.
The difference may occur because the subject is able to witness a greater
variety of behavior on the vkleotapeti display than in a staticsketch of a person.
Similarly. it is iikely that a videotaped presentation elicits attitudes thatdiffer
from those expressed in a live encounter with a retarded person. One important
differ eire between the two situations is that in the live encounter subjects
may be more likely to believe that their actions lead to real consequences
which can affect them tKiesler, Collins, & Miller. 1969).

CONCLI*SIONS

The literature on peer attitudes toward retarded children does not indicate a
favorable picture. Contrary to initial expectations. mainstreaming retarded
children in regular classes does not appear to promote more positiveattitudes.
In fact. the preponderance of evidence suggests that the opposite is true.

One of the most glaring deficiencies in the attitude literature relating to
mental retardation or any handicapping condition, for that matter, is the almost
complete absence of any attempt to tie ri search to existing theories of social
psychology. Although there is an extensi littrature on theories of attitude
formation and change. the theories have not been employed to advance re-
search in retardation. Clearly, the research suffers for this lack. Little unified
knowledge has emerged from 30 years r,f research. When Johnson (1950) first
observed that mentally retarded children in regular classes were sociometri-
cally rejected kr more frequently than were nonretarded children. a long-
term body of research should have been aimed at determining how to reverse
the rejection. Such research was not begun. To date, the systematic research
needed to improve the plight of the retarded school child is still not being
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Attitudes Toward the Learning
Disabled in School and Home

BARBARA WENTZ REID

The research literature suggests that if chikiren are generally met with positive
attitudes by their teachers, peers, and parents, they are likely to thrive both
academically and socially (Bradle & Newhouse, 1V75 Coopersmith, 1967;
Gronlund, 1959). In contrast, a barrage of negative attitudes, hostility, and
rejection may be devastating and cause children to discredit or reject them-
a . Coffman (1968) observed that handicapped adults often view them-
selves as tainted or less than whole as a consequence of cutgative attitucks. A
physically handicapped adult indicated the depth of self-derogation as follows:

I didn't want anyone . . to know how I felt when I saw myself for the
first time. But there was no noise, no outcry; I didn't scream with rage
when I saw myself. I just felt numb. That person in the mirror couldn't
be me. I felt Wide like a healthy cyclinary, lucky personoh, not like
the one in the mirror! Yet when I turned my face to the mirror there
were my own eyes looking back, hot with amine . . when I did not cry
or make any sound, it became impossible that I should speak of it to
anyone, and the confusion and the panic of discovery were locked inside
me then and there, to be faced alone, for a very long time to come.
(pp.7-8)

The possibility that learning disabled (LD) children may also suffer so poig-
nantly as a consequence of negative attitudes suggests the need to change
attitudes toward these children and to teach them how to protect themselves.

'Traditionally. research has focused on the etiology, diagnosis. and reme-
diation of learning disabilities rather than on the social factors which influence
these children. Bryan and Bryan (1978) suggested that one reason for the
historic absence of social research may have been professional politics. In a
perhaps overzealous attempt to differentiate the LD from the emotionally
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disturbed child. some professionals insisted that LD children had no significant
social or adjustment problems, and, hence, there was no need to investigate
this area. Another reason may be the view that the term "learning disability"
is one label that has nut generated the stigma of labels such as "retardation"
or "brain injury" Manahan & Cruickshank, 1973). Although current research
indicates that LD may be preferred to other labels, the findings do not rule
out the possibility that it. too, may convey a negative stereotype (Abrams &
Kodera, 1979. A final reason may be the lack of a consensual definition of a
learning disability and the identification of population parameters. The re-
;war t+ results cannot be generalized. This is a melee problem, which con is
researchers working in any area of learning disabilities.

During the last few years. however, a social research renaissance has begun
to emerge in this field. Because of their rapid development, variety of sources,
and different foci. the studies are by no means systematic or comprehensive.
However, when taken as a group, they provide important information on the
general trends of the attitudes of teachers, nonexceptional peers, and parents

toward LD children.
The diverse nature of this research requires that the review of the literature

he undertaken with two specific limiting factors in mind. First, there is a
question of consistency across learning disability populations. One study, for
example, referred to the disabled population in terms other than "learning
disabled": it is included because the diff Tent* in labels was regional and did
not seem to imply a difference in dud characteristics (Keogh, Tehir, &
Windrguth -Behn, 1974). The other studies referred to their child populations

as learning disabled." but even with this consistently used label, it is difficult
to make comparisons across studies because given the many variations in and
conflicts over the characteristics of LD children, each population of children
may differ in subtle ways.

Second. few of the studies reviewed here addressed the question of "atti-
tudes" directly; many focused on iseues identified by terms such as "expec-

tations" and -interactions.- These studies have been included because their
content falls into the broad definition of attitudes used in this book.

Chapters 2 and :1 of this volume provide detailed descriptions of current
theories of attitude components and attitude change. In order to structure
this chapter. the reviews of research have been arranged according to attitude
components: cognitive. conative, and affective. The groupings here are some-

what fluid and arbitrary because insufficient methodological information was
presented m some of the reports.

TEACHER ATTITIVES

It is difficult to overestimate the potential importance of the child's teacher
on his or her development. The teacher is likely to be the first adult outside
the immediate family to play a major role in the child's life and to continue to
have a significant influence throughout the school years (Rumen. Conger. &

Kagan, 1971i.
During the 1970's, the mainstream movement and Public Law 94-142 focused
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attention on the development of new program designs to allow pbcement
of handicapped child= in least restrictive environments. One

the
population at

ddWren whom mainstream programs have been designed to serve is the learn-
ing disabled (Lay, 1970). As a result of the Immanftarien wfah to avoid the
segrogidion of any major gram of children, many LD children axe now in
direct contact with regular clam= teach= for most of the school day.
linsetore, the attitudes of regular &mem as well as aptchd education
teachers twokendly hate= the LD dins growth mid development,

The attitudes of regular education teeth= toward LD 'Mkt= have been
extensively researched, possibly because they are critical to auceetond main-

. While investigators have armed each of the three attitude com-
ponerna, the cognitive component ban received the moat attendee.

Cagebive Component fitmlin

In four of the seven Investigations discos ed here, children who were labeled
"LD" fare xperimental =poses were p ceived more negatively than when
they were labeled "normal." Education y handicapped children were also
pi 'calved negatively during an intervie idtuation (Keogh, Tchir & Winds-
Ru stn. 1974). Only Shotel, lane, me *Gettig' an (1971f) atudkal teachers'
attitudes before and after exposure to LD children imder mainstay= and
other administrative arrangements, and their feelings were padtive. Suth-
erland and Algozdne (1979), unlike the other investigators, attempted to de-
termine the subtle effects of the "LD" label on children's peril:nuances under
laboratory conditions.

To measure the expectancy created in teachers by the term learning die-
utility," Foster. SchmkIt. and Sabatino (1976) asked two groups of ekamentary
grade teachers to participate in the study of a "newly developed timber re-
ferral instrument." Both groups were shown the same videotape of a child
engaged in various activities and were asked to rate him on the form. The
"normal expectancy group" was told that a clinical team had clasaitbd the
child as learning disabled.

The engirds of the ratings indicated that the low- expectancy group had
rated the child more negatively than the normal expectancy group. The in-
vestigators suggested, in conclusion, that the "LD" label attached to the child
had generated a negative bias hi the low-expectancy group which was sufficient
to alter the participants' observations of the actual child behavior.

A number of other investigators (Foster & Salvia, 1977; Jacobs, 1978; Yes-
eldyke is Foster, 1978) have measured the expectancy created in teachers by
the term learning disability." They used elaborations on the experimental
technique described by Foster, Schmidt. and Sabatlno (1976). nate.. and
Salvia used the same general approach but irwluded a demand condition, an
oral request to be as objective as possible versus no such request, as well as
a label condition. The results indicated a significant label-Instruction inter-
action. During the objective conditions, the presence of the LD label did not
significantly influence teacher ratings of the hypothetical videotaped child. In
the nonobjective conditions, the LD label influenced teacher observations and
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ratings and the labeled children received significantly lower ratings. It appears
to be important, then, to develop ways of teaching teachers to give themselves
"objective instructions."

Jacobs (197n) assessed the of of the "LD" label on classroom teacher
observations of a child's performs?* after expectations for the behavior had
been created. The investigator developed a Personality Questicamaire and
Behavior Checklist which were completed by the teachers; they were divided
into control and experimental groups before and after viewing the same va-
eotape of a child engaged in various activities. In the pre-viewing condition,
the two groups were asked to complete the measures for a hypothetical child
normal. for the control group; I.U. for the experimental group. The child in
the videotape sequence was then identified as norms! for the control group
and LI) for the experimental group, and the measures were completed again
after the film was viewed. Analysis of the responses revealed that the exper-
imental group rated both the hypothetical "LD" child and the videotaped
subject significantly more negatively than the control group rated the hypo-
thetical "normal" and videotaped child.

Yaseldyke and Foster (197M) also used similar procedures to study the effects
of two disability labels, "emotionally disturbed" and learning disabled," on
initial teacher bias and on the ability of teachers to disregard stereotypes when
evaluating behavior that is inconsistent with the stereotypes. In this study.
elementary school teachers were divided into three groups: a control group;
an experimental group for the label learning disability ": and an experimental
group for the label "emotionally disturbed." The teachers rated a videotaped
fourth-graele boy more negatively when he was labeled either learning disabled
or emotionally disturbed, even when his behavior was inconsistent with a
label's stereotype. The investigators concluded that the labels "emotionally
durbed" and learning disabled" generated negative stereotypes that re-
mained consistent (luring the observations of the child's actual behavior.

Teacher perceptions of the behavior characteristics of "educable mentally
retarded" children and "educationally handicapped" children were studied by
Keogh. TAU.. and WiruleguthBehn (1974). ("Educationally handicapped" is
the term used in California to deacribe the LI) population.) The participants
were randomly selected and interviewed. Analysis of the similarities and dif-
ferences between teacher perceptions of the EH and EMR label indicated that
the EH group was perceived much more negatively and as having disruptive
personality and behavior problems. The terms "hyperactivity" and "aggres-
sive- were eensistently applied to these children. The problems ofEMR pupils.
on the other hand, were seen as more academic in nature. and EMR person-
alities were seen as gentler and more positive.

Many teachers in this study indicated that they had not had direct experience
with EM if children; others indicated that they felt unqualified to judge such
children. Keogh et al. (1974) suggested that this variable may have influenced
the results and contributed to the comparable negative characteristics attrib-
uted to the EH child.

Stead. lane. and Mel;ettigan 11972) studied teacher attitudes toward var-
Osi handicapped children. including those with learning disabilities. Their
subjects were regular classroom teachers in six elementary schools in three
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school districts: Three elementary schools that were participating in an inte-
grated maim. room iwograni emstituted the experimental group; the control
group consisted of the other three schools which had been matched on size,
nature of the student body, and presence of two self-contained special dames.

A psperand- pencil questionnaire was administered at the beginning and
end of the school year to assess the teachers' attitudes. All participates ex-
pressed generally positive attitudes toward LD children at the beginning and
end of the school year in regard to integration into regular classes, academic
and social adjustment potential, teachers' competency to teach these children,
and the need for special methods and materials.

The only significant differenee in attitude between the two testing periods
was in expressions about teacher competence. Initially, both the experimental
teacher group (91.4%) and the control group (85.2%) agreed they could be
competent with help. On the posttest, 89.7% of the experimental teachers still
agreed with this statement, but in the control group the poportion of agree-
ment dropped to 74.1%, a significant change. The researchers hypothesized
that, as the school year progressed, the control group timbers had received
little support with difficult pupils and thus had experienced discouragement,
whereas the resource room program provided enough support to help the
experimental teachers maintain their initial optimism.

Although the results dais study appear to reflect positive teacherattitodes
toward LI) children, the results, unfortunately, are somewhat confourekd by
a definitional issue. In Pennsylvania, where the study was conducted. the term
"brain injury" rather than learning disability" was used at that time for
proposes of special ell se placement and diagnosis. When, as part of the study,
many teachers were asked how many children in their classrooms were learning
disabled. the estimates ranged from 10 to as many as a) pupils. The authors
reported that quite a few teachers seemed to consider the term leafing
disabled" to be synonomous with "culturally disadvantaged," so the attitudes

have been directed toward children other than those intended by the
investigator. However, the population in this study was so opportunea large
group of tending who were faced with the prospect of actually teaching LD
childrenthat the inclusion of the study in this review seems justified.

All the preceding studies, excepting Shotel et al. (1972), indicate that the
stereotypethe cognitive component of teacher attitudesof LD children
includes negative characteristics. Teachers "know" that LI) children are hy-
perartive, aggressive, and disruptive (Keogh et al., 1974) and that the more
negative descriptor's on a rating form apply to a child (even though normal)
who is labeled as learning disabled (Foster & Saha. 1977; Foster et al., 1976;
Jacobs. 197e: Ysseldyke & Foster, 1978).

The argument can be made that the majority of LD-labeled children possess
the traits which are attributed to them by teachers, such as hyperactivity.
aggressiveness, and disruptive behavior, and therefore the teachers in these
studies accurately described LI) children. However, investigators who have
reviewed the incidence of such characteristics in the LD population have found
that they are not so widespread in fact as they ark assumed to be by the
stereotypical picture (Bryan, 1974a; 1976).

Although only a small percentage of LI) children may display these char-
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aeteristics. they have become well known and.almost interchangeable with the
label. Therefore, what many teachers may "Imre to be true about the LD
child may he only an inaccurate, artifkally induced stereotypical picture. Un-
fortunately. the studies discussed so far in this section de rate that such
inaccurate knowledge can affect teacher ability to observe, assess, and teach
the LD child in the classroom.

Teachers in training who were enrolled in advanced undergraduate special
education courses were the first-order subjects of Sutherland and Aline
0979). The investigators studied the effects of the LD label during tests of
children's visual-motor integration. The children were normal, but each had
been randomly labeled "normal" or learning disabled." Each student teacher
tested and trained eight children on the machine that wit used and gave each
a subjective score; at the same time, the machine, whiel was fitted with an
event reconkr, provided an objective score for each child. The purpose of the
study was to determine if the bias of the "LD" label, which was known to the
student teachers but not to the children, could, through a complex process,
affect the children's performances. Girls who were labels! "LIT differed sig-
nificantly in performance from girls who were not so labeled. No significant
difference was found between the subjective and objective scores.

Connotative Component Studies

Three studies were found in which the investigators had attempted to measure
the connotative or behavioral component of teacher attitudes toward 1.1) chil-

dren in the classroom.
Bryan and Wheeler (1972) conducted a seta observational study of the

behaviors of LD and average learners in naturalistic classroom environments.
Each of five teachers identified two LD and two average learners who were
grouped for comparison. The interactions of the four children in each group
were observed and coded. using an interaction process analysis. The findings
failed to indicate any differences in the amount of time each group spent
interacting with the teachers: the failure may have resulted from the fact that
the time spent on the observation of this variable was only 29k of the total
observation time spent on each child.

In order to verify the findings and to increase the scope of the investigation.
Bryan 197-thi conducted another observational study to systematize, record.
quantify. and analyze the ongoing behavior of both LA and average achieving
third-grade boys. The behaviors of five teachers were observed concomitantly.

The results of the study show that the interaction patterns of the teachers
and the 1.1) children differed from those of teachers and average achievers.
Teachers were three times as likely to respond to the verbal initiations of the
comparison children as to the of the LD children. In addition, half the
teachers' time was directed to school work with the LD children, whereas only
one-quarter of their time war even to school work with average achievers.

'hapinan. Larsen. and Parker (19710) also conducted an observational study
to determine if the interaction patterns of teachers and LA children differed
from those of teachers and normally achieving children. The subjects were
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110 first graders who were divided among kaw classmates located in public
schools in middle class, suburban neighborhoods.

The study had two stages. The first took place during the first 13 weeks of
the chikirea's first year in school ( ldaderPrtee), when the verbal Interaction
patterns of the teachers and each child were mewled. The second stage was
amdswted during the end of the address's second year in school (first grade).
It assisted of interviews with the teaches, who were anticipating having the
students in the second grade. Data were collected on kinderprten and first
grade teachers' ratings of the childres's academic abes, grades distributed,
achievement test scores (CAT), and referrals to spelt edtwation. Rased on
these data. the stucksts were assigned by the investkrakes to one of four
groups learning disordered, low achkvement, math= achkvensent, and high
ahkvement.

The results of this study present a complex pattern. The type of teacher.
child interaction appears to relate to the type of activity ohserveth Results of
interactions during work periods contrasted with those of classroom
dares. WhenWhen work was the focus of the period, LD children received Mire
criticism, praise. and feed's* when teachers initiated the interactions than
did the comparison peers. The latter gr oup received more praise and criticism
when they initiated the work-related interactiess. In contrast, LD children
were the recipients of significantly more criticism chiring reocedural activities,
and they received more crsm and winnings regarding classroom behavior.

The pattern suggests that teachers may use specific and varied strategies
during the more structured periods of direct educaticsal instruction but may
not be flexible or competent during periods of unstructured activities. At the
same time, LD chisdren may be more responsive to praise and feedback during
structured work periods. The unstructured nature of procedural transitiono
may be difficult for the LD children and thus may lead to inappropriate be-
Calif:0 which frustrate or irritate teachers.

Affective Component Studies

Only one study addressed the issue of teachers' feelings of liking or disliking
L.D children. Garrett and Crump (1880) used a modified Q-sort technique to
measure regular classroom teacher preferences for LD and matched control
children in grades 4. 5, and 6. Fifty-eight teachers were asked to sort the
names of all their students on a 9- column form resembling a normal curve.
Each column received a number value of from 1 to 9 indicating a preference
range from -most preferred" to least preferred." The results indicate that
1,1) children were significantly less preferred than their nonexceptional peers.

Analysis of Teacher-Attitude Studies

The pattern that emerges in the investigations of teacher attitudes toward
I.1) children is that the attitudes are negative because the stereotypes gen-
erated by the label learning disability" or -educationally handicapped" are
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negative. Learning disabled children are perceived as having many more ac-
ademic and personality problems than normalls achieving children, and this
stereotype persists evert when the behavioral evidence is to the contrary.
Teachers behave differently toward LI) children than toward their nondisabled
peers, a difference that tends to be negative (Bryan & Bryan. 197h). Teachers
spend less free time with LI) children and respond less frequently to their
verbal initiations. These results raise questions about the regular classroom
teacher's competence to assess accurately and to teach LD children, and to
interact socially with them in a positive manner.

Because of methodological problems the results ofthe studies reviewed are
far from conclusive. It is difficult to generalize from the populations because
the definition of learning disability" is open absent or vague; children may
be identified as labeled by the school distriet as learningdisabled" (e.g.. Bryan

& Wheeler, 1972).
Precise definitions of LI) children are necessary. Mercer, Forgone, and

Walking (1976) surveyed the definitions of LI) children used in different states
and found nine components, but each state combined selected elements to form

a unique definition. Thus. when teachers' attitudes are studied, it is difficult
to determine whether negativism is directed toward a particular criterion (e.g.,
"neurological involvement" or "discrepancy") or toward the children. Shotel
et al. (11472, also found this type of definitional problem.

In investigations using original assessment tools (Bryan, 1974b; Bryan &
Wheeler. 1972; Foster & Salvia, 19;7. 1-'e.ster. Schmidt & Sabatino, 1976;
Jacobs, 197s: Ysseldyke & Poster, 1978), instrument development information,

or. in some cases, reliability data were not reported. Without this information
it is not possible to gauge accurately the internal consistency of the studies.

The mutative research contained many sampling problems, such as bias built
into the selection method. Teachers volunteered themselves or their students
for participation and the effects were not balanced by large samples of detailed
subject descriptions. Too few teachers or LI) children were used to warrant
generalization of the conclusions.

Finally. there is little indication that the methodology of the mutative studies
was controlled for response bias. One type of response bias mentioned in the
literature is the tendenry to *fake good" (Scott. I96S). The researchers did
not indicate specific attempts to disguise observations or to visit the sites prior
to observation, to reduce the tendency. Interestingly. Bryan and Wheeler
11972) hypothesized the ocrurrence of resp(nse bias: during their initial ob.
*emation study. when they found that teacher interactions with both the LI)
and normal children represented only 214 of the total interactions, they con-
cluded that the teachers did not interact with the research subjects because
lof the presence of otiserveiN.

Many ;treas. such ::s the affective attitude comjsuwnt, were not aeldcessect

adequately. Because of the complex m --" ;inn tie uncertain
relation ansont :altitude components, teachers may have negative stereotypes
of but stilt "like- Li) children. Further, attitude components have not been
*tisbefi simultaneously. For example, studies using an interaction process
analysis; might have tinadend their results by combining this method with

an adslitional instrument which was designed to measure, the' cognitive cont-
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ponent. Few Mathes wen %mid to have been designed specifically to deter-
mine attitudes, and time reflected a clear perspective on the multidimensional
nature of attitudes, which may account for the lack of attention to more than
one attitude component at a time.

The studies found were limited to tettcher and child populations at the el-
enseMary school level. Teacher attitudes may vary according to the age of a
child because the prmninence of certain characteristics may limease or de-
crease with age. Further. children may be influeneed by the attittaks of a
nsmdter of different teachers. On the whole, the current literature is athiressed

primarily to attitudes of regular clamtions teachers (except for Sutheriond &
Afgozaine, 1979). It seems important to detennine the attitudes toward LD
children of other kinds of teachers, for exam*, learning disiddlity specialists,
resource teachers, and teachers with special subject crecknaials.

There is a need to determine whether partkular ehikl dtaracteriadcs play
an essential role in determining teacher attltuthts toward learning cbsabilities
and to identify them. Samson Aseb's Imitation of impressions" theory sug-

gests that some traits are perceived as central and determining while others

are peripheral (Deutsch & Krauss, 1965). Hypothetically, then, a teacher may
form a total innovation of a child who is identified as learning disabled on the
basis of a central trait emaciated with the label. Determinim this trait could
provide a basis for the development of teacher attitude change programs and

program geared to helping children develop beha ion neeemary for auccesslid

mainstreaming experiences.
Finally, we have no comparative data on the attitudes of teachers who have

and have not been identified as effective teachers of LD children. Possibly the

attitudes of these two groups of teachers are the same: if not, the differences
should be studied from a multidimensional perspective to determine differences
in attitude components.

NON EXCEPTIONAL PEER ATTITUDES

The academic and social adjustment of LD children in classrooms is influenced
not only by the attitudes of teachers but also by those of their nonhandicapped
peers. Peer influence increases markedly during the school years and gradually
becomes mote important than the influence of teachers. Because gaining ac-
ceptance through the making of friends is one of the strongest reeds during
adolescence, LD children approaching their teens may be especially affected
by negative peer attitudes.

Research on the attitudes of nonhandicapped peers toward LD children has
been focused mainly on the conotative and affective components. Two obser-
vational studies that were previously discussed (Bryan. 1974b; Bryan & Wheeler,
1972 akin yield information on the conotative component of nonexceptional
peer attitudes. In both studies. the investigators attempted to determine
whether peer interactions could discriminate between small samples of LD
and nonexceptional children. The findings indicated that the amount of time
spent in any type of peer interaction was approximately equal for both the
LI) and comparison children. However, patterns of interactions differed: The
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LD child who initiated interactions was significantly Ignored by his peers.
Unfortunately, the sample of children was too small to generalize the finding
to other perpulationet.

A number of secianetric studies which have explored the affective arm-
portent of nonexc eptional peer attitudes toward LD children have already been
discussed in Chapter 5 (Bryan. 1974c, 1916; Bruininks, 1978b Siperstein,
Bopp, lc Bak, 1978).

The study by Garrett and Cnunp (19 M. mentioned briefly in regard to
teacher attitudes, also compared peer status of LD children with the status
of their nonexceptional peers. All fourth -, and sixth-grade students,
including 100 LI) students. in 514 classroom participated in a socionretric
investigation in their regular classrooms. Studenta were given booklets with
the names of all their classmates. The participants were asked to select three
tetudents who would be chosen and three students who would not be chosen
for a free-time play period. The results indicated that LD children had sig-
nificantly lower social status. Additionally, each child completed a modification
of the Peer Acceptance Scale. No absolute differences were found between
the LD and control groups on social status and self-appraisal, but the LD
group tended to overestimate their status whereas the nonexceettional group
tended to underestimate theirs. Bruinink's (197tta: 1978b) findings that LD
children consistently rate themselves higher than their actual standing is etni-
sistent with this result.

The research on notwxceptional peer attitudes toward LD children over-
whelming!), indicates that LI) chiklren have been perceived negatively. How-
ever. the studies are unidirnensional in that the majority are concerned with
only one attitude component --the affectivewhich somewhat limits gener-
alizabl conclusions. The populations of the studies that dealt with the collative
component are insufficient in size to allow the data to be generalized. There
is no information on the cognitive component. Therefore, although the results
confirm that 1.1) children are not liked by their peers, further study is needed
of (a) the stereotype that nonexceptional peers associate with LD children and
b s their behavioral intentions or actions.

The findings that. however low in peer status LD children may be, they
consistently rate themselves much higher, holds possibilities for hypotheses
on how LI) children cope with their lowstatus positions (11nfininks 1978a, b;
t;arrett & ('rump. 1980). One way in which many disaVed adults cope with
the psychologically threatening consequences of disability is denial (Chaiklin
& Warfild. 1973; Edgerton. 1976; Wright, 1960). It is possible that LI) children
use thil4 same defense mechanism to deny their low status among peers in a
psychol(arically protective fashion.

PARENTAL ATTITUDES TOWARD THE LD CHILI)

Litt le research has been done in the area of LI) child-parent interaction and
parental at t It mks toward 1.1) chikfrin, The results of the two studies reviewed
her suggest that parents are hostile toward their LI) children. Strait (1972)
used a questionnaire concerned with neurological dysfunction and behavioral
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and emotional disturbances to compare parental ratings of LD, mentally re-
larded, and normal children. The results suggested that parents of normal
children and parents of LD children rate them differentlyon several variables.
The LD child was described as one who clung more than tile child, had
kw ability to receive affection, showed less consideration for °the: two*.
and was mere jealous. However, LD children were seen as lases stubbon. than
- retarded children.

Wetter (1972) compared the attitudes of parents whose children had been
diagnosed as learning disabled with the attitudes of parents whose children
did not present learning disorders. All the children of the 70 sets of parents
were registered at a pediatric outpatient clinic. Each parent was given the
Child Behavior Rating Scale; the mothers were also given the Mother-Child
Relationship Evaluation.

Wetter hypothesised that the attitudes of mothers of LD children would
display snore overprotection, overindulgence, and rejection than the attitudes
of mothers of nonexcepti onal child en. Part of this hypothesis was validated:
A significant difference was found between experimental and =trot groups
fin overindulgence and rejectile, which confirmed the author's hypothesis. No
differences were observed on merprotection.

The attitudes of the Were of the LD children did not cater significantly
kom those of the mothers. However, the statistical analysis indkated that
parents of children with a learning disorder displayed greater disagreement
in assessing a child's overall adiustmein than do parents of normal children.

Much more research on parental attitudes is necessary before the negative
results of the two studies discussed here can be generalised.

CONCLUSIONS AND DIMENSIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The literature on attitudes toward LD children can be faulted for s number
of methodological weaknesses and in some instances for unsysteinatic ap-
Fwoaetws which have left mans, unevenly explored or totally unexplored areas.
Although the results of a spcific study may not stand up to cTitkism, still
certain general trends of thr research in toto appear to hold signifkance and
cannot be discounted:

Regular classroom teachers associate the label learning disability" with a
negative stereotype..
LD children have significantly lower social status than their nonexceptional
peers.
Regular classroom teachers and nonexceptional peers behave more nega-
tively toward I.1) children than toward their normal classmates.
Parents appear to describe their LD children in comparatively negative
terms.

LI) children are now placed in environments that appear to be decidedly
hneetile and unsupportive. The awareness of these circumstances retit.ires
professionals to respond with a three-pronged program:
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Vint. research efforts must concentrate on determining the sources of hos-
tility and rejection. Certain hypotheses eme:ge from the literature to explain
why attitudes toward LI) children are negative and to help to interrelate the
results of the various studies. One hypothesis puts the source of negative
attributes in some discrediting characteristic 'w stigma, for r. s.mple. low ac-
ademic achievement, which causes other persons to categorize the LD child
as less than whole" or -tainted" (Coffman. 1963). Research findintts support
the notion that children who are low academic achievers but have not been
identified as learning disabled also are recipients of negative attitudes and
rejection (Brophy & Good, 1974; Larsen & Ehly, 1978i. Teachers appear to
like bright. high-achieving students. If this is the case, attitude-change pro-
grams should be cognizant of this information.

Another hypothesis that recently emerged from the literature focuses on
the manifestations of the learning disability as the source of the rejection.
Bryan and Perlmutter aim) found that female undergraduates judged un-
labeled videotapes of female LD children in social interactions in a laboratory
setting as more negative than omparison non-LD children, even though the
undergraduates were not privy to the children's personal histories, current
academic status. or current social status. Salient characteristics of LD children
may interfere with successful social interaction. One characteristic that may
impede social interaction is nonverbal behavior. Differences have been found
in the nonverbal behaviors of LD children in comparison with non-LD controls
( Bryan & Sherman. 191O: Bryan. Sherman, & Fisher, 19tito. LD children spent
less time lfsiking at the interviewer and smiling, behavior that may affect
adults judgments. Other suggested characteristics that may interfere with
suecessful social interaction include deficit.- ui social perception, lack of ache -

matic and organizational judgment. and affective processing (Bryan & Bryan.
197; Bryan. Wheeler, Felcan & Renck. 1976; ICrtolick. 1978). In terms of
total life-functioning, social ineptitude tends to be far more disabling than
academic dysfunction" (Kronick, 1978, p.87).

Second. programs need to be developed to assist LD children to cope with
the threat of negative attitudes. When Jones (1972). for example, summarized
studies on the stigma attached to educable retarded children, his major con-
clusion was startling: Although stigma was shown to be a real problem for
noninstitutionalized educable mentally retarded students, there is little reason
to believe that teachers havedeveloped adequate programs to help the children
to cope with it. -Most striking in all their !teachers') responses. 'however, is
the uncertainty with which teachers approach this area and the paucity of
validated techniques for dealing with the problem" (p. 562). When children
are faced with name (Idling or other such negative behavior, the most so-
phisticated teacher response at this time MOW to be the brief "ignore it."

In addition. the concept of mainstream classrooms as a fertile place for the
growing together of differences must be re-examined. Although the economic
and psychological investments in this movement are extensive, we have a
responsibility to do our best to provide 1.1) children with a setting in which
they can survive. Mainstream chismoms may not be the setting.
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Despite the importance of interpersonal behavior in the identification and
dilemmas of emotional disturbance, very little systeinatic research has explored
the attitudes of nonhandicapped children toward their motion* disturbed
peers. The few investigations of the topic can be classified as (a) studies of
peer perception of emotional disturbance, (b) Audis of peer acceptance of
emotionally disturbed children, and (c) studies of the correlates of peer ac-
ceptance and peer rejection.

PEER PERCEPTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE

Research on peer perception of emotional disturbance has largely focused on
two topics: (a) developmental changes in children's perceptions of emotional
disturbance and (b) children's attitudes toward emotional disturbance in re-
lation to their attitudes toward other disabilities. Research on developmental
changes in peer perception of emotional disturbance reflects the larger body
of research concerned with the develoinnent of social cognition. Investigations
of the latter have shown, in general, a developmental trend in children from
concrete t') abstract modes of person percegion. Young children perceive
others in terms of external or surface attributes, such as specific acts and
external possessions. With intleao* age, their percet dons come to include
awareness that their peers have internal dispositions and stable attributes
( Livesley & Bromley, 1973).

In general. research findings on pc-er perception of emotional disturbance
agree with the findings in the field of social cognition. Children's reports of
the disturbed behavior of their peers reveal that their concepts of deviant
behaviors progrese from concrete siescriptknis of self-evident acts to attempts
to explain the behaviors in terms of underlying psychological dimensions.

One method used to study developmental changes in the perception of emo-
timil disturbance is to present children with descriptions of imaginary deviant
peers whose characteristics are like those which adults attribute to mental
disorder. In addition, in a number of studies, children have been asked to
describe known peers whom they consider to behave in a deviant mans.
Consequently. the attitude-component focus of investigations has been the
ingnitive and affective components.

In a two-part study, Coie and Pennington (1976) investigated the point at
which children become aware of behavior that, to adults, indicates emotional
disturbance. The subjects were 10 girls and 10 boys at each of four grade
levels (1st, 4th, 7th, and 11th). In the first part of the study the children were
asked to describe peers whom they considered to be markedly different from
the rest of their classmates. These deviance attributions were classified ac-
cording to seven categories of behavior: aggression, social norm violations,
adult rule violations, social withdrawal, interest. appearance, and self-
reference. In the second part of the study, the children were presented with
two story descriptions. In "The Distorted Perception Story" the stimulus
figure wan that of a child with a seriously distorted social perspective. In "The
Loss of Control Story," the stimulus character was that of a child who behaved
in an aggressive manner and was frequently unable to control himself.
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The results of the second part --the story descriptionsindicated significant
age trends in the responses to the stimuli. The first-grade subjects recon-
structed anal normalized the events and characters of the stories into forms
which they could understand. For example. in "The Loss of Control Story"
the first-grade children explained the character's aggressive behavior as the
result of actual provocation by someone. In contrast. the odder subjects rec-
ognized the irrational qualities of the story character and tried to explain and
understand the described behavior. Similarly. the response for "The Distorted
Perception Story" showed that with age more children were aware that the
story figure had a deviant perception of social reality. In turn. the older
subjects assigned an increasingly deviant status to the stimulus figure.

The results of the open-ended interviews on the kind of children whom thv
subjects rtlarded as deviant indicated that aggression and social-norm vio-
lations accounted for over half the nominations for deviance. Subjects across
all grade levels described aggressive children as deviant. No significant dif-
ferences were found across grade levels for aggression attributions. However,
".4 significant age-group effect was found for social-norm violations; they were
mentioned infrequently by first graders as indications of deviance. Further-
more, only the 11th -grade subjects made deviance attributions on the basis of
the language and phenomenon of psychological disorder; for example. only
I ith-wade subjects identified peers as deviant with such comments as "crazy,"
"needs to see a psychiatrist." and "has mental problems."

Middle-grade-level subjects are not only able to make deviance attributions
but, also, to judge severity of emotional disturbance in the same manner as
adults. Mardsen and Halter (1976/ investigated whether fourth- through sixth-
grade children could discriminate degrees of severity of emotional disturbance
in descriptions of imaginary peers. The subjects were eight boys and seven
girls in the fourth grade and nine boys and seven girls in the sixth grade. Five
vignettes were read in random order to the subjects. The central figures in
the vignettes were depicted as manifesting normal behavior, incipient school
phobia. passive-aggressive behavior. antisocial behavior, and borderline psy-
chotic behavior (the order represents the investigators' ratings of severity of
disturbance). In addition. the central figure always was described as male and
in the same grade as the subject interviewed. Clinical labels were not used.

The children's responses to the central figure in each vignette were coded
on a :-)-point scale indicating judgments of severity of emotional disturbance.
The scale points were as follows:

I. Subject explicity states or implicitly suggests normality with no hint of
emotional disorder.

2. Subject suggests possible presence of emotional problems in the central
figure but the suggestion is so implicit it cannot be assigned a higher seal:
point.

3, Subject indicates that the central figure has emotional problems which are
minor in degree.

1. Subject indicates central figure has moderate emotional problems.
5. Subject explicitly states that the central figure has serious emotional prob-

lems.
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The results revealed that 68% of the children's responses to the normal central
figure were scored as "1" on the scale. a rating of normal; and 55% of the
responses to the borderline psychotic central figure were scored as "5" on the
scale, the must severe judgment of behavior disortkr. The central figure seen
as the second most disturbed character was the antisocial figure. Mardsen and
Esker (1976) concluded that fourth- and sixth-grade chi en recognize emo-
tional disturbance and judge its severity in a manner that corresponds to the
views of mental health prdessiosals.

Like or dislike for a pemon has been shown to be :elated to the kind of deviance
attributso to him or her. Using the same techniques as Mardsen and Water(1976)

as well as two 4-point wales measuring degrees of liking and disliking for the
stimulus figures. Mardsen. Kalter, Plunkett, and Baer -Grosaman (1977) were
able to relate lacingolisliking to type of deviance attribution.

The results showed that the normal vignette character was liked more than
the passive-aggressive or borderline psychotic figures and was disliked sig-
nificantly less than the aggressive and passive - aggressive characters. The
aggressive and passive-aggressive imaginary figures were disliked most,.

These findings on the relation of aggression attributions and dislike for the
imaginary stimulus figure were substantiated by Novak (1974). Novak we-
sented fourth- through sixth-grade subjects (N = 325) with descriptions of
six imaginary peers who exemplified depressed. phobic. immature, aggressive,
schizoid. and normal behavior. Each subject was asked to evaluate each stim-
ulus figure on three dependent measures: attractiveness (10 bipolar adjec-
tives), a social distances scale. and a scale of perceived similarity to self.

The analysis of the responses showed that the normal stimulus figure was
rated more positively on all three dependent measures than were the other
imaginary characters. On the attractiveness dependent variables, the aggres-
sive figure was rated significantly less attractive than the others. The greatest
social distance was assigned to the figures described respectively as phobic,
immature. and aggressive. On the scale of perceived similarity to self, the
figure described as schizoid was rated the most dissimilar.

The responses of the subjects to the aggressive deviant stimulus suggest
that they were reacting in part to the possible impact of the disturbed behavior
on themselves. Aggressive and immature behaviors (both highest on the social
distance measures) cause pain to other children (Novak, 1974).

In the aforementioned studies, target children were not labeled emotionally
disturbed. Consequently. the subjects' responses reflect attitudes toward be-
havior14 rather than toward the concept of emotional disturbance.

Novak (1975) hypothesized that children may tolerate a wide range of deviant
behavior but may be less tolerant of the same behavior when it is associated
Kith MUM" type of mental illness label. He also hypothesized that the sex of a
stimulus subject may influence children's ratings of deviance. Ned, using the
same task and dependent measures but with two additional conditions, Novak
(19751 investigated the responses of 625 fourth- through sixth-grade students.
In the additional conditions, the participants received labeled and unlabeled
desmpti(.os of the stimulus figures in the six vignettes. All the figures in the
first condition were labeled "emotionally disturbed"; in the second condition.
ne labels were attached to the figures.
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The responses to the description of the normal stimulus figure provide the
clearest effects of the label "emotional disturbance." When the imaginary
normal peer was of the same sex as the subject, the label had no effect on the
subject's evaluation, but when the imaginary normal peer was of the opposite
aex, the label elicited ratings that were negative on attractiveness, social
distance, and perceived similarity. in general. labeling had no effect cm the
deviant behavior descriptions. Novak concluded that the lack of a labeling
effect on the responses to the deviant behavior descriptions may have been
due to the concrete bases for making judgments. In interpreting the labeling
effect on responses to the opposite sex imaginary normal peer. the investigator
suggested that, in the absence of abnormal behavior upon which to make
judgments. the subjects responded mainly to the mental illness label and that
the sex of the stimulus figures evoked the subjects' responses.

The behavior of a child has also been shown to be more salient than the
label "emotional disturbance" in research by Freeman and Algozzine f1980).
In this study. 96 fourth grade children were randomly assigned to one of eight
conditions. In each condition the children were shown a videotape of a non-
handicapped fourth-grade boy engaging in various "normal" behaviors. De-
pending on the experimental condition, the participants were told that the
target child was emotionally disturbed, learning disabled. retarded. or non-
handicapped.

After viewing the first part of the videotape, the subjects were asked to
rate the target child. Then, before they were shown the second part of the
videotape, the subjects in each condition were given either positive or neutral
information about the target child. The results of the study indicate no dif-
ference in the subjects social acceptability ratings of the target child al. a
function of the disability label. The investigators concluded that children are
more responsive ta the behaviors of their peers than to labels. In addition.
the results showed that the assignment of positive attributes to the target
child favorably influenced social acceptability ratings in all labeled conditions.

Children's beliefs about what causes a peer to behave in a deviant manner
were the subject of only one study. Maas. Maracek, and Travers (1978) in-
vestigated children's beliefs about internal versus external causation of dis-
ordered behavior. The subjects were 60 children, 10 males and 10 females in
each of grades two, four, and six. Three vignettes, each describing a character
who exhibited antisocial, withdrawn, or self-punitive behaviors, were read to
the eh:ldren. They were then asked to respond to forced-choice and open-
ended questions on the reasons for each character's behaviors, desires, inten-
tions. and ability to change. A list of traits was also presented to the children
and they were asked which traits they would ascribe to each story character.

A response to the questionnaire was categorized as "internal causation" if
a child said that the stimulus figure was born that way, that the behavior
resulted from disease or injury, or that the child did not know the cause of
the behavior. A response was categorized as "environmental or external caus-
ation" if a child said that the behavior resulted from treatment which the
character had received from friends, family. or teachers.

The results indicate that as children grow older they explain the causes of
behavior disorder more in terms of external causation. Similarly, with in-
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creasing age, children are naive likely to Gebeve that undesirable behavior can
be changed by altering the external environment. in contrast. the responses

of the younger children attributed disordered behavior to internal causation.
The traits attribAed to the three different stimulus figures agreed with

those of the studies reviewed previously. Across all age liwels, the most neg-
ative traits were ascribed to the antisocial character.

Children's attitudes toward the concept of emotional disturbance inrelation
to their attitudes toward other except ties have been assessed by a variety

of attitude-scale measures. The results of these studies. based on different
reetltono!ogies, indicate that in general children perceive the concept of emo-
tional disturbance more negatively than other disability concepts.

Research based on the semantic differential technique indicated that third-
and sixth-grade students rated mental illness more negatively than orthopedic
handicaps or mental retardation. %rains and Ve licer (1980) had third- and
sixth-grade subjects (N = 40) rate the concepts of "person." "crippled," "re-
tarded," and "crazy" on a 5-point semantic differential scale. The bipolar ad-
jectives in the scale measured evaluation of potency, vtivity, and
understandability. The endings revealed that the subjects evaluated the con-

cept of "crazy" more negatively than the concepts of "normal," "crippled," or
-retarded." Moreover, -mentally ill" was evaluated as less understandable
than the concepts "normal." "crippled," or "retarded." However, mentally ill
persons were perceived as active and potent, like average persons. The in-
vestigators postulated that the reasons children rate mental illness more neg-
atively than other disabilities may be that mentally ill persons are thought to
be bad and are also perceived to have the ability to act out the motivations
attributed to them.

A hierarchical rating of disabilities in which emotional disturbance was rated
the lowest was also obtained in the research of Parish, Ohlsen, and Parish
(1.97t4). Female and male students in fifth, sixth. and seventh grades were
given an attitude inventory consisting of 24 positive and 24 negativeadjectives.
All students were asked to select the 15 adjectives that best described emo-
tionally disturbed. physically handicapped, learning disabled, and normal chil-
dren. The score for each disability was determined by the number ofnegative
adjectives selected as characteristic of a given target group. The emotionally
disturbed group was rated least favorable of all the groups.

Greater social distance was ascribed by high school students to the concept
of emotional disturbance than to the majority of other disabilities. The study
by Jones, Gottfried. and Owens (1966) measured how much social distance was
assigned by high school students tN = 186) to 11 exceptionalities and a normal
condition. The exceptionaliCes were deaf, blind. hard of hem `ng, partially
vering, drimpietti, chronically ill, emotionally disturbed. speech hats&
cooprd. mildly mentally retarded. severely mentally retarded, gifted, and
crippled. Students were asked to rank pairs of exceptionalities on a 10-point
social distance scale. Using the paired comparison technique. the 11 excep-
tionalities were ordered from most to least acceptable for each of the 10 social

distance statements.
The results indicate, in general, that the average and gifted conditions were

anchored at the high end of the continuum, while the severely retarded were
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grouped at the low end. The social distance ratings assigned to emotional
elisturbanee were in the lowest quartile (i.e.. one of the four lowest rated
groups on the following distance- statements: -1 would aecept this person
as a neighbor. "1 wauld exclude this person from my cowitry." I would accept
this person as a cesa whew." I would *crept a child of this type for a playmate
of my own This study suggests that high school students hold negative
attitudes toward the category or label of emotional disturbance.

Certain methodological limitations are apparent in the research reviewed
thus far. Most studies are limited to middle-grade populations. When attitude
scales were used. the reliability and validity of the assessment instruments
were not discussed. However, the major deficiency is that no study wai con-
cermet with the relation between children's perceptions :?I'ematizatal disturb-
ance and social interactions with emotionally disturbed peers. Given the implicit
assumption of investigators that children's conceptions of emotional disturb-
ance are related to their social behavior. it is unfortunate that none of the
studies actually investigated this relation. Future research should focus on
the impact of the cognitive and affective attitudinal dimensions of children
upon subsequent behavior toward disturbed peers.

PEER .ACt'EPTANCE OF EMOTIONALLY DISTCHBED
CHILDREN

Very little research has directly addressed the attitudes of nonhandicapped
chiliren toward their emotionally disturbed peers. The scant findings that
exist are leased on peer-assessment techniques in which the affective and
cognitive components of the subject's attitudes are measured. The conclusions
have a familiar ring, however: emotionally disturbed children as a group are
less aerepteel than are their counterparts who are not disturbed.

Homer r lOcito used a peer-assessment index. "A (lass Play," which he de-
veloped. to study 1$) fourth- through sixth-grade classes. The measure con-
tains hypothetical descriptions of:1) roles in a play. some positix e, SUMe negative.
and some neutral. Each subject is instructed to choose a classmate who would
be' most suitable for each role. Hy counting the number of times a pupil is
picked for each ride, a percentage is obtained that indicates the positive or
negative perceptions of each pupil by his or her classmate's.

In Beater's findings . educationally handicapped children most often were
ch 'set) for the negative roles, hostile children. in particular, were selected for
roles consistent with their behaviors; and educationally handicapped children
were seldom seen as able tee play positive or neutral roles.

A %ariation of the "('lass Play" was Well by Vac ilfires) to ascertain the
omparat social positions of emotionally disturbed and nondisturlied chil-
drn in regular classrooms. The subjects were it> classes, ranging from grades
on« through six. The criterion for selection was that the class contain one' pupil
identified as emit ianally disturbed. Thus the sample included 17 emotionally
disturbed children and 304 students not so classified.

An acceptance seem. of 1 was given each time a child was named by a
classmate in response tee a posit've question. and the mean acceptance' and
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rejection scores of the emotionally disturbed and normal groups were com-
pared. The investigator found that the emotionally disturbed children were
not as acceptable as their peers who were not emotionally disturbed. The
differences between the mean acceptance and rejection scores for the two
groups were statistically significant. The percentage of "stars," that is, so-
ciornetrically high **Jetts. was greatest in the nonemotionally disturbed group.
and the percentages of rejectees and isolates were greatest in theemotionally
disturbed group. In general, the social positions tithe emotionally disturbed
children were relatively stable throughout the school year. The percentage of
rejected emotionally distarbed children remained consistent fromfall to spring,
but the percentage of rejected chili-en in the nurrnal pimp decreased slightly.

The impact of social interaction on the attitudes of no children
toward autistic children was investigated by McHale and Simeonason (1980).
The attitudes of second- and third-grade nonhandicapped subjects (N = 28)
toward children with childhood autism confounded by mental retardation were
measured before and after the subjects participated in a week of daily half-
hour play sessions with six autistic children in a special education classroom.
The nonhandicapped subjects were told that they were to teach the autistic
children how to play. The attitude questionnaire was composed of adjective
ratings and sociometric and open-ended questions.

Analysis of the pre- and posttest attitude questionnaire indicated that at
both periods the subjects were positive regarding interaction with the autistic
children. The subjects' understanding of autism increased as a result of the
interactions.

The disparate findings of this study and the preceding research may be
attributed to the differences in both the characteristics of the handicapped
children and the nature of the interventions. McHale and Simeonason sug-
gested that the short duration of th, nonhandicapped children's interactions
with the autistic children may have been an important variable and influenced
the results. Moreover, the authors explained that the nonhandicapped subjects
probably did not expect the autistic children to behave "normally." given the
nature of the instructions, the severity of the autistic children's handicap, and
the special education setting of the interaction.

Keger i196:0 found peer rankings and degree of emotional disturbance to
he significantly negatively con-elated. The subjects were 25 males ages 9 to
11 in a residential treatment unit. Admission to the unit was based on the
;we -.env*. in vih boy of emotional disturbance or academic or social retardation.
A?. a measure of peer acceptance. the children wereasked to rank every child.
alluding themselves, according to popularity. Two occupitionai therapists
and two special education teachers ranked each child in the group on degree
of emotional disturbance. The results indicated that the children judged to be
the least emotionally disturbed were more popular than the children who were

more disturbed.
However, caution is warranted in generalizing the results of studies based

on emotionally disturbed children in residential treatment units to children in
regular classroom settings who are categorized as emotionally disturbed. The
subjects being rated as well as the subjects doing the rating in the two settings
most likely vary in many dimensions.
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The relation of sociometric status and the behaviors of institutionalized
behaviwally deviant preadolescents was investigated by Kaplan and Kaufman
(1974). The children (N = 20) ranged in age from 6.5 to 11 years with the
10. to 11-year olds accounting fur two-thirds of the population. A sociometric
test was given to the subjects monthly, a total of 11 for the year. Each child
was asked to name the three peers he or she liked beet and the three he or
she liked least. A like-dislike score (the number of positive choices minus the
number of negative choices) was then computed for each child.

In addition. staff members rated the subjects' behaviors each day on a
checklist that contained KZ daily behaviors. A correlational analysis and an
ANOVA were done on the sociometric data and checklists. The analysis in-
dicated that like-dislike states correlated with a number of negative behavioral
items. Physical and verbal rozmi, Won toward staff members and peers were
significantly negatively correlated with social status. On the (*her hand, cor-
relations were low between like-dislike status and socially valued qualities.
Consensus was higher among peers 1,0 the most disliked than for the most
liked child. The investigators hypothesized that because socially valued be-
haviors do not have the visibility or impact of overtly aggressive acts, children
show Imre agreement on the negative characteristics of their peers. Here
again. the applicability of these findings to regular classroom settings is ques-
tionable.

The scattered findings on peer acceptance of emotionally disturbed children
indicate that as a group the latter are more rejected than are their peers who
are not disturbed. A methodological limitation of the few studies carried out
in regular classroom settings is that all used the same peer-assessment tech-
niques. Research based on other methods of asoessment is essential. Future
research on the topic should '.se various; sociometric and observational meth-
odologies. Studies of mainstreamed emotionally disturbed children in regular
classrooms which use both sociometric and observational analyses, such as the
procedures followed by Kaplan and Kaufman (1977), are needed. Their methods
enable an investigator to specify the behaviors exhibited b), accepted and
rejected students from which suggestions can be drawn for remediation.

CORRELATES OF PEER ACCEPTANCE

Recall that in the study by Quay et at (1911$) of children placed in classes for
the emotionally disturbed, the presenting behaviors were characterized as
unsocialized aggression. personality problems. and immaturity-inadequacy
problems, Inferences can be made about the peer status of emotionally dis-
turbed childreii to the extent that the three syndromes have been found to be
associate d with peer acceptance or rejection.

Aggressive behavior, according to a fairly largebtatv of literature, correlates
with peer rejection across all age levels. Moore (1967) found that preschool
children who respond aggressively in situations of interpersonal conflict are
more disliked by their peers than are children who manage interpersonal
conflicts more effectively.

Millman. Baker, Davis. Schaefer, and Zavel (1975) studied the relation be-
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tween sociometric status and personal ilocial behavior in 38 popular and 38
unpopular buys, all with serious learning and behavioral problems. who resided
in a residential treatment unit. To determine sociumetric status, each child
was given a compoiote score on the basis of peer responses to the following
two questions: "If you were going on an off-campus trip, which boy in the
cottage would you most like to sit next to on the bus?" "If you were going sei
an off-campus trip, which boy in the cottage would you not like to sit next to
on the bus, if any" The Devereaux Elementary School Behavior (DESB)
Rating kale was used to measure each child's behavioral adjustment.

The results indicated that unpopular boys had more problem behavior on
the DM factors that measure movement against others (e.g., classroom
defiance. disrespect-defiance, and external blame) than did popular boys. In
addition, the unpopular subjects had more problem behavior on the DESB
factors measuring movement away from as well as toward others.

Peretti (1975) attempted to determine which characteristics were related to
student acceptance or rejection in sixth-grade subjects. The 30 students were
given a sociometric questionnaire in which they were asked to name three
classmates they would like to sit by, and three classmates with whom they
would not want to sit. A forced choice questionnaire was also given. The
children were asked to check the personality characteristics that best fit their
accepted and rejected choices.

The personality descriptions attributed to the accepted students tended to
he centered on qualities such as pleasantness, sharing, and other similar be-
haviors. Conversely, the personality impressions ascribed to the rejectedclass-
mates were aggressiveness and rudeness. Peretti concluded that a child's
pereeptin the personality of the other is the most important factor in making
choices about whom one would like to sit with. The second most important
factor is participation in extracurricular activities, for boys, and physique of
Metal. for girls.

iloertzen t 1959 asked 1,773 seventh-grade students to rate 32 behaviors on
x social distance scale. The items were obtained from a pilot stutiy in which
seventh-grade children were asked to write descriptions of people or things

is plc' did that made the students dislike them or not select them as friends.
These "objectionable" behaviors included such items as "Some seventh graders
hit. push. and pick fights. They try to beat up on people"; and "Some seventh
graders always do what is right. They don't get into trouble."

on the basis of the pilot responses. each of the :32 negative behavioral items
was ranked from least to most acceptable. The lowest ranked items (indicating
a majority of subjects responding to the ovial distance scale with "dislike" or
"hate", included the behavioral items of "hitting. pushing, fighting." "bossing,"
"taking things which are not one's own." The highest ranked negative items
I mita ming a majority of subjects responding to the social distance scale with
'Have as a frind," or -okay", were' the items of "not paying attention." "being

shy," -poor in sports or dance."
The results of these studies indicate that peer rejection of emotionally dis-

tur)ed children can be expected to the extent that emotional disturbance is
manifested in aggressive behavior. There is much less evIdence. however,
regarding the acceptance or rejection of children classified as emotionally
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disturbed on the basis of the other two behavioral syndromes identified by
Quay et al. (1966)---immaturity-inadequacy problems and withdrawn-neurotic
behaviors.

A tentative now can be made that peer rYjection of emotionally disturbed
children with withdrawn or immature behaviors may occur to the extent that
these behaviors are associated with the incapacity to give positive and neutral
reinforcement to others. A number of studies have shown that giving positive
reinforcement to another child or to the group is associated with peer accep-
tance. For example, Hartup, Glazer, and Charlesworth (1967) showed that,
in nursery school children, the number of responses a child made to peers was
positively correlat ''h peer acceptance. In an observational study. Bonney
and Powell t d that the most accepted first-grade students were
those who were bes Ale to function effectively in a group situation. The
popular children conformed more to the group, smiled more, and made more
voluntary contribution: . the group than did the unpopular children. Similarly
'n 1977, Ladd and Odes wheel in Asher, 19714) found that children who are
helpful have more best friends.

An observational study by Masters and Furman 094h showed that pop-
ularity is correlated with the overall rates of emitting and receiving neutral
as well as positive acts. The study found that conversation, associative play,
and other neutral benaviors are also correlates of popularity.

Much of the evidence for the association of peer rejection with aggressive
behavior and of peer acceptance with positive and neutral social behavior has
been based or correlational analysis. However, causal direction cannot be
inferred from correlational data. Peer rejection may lead to aggressive social
behavior. and acceptance by one's peers may lead to positive social behavior,
but the reverse also may be true. Most likely, the relation of social behavior
and acceptance -rejectiem is a reciprocal rather than a one-way process. Re-
search on the correlates of peer acceptance and rejection underscores the need
for observational analyses of the social interaction of chllren who are and are
nee disturbed.

'MMARY

Most of the' research has focused on the cognitive and affective components
of children's attitudes: almost none has directly examined the behavioral ten-
dencies of neendisturbed children toward their emotionally disturbed peers.

The major findings may be summarized as follows:
Developmental changes occur in the. cognitive component of children's at-

titudes toward emotiorud disturbance. Young children generally attribute de-
iane to their peers on the basis of aggressive behavior. Fourth- through

seventh-grade subjects are able to discern both emotional disturbance and its
severity in story characters. Behaviors that violate social norms and aggressive
behaviors are the basis for middle-grade pupils' deviance attributions to im-
aginary characters as well as deviant peers. Seventeen-year-old students per-
ceptions of emotional disturbance parallel adult conceptualizations of the
phragnersin.
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The studies which have been reviewed illustrate that the cognitive and
affective components of children's attitudes toward their emotionally disturbed
peers are related. Story characters to whom deviance attributions are made
are disliked more than the characters not so described. Similarly, peer accep-
tance studies of emotionally diy,lurbed peers indicate that in general emotion-
ally disturbed children are perceived in a negative fashion and liked less than
their nondisturbed counterparts.

A consistent finding is the significance of aggressive behavior as a deter-
minant of both deviance attribution and peer rejection. Regardless of the age
group under investigation or the particular methodological technique used,
negative attitudes are held toward a child who behaves in an aggressive man-
ner.

A major deficiency of the research was the lack of studies on the behavioral
component of children's attitudes. Future research should be directed to the
general question of children's behavioral tendencies toward their emotionally
disturbed peers. Both sociometric and observational studies are needed.

Most important, research is needed to provide a data base for social inter-
vention. With the growing awareness of the Importance of relationships in the
development of social competencies. it seems likely that in the future reme-
diation of emotional disturbance will include more emphasis on understanding
and modifying the interactions between disturbed and nondiaturbed children.
According to Hartup (1978),

Peer relations contribute substantially to the development of social com-
petencies in children. Capacities to create and maintain mutually reg-
ulated relations with others, to achieve effective modes of emotional
expression. and to engage in accurate social reality testing derive from
interaction with other children as well as from adult child interaction.
(p.91)

Research is needed which is directed to assessing how the attitudes of children
toward their disturbed peers affect the perceptions of the emotionally dis-
turbed children and the subsequent social interaction between the two. This
information could provide a basis for programs of social intervention.
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10

Attitudes Toward the Physically
Disabled

JEROME SILLER

Although attitudes toward physically disabled persons have been investigated
from a variety of viewpoints, systematic studies using developed instrumen-
tation. defined samples and substantial populations are relatively infrequent.
This chapter will describe general trends in the overall research, review se-
lected systematic studies, and discuss some of the methodological problems
that arise.

There is ample evidence that the term "physically disabled," although ad-
equate for certain purposes, may not be a sufficiently clear referent for many
other purposes. As used in this review. "physically disabled" focuses primarily
on the sensory conditions, such as deafness and blindness, and on the skeletal
and motor conditions, such as amputation. poliomyelitis, and body deforma-
tions. However, skin disorders, burns, obesity, and other physical conditions
that arouse strong social responses clearly fall within its purview. Other con-
ditions. such as cancer, heart disease. epilepsy, muscular dystrophy, and the
like. also are considered here because there is a clear continuity of attitude
orientation toward them. One other definitional note must be added. The
presence of neurological involvement affecting a person's cognitive coping
poter,ial for example. cerebral palsy with cognitive dysfunctionsubstan-
tially changes the stimulus picture for nondisabled respondents. The frame of
reference here assumes that any central nervous system problem involves
motors behavior without higher intellectual dysfunction. unless otherwise
noted.

The specific topic areas covered are measurement considerations, the struc-
ture of attitudes. ways in which the disabled are different, developmental
asiwcts esf disgnility. the social position of the disabled, attitudes of rehabili-
tation worlos. and variables affecting the interactions of disabled and non-
disableti persons.

By now. there is abundant literature on attitudes toward disabled persons.
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to the twoblems of coverage is the wide dispersement of relevant
articles and books through many journals and other publications directed to
many different professional groups. The basis for organizingour material, and
even for determining what material to include, is the principle that no adequate
total review of this literature is available and that it would be of value, within
the space limits of this volume, to provide a representative sample of the
research-based literature on attitudes toward the disabled. Maw studies that
could and would have been included, if space were not a constraint. can be
found in some of the general texts and reviews(e.g., Barker. Wright, Myerson,
& Gonick, 1953; Cruickshank. 1980; Kutner. 1971; McDaniel, 1976; Salim.
Rothschild. 1970; Siller, 1976a, 1976b. 1984, in press; Siller. Chipman, Fer-
guson. & Vann, 1967; Siller. Ferguson. Vann, & Holland, 1967; Wright, 196t
Yuker. Block, & Young, 19661. Since most of the work which has been done
with adults has import for children, data from all age groups are considered.

The absence of a separate section on parental attitudes stems not from the
subject's lack of importance but from the almost complete lack of significant
research on this vital topic.

M1' ASIIIEM ENT et MSIDERATIONS

Inasmuch as virtually 411 techniques generaky employed in the measurement
of attitudes have been used in relation to disability, evaluation of individual
studies becomes difficult because of the absence of adequate technical infor-
mation to assess the measuring instruments and the limits to the generilization
of results. Most instruments; have been used only once, with no follow-up
studies. Other major deficiencies in attitude research have been the lack of a
theoretical framework to guide scale development and insufficiently sensitive
measures of children's attitudes. However, several systematic and program-
matic approaches have been undertaken.

A basic conceptual division of the attitude measurement domain is whether
attitudes toward the disabled are best represented along a single positive-
negativ e dimension (e.g., the Attitude Toward Disabled Persons Scale. ATDP.
of Yuker et al.. 1966) or as multidimensional in character (Siller, 1970a; Siller,
Chipman et al.. 1967; Siller. Ferguson et al., 1967).

Unidimensional approaches to attitude measurement derive a single score,
such as degree of acceptability, positiveness, or willingness to associate with.
Even when multiple scores are obtained, as on a sociometric scale, a single
underlying dimension is assumed. In practice. despite the name offered by the
scales developed and the different areas of content tapped, such scales usually
intereorrlat fairly highly. Most single-scoremeasures probably tap a mixture
of dimensions on an affective (feeling) level (Sitter. Ferguson et al., 1967).

Cowen and his associates have provided unidimensional scales on blindness
(Cowen. Underberg. & Verillo, 1958; Cowen, Underberg, Verillo, & Benham,
19til a and deafness ((' Owen. l3obrove, Rockway. & Stevenson, 1967) which
have more than the usual peripheral development and usage. Also
widely used are the semantic differential (Osgood, Such. & Tannenbaum, 1957)
and a set of stimulus pictures depicting children in which all features of ap-
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pearance are held constant except the presence or absence of a physical
handicap and the type of handicap (see the 10 references to Richardson, alone
and with his asseciatesi. The picture stimuli have been widely used with
children.

A variety of social-distance measures have also been reported and are dis-
cussed throughout this chapter. The results of such studies are mostly unin-
teresting in that the ratings are highly influenced by the other conditions
which were rated concurrently and that the empirical findings are virtually
never tied to a priori theories. Psychometric sophistication is usually lacking
and assumptions of dimenskinality are sometimes inappropriatelymale (Siller.
Chipman et al.. 1967). The precise dimension upon which the social-distance
indices are taken (e.g., preference. seriousness for oneself) often differ from
study to study. making comparison difficult.

A strong relation between a measure of disability attitude and nondisability
indices is yet to be demonstrated (Siller. Chipman et a1., 1967: Mier, Ferguson
et al.. 1967). Does this mean that such relations are absent or that extant
instruments are too insensitive? The latter possibility is the more likely. The
relation of methodological problems of measuring disability attitudes to two
thetretical issues was suggested by Siller (1966). The first methodological
difficulty. mentioned earlier, is the vague referent for the general term "dis-
ability." This procedural problem reflects the theoretical issue of the extent
to which the publi's attitudes generalize across disabilities and the extent to
which they are specific to a disability. The second theoretical issue pertains
to the dimensionality of attitude structure. By employing only a single sum-
mative score, both the Cowen scales and the ATDP treat this domain as
unidimensional. Other work supports the contention of multidimenskmality.

An important implication of the multidimensional approach is that one's
10inition. conceptualization. and measurement of the attitudinal domain be-

come more differentiated and flexible. Major theoretical and empirical issues
of this attitude domain were investigated in a series of studies under the
writer's direction Ferguson,( 1970; Slaw. 1970a, 1970 , biller. Chipman et al..
:967; Siller. Ferguson. Vann. & Holland. 1968; Siller, Ferguson et al.. 1967;
Vann, 1970). The purpose of these studies was to describe and measure salient
dimensions of attitudes of nondisabled persons toward the physically disabled.
The latter measurement aspect is discussed here; the theoretical aspect of
dimensionality and the empirical findings based on it are discussed in the
sect ion on structure of attitudes.

Siller and his associates dcveloped a series of factor analytically based scales.
collectively called the Disability Fa for Scales (M.'S). which dearly demon-
strate. multidimensionality in this domain. Eschewing the general term "dis-
ability," separate questionnaires (Likert-type) have been developed on the
conditions of amputation. bliedness, cosmetic condition (Siller, Ferguson et
ai.. 1904: Sinew, Ferguson et al.. 1967). deafness (Ferguson, 1970), obesity
I Vann. 1970). cancer (Siller & Braden. 1976). and a general scale (Siller. 1970).
The set of questionnaires proiAdes wide flexibility in assessing attitudes toward

fic disabilities t)r toward disability in general. Each questionnaire is scored
for a number of dimensions, usually seven. The scales are self-reported. ob-
jetively scored. economically administered in terms of time, and comprehen-
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rsible to adolescents. Re liabilities, with few exceptions, range than the high
.70's to the .90's. Validity and cross-validation studies have proven to be very
supportive. The DrS has been widely used and has often been discriminating
when other instruments have not been te.g., Marinelli & ICelz, 1973). The DFS
has been used to assess the attitudes of a number 7f disability groups and a
rewritten version for the deaf has been asted (Zuckerman, 1980).

Whiteman & Lukoff 1965) also have embed a components approach
to the study of attitudes toward the disabled. Unlike the Seller approach, in
which a similar-item format was deliberately used to minimize instrument
variance. Whiteman and Lukoff used a diversified -item format to minimize
response set and to lend support to dusters or factors cutting across indices
that refer to common content but differ in mocks of presentation. Essentially.
the particular factorial dimensions obtained in theirstudies can be subsumed
within the set obtained in the Shier work, thus lending credence to both
orientations and to the meaningfulness of the dimensions obtained.

An interesting different multidimensional approach to attitude measurement
in disability was followed by Jordan in a series of studies extending over a
number of years Jordan. 1971). A priori attitude behavior scales (ABS) were
developed by Jordan. using Guttman facet theory,' and using the following
ordered levels: societal stereotype. societal norm, personal moral evaluation,
personal hypothetical action. personal feeLng, and personal action. The con-
ditions studied by Jordan were deafness, mental illness, Black-White relations.
and mental retardation. The reports of certain reliability and validity data
support the approach. An interesting feature of the ABS has been Jordan's
extensive use of cross-cultural samples.

Although the ATDP has been used in studies with the DFS and the ABS.
sample sizes have net been sufficiently large or representative to draw firm
conclusions regarding their interrelations. However, the contention indicated
previously, that the ATDP is basically a measure of general affect, receives
empirical support from the fact that when the IWS and the ATDP were used
together, what were identified as general affect scales on the UPS correlated
most highly with the ATDP Ferguson et al., 1997). This last finding
has been repoated in a number of unpublished studies by the writer since the
ea. ler report.

One final note: Considerable dissatisfaction has been raised in many quarters
regarding the omission of situational factors in the assessment of personality
and attitudinal effects. Stoat and Frankel (11372) examined the contributions
of subjects, disabilities, situations, sex of target persona, and items to the
variations of attitudes toward persons with disabilities, and their results strongly
suggest the need for including the situational aspect within a multidimensional
analytic framework. and for considering the interaction of these variables.

STRUCTURE OF ATTITUDES

Conceptualization of the dimerasimodity of attitudes in relation to structure
obviously has considerable practical and theoretical implication. The most di-
rect and extensive research bearing on this concept was conducted by Siller
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and associates tFermison, 1970; Miler, 1970a; Sifter. Chipman et al., 1967;
Sifter, Ferguson et al., 1967: Vann, 1970: and unpublished work). The inves-
tigations; have been crosa vali41..ted on a variety of populations andsubstantial

' numbers of persons and have been Confirmed by the work of others. In short,
seven fairly comprehensive dimensions ofattitude, along with scales to mea-
sure these dimensions, have been found for a range of conditions. Although,
for certain conditions (cancer and obesity). the basic seven have not been
completely obtained, in general the findings on attitudinal components can be
described as follows:

1. issfemetion Stsuin: uneasiness in the presence of disabled persons and
uncertainty about how to deal with them.

2. Rejection of Intimacy: rejection of close, particularly familial, relationships
with the disabled.

3. Generalized Rejection: a pervasive negative and derogatory approach to
disabled persons with consequent advocacy of segregation.

4. Authoritarian Virtuousness: ostensibly a "pro- disabled" orientation, this
factor is really rooted in an authoritarian context that manifests itself in h
call for special treatment which is less benevolent and more harmful than
it seems.

S. Inferred f; 'notional f'onsequenees: intense hostile references to the char-
acter and emotions of the disabled person.

8. Distressed Identification: penionalized hypersensitivity to disabled persons
who serve as activators of anxiety about one's own vulnerability to disa-
bility.

7. Imputed Functional Limitations: devaluation of the capacities of a disabled
person to cope with the environment.

The study of these components has led to a number of strong conclusions.
some of which are noted here. The seven dimensions represent an initial
taxonomy of the attitudinal domain in disability and undoubtedly have impli-
cations for other deviant conditions. Attitude components are highly general
across disabilities. Components of attitudes within a disability tend to be
positively correlated, and a person favorable or unfavorable toward one dis-

ability likely will have similar feelings toward others. The greatest consisten-
cies in attitudes across disabilities ordinarily will be on the same component
te,g inferred Emotional Consequences on amputations with Inferred Emo-
tional Consequences on any other condition). The structure of attitudes for
physical disability is organized more strongly around attitude component than
by specific 'Usability condition.

Whereas; attention to a specific attitudinal component may be justified for
a particular purpose. careful thought should be given to what one is really
interested in and to pursuing the flexible and differentiated attitudinal path
rather than an unnecessarily less differentiated path.

With more work on the structure of attitudes. it is almost certain that there
will emerge various disability-specific dimensions like those found for cancer

& Braden, 1976) and obesity (Vann. 1970). It is less likely that a major
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general dimension will emerge using the same factor analytic approach. al-
though it is not impossible.

ARE THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED REALLY DIFFERENT?

Do the physically disabled, in fact, so present themselves as to promote dif-
ferential treatment by others? Writers in the area of blindness, for example.
have found mach points of difference as "unevenness in level of functioning
from one cognitive area to another" (Within, Birnbaum, Lomonaeo, Lehr. &
Herman, 1968, p. 767). developmental delays (Freiberg, 1968). differentialego
delays (Sandler. 1963), and lost interplay with the mother due to inability to
look and smile at each other (Burlingham, 1964). The frequent manneriruns
("blindisnis", and stare of the blind have decided social impact.

The possibility of actual systematic differences in social perception of the
disabled has been raised (Schiff & Thayer, 1974). Richardson, Hastorf, and
Dornbusch (1964) studied 9- to 11-year olds and concluded that restricted access
to direct experience in social interaction leads to the impoverishment of per-
ceptual categorization. Kleck demonstrated experimentally in a series of stud-
ies how the behavior of a nonhandicapped person is modified in the presence
of a handicapped personfor example, shorter responses to questions and
more distortion of opinion Kleck, 1969; Kleck, Ono, & Hastorf. 1966). Corner
and Pills yin (1972) demonstrated that disabled persons experience considerable
discomfort in encounters with physically normal persons. As Schiff and Thayer
(1974) observed. there is a pattern of mutual difficulty in disabled/nor:disabled
interactions. Schoggen (1963) pointed out that behavior settings were more
of a behavior determinant than a child's physical characteristics, a position
that is at var:ance with the usual tendency to identify the determinant of
problem interaction within the individual.

Such behaviors of nondleabled. unthinking, and unernpathicpersons as star-
ing. rude questions or actions, and devahmtive and subordinating actions pre-
cipitate resentment and anger in reaction. The attitudinal dimension of "Inferred
Emotional Consequent -s" (described previously) may be derived in part from
the insistence that disability distorts one's character and, in pi rt, from the
angry reactions of a person who "has had it."

To deal with the pressures upon them, disabled persons. like ti he nondisa-
bled, use various defensive and coping techniques (Lipp, Kolstot James, &
Randall. 196$: Siller. 1976a). Denial of the implications of the dis rbility is a
particularly important defensive mechanism whose operation van greatly
among persons. A consequence for measurement is that self -repo .s by dis-
abled persons may he based upon real feelings, what they wish were so, or
beliefs of greater negativity than may actually exist (Dixon, 1977; F'rit red 1971:
Weinberg-Asher, 1976).

Disturbances in nondioabled-disabled person interactions are attributed to
an assumed "impairment in empathic ability" due to the supposed di sfierent
developmental trucks imposed by Black (1964). using a projective-
type test involving disabled participants in helping roles, reported tha t the
physically normal people found it difficult to think of a disabled person as a
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helper. Two more studies found quite opposite results: nondisabled and un-
dergraduates who responded to hypothetical counseling situations preferred
disabled over nondisabled counselors (Rnibham & Thoreson, 1973; Mitchell &
Fredrickson. 1975).

One might infer that, as scion as one departs from the direct fact of disability.
evidence can be provided to demonstrate either the presence or absence of
payehological differences among the disabled. The obvious physical difference
cannot define resulting reactions. As Wright (W64) has shown, a "spread"
may occur where improper generalizations are made from one characteristic
of a person (e.g.. the phyaical) to other characteristics (e.g.. the intellectual
or emotional). Much of the data suggest that if the disabled present themselves
as "different" the behavior is often a secondary consequence of the social
climate rather than of the inherent disability-specific phenomenon. Moriarty
(1974) pointed out. -Only when minority group members are stigmatized do
they feel and act like *eclat deviants" (p. 849). Tlw somatopsychological ap-
proach. which is based upon the dynamic interaction of disabled and nondis-
shied persons. seems to be the most suitable for understanding this complex
situation because there can be no static "right" answer to the question of the
degree to which an undefined person with an ambiguously perceived disability
is "different": Different to whom and for what purpose?

DEVELOPMENTAL ASPECTS

Physical disability confronts parents, peers. and ether significant others tas
well as oneself) wiih something of great import (Richardson. 198)). Our knowl-
edge of familial attitudes consists mostly of anecdotal and clinical-type reports.
The more research-based studies generally are weak because of, for example,
small numbers. limited nonrandom samples, poor instrumentation and meth-
fslologies. and inadequate or crude statistical handling (Jordan. 1962).

Only a few studies report on the emerging perception of disability in pre-
school age children (Fine. 1)+78: Jones & Sisk. 1970: Popp & Fu, 1981; Wein-
berg. 1978). Weinberg (1978) examined 3- to 5-year-old children's awareness
a physical impairment. The participants were shown pictures of a same-sex.
ablefl-Nglied child sitting in either a regular chair or wheelchair and were
asked a series of yes'no questions to assess their attitudes toward the pictured
child. Weinberg found a shift of understanding between ages 3 and 4. The
younger children did not appear to relate to the disability, whereas the 4-year-
olds responded that what was different was that the child was in a wheelchair.
It would seem that by age 4. children have learned something about physical
disability and attending to it as a distant but important element. Further.
Weinberg reported that knowledge about disability does not have a significant
ffeet on liking. willingness to share, or perception of the disabled desire

to play.
Jones and Sisk 419701 studied 230 nondisahled children, ages 2 to 6. who

rest/fouled to drawings of a any-tex child wearing a leg brace and without
the brace. Standard questions were asked regarding interpersonal acceptance
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and limitations imposed by orthopedic disability. At age 4, children began to
(A-insistently perceive the limitations imposed by orthopedic disability. Re-
sponses to the two drawings were not significantly different (aside from the
&- year.olds greater rejection of the orthopedically disabled child in response
to the question. "Would you play with hirer). The disabled child was perceived
as less likely to have fun by 4- to 5-year of be 5- to 8-year olds, in general.
qualified their responses by indicating conditions under which they believed
the disabled child we have fun or be acceptable.

Popp and Fu (1981) investigated by means of slides and a tape recording
whether preschool children (N = 121) had a realistic understanding of the
limitations imposed by various orthopedic disabilities. They found that pre-
sctwolers were aware that such conditions might impose physical limitations
and tended to perceive the able-bodied children as more capable in performing
various tasks. Affective measures were not obtained, so the implications of
the findings for the interpersonal consequences for the orthopedically disabled
were not established.

Fine (1978). using 125 pre-schoolers (ages 3 to 8 years. 5 months) found
that 50% or more of an age group did not correctly identify the deviant picture
(missing left arm) as "different" from the two others that were identical except
for the presence of the left arm until the interval of 5-8 to 5-8. Children at
all age intervals studied were able to discriminate the perceptually different
picture: however. as a group, the majority did not do so until almost time for
regular school entrants.. it was fermi that the base rate for the entire popu-
lation in applying negatively toned adjectives (ugly. bad, mean) to the disabled
picture was so high that it virtually precluded differentiation between early
and non-early perceivers (i.e.. those who could correctly identify the "differ-
ence" before their age peers). This result suggests that awareness was present
although it did not meet a rigorously set criterion for correct perception of
the difference.

Hypotheses regranling the relations of castration anxiety and self-concept
to age of onset of perceptual discrimination were tested by comparing 20 early
perceivers to 2e matched (age, sex. 1Q) controls on the Children's Thematic
Apperception Test (('TAT) and the Children's Self-Social Constructs Test
(MSc) for the variables in question. The results supported both hypotheses
regarding castration anxiety: There were higher castration anxiety scores for
early perceivers, and those with higher castration anxiety scores were more
negative. The hypothesis on the greater negative ::elf -image of early perceivers
received support, but no relation was found between attitudinal evaluations
of physical deviation and self-concept.

The findings of Weinberg (197S) and Fine (1978) extend downward the
previous findings of Richardson (1970) regarding the negative attitudes toward
the disabled held by first graders. That attitudes of elementary school and
older children continue to be negative has been documented in many other
studies. Adolescence in particular poses threats and increases negativity (Siller.
(')upman et al.. 19(17). The key position of the preschool years fir subsequent
attitude formation certainly deserves considerably more attention than it has
received.

Important sustained research on the developmertal aspects of disability has
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been conducted by Richardson and his associates (see references to aspects of
their work in various sections of this chapter). Richardson's bask measurement
device has bet n it picture-preference ranking method (see Chapter .1). Some
of the essential findings of his research suggrat (a) widespread preference for
nonhandicapped over handicapped children, with preference for certain disa-
bilities; (b) a remarkably consistent ordering of disability conditions by groups
of children from very differen geographical settings and social backgrounds;
(c) a period of close interaction does not change preferences: and (d) neither
interaction nor being disabled oneself change the order of preferences (Rich-
ardaon. 110411, 1971). 1971: Richardson & Royce. 196$. Richardson, Goodman,
Hastnrf. & ftornbusch, 1961; Richardson. Ronald. & Meek. 1974).

Richardson (1970) maintained that positive or negative preferences for spe-
cific disabilities reflect widely held social attitudes toward the handicapped
and that as children become more socialized through aging, their order of
preference becomes similar to that of adults.

Interestingly, the use of the picturepreferenee technique has failed to sup-
port certain possible preconception:4, to wit, (a) an intense interaction in a
relatively short period of time can overcome initial barriers (Klock, 19(9:
Richardson. 19413); (b) greater contact facilitates personal knowledge of one's
peers and thus affords greater opportunity to make judgments based on more
than physical appearance alone (Richardson et al.. 1974): (c) high sociemetric
status would 1001 one to express more normative values toward the handi-
capped while low soeiometric status would lead to leas-often expressed nor-
mative values t Richardson & Friedman, 1973): and (d) functional impairments
are least liked s Richardson et al.. 1961i.

The conclusions reached by Richardson and his associates using the Picture
Ranking Task have not gone unchallenged. Yuker (1983). in a highly critical
article. challenges the conclusion that it stable order of preference for handicaps
has been established and cautions that "the interpretations obtained through
the use of the Picture Ranking Task are, at best, applicable may to data
obtained using this task. and should not be generalized" tp. W. A full response
to Yuker's criticisms subsequently was made by Richardson (1983) and study
of both articles is highly recommended both for their substantive implications
and for insight into the conceptual and methodological issues involved.

THE SOCIAL POSITION OF THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED AND
PREFERENCE RANKINGS FOR TYPES OF DISABILITIES

Probably the most widely quoted summary of attitude's toward physically
disabied pen.inos is that of Barker et al. (1953): "Public. verbalized attitudes
toward disabled persons are on the average mildly favorable: an appreciable
minority openly express negative attitudes...Indirect evidence' suggests that
deeper unverbalized attitudes are more frequently hostile" (p. $41. Twenty
yvar. of work in this domain and close review of the literature convince Me
of the emit inued truth of Barker's summary statement. Physical disability, in
must instances. Is stigmatized cell:Minn with distinct social problems for the
disabled person.
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Sociornetry has been a major tool in examining the social. status of handi-
capped children. In one early study (firm, 1956) it was found that physically
handicapped children were not accepted by normal children in integrated classes
and that few had enough pasitivs assets to offset completely the negative
effect of being labeled handieapped by their classmates. Around the same
time. Freeman and Sonnega's (1956) results provided no basis for assuming
that speech handicapped children were socially rejected merely because of
speech. Soldwedel and Terrill (1957) found the sociometric status of disabled
children to be similar to that of their normal classroom peers, while Elser
( ltgi6) found the sociometric status of 'waling-handicapped children to be lower
on the average than that of their classaustee; the least accepted children were
the mildly handicapped and those without hearing aids. The findings by Raskin
(1962) paralleled these results; he noted that blind children tended to be liked
but not well respected. A general pattern of conclusions from the early studies
suggests that despite the practice of placing exceptional children in regular
classes to enable them to maintain normal relations with their peers, segre-
gation from their peers was not prevented (Grunlund, 1959).

Studies carried out in the 1960's continue to support the earlier findings of
impaired social status for disabled children: Centers and Centers (1963), for
elementary schitol-age amputee children; Bansavage (1968). for orthopedically
impaired adolescents; and Gallagher (1969) and Marge (1966) for speech-
defecti :e children. In the latter studies, however, acceptability of speech-
disabled children was not found to be a factor in playground activities for first-
and third-grade peers; teachers' attitudes toward spe h deficiencies were
thought to he highly influential on the other children lidagher. 19(4)). al-
though there was a trend for teachers to prefer norms speaking children
(Marge, 1966). Mothers of normally speaking children d not differ greatly
from mothers of speech-handicapped children in attitude .oward speech dis-
,,ok :ehanlson's work, already cited, also supports the differentiated sit-
uati ,:f iisabled children. Thus, although some differentiation is found to be
rAatts: to specific activities and may be a factor in the interactions of disabled
and nondisabled children, a general picture of status devaluation repeatedly
emerges.

Inasmuch as the pressures for mainstreaming have increased during and
since the 1970's, one would expect the influx of disabled children into the
regular school system to impact on peers and teachers far more than in the
past. I h.finit ive studies are re to be forthcoming. The complexity of the issues
and mte.hodolegical problems are such ti,at one would not expect isolated
studies based on small. unrepresentative samples of students. teachers, ad-
ministrators. and communities to be a suitable mode for the exploration of
these pn ohleros

Two stile, are representative of significant research. McCauley, Bruin-
inks, and Kennedy l ift76) used an observation schedule of interactive behavior
to compare the behavior of hearing-impaired and nondisabled children in a
elassrisen se tting. They reliorted no significant differeaces: however, disabled
children relied more heavily on teachers as a source of rewar:iing social in-
teract ions whereas the nonthsahled children relied more on their peer groups.
Reich. Hambteton, asel Houldin (1977) conducted a study of 11k5 hearing-
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impaired students in four programs that varied in degree of integratimi. After
controlling for relevant variables, Reich and his assoc es concluded that the
results indicate that integration is beneficial to academic development but may
stimulate personal and social difficulties; regardless of the type of program.
students who are integrated must have highly developed oral skills, at least
average intelligence, and supportive parents.

Implications from such studies suggest a need to create a milieu that will
miudinize successful interactions because (leaving aside criticisms regarding
specific studies or parts of studies) children demonstrate pronounced early
attitudes toward disability which tend to be negative. Children maintain and
build upon these attitudes during the course of their development, tend to

isolate or at least to treat children with disabilitiesdifferentially, and are highly
influenced by parental and teacher attitudes. Actual performances of disabled

children may or may not influence interaction outcomes positively, but they
can rather easily affect such interactions negatively. Careful attention to set-
ting the stage for constructive interactions is necessary because contact alone

may have negative rather than positive aspects.
Studies with adults are spread over many areas. such as professional-client

attitudes, teacher attitudes, and employment; some of these are discussed

elsewhere in this or other chapters.
In research with adults. attention has not been directed so much toward

the sociometric status of dif,abled persons as toward establishing the general
population's perceptions of different disabilities. Social-distance-type studies

have established consistent and stable relative rankings among adults for a
variety of physical and other conditions (e.g., Jones, 1974; Shears & Jensema,

1969; Saler, Chipman et al.. 1967 ; 'bingo. 1970). Typical results find cerebral
palsy, body deformations, and obesity to be among the most rejected disabil-
ities, whereas amputation and blindness are more favorably ranked, and many
other conditions fall at various points along a continuum. A consistent finding
has been that a relatively high degree of social acceptance is noted up to the
point of marriage. A sharp decrease in percentages of subjects who would
accept disabled persons occurs between the points on the scale labeled "Would
Have as a Friend" and "Would Marry." Thus, in one representative study,
the percentages~ for amputees drop from approximately 80 to 18; for persons
in wheelchair, from 79 to 7; for the blind, 77 to 16; harelip, 69 to 8; stutterer,
6.5 to 7; deaf mute, 5:3 to 10; and cerebral palsied, :38 to 1 (Shears & Jensema,

l969i. A general order of preference is. usually, physically disabled first,
sensory disabled second. and brain injured third. "Social" conditions, such as
mental illness, alcoholism. and delinquency are invariably rejected.

Shears and Jensema (1969) suggested that six dimensions probably com-
bine and interact in the formation of stereotypes of anomalous persons:
visibility. communication, social stigma. reversibility, degree of incapacity,
and difficulty in daily living. Barker (1964) described an "organic" and "func-
tional" dichotomy. Siller (unpublished) identified a set of primary variables
that mediate between real aspects of a disability and the ultimate form in

iiich the components of attitude are structured toward that disability (tran-
sient-permanent. organic-functional. eiiology, terminal-nonterminal, and
personal responsibility). Each individ,:al condition also has the possibility
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for connoting certain psychological qt:, :ties. e.g., paralysis-dependency,
cerebral palsy-uncontrolled. skin conditions-dirtiness (Siller, Chipman et
al.. 19b'7).

Previously, in Ili:41314401g the multidimensional nature of attitudes and Si Iler's
components approach, it was mentionisl that attitudes can be specific to a
condition (e.g.. fear of castration) or more general, encompassing many con-
ditions (e.g.. interaction strain). The question of which components are salient
zo a particular disability or set of disabilities is an empirical question to which
data already have provided some answers (Ferguson, 1970: Si ller, 1970a; Slier
& Braden, 1976; :Met.. Chipman et al.. 1967; Sider. Ferguson et al.. 1967;
Vann. 1970). The findings of Si Iler (1970a) and Sider and Braden (1976) are
unequivocal in regard to the presence of attitude componentsacross disabilities
which were operationalized in the DFS-General measure. Jones (1974), fol-
lowing up implications of the generality of attitudes toward exceptional chil-
dren. used hierarchical factor analysis to analyze responses to a social-distame
questionnaire (6 interpersonal situations and 13 categories of exceptionality-
nonexceptionality). The results revealed a general factor concerning attitudes
toward the disabled which cut across type 'A disability and interpersonal sit-
uation. The general factor was differentiat nto attitudes toward the phys-
ically disabled, psychologically disablei., and mildly mentally retarded-
nanexceptional. Attitudes toward the gifted emerged as a separate factor.
Tringo (1970) also found a generally higher correlation of each disability var-
iable on his racial- distance scale with the overall score than with other disability
variables. suggesting the usefulness of generalized measures, such as the
ATM' or the combining of DFS scores. However, Sutler (1970a) specifically
demonstrated that the organization of attitudes toward physical disabilities is
much more strongly based upon the specific attitude component than toward
the disability type. One might infer that the most useful approach to under-
standing the attitudes of the general population is a sensitive appreciation of
whether one is interested in disability in general or in a specific disability, and
whether one needs to approach the problem throughan overall score or through
measures of specific components. Conceptualization and instrumentation for
proceeding in all necessary ways are now available.

ATTITUDES OF PROFESSIONALS AND REHABILITATION
WORKERS

An important aspect of the milieu of disabled persons is the interaction with
various professional personnel in rehabilitation and educational efforts. (For
the review of studies of educators' attitudes toward handicapped pupils, see
limiter II t. Here, only some aspects of the attitudes of rehabilitation per-

sonnel toaard the disabled are discussed.
'ertain kinds a conditions traditionally have lesser "appeal" than do others

to professional workers. Thus aging. mental retardation. dying, and chronic
disability all seem to have relatively restricted interest for professionals in
general. Professionals. like most people, prefer working with the "beautiful
pe ple". those who are most like themselves intellectually and socially, and
those who ran benefit from assistance.
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Thus, in one typical study. the major reasons given by rehabilitation coun-
selors for the preference not to rehabilitate persons with particular kinds of
disability were lack of speed and ease of success in achieving vocational re-
habilitation and unpredictability of client behavior (Goldin, 1966).

Eight major physical disabilities were ranked on how disturbing they would
be as personal afflictions by 7 rehabilitation professors. T2 future rehabilitation
counselors. and 50 Mensa members (Wilson. Saluda. & 1968). The
latter two groups were significantly different from the seven experts (profes-
sors), whose attitudes were judged to represent a more objective view. Wilson
and his associates noted that H. . one may not take for granted that either
highly intelligent or highly interested hit relatively uninformed persons will

view handicaps with the same objectivny as experts" (p. 13(4).
Warren and Turner (1985) provided data showing consistent relative rank-

ings of a variety of conditions of exceptionality by several groups of profes-
sionals. The subjects included 24 teachers of the mentally retarded. 22 social

workers. student nurses, 17 medical students. 27 graduate students in school
administration, and 219 psychology and education students. The preferences
for the total group were, in order academically talented, antisocial. sight
handicapped, mildly retarded, hearing handicapped. brain injured. and se-
v erely retarded. Rankings were also obtained on the educational emphasis
that respondents felt disabilities were given in current training in their fields
of specialization and on their familiarity with disabled persons. The results of
these rankings were almost identical with the ranking of preference. The
absence of much differentiation among the three categories suggests that a
common attitudinal element underlies all.

several studies have demonstrated that the expectations of significant others
(-Pygmalion" effect) affect the performance of institutionalized blind adoles-
cents in response to their houseparents (Mayadas. 1975) and the "blind role"
assumed by blind persons (Mayadas & Duehn. 1976). Mayadas pointed out
how important it is for significant personnel to be carefully selected and to
receive continued training. These findings are probably as highly generalize-
able to all disability conditions and all rehabilitation professions as they are
to most basic relationships between persons of discrepant statuses.

For the characterizations of specific conditions, the research on attitudes
toward deafness and cancer is a -sampler" (studies on blindness are reviewed
in Monbeck, 1973). The attitudes held by professionals toward deafness seem
to be -mildly positive" (Ferguson. 1970: tichroedel. 1972). Educators familiar
with the difficulty imposed upon communication are less positive. Research-
based studies on the attitudes of professionals toward cancer are only now
emerging. Generally, the clinical findings of professionals' strong reactions and
negative differential treatment have been supported (Pinkerton & McAleer,
197.;; Tichenfir & /Lundell. 1977). The factorial structure of attitudes toward
cancer held by health-related professionals and students only partially reflects
the structure of attitudes repeatedly found for other disability conditions (Siller
& Braden, 1976). It iss obvious that the condition of cancer projects a unique
quality which must be taken into consideration in the training of professionals
in terms of impact both on patients and social perceptions, including percep-
tions of the profssionaLs.
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The crucial nature of the personal element injected by the rehabilitation
worker is observed in the frequency with which direct-care persinmel con-
tribute to their own difficulties in dealing with children and adults around
rehabilitation issues. Workers who attempt to "reassure away" depressed
feelings may unwittingly reinforce denial and obscure dependency needs and.
in acute cases, appropriate mourning reartkes. Frustration andanger toward
persons who do not improve or conkers ..ee also evkkint. One also can observe
anger and rejection on the part of staff and teachers toward individuals who
manifest hostility or passive-aagressive behavior.

It is crucial that clients with chronic rimilitions be self-sufficient and active
in their own behalf. This imperative can come into conflict with some profes-
sionals' orientation toward client passivity. Wright (1969) found that emphasis
on negative aspects of disability was needed by professionals who "needed to
reassure themselves of the importance of their services and thereby of them-
selves" (p. 94).

Olshanksy (1974) wrote of feelings of "mutual resentment" between coun-
selors and their clients and described a number of causes of the supposed
resentment. This investigator concluded that by increa 'nit the counselor's
self-esteem through status and financial rewards, as well as allowing him or
her the freedom to express feelings in an atmosphere of mutual support pro-
vided by members of the same profession, the counselors own resentment
would diminish. thus leaving him or her able to help the client deal with his
or her resentment. Olshansky pointed out that one aspect of client resentment
is that in counselor-client rtilationships the latter is always in an inferior"
position.

The status-differential between professional and client and between teacher
and student was the topic of a set of papers by Frankel (1970), Kerr (1970),
and Biller (1970b). It was evident that power elements enter into the status
differential and that the professional can symbolize domination, degradation,
and inferiority or safety, security, and confidence. Killer attributed the primary
significance of destructive status differential situations to "transference dis-
tortions" and countertransference.

Much of the attitudinal and behavioral literature becomes more meaningful
if it is viewed from the position of transference-counter-transference. The
psychoanalytic literature on transference (the tendency for an individual to
distort the realities of the present interpersonal relationship in accordance
with impulses and wishes derived from past experiences) and countertrans-
ference (similar actions by the professional upon the client) is substantial.
Although the action of transference-countertransference is basic in the clinical
literature, particularly of psychodynamically oriented writers, there has been
almost no effort to deal with this topic in rehabilitation.

A noteworthy exception to the absence of attention to transfer phenomena
is Blank's i IWA) description of certain prevalent attitudes based on transfer-
ence and countertransference in counselors who work with the blind. He pointed
out that workers with serious conntertransference problems are usually re-
garded as having "blind spots." being inept, hostile, too disturbed to work
with clients, or lacking initiative (being anxious and inhibited). Blank indicated
that many countertransferences are not deep seated and, per se, are not
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pathognomor.- or personality disorders. The author offered the hypothesis
that a great art of a worker's "growth" which is attributed to "experience"
actually represents the gradual and progressive resolution of comtertrans-
ference problems. principally on a preconscious level. in interactional with
clients (and co -workers) so that he , r she continually becomes better able to
see the client's problem and the indicated line of help.

Some examples of fragment countertransfrrence problems may help to make
this concept clearer. One may unconsciously overidentify with the client as
"crippled-defective-castrated." which, in turn, can lead to rejecting or sub-
ordinating behaviors. One may also respond to the client's transference ex-
pectation for the counselor to be the "good" parent who will make things well
by trying to he an omniscient benevolent savior. Failure to fulfill this role can
then evoke anger in the client and resentment and/or guilt in the professional
(Mier. 1959).

A few investigators have written in some depth on attitudes ofprofessionals
toward disabled clients (e.g.. Leviton. 1971. 1973; Sussman. 196E; Wright.
19t0) and the general importance of the topic is universally recognized, but
there has been a conspicuous absence of extended programmatic work in pur-
suit of in-depth analyses and concmitant variables. fhe total number of avail-
able studies and the quality of research dealing specifically with attitudinal
aspects fail to reflect the topic's importance. In general, the level of research
sophistication is relatively low: most studies have used small samples of non-
randomly selected professional populations and weak instruments for assess-

ment.
Systematic research of both a quantitative and qualitative nature should be

undertaken in this area. The available data are quite adequate for most "nose
counting" purposes. What is needed now is more work of an explanatory nature
which could he used to direct attitude-change programs.

VARIABLES AFFECTING INTERACTION OF THE DISABLED-
NONDISABLED

A variety of factors have been identified as important in the interaction process
of disabled with nondisabled persons. Age, sex. and other demographic var
iables are important mainly in the manner in which attitudes toward the
disabled are expressed rather than formed. Thus, women may have attitudes
similar to men's but will he mon likely to express them in ways which are
influenced by their sex role. Adolescents of both sexes tend to be more re-
jecting than are younger or older persons, and persons better educated to be
most accepting. Ethnicity (Richardson et al., 1%1) and cultural bias ([)ow,
1965: .1a pies. Linkowski. & Sierka. 1970:Jordan, 19100 also may implicated
in re actions to the disabled. Hard generalizations on the influence of these
various ilemogniphic factors an difficult becinise their operations are complex
and unlikely to be described directly and simply.

The personality of the nondisabled person has been studied in relation to
the )erson's attitudes toward the disabled. In general. significant but weak
rlatems have been found for a variety of personality dimensions, with "fa-
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voluble" variables such as ego strength, body image, boundaries, nurturance,
good adjustment, and social interaction measures correlating with acceptance,
and more "negative" variables such as anxiety, hostility, alienation, and au-
thoritarianism ctoiehrting with rejection (Cloerkes, 1981: Noonan, Barry, &
Davis, 197% Silber, Mt in press; Si ller, Chipman et al., 1967: Yuker et al.,
1966). Particular ego defensive structures of nondisabled persons have been
shown to be related to negativity (Gladstone. 1977). The pattern of results
from numerous studies suggests that ego strength and the ability to attain
stable relations with others underlie positive reactions toward the disabled.
Ethnocentricism is clearly related to negative attitudes and is highly general
in nature. People who express ethnocentrism toward other outgmups tend to
express negative attitudes toward the physically disabled.

Studies using the physical status (disabled or nondisabled) of the person as
a variable are beginning to be reported. but so far no trends are evident.
Increasing attention is being paid to the attitudes of disabled persons them-
selves, but results are as yet indefinite. Speculation upon the realism of dis-
abled persons' perceptions of their social position and of the attitudes of
nondisabled people toward them would profit from systematic research efforts.

The context in which interactions take place is usually undefined or limited
in the typical research study, yet there is evidence that context is an important
element (e.g., Shurka & Katz, 1976: Sloat & Frankel. 1972). One might cer-
tainly expect that the question of whether the disability will affect outcomes
(as in a competitive situation involving limitations assumed to involve the
disability) would be a factor in :iiteractions.

A start is being made on specifying concrete operations that can enhance
or retard disabled-nondisabled interactions. Thus. Bazakas (1977), in an ex-
perimental study of a person in a wheelchair interacting with a nondisabled
person, found that the former received the most favorable response only when
he or she presented him or herself as both coping and openly acknowledging
the condition. Either coping or aclo.owledgement alone was insufficient to
promote' positive responses. Shurka, Saler, and Manch (19)42) experimentally
manipulated the variables of coping or succumbing orientations toward one's
disability and being responsible or not responsible for becoming disabled to
determine their effects upon evaluation by the nondisabled of someone with
a disability. Nondisabled subjects viewing videotapes of an interview of a
person in a wheelchair rated the disabled person on a number of indices. Being
portrayed as coping and not responsible resulted in the most favorable eval-
uations. with coping being more potent than responsibility. The order of fa-
vorability is coping-not responsible, coping-responsible, succumbing-not
responsible. succumbing-responsible. Achievement level of the disabled person
and the type of school service received also have been shown to influence
acceptance t Havill, 197o). The search for more such variables that directly
affect attitude's and consequent social interactions is clearly indicated.

FINAL RI MARKS

Attitude-ehange talies in physical disability have not been numerous. (For
a theoretical discussion of attitude change. see Chapter or a review of
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attitude-change studies, see Chapter 12.) Positive findings have been reported.
but the total impact of any approach or study is not encouraging for broad
programs of change. Some useful themes that have emerged are that social
roping skills in the disabled (Haulms. 1977; Murk& et al., 1982) and emotional
rule playing in the mentlisabks1 (('lore & Jeffrey, 1972) should be encouraged;
that contact and informational techniques should he used jointly and not alone
(Anthony. 1972); and that the attractiveness of disabled persons will increase
if they are seen as attitudinally similar (Asher, 1973. ) Contact with the disabled
is an important variable determining interactions. but the consequences of the
contact can be either favorable or unfavorable, depending upon other contin-
gencies (e.g., Amir. 1969;. It appears that attitude change toward the disabled
will be most successful when it is directed toward the affective state of the
nondisahk'd person. Discovering the sources of negative attitudes will provide
cues for effective change procedures. Pinpointing attitudinal components will
suggest differential change procedures and promote appropriate assessment
of the effects of interventions.

Although the contents of this publication are concerned mostly with children,
some correlation between the educational efforts for children and their sub-
sequent behavior as workers must be considered.

Employment, transportation problems. architectural barriers, and attitu-
dinal states are the most frequently mentioned major impediments to suc-
cessful rehabilitation. A compilation of the research literature on attitudes in
the work situations of disabled persons was assembled by Schroedel and Ja-
cobson 01497K1, The review of the reported studies reveals that for the most
part researchers have used nonstandardized instruments upon nonrandomized
populations. Actual practice studies are rare, and most information is based
upon stated beliefs, opinions. and perceptions of the respondents. Basic terms
of the disability conditions often are vague. Employment practices regarding
the disabled are highly idiosyncratic. and while employer acceptance of hand-
icapped workers is increasing (Hartlage, 1974). most employers, regardless
of the size of the business, anticipate increased expenses despite their rec-
ognition of such benefits as lower absenteeism, less tardiness, and decreased
turnover costs (Williams, 1972). Employer misconceptions regarding the ca-
pability of disabled persons abound; the work of Met, Ferguson et a]. (1967)
on the attitudinal dimension of -Imputed Functional Limitations" suggests an
ioisocation between judgments of functional capability of and unfavorable at-
titudes toward disabled persems. In effect, although pessimistic expectations
for the. perfarmance of the disabled may reflect actual conditions for some,
many per .sons may he using supposedly -valid" functional reasons to rationalize
their own disturbed feeling states. The Disability Factor Scales (DFS) can he
useful to help differentiate between legitimate assessments and disturbed
affective' motions. Ural. moral. economic. and other pressures clearly are
indicated as toads to support the verbalized favorable attitudes of employers
and to overcome the resistance of others.

Any inclination to consider disability outside the larger social context and
as residing only in the person is destructively erroneous. It is hoped that the
cit,et ion!, and analyses provided in this chapter have conveyed the complexity
and dynamic nature of attitude's toward the' physically disabled. Continuities
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exist between the physically disabled and other exceptional individuals but,
for that matter, even stronger continuities exist between physically disabled
and all other persons.

In opting for wide coverage in this chapter, the critk assessment of in-
dividual research has been sacrificed and most reports have been taken at face
value. There is justification for strong criticism of much of the past research
literature on a variety of gmunds, some of which have been expressed. It is
of considerabk satisfaction to note that studies Ald becoming increasingly
sophisticated and more appropriate to the complexity of the subject. It appears
that we now have sufficiently "tooted up" conceptually and methodologkally
to look forward to a new wave of significant research that will be of direct use
to people who work with disabled individuals. It is to be hoped that systematic
programs of research directed toward specific problems of need will be ac-
complished by attention to basic theoretical and measurement concerns.
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11

Attitudes of Educators toward the
Handicapped

JANET U. JAMIESON

If the concept of mainstreaming is to be translated into practice, it will depend
in large part on the readiness of general education administrators to make
appropriate decisions (e.g., establish policies, determine informative guide-
1Mes, and provide adequate resources) and of classroom teachers to maximize
the educational experiences of handicapped chiklren. Although several special
educators (e.g.. McGinty & Keogh, 1975) have expressed concern about the
Jality of regular educators to accomplish these tasks stweessfidly. the mai-
vation for accomplishment may prove to be more important. The concern for
educators' attitudes toward handicapped students is reflected in the literature.
Prior to the passage of Public Law 94 -142, investigations of educators' attitudes
tended to focus on regular classroom teachers; since then the locus has shifted
somewhat to include administrators and other types of educators.

ATTITUDES OF ADMINISTRATORS

The administrations of public school systems are complicated managerial struc-
tures in which school building principals are usually at the lowest rung and
program t e.g., special education) administrators are just below the top; thus.
principals an. accountable to a hierarchy of middle management administra-
tors. whereaa program administrators are accountable only to superintendents
of schools. Nevertheless. the administrators at all levels play key roles in
instituting changes in public education. The degree to which administrators
support new concepts often is determined by the enthusiasm evinced for the
tIoncepts in the attitudes and behaviors of administrators higher up in the
management hierarchy. Hallard (1977). for example. found a moderate cor-
relation between the attitudes of administrators of special education programs
and the attitudes of superintendents, as perceived by the "administrators,"
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toward the serving of severely handicapped students in the public schools.
There are also indications that school administrators' attitudes and behaviors

toward handicapped students may have some effect on the quality of the
rdoegtiomel programs provided for handicapped students as well as on the
attitudes of school-level staff toward these students. McGuire and Throop (no
date). for exampl.., found that the attitudes of chief school officers and prin-
:ipals are significantly related to the quality of educational programs provided
for EMR students. In a study by O'Rourke (1980), the results indicated a
significant relation between the attitudes of building principals and those of
their teaching staffs toward handicapped students.

It was possible to find 19 studies (many of them doctoral dissertations)
providing information on the attitudes of public school administrators toward
handicapped students and the concept of mainstreaming. One study (Reatad.
1972) was found in which the attitudes of administrators toward the hiring of
a handicapped teacher were addressed. From the responses to a two-part
questionnaire consisting of both descriptive and attitude items. Restad ascer-
tained that his sample of elementary and secondary school administrators
generally held positive attitudes toward the employment of a blind teacher;
however, the responses varied according to the administrators' level of edu-
cation and the degree of their previous experience with blind teachers.

The primary purpose of the 19 identified studies was to ascertain adnun-
ist rotor attitudes toward handicapped pupils through measures of "willingness
to serve" and "program placement decisions."

Overall. questionnaires were the most frequent method of collecting data
( studies); the Rucker-Gable Educational Programming Scale (RGEPS) was
used in five investigations. Interviews, conducted either in person or by tele-
phone. were employed in four studies. Although several studies used more
than one questionnaire. only one investigation (Guerin & Szatkicky. 1974)
included multiple measurement techniques in its design. In three of the studies
using questionnaires (1)el,e0. 1976: Halberd. 1977: Savage. 1971) the return
rates were reported to he fairly high. All in all, the research on administrator
attitudes cannot be (lscribed as rigorous; nevertheless. the results indicate
important attitudinal tendencies.

Although some studies included more than one focus, they are presented
here according to four major foci: (a) the relation of attitudes to placement
decisions for different categories of handicapped pupils: (h) the relation of
attitudes to environmental charactetisties, such as geograp' area of as-
signment and community size. It.) the relation of attitudes to personal char-
acteristics. such as sex, and knowledge of and experience with handicapped
children. including that acquired in inservice training. and (d) the comparison
of administrator attitudes with the attitudes of educational personnel in other

Administrator Attitude% and Type of Handicap

In studies umininv the Milian] of administrator attitaws toward serving
handicapped children in regular education settings with the severity and cat-
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egury of handicapping conditions, the attitudes of principals and other admin-
istrators generally disagreed with the trend to mainstreaming severely
handicapped students. In general, administrator attitudes appear to differ with
the type and severity of the handicap identified. Through a post hoc analysis
of principals' RGEP$ scores, Pupke (19T1) found a significant relation between
the types and degrees of severity of handicapping conditions and attitudes
toward the placement of handicapped pupils. In Payne and Murray's (1974)
investigation, the attitudes of principals toward the concept of integrating
handicapped students into regular education settings were positive for stu-
dents who were categorized as visually handicapped. hearing impaired, phys-
ically handicapped. and learning disabled. In contrast, principals and
superintendents were less accepting of students who were labeled educable
mentally retarded, trainable retarded, and emotionally disturbed (Payne &
Murray, 1974: Savage. 1971) although some secondary school principals per-
ceived learning disabled students to be more like their normal than their
educable retarded peers (Smith. Hexer, & Sigelman, 1980).

Roth state directors of special education and administrator of local districts
seemed to perceive emotionally disturbed children as the most difficult to
program (Nazism. 1973), and principals viewed mentally retarded pupils as
having the poorest prognosis for successful mainstreaming (Davis, 198O). An-
other investigator (Leonetti, 1977) who compared attitudes of principals to-
ward the placement of moderately handicapped and mentally retarded children
with those of special education "experts" found the principals to be far less
restrictive. In a cross-cultural study. Morris and McCauley (1977) compared
the attitudes of Canadian "regular school administrative personnel" with those
of special education experts from the United Slates and also found that the
school administrators selected placement options that were closer to the reg-
ular classroom than did the special education "experts."

Administrator Attitudes and Environmental Characteristics

Several studies examined the relation of administrator attitudes toward hand-
icapped children and selected aspects of the school setting. Generally. the
information derived from these studies is inconclusive and somewhat confusing.
Payne and Murray 11973) found that urban school principals were more re-
luctant to integrate handicapped children into regular school programs than
were their suburban counterparts. but Peterson (1977) found that urban prin-
cipals and superintendents did not differ from their rural counterparts in
attitudes toward the integration of handicapped children. Over line (1977) found
more I eve attitudes toward mainstreaming among rural teachers and prin-
cipals than among either suburban or urban principals. There are some indi-
cations that community and school size also affect attitudes. Educators. including
dinwtors of special education and principals. in small or medium-sized com-
munities were found to hold somewhat more favorable attitudes toward the
effluvia of mainstreaming than did their colleagues in larger communities

19761. Directors of special education and principals in small high
.choois wen found to be more positive toward the mainstreaming of learning
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disalArd and mentally retarded students into extracurricular activities than
were their counterparts in medium sized and large high !schools (Collins, 1979).

Inasmuch as small communities and smaller schools usually are associated
with rural areas, it may be that the more personalized the educational setting
the more positive are the attitudes toward nickeling handicapped students in
regular education settings. However, it is difficult to draw conclusions from
these investigations because of reported variation in the level of resources
available, the prevalence of different handicapping conditions, or other general
characteristics of the conmumity (e.g., socioeconomic status of the residents
and their attitudes toward handicapped persons).

Administrator Attitudes and Personal Characteristics

The personal characteristics of administrators, such as sex, level of respon-
sibility. level of education, knowledge, and experience with the handicapped,
also have been examined in relation to attitudes held toward the concept of
mainstreaming. Sex does not appear to be a significant factor in administrator
acceptance of handicapped pupils (Lazar, 1974; Peterson. 1977).

The results of several studies indicated that administrators' experience with
handicapped students may be related to their knowledge and attitudes, as
measured by the appropriate placement of the children. Overline (1977) found
that principals who had one or more years of mainstreaming experience tended
to hold more positive attitudes toward the integration of handicapped children
in regular classes than did those with less experience. However, Peterson
(1977) found that the general level of experience (e.g.. number of years in an
administrative position) did not appear to contribute significantly to the su-
perintendents' and principals' knowledge or attitudes toward handicapped chil-
dren.

According to Smith (197$). the number of interactions with mentally re-
tarded students was the variable most predictive of principals'attitudes toward
mentally retarded and learning disabled students. Nevertheless, when Pupke
(1977) examined the effects of relative experience (e.g., an inservice training
session) and grade level on the attitudes and knowledge of publicschool prin-
cipals involved with mainstreaming. the two variables proved not to be sig-
nificant. Specific experience with the skills required to mainstreammay affect
attitudes; for example, in a school district evaluation of the mainstreaming
concept (Marshall Independent School District Study, 1973) where principals
and teachers had previously volunteered to individualize their instructional
programs, attitudes toward the mainstreaming concept were positive.

Education and inservice training have also been suggested as variables that
may affect administrator perceptions of realistic placement for handicapped
children. The results of Leonetti's (1977) study differed somewhat fnim those
of Pupke's (1977) in that Leonetti found that principals who attended many
inservire session on special education, expended a great deal of time reading
literature on special education, and had M. A. degrees plus 30 units exhibited
closer agreement with experts in special education on measures of knowledge
and placement of handicapped children. Corner (1977) attempted to evaluate
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the effects of a specific training experience on district-level regular education
administrator attitudes toward and knowledge of appropriate placement. He
found that the experience variable (scores on the workshop content instrument
and amount of administnaivo ixlrience) was significantly related to the
knowledge scores on the KUHN but not to the attitude scores.

Although specific experiences with exceptional students and mainstreaming.
along with professional training. appear to be somewhat related to adminis-
trator knowledge of and attitudes toward handicapped pupils. administrators
generally do not appear to be very knowledgeable about handicapped children.
As noted previously, two investigations found administrators to differ signif-
icantly from the experts on the program placements they select for handi-
capped children t Leonetti, 1977; Morris & McCauley, 1977). which led Leonetti
to suggest that inasmuch as principals are less knowledgeable about appro-
priate placement than the experts in all areas of exceptionality. their pref-
erence for nonrestrictive placements is afunction of currently accepted practice
and not sound knowledge. He also found that the number of workshops at-
tended by administrators contributed most to the prediction of knowledge of
placement : as the number of workshops increased. the administrators' -knowl-

edge- came closer to agreeing with the experts.
nservi eduzat ion appears to be an important variable in relation to knowl-

edge of appropriate placement. but administrators do nut seem to be so pre-
pared and informed. In 1970, a survey of academic requirements for school
principals reported that none of the 50 states required any course in special
education for certification. As of July 1. 1975. Colorado and Missouri included
special education course work among the requirements. Not only was course
work not required earlier. but 647.4 of the principals surveyed in 1970 had
elected to take no course work in special education, and an additional MVX. had

taken only one course (Newman, 197'1). The picture has changed with the
requirements of Public Law 94-142. but given their lack of knowledge and
experience with handicapped children. it is doubtful that the positive attitudes
of administrators toward mainstreaming mildly handicapped pupils reflect re-
alistic. assessments. The fart that they tend to choose program options closer
to the regular classnsim than experts do may indicate apositive attitude. but
-:ta.h an attitude. unfortunately. is based upon a lack of knowledge regarding
realistic placement.

Administrator Attitudes Versus the Attitudes of Other School
Personnel

Several studies have compared the attitudes of administrators with those of
of her educators, such as regular classroom teachers, special education teach-
ers, and nonteaching personnel (e.g., school psychologists). Overline (1977)
found t hat principals show significantly more positive attitudes toward main-
t reaming handicapped pupils than do either regular or special education teach-
ers. Harngrover (1971) examined the attitudes of teachers, administrators.
and schts,I psychologists who haul daily y contact with handicapped children and
found that tF.aeher", more often favored the retention of special classes whereas
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nonteaching educators tended to prefer regular classroom placement. Savage
(1971) found that the attitedes of achninist. Mors and superintendents toward
exceptional students were more positive than were those of the special edu-
cation personnel, and Peterson (1977) found that superintendents' attitudes
were more favorable toward the concept of mainstreaming than were those
of principals.

Guerin and Saatlocky (1974) interviewed central office administrators di-
rectly responsible for special education, school administrative, and teachers
to learn their attitudes toward programs of integration for the handicapped.
With one exception. the attitudes of both groups of achninistrators were pos-
itive, and the majority of the teachers also expressed poritive attitudes. DeLeo
(1976) examined attitudes toward the concept of mainstreaming expressed by
educator% in several different educational roles; according to his results, the
most favorable attitudes were held by the directors of special education, fol-
lowed in order by special education teachers. principals. and regular classroom
teachers; the attitudes of the latter were the least favorable.

Essentially, all these studies show that school district staff members who
are the most distant from students (e.g.. superintendents and central office
administrators) express the most positive attitudes toward mainstreaming
handicapped students, whereas personnel who are closest to the regular class-
room (teachers) present the greatest incidence of negative attitudes.

in general, superintendents have indicated the most positive attitudes to-
ward mainstreaming, followed by school principals and psychologists. School
principals appear to hold more positive attitudes than do special education
teachers, and regular teachers appear to be the most apprehensive about the
concept of mainstreaming.

TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Classroom teacher understanding of and attitudes toward handicapped chil-
dren were perceived to be influential in determining the intellectual, social,
and emotional adjustment of handicapped children many years before the
passage of Public Law 94442. As early as 1856. Hating suggested that teachers
who have an "adequate understanding of the nature of exceptionality and a
knowledge of the special instructional techniques and methods are potentially
more capable in their teaching realtionships with exceptional children." and
that "teacher acceptance" may lead to an "atmosphere of acceptance" in the
classroom.

Attitudes of regular classroom teachers toward the concept of teaching
handicapped children in regular classrooms have been determined from several
different approaches. including both formal measurement studies and "attitude
indicators." The latter include information abstracted from other than formal
attitude studies. For example, Birch (1974) described and analyzed the main-
streaming programs for educable mentally retarded children in six school
districts, of various sizes and pupil composition, in five different states. He
found that teachers were generally willing to try mainstreaming, even if they
had nut had direct experience with it, and after experience the majority of
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the teachers volunteered to continue. He also found that regular teachers
without mainstreaming experience were apprehensive about having excep-
tional children in their classrooms, a finding which could indicate negative
attitudes. Birch suggested that what is needed to ensure that handicapped
children are greeted with initial rejection is inservice education to build
up teacher cfntfidence and competence in working with these children.

Teacher contracts and contract negotiations also have given indications of
teacher attitudes toward the inclusion of handicapped students in regular
classrooms. In an examination of the provisions directly or balked.* related
to special education in 70 teacher-negotiated contracts. Sosnowsky and Cole-
man (1971) concluded that to some degree teachers feel a need for contractual
protection in dealing with the concept of mainstreaming. The majority of
identified contract items that reflected teacher concern were related to emo-
tionally disturbed or behavior -prof .em children. In some states, teacher or-
ganizations have proposed the use of "weighting formulae to assign handicapped
students to regular classrooms (California Teachers' Association. Memo. 19771.
Weighting formulae are us:z.11y viewed as a way to reduce overall class size
in mainstream situations, but they can also be interpreted as reflecting teach-
rs' concerns about and attitudes toward handicapped children. Generally.
these indirect assessments of teacher attitudes show that teachers are not
enthusiastic about working with handicapped learners and that they have many
concerns about the practicality of mainstreaming.

Forty -four studies were located which provide information on teacher at-
titudes toward handicapped children through fininal studies or (a) evaluations
of inservice treatment effects: (b) metsunng specific program effects and ad-
ministrative arrangements (e.g.. resource room programs); tc) examining the
relation between teacher characteristics of enperience, sex, level of education.
and knowledge of handicapped childr'n with their attitudes toward program
placement: and id) measuring teacher attitudes toward specific disability groups.
Other studies have compared teacher attitudes toward handicapped pupils
with attitudes of nonteaching populations, with teacher attitudes toward non--
handicapped students. and with the effects of labels.

Teacher Attitudes and Inserrice Training

in a large number of studies. investigators have attempted to measure cog-
nit v and affect iv changes in teachers in order to evaluate in-service treatment
effects. but these' studies generally show only an increased amount of special

itleat inn information acquired by the teachers. The effects of inservice train-
ing on teachers' attitudes and their ability to make realistic assessments in
terms of placement for handicapped children are less clear (Becker, 19140;
Kauffman. 1977: Nielsen. 1979).

Brooks and Bransford (1971, found notable attitude shifts in regular teachers
toward the concept of special education after a summer inservice program:
t he onelutied that it is thy. lack of knowledge concerning 11w role and function
of ;pedal educators that causes many regular educators to he unwilling to
accept .pcial needs children.
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Glass and Meek ler (1972) tried to evaluate the effects of an inservice program
on teacher attitudes and found that by pairing information about special ed-
ucation with experience with handicapped students, teachers perceived them-
selves as being more competent to teach these children in their classrooms.
Finn (1980) also found that pairing exposure with is vie training produced
significant changes in teacher attitudes toward mainstreaming.

Yates (1973), too, used a labonitoryiexperiential teacher inaervice model to
prepare regular classroom teachers for mainstreaming. His results indicated
that the inservice experience not only increased the amkunt of information
teachers had about special education but, to some extent, also increased their
perceptions of the possibility that handicapped students could be successfully
integrated into regular classrooms. Similar results were found by Singleton
(1978) when the investigator paired inservice with a direct assistance program.
Teachers not only had daily experiences with handicapped students, but were
also able to use the services of a resource teacher. This inservice approach
appeared to create both positive attitudes toward mainstreaming and more
positive teacher expectations.

These eight studies suggest a relation between the amount of knowledge
teachers have about special education and handicapped children and their
acceptance of handicapped children in regular classrooms. In each of the stud
ies. teacher attitudes were ascertained by measures of willingness to accept
handicapped children in regular classrooms. Although inservice workshops
may increase teacher knowledge and acceptance of handicapped children, there
are indications that it may not lead to their becoming more realistic snout
placements for handicapped children.

Nearly all the studies addressed only the cognitive component of attitudes.
They do not reflect thorough understanding of the complexity of attitudes and
attitude measurement. Paper-and-pencil measures prevailed in the metho-
dologies and few attempts were made to include the use of observations,
teacher interviews, or other unobtrusive measures to validate the measure-
ments taken. The generalizability of the information from this group of studies
is questionable, primarily became most of them addressed elementary level
teachers only and included only teachers who had volunteered to participate
in inservice training or those who were already involved in mainstreaming
projects. Characteristics of the samples selected for the studies, such as sex.
previous experience. or level of knowledge before thservice, are seldom de-
scribed. In some studies measures of teacher attitudes were confounded with
those of administrators tBroskss & Bransford. 1971: Haring. PM). Further-
more. no study addressed in its methodological approach the problem of teach-
ers giving socially acceptable responses.

Teacher Attitude& and Program Evaluation

A group of studies iliarngrover. 1971: Bradfield, Brown, Kaplan. Richert. &
Stannard. 1973: Guerin & Szatloky, 1974; Johnston. 1972: Motel. lane. &
MO lett igan, 1972) measured teacher attitudes to part of an attempt to evaluate
the iffcts of specific programs. resources. or administrative arrangements
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for handicapped students. For the most part, these studies also are proble-
matic they tend to have the same limitations as the studies on inserviee
treatment effects and therefore may not contribute much to our kimwiedge of
teacher attitudes toward handicapped pupils.

One important tewher-attitude study was conducted as part of a compre-
hensive evaluation of a mainstreaming project. Harasymiw and Horne (1976)
formed an experimental and a control group from a large, randomized sample
of teachers in schools where handicapped children were being mainstreamed
and comparable schools where the integration of handicamed children had not
been instituted. The selected schools were similar in terms of the family so-
cioeconomic status of the students, type of facility, and services available. This
is eine of the few attitude studies in which instrument validity was assessed.
The results supported previous findings on the positive effect of inservice
preparation on teachers' opinions and attitudes toward integration issues.
However. although teachers became more liberal in opinions and assessments
of their ability to manage handicapped students in regular classrooms, their
basic attitudes toward disability were not changed. Other interesting findings
include the fact that teacher estimates of the manageability of emotionally
disturbed and blind pupils did not seem to be altered by the project experience
of inserviee and mainstreaming, nor did the experience modify their basic
social distance attitudes. Yet teachers came out of the project with significantly
mere favorable feelings toward mainstreaming. They did not significantly dif-
fer in their acceptance scores on such variables as age, education (number of
special education course's taken and degrees achieved), or sex.

Two studies examined the' effects of class size and class composition on
teachers' attitudes toward mainstreaming. Mandell and Strain (1978) found
that when claws size ranged from 25 to 27 students. teachers were more fa-
vorable toward mainstreaming. Buttery (1978) examined student teachers'
attitudes toware exceptional children and found that they perceived main-
streaming to Ile more acceptable when only one handicapped pupil needed to
lw integrated into the class.

Several other stwlit's ex iThilled the effects of the type of integration program
used on teacher attitudes toward mainstreaming. Shotel et ad. (19721 found
that providing a resource room has a slight to moderate effect on teachers'
attitudes toward mainstreaming EMR students. However, Guerin and
4zatiocky i MP. in examining the effects of different program models, found
that they type of integration program used had no effect on either teacher or
administrator attitude's. There are indications that the degree to which a
particular integration program provides support for and exposure to handi-
depped children has nitre effect on teacher knowledge of and attitudes toward
handicapped students. In a study that examined the effect of special education
suppirt services on teacher attitude's. Perry (11e40) found that the availability
and numbers of such support services had a significant effect on their attitudes
toward the mainstreaming of mildly handicapped students. It can be concluded
filen the studies reviewed on program evaluation and teacher attitudes that
the exist enee of an integration program may not adversely affect attitudes
when the tenetwm perceive the integration program as supporting their main-

moning efforts. the class size is reasonable. and the number of mainstreamed
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students is minimal. The teachers then are apt to be more positive toward the
presence of mildly handicapped children in their regular classrooms.

Teacher Attitudes and Teacher Status Characterisors

In several studies of teacher attitudes toward handicapped children and the
concept of mainstre.ming, the variable of teacher characteristics was also
included. Teacher attitudes toward the inclusion of mentally retarded children
in the public schools were not differentiated by the teachers' sex. levels of
formal education (e.g.. baccalaureate vs. master's), or years of teaching ex-
perience. although significant attitudinal differences were found between reg-
ular and special education teachers toward providing regular classroom
instruction for the children (Greene, 1976). Harasymiw and Horne (1976) also
found that sex did not differentiate teacher attitudes toward handicapped
children on several variables.

There is some evidence that teachers may vary in their attitudes toward
students in general as a function of the level of teaching assignment. Wandt
(1%2) examined teachers' attitudes toward the general population of school
children and found that elementary teachers were more favorable toward all
students than were secondary teachers, and that secondary teachers and teach-
ers with more years of experience were more homogeneous in their attitudes
toward students. Hi. we wer. no significant differences in attitudes toward hand-
icapped students were found between primary and intermediate teachers by
Kinnison t 1972) or between elementary and secondary teachers in the Cali-
fornia Teachers' Association (('TA) study of 1977.

Some indications are present that although teacher attitudes toward hand-
icamwel students may not vary significantly by grade level, their receptivity
toward handicapped students in their classrooms may so vary. Mark (1980)
examined the attitudes of regular teachers toward the mainstreaming of Dili
students and found that elementary teachers are more positive than are in-
termediate. teachers. Lake (1979) found middle-school educators generally to
he open to serving handicapped students but lacking the necessary knowledge
of disabilities and related programs and services to do so. Hence they did not
perceive mainstreaming to he successful. Even at elementary grade levels
there appears to he some variance in teacher attitudes toward mainstreaming.
For example. in a study of the effects of support services on teacher attitudes
to v.ard mainstreaming. Perry (19(4)) found that teachers in grades 141 are
mitre supportive of mainstreaming and more confident of their abilities to teach
mainstreamed students than are teachers in grades 4-6. The reason may be
that the t'ormal training of elementary teachers better prepares them to work
with children who differ in developmental progress. Also, teachers at the
intermediate level have been described as more curriculum- and less child-
oriented. Another explanation may be that the academic structure of inter-
mediate schools is less supportive 44 the mainstreaming concept than is the
st ruct um of elementary schools.

Type and amount of teaching experience and age have been examined in
relation to teacher attitudes toward handicapped students, although with
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somewhat contradictory results. For example, Peters (1977) found no signif-
icant dinkreller8 in teacher acceptance of handicapped children which related
to type and amount of teaching experience, whereas significant attitudinal
differences were related to the amount of the teachers' academic course credits;
the resource room teachers. 14 tit, had more academic course work in special
education than did regular teachers, were significantly more knowledgeable
about exceptionalities than were regular teachers and significantly more re-
alistic in their attitude toward the educational placement of exceptional chil-
dren.

Two studies seem to indicate that prior experience teaching handicapped
students produces more positive attitudes toward mentally retarded students
and the possibility of mainstreaming them. Kennon and Sandoval (1978) mea-
sured the effects of specialized experience by comparing the attitudes of reg-
ular teachers toward mentally retarded students with the attitudes of special
class teachers. They found that regular teachers who had some prior expe-
rience with such students expressed more positive attitudes toward them.
Mark (19$0) also found that previous teaching experience with mentally re-
tarded students produces more positive attitudes toward mainstreaming these
students. However, in contrast to these findings. LeVine (1976) found that
experience teaching handicapped students did not differentiate teacher atti-
tudes toward specific disability groups. and Lake (1979) found that specific
.caching experience is not related to teacher attitudes tom and mainstreaming
mildly handicapped students.

A decade earlier Proctor (1967) had found that amount of experience helped
teachers to achieve more realistic attitudes toward the educational placement
of exceptional children, although the type of experience did not appear to
relate to the attitudes. Like Peters (1977) and Stephens and Braun (1980) 10
years later. Proctor found that the amount of previous course work pertaining
to the exceptionalities of children was significantly related to the teachers'
attitudes toward mainstreaming; nevertheless. Panda and Bartel (1972) sug-
gested that course work may not affect more general teacher attitudes toward
specific handicapped groups. Harasymiw and Horne (1976) indicated that youn-
ger teachers have more positive attitudes toward mainstreaming than do older
teachers. and Perry (19S0) found that elementary teachers with 2 or fewer
years of general teaching experience were more receptive to mainstreaming
than were those with 2 or more years.

T)wre are some indications that teacher knowledge of appropriate teaching
methods and materials for working with handicapped students also affected
their level of acceptance t Lovitt, t974) by increasing their confidence and self-
perceptions of competence to teach such children. Several studies found that
the amount of resources and support, in the form of materials, services. and
resource teachers, available for working with a handicapped child may also
affect a teacher's willingness to accept the child in the classroom (LTA. 1977;
Mandell & Strain. 197$; Perry. 19$0).

Specific characteristics of a handicapped child may be a factor related to
acceptance by the mainstreaming teacher. it has been shown that teachers

h report fewer discipline problems or interruptions in integrated settings
exert-, more positive attitudes toward the concept of mainstreaming teTA,
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1977). Student personality characteristics and the use of certain handicap labels
also have been found to influence teachers' attitudes of acceptance or rejection
(Helton & Helton. 1977).

Teacher Attitudes Toward Specific Disability Groups

Studies of teacher attitudes toward specific disability groups often yield con-
flicting information and thus are difficult to imerpret.

Shotel Pt al. (1972) examined teacher attitudes toward different categories
of handicapped children in relation to integrating the children into regular
programs and perceiving their potential for acadentic and social adjustment,
the teachers' competencies ior teach* the children, and the need for special
methods and neat gals to teach the ehikken. The results indicated that teach-
ers who participated in a mainstreaming program became mine negative in
their perceptions of educable mentally retarded children as suitable for main-
stream placements and able to make good social adjustments. Emotionally
disturbed children also were seen as lacking the potential for good social
adjustment in mainstreaming situation& The teachers in this study, like those
in several others (GiUung * Rucker, 1977: Guerin, 1979), were consietently
more positive and optimistic in their responses to learning disabled children
and were least positive toward educable retarded children.

Categorical labels appear to influence the attitudes of tisture educators.
although somewhat inconsistently. For example, in a study of the attitudes of
students who were enrolled in a teacher-education program for mentally re-
tarikd children. Warren, Turner. and Brody (1964) found that the children
who were labeled educable mentally retarded were more acceptable than those
who were labeled brain damaged. In Combs Ind Harper's study (1967) of the
attitudes of college students, a mentally re.arded child was seen more nega-
tively when the description was unlabeled than when it was labeled, but the
descriptions of children labeled psychopathic. schizophrenic, mid cerebral pal-
sied were rated more negatively than the descriptions of the s..nie children
that contained no labels. The investigators concluded that althottO labeling
affects perceptions of exceptional children, the effects are not consisten across
labels and, furthermore, that experience does not appear to affect teacher
perceptions of the children.

Moderately physically handicapped children may experience greater accep-
tance by regular education classroom teachers. When Pell (1973) examined
the behaviors of classroom teachers after physically handicapped pupils had
been transferred from special to regular classes, a high degree of acceptame
was evidenced by the regular classroom teachers. The studies that examined
the effects of exposure to and contact with specific disability groups on teach-
ers' attitudes also presented some confusing results. For example, Keillaugh
(1977) found that teachers having prior contact with and exposure to visually
handicapped students were slightly more positive toward mainstreaming such
students, and Kennon and Sandovul (197S) found that previous exposure to
EMR students resulted in more positive teacher attitudes toward mental re-
tardation. However. Kuhn (1971) found that exposure to blind students through
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a resource room located in the school did not affect the attitudes of regular
teachers toward the blind. &whew; and Braun (19$Q) identified having a
special education child in the family as the only variable that generates positive
teacher attitudes toward handicapped pupil&

CONCLUSIONS

Several tentative conclusions can be drawn about the variabhis that affect
teacher attitudes toward handicapped children. Specific experience with main-
streaming handicapped children seems to have a greater effect than inservice
- alone (Haring. ISM; thus several researchers recommended pair .
ing inservice courses with actual experience. However, there are indications
that although actual experience with mainstreaming increases teacher knowl-
edge of appropiate placements for handicapped children (Proctor. 1967), it
may icad to more negative teacher attitudes toward the **meat of-these
children in the classroom (Fanning, 1970; Munition, 19717 Overline, 1971).
These studies also newest that sex, age. and teaching experience alone are
not directly related to teacher attitudes toward the concept of mainstraming
and handicapped children.

On the other ham!. amount of course work or education appears to be sig-
nificantly related to teacher acceptance of and knowledge about handicapped
children (Harasymiw & Horne, 1976; Haring. 1966; Peters, 1977; Proctor.
1967). Less rather than more formal education appears to lead to more positive
teacher attitudes, and greater amounts of specific special education course
work tends to result in more realistic teacher attitudes toward the placement
of handicapped children, although not necessarily in more positive attitudes
toward mainstreaming. In the studies reviewed here and in the preceding
sections. special education teachers (defined as those having extensive amounts
of course work and knowledge of and experience with handicapped students)
were consistently found to be more realistic in their attitude; toward the
placement of such students than either administrators or regales classroom
teachers.

Generally, no one variable can be identified as a strong predictor of educator
attitudes. Increased special education inservice and formal course work may
lead to more realistic placement decisions but greater experience also may
lead to more negative attitudes. These more !native attitudes often are
reflected in teachers being less willing to mainstream handicapped children
after having had mainstreaming experience. Whether this negative attitude
occurs as a result of acquiring more realistic perceptions of what is possible
or because of a lack of materials. resources, and support is not known. Edu.
cittors generally appear to be more rejecting of behaviorally or emotionally
disturbed and mentally retarded pupils than of other categories of exceptional
children.

Educator attitudes may not be the best indicators of success for any par-
ticular mainstreaming effort. Literature on the relation of attitudes and be-
havior is inconclusive, especially when paper-and pencil tests have been the
sole measures of attitudes. It may be that teachers' classroom behaviors toward
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tnik4 handicapped ehiliken do not differ from those toward average children
t1 r. 1974). A great deal of Mira- and intervariability in educators' attitudes
toward handicapped children is apparent.

If accurate predictors of sumess or failure in mainstreaming efforts are
desired, then we may want to kook to measures of educators' ability to make
realistic placement assessments, rather than to attitude measures. Measures
of ethwmor attitudes may reflect many considerations other than behavior.
such as a realistie assessment of the ammmt of resources and servkes available.
the lack dknowledge and miperience, 'lake confidence," the degree of freed=
teachers perceive themselves to have in decision making, or characteristics of
a particular handicapped child being integrated. Attitude measures may not
indicate how teachers will behave or the outcomes for integrated students.
Attitudes may be aftuatkmally specific as a result of the interaction of all the
different variables.

In sum, therefore, the use of an eedogical approach to prediction is sug-
gestedmuch like thai used by Foley (1979) in which teacher characteristics.
the nature of the student's disabilities, and the supportive servicesavailable,
were all examined. This type of approach includes an assessment model that
gives educators the knowledge to make more accurate assessments of the
learning needs of a particular hantfieapped child, the resources available to
work with the child, the limitations of the classroom environment, and the
knowledge and skills for teaching the child in a particular setting. This model
could provide a conceptual framework for designing measures that will better
predict the outcomes for handicapped children in integrated settings.
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12

Modifying Attitudes Toward the
Handicapped: A Review of the
Literature and Methodology

ARTIIURLENE GARTRELL TOWNER

The high interest in modifying the attitudes of nondisabled toward disabked
populations appears to be fairly ream and, in fact, to parallel the growing
concern with mainstreaming. Most of the 47 studies discussed in this chapter
were published during the 197O's, the period of greatest change in the legal
and social status of handicapped persons. Investigators used a lumber of
approaches to try to modify the attitudes of different populations cinondisabled
persons toward persons with different disabilities, but statistically significant
results were reported in somewhat less than half the studies and long-term
effects were seldom demonstrated. Even when the same approachea wise
used by different investigators, the results tended to be inconsistent

In order to determine, if possible, some of the reasons for the variability in
results, this review was undertaken to try to relate what we kdow about
attitude change to how the studies were conducted. Therefore, in addition to
examining methfidology, each study was examined for the presence or absence
of seven factors which have been hypothesized to be necessary to programs
attempting the effective modification of attitucka. The factors were
extrapolated from theories of and research in attitude change.'

'A similar analytic review of research on the modificatirm of attitudes toward disabled
persons was completed by Donaldrem f1950). She analyzed 24 studies in an attempt to
delineate factors common to successful interventions and offered several theoretical
constructs as explanations. Although some of our basic theoretical notions and inter-
pretations of results show similarities, then are sufficient differences in format and
focus to provide information from somewhat different perspectives. The combination of
this chIpter and Dona 's MO review offers a comprehensive analysis of the liter-
ature on modifying attitudes toward disabled persons.
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OVERVIEW

To assess attitudes in the reported studies, investigators used various mea-
sures generally pay. r and pencil teehniquessometimes singly (ZZ studies).
in pairs (10 studies). or more numerously (3 measures in each of n studies; 4
or more in the remaining 7). The preferred measures were the Attitudes
Toward Disabled Persons Scale (ATDP), developed by Yuker and Young;
questionnaires constructed by the investigators themselves, the Rucker-Gable
Educational Programming *ale (RGEP), an instrument designed for use with
teacher populations; and behavioral observation, interviews, and measures of
a formal nature (e.g., Minnesota Teacher Attitudes Inventory). However,
behavioral observation was employed in only five studies (Ballard, Lerman,
(ottlieb. & Kaufman. 1977; Guskin, 1973; Rusalem, 1967; Skrtic, 1977; Wilson,
1971); interviews and follow-up assessments were found in only four studies
(Clore & Jeffrey, 1972; Forader, 1970; Guskin. 1973; Rusalem, 1967); and
follow-up assessments alone in two studies (Ballard et al., 1977; Westervelt
& McKinney. 1960).

The instruments devised by investigators included questionnaires of infor-
mational and attitudinal items (Alese, 1973; Baran, 1977; Carlson & Potter,
1972; Dahl, Horsman, & Arkell. 1978; Euse, 1976; Friedman & Marsh, 1972;
Guskin. 1973; Hersh, Carlson. & Lessino, 1977; Koch, 1975; Scheffers. 1977;
Shotel. tang, & McGettigan. 1974); written descriptions of reactions to ex-
periences (Clore 4fi Jeffrey, 1972; Wilson & Alcorn, 1969); an attitude scale
and disguised attitudinal telephone assessment (Clore &Jeffrey, 1972); picture,
sentence completion, and drawing completion tests(Granofsky, 1956); adapted
achievement tests and attitude scales (Oriansky. . 1977); self-reportinventories,
unstructured interviews, and self-evaluations (Chef% & Peipher, 1979; Glass
& Meekler. 1972; Handlers & Austin, 1980; Naor * Milgram, 1980); structured,
multiple choice. sentence completion. attitude questionnaires (Rusalem. 1967);
:4:cif:metric and social distance questionnaires (Ballard et al.. 1977; Dahl et
al.. 197s; Westervelt & McKinney. 1980); and adjective and descriptive traits
checklists (Gottlieb. 1980): Hastorf. Wildfogel, & Cassman, 1979; Jones, Sow-
ell. Jones, & Butler. 1961; Siperstein. Bak, & Gottlieb, 1977; Siperstein, &
Bak. 19s(); Weinberg. 1978).

Few attempts were made to address the complexity of attitude measure-
ment. For the most part. investigators addressed the cognitive or affective
components. not the multidimensional aspects of attitude.

The reports of the majority of studies did not indicate theoretical bases for
the approach to attitude change. In some of the studies which did apply at-
titude-change principles, it was not possible to determine whether their ap-
plication was intentional or coincidental because the authors did not provide
such information. Several investigators used theoretical constructs for post
hoc explanations of outcomes; however, it was not apparent that the constructs
were used to design the studies.

Only nine studies were found in which the theoretical bases were explicit
in the designs: (a) theories of cooperation and competition (Ballard et al., 1977);
(lo source credibility PMd status in persuasive communication (Baran, 1977):
(et cognitive dissonance and its production of empathy through role playing
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(Clore & Jeffrey, 1972), (d) Learin's change theory regarding reduction in the
restraining of forces to reduce interaction strain (Evans, 1976); (e) group
polarization and its informational influences (Gottlieb, 1980) (f) deviance dis-
avowal (Hastorf et al.. 1979); (k) person perception through playing the role
of a so-called helpless individual (Koch, 1975); (h) perceived similarity and
attraction (Weinberg, 1978); and (i) Si Iler's multidimensional theory of atti-
tudes coupled with Katz's functional than of attitude change (Yens, 1978).

The attitude-change techniques used in the studies lent themselves to 10
groupings as follows:

1. Repetition, frequent contact with a credible source, and continuous feed-
back

2. Selective information (designed with specific attitudinal goals).
3. Role playing of a disabling condition.
.1. Personal and social contact.
5. Direct contact with the attitude object (in an educational setting).
6. Face-to-face contact through media (film, video- and audiotape).
7. Group discussion and active participation (usually in a lecture-discussion

format).
Overt and covert positive reinforcement.

9. Vicarious role playing or observation.
10. Especially prepared persuasive communications.

The most widely followed. alone or in combination, were the fifth (direct
contact with the attitude object in an e .rational setting); the seventh (group
discussion and active participation); and the third (role playing ofa disabling
condition). Essentially, all the techniques fall under three of the influential
factors of attitude change identified by Hovland. Janis, and Kelley (1953) in
the Yale Approach to Attitude Change: (a) the source, (b) the channel, and
(c) the destination. With the exception of Baran (1977) and Forader (1970), no
investigator mentioned the importance of the type and style of the message
or the particular audience who was to be the receiver, and all attended only
minimally to the source and destination. The channel was the major area in
which principles were identifiable.

in Table 1, the studies reviewed in this chapter are summarized by the
population with which some attitude change was attempted. the disabled pop-
ulation toward whom the attitudes were directed, the measures used to assess
attitudes and changes therein, and the theory and/or change techniques which
could be identified in each. Not surprisingly, the populations whose attitudes
were studied the most were regular classroom teachers, sometimes including
administrators (12 studies) and college students (15 studies). With the first
population. attitude:4 toward children with learning and behavior problems
were the major focus of change attempts; with the second. the major focus
was on changing attitudes toward pen4on, with physical disabilities. In the
remaining 20 studies under review, attitude change toward disabled persons,
mostly those with physical disabilities, were attempted with 4 populations of
lay persons (3 "community groups," 1 "general public") and with 10 of ele-
mentary students. 4 of high school students, and 2 of related professionals.
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TABLE 1
Studies Attempting to idalify Attitudes Toward Madded Payees: Summery

Study
I. AIM (1973)

Disabled Pupuicdion
of Concern Subjects

Assessment Measures
Utilized

Attitude Theory and/or
Attitude Change
Techniques Specified or
Applied

I Ballard et al.
11977)

I Baran ( 1977)

4. Brooks & linuis
ford (1971)

Q. Carlson & Potter
(1972)

4. Chid% & F'cipher
(1979)

Mentally retarded Community groups
N..964

Mentally retarded

Mentally retarded

Learning & behavior
prot4ems

Learning & behavior
problems

Hearing impaired

Elementary students
N =87 EMR students

currently enrolled in
37 regular cbm-
MOMS

General public
N 80

Regular classroom
teachers & adminis-
trators

N=30

Regular classroom
teachers

N - 10

Childcare workers
with regular teach-
ing backgrounds

N -8

InVeetigiter'S questionnaire
(inkamational and attitudinal)

Behavioral Observation
Forced choice sociometric ques-

tionnahv
Follow-up measure

Telephone attitude survey

Semantic differential scale

Investivates questionnaire
(opened)

Informal self-reports tiwough
tmstruetured intervkw
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2. Selective information
& Face-to-face contact

through media

& Direct contact in educa-
tional setting

7. Group discussion phis ac-
tive participation

& Face-to-fece contact
through media

10. Especially prepared per
communication

2. Selective information
5. Direct contact in educa-

tional setting

1. Repetition, feedback,
credible source

S. Role playing disabling
condition

5. Direct contact in educe'
tional petting



I Clore & Jeffrey
(1972)

Dahl et al. (197to

9. Daniels 11976)

Physically dbabled (.7oSege students
N =76

Semantic tlifferential scale
Writtdu reactions to experiences
Attitude scale & diagnbed tele-

phone assessment
Interview & follow-up assess-

ment
Evaluation form

Physically &sailed Elementary students Social distance checklist
N =63 Attitudes Toward Disabled Per-

sons Scale (Vinish)
Abilities of Handicapped Persons

Scale
Attitudes Toward Handicapped

Scale

Physically disabled College students Attituiles Toward Disabled Per-
Emotionally disturbed N = 153 sons Scale

Opinion about Mental Illness
Scale

10. Donalibion & Mar- Physically disabled
tin on (1977)

11. Fuse (1976)

12. Evans t I976)

13. Felton (1975)

College stislents
N =96

Attitudes Toward Disabled Per-
sons Scale

Physicaily disabled College students Investigator's questions on atti-
N =20 tildes and amount of looking

time
Blind College students Amount of Contact Scale

N = 60 Attitudes Toward Disabled Per-
isms *.ale Form B

Semarje differential scale (type
of contact)

General disabilities Paraprofessional train- Attitude Toward Disabled Per-
Multiply handicapped ees sons Scale

N
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Cognitive dissonance theory
3. Role playing disabling

cosidition
9. Vicarious role playing/ob-

servation

3. Role playing disabling
condition

8. Covert reinforcement

6. Face-to-face contact
through media

8. Covert reinforcement

8. Covert reinforcement

Lewin's Change Theory
4. Personal & social contact

4. Personal & social contact

Continued us fast page



TABLE I Continued

Study
Disabled Population
of Concern Subjects

Assessment Measures
Utilized

14. Penton (1975) Learning & behavior Regular classroom Rucker-Gable Educational Pro-

Roble= teachers cramming Scale
N = 546

16. Fonder (1970) Physically disabled High school students
N 142

Attitudes Toward Disabled Per-
sons Scale

Interviews & fellow -up assess-
ments

16. Friedman & Marsh Blind High school students Attitude to Blindness Scale

(1p72)

17. Glass & Meek ler Learning & behavior
(1972) problems

I& Gottlieb (19140.! Educable mentally re-
tarded

19. Gni:to/sky 11968) Physically disabled

N 215

Regular classroom
teachers & adrainis-
trattws

N = 18

Elementary school stu-
dents

N =208

Community groups
N 2U5

2.i0

Self-report inventory of work-
shop effectiveness

Minnesota Teacher Attitude In-
ventory

Atilective Checklist

Picture testa; sentence comple-
tion; drawing completion

Interest Values Inventory
Minnesota Inventories of Social

Attitudes

Attitude Theory and/or
Attitude Change
Technique Specified or
Applied
7. Group discussion

6. Face-to-face contact
through media

10. Persuasive conununica-
bons

2. Selective information
S. Role playing disabling

condition
7. Group discussion plus ac-

tive participation

5. Direct contact in educa-
thins; setting

7. Group dieeuesion

4. Personal & social contact



Gusidn (IMO Learning & behavior College students
problems N4 no provided

21. Handlers & Austin General disabilities High school students
(IMO

2. Haring et al.
(19614'

ZS. Hastorf et al.
(1979)

General

N 20

Regular classroom
teachers & adminis-
trators

N - 141

Physically disabled College students
N - 53

College students
N.20

N. Hersh et al. I 19771 Mentally retarded

241

Preferred Student Experience
Blank

Investigator's questionnaire
(standard game evaluatim
form)

Behavioral Observation
Interviews follow. up UMW-

merits

Self-evaluation questionnaire

General Information Inventory
Classroom Integralon Inventory
Activities Index
Picture Judgment Test
Critical Incidence Test

Inipresiiion Scale

Client Preference/tank Order-
ing

Semantic differential scale

7. Group discussion
9. Vicarious role playing

and simulated experi-
ences

3. Role Owing disablin
coulitkin

4. Personal contact
6. Face-to-face contact

through media
7. Group discussion plus ac-

tive participation

5. Direct contact in educa-
tional setting

6. Face-to-face contact
through media

7. Group discussion plus ac-
tive participation

6. Face-to-face contact
through media

5. Direct contact in family
setting

7. Group discussion plus ac-
tive participation
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TABLE I Continued

Disabled N:lotion
Study 11 Concern

2s. Jones et al. (19(41)

IM. Koch 11375)

Mental and physical
handicaps

Blind

Z7. Laser et at t 1871) General disabilities

Assessment Measures
Su.0ects Utilized

Elementary students
N =74

Descriptive Characteristics Scale

Cormnunity groups Investigator's likert-type qtws-
N. not provided tionnaire

Elementary school
gifted students

N=44

Attitudes Toward Disabled Per-
tain* ScaleForm 0

2K. Lazar it al. (1976) General disabilities College students Attitudes Toward Disabled Per.
N - 20 sons Scale

Preferred Student Characteristic
Sale

29. Naar & Milgrarn Mentally retarded. College students Knowledge & Attitude Sulk

(19F40) emotionally - (training teachers) Behavioral Intention Question-
turbed, learning di s- N.80 mire
Wed, physic* or 242 Course Evaluation
sensorily handi-

Attitude Theory and/or
Attitude Change
Techniques Specified or
APPlied
$. Role playiig disabling

condition
4. Direct contact in educa-

tional setting
6. Face -to-face contact

through media
7. Group discussion plus ac-

tive participation

Person Perception Theory
3. Role playing disabling

condition
7. Group discussion plus ac-

tive participation

b. Direct contact in educa-
thud setting

7. Group discussion plus ac-
tive participstion

7. Group discussion plus ac-
tive participation

8. Positive reinforcement
Phia

fr. Direct contact with edu-
cational:

7. Group diseussite plus ac-
the participation



la abaft (1971)

IL Rapier et al.
(1978?

General disabilities

Pnysically cReabled

C.08ege students
N =56

Elementary school stu-
dents

Attitude scales
Adapted achievement tests

Senuintic differential scale

Role playing disabling
conditions

7. Group discussion plus ac-
tive participation

5. Direct contact in educa-
tional setting

N=162

88. Rilalliel9 (1957) Deaf-blind High school students Structured multiple choice coin- & Direct contact In echsTa-
N =1,9 pletion sentence attitude ques-

tionnaire
Behavioral obaervation

Ulm! setting
7. Group discussion plus ac-

tive participation
Interview & follow-up aasess-

Men*

XL Sonia & Yenta
(1975)

Physically disabled Nurses
N=64

Semantic differential scale 6. Face-to-face contact
through media

84. Scheffers. W.
(W17)

Blind Elementary schist! stu-
dents

Knowledge and Attitude mss-
tionnaire

3. Role playing disabling
condition

N=27 7. Group diseussion plus ac-
tive participation

851 *horn (1977) Learning & behavior Regular classroom Rucktv-Goble Educational Pm- 2. Selective information
problems teachers

N=49
growing Scale & Direct contact in educa-

tional setting
Shaw & Ginung Learning & be havkw Regular classroom Rucker-Gable Educational Pro- 2. Selective information
(1975) pear/ems teachers gramming Scale

N=35

87. Shotel et td. (1974) Learning & behavior Regular chissroom Investigators' questionnaire 5. Direct contact in educa-
problems teachers lyrigno) tional setting

N =116
cosiiesed os sett petite
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TABLE 1 Cowthutal

Disabled Population
Study rtfuncern Stt bjects

Assessment Measures
Utilized

Attitude Theory andlor
Attitude Change
Techniques Specified or
Applied

Slperstein et al. Mentally retarded Elementary school stu-
0977) delta

N it6

ak filiperstein and Bak Blind
(BMW

Adjective Checklist

Elementary school eta- Adjective C> at
dents Activity Preference Scale

N..109

40. Slaty (1877) Learning & behavior Regular daemon
problems teachers

N=111
Learning disabled stu-

dents
N82

41. Solloway (1978) Learning & behavior Regular classroom
problems teachers

N =74

42. Weinberg, N. Physically disabled Elementary school stu-
(1879) dents and

College students
No.2186

244

Modificatima of Attitudes to-
ward Handicapped Individuals
Scale

Teacher Approval-Disapproval
Scale

Behavior observation

Rucker-Gable Educationsd Pro-
gramming Seale

EMR-EH Placement Survey

Rapier et AL ewe plus six addi-
timid items

Descriptive trait attitude wale
Persoodeaniption
Questionnaire
CNN! with Disabled Scale

6. Contact through media
taudiotaped/

7. Group discuaslon plus se-
live participation

2. Selective inforination
S. Role playing disabling

condition
& Face-to-face contact

through media (video-
and audio-tape)

7. Group discussion and ac-
tive participation

2. Selective information

5. Direct anted in educa-
tional getting

7. Group discussion Oa ac-
tive participation

4. Personal and social con-
tact



Westervelt &
(191191

44 Wilson (1071

4 6. W A A lcorn
(1959)

di Yates (1973)

it Yenta 4197M1

Plsysindb, ed

Deaf

General disabilities

General disabilities

Physically disabled

Elenienhtry school stu-
dents

Nat 46

enlarge students
N-00

College //indents
N-80

Regular claveroorn
teachers and admin-
istrators

N =44

Conran students
N-164
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Social (Silence questimmaire
Activity Prelim:we Scale
Fonow-up measure

Semen* Diffetential Seale
Attitudes Toward Deer Persona

Seek
Situational Anxiety Seale--

Form A
Rehaviand observation

Attitudes Toward Disabled Per-
sons Seek

Witten inactions to experiences.

Nowa SCAle, Form E
Critical Thinking Appraisal
Aft teethe Se if-Deseription
Classroom !Mandl= IllveM077
Special Education Information

Questionnaire

Attitudes toward Disabled Per-
sons Scab

Disabaty Factor Scales
McCloskey & &bears Anamy

Bade

6. Face-to .fsee through me-
dia tom)

& Role pbying
condition

9. Vicarious role playing/
Observatbn

3. Rob playing disabling
condition

7. Group dlicussion plus ac-
tive participation

Si Der's Multidimensional
Theory of Attitudes

&at/mold's Affective DO-
=WI Sequence

Kati's Fanatical! Theory of
Attitude Change

7. Group (Uscuasion plus
shared active participa-
tion

9. Vicarious role playing



ANALYSIS

This review was directed to (a) the discussions of the samples, instrumentation,
and procedures; (b) the outcomes of the programs; and (c) the presence of a
series of factors which have been suggested by theories of and research In
attitude change to be useful elements 0, 1967; McGuire, 19Sik Triandis,
1971; Zimbardo & Ebbeson, 1970). These elements are as follows;

1. Defining the term "attitude" in the context in which it is used.
2. Specifying the component(s) of the attitude(s) of concetn.
3. Employing instruments that appropriately measure the component(s) of

concern,
4. Identifying or suggesting the ftinctionis) of the attitude(s).
5. Attending to the influence of the subjects' personalities.
6. Specifying or suggesting z theory of attitude change.
7. Specifying and/or applying attitude-change principles.

These factors are referred to by number in the following analyses.

Regular Classroom Teachers and Administrators

Regular classroom teachers, inexperienced and experienced, and a few ad-
ministrators comprised one of the larger populatimis exposed to programs
designed to produce changes in attitudes toward disabled children. The in-
vestigators attempted to explore teacher attitudes toward instructing and/or
working with exceptional children in a variety d educstional situations. with
and without supportive services.

Table 2 lists 12 relevant studies, separated into populations involved and
not involved with disabled children. In the programs, attempts were made to
assess the effectiveness of different modes of instruction with various formats
te.g., workshops: courses, inservice training, and cimtinuitng edueation) to
produce increases in teacher knowledge about and attitudinal changes toward
the integration of exceptional children in regular classrooms. Most investi-
gators sought to determine the effectiveness of their programs in Increasing
the participants' knowledge about exceptional children with concomitant im-
provement in attitudes toward the children.

In most studies, but not that by Chafin and Peipher (1M), the samples
were adequate in size. Only Haring, Stern, and Cruicloihank (1968) used ran-
dom sampling to assign subjects to treatments. Carbon and Potter (1972) and
rhafin and Peipher (1979) provided sketchy but fairly adequate descriptions
of their subjects; in the rest of the reports, the subjects were not well enough
described. Adequate descriptions of instrumentation were given by Carlson
and Potter (1972), Haring et al. (1958), &horn (1977). Shaw and Wiling (1975),
and Shotel cl al. t 1i474). The interview conducted by Chan and Peipher (1979)
was not glescrilswl sufficiently to determine its appropriateness. Only Shaw
and Gill!, ng 0975) provided reliability data; no investigator reported validity
data.
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. .

TABLE
!Rua es with Regular Maroon %when and Administrators
Paves% Attitude.Cheme Promdiuna, and Reported likireesses

PurPosek) Technique fawns

Popidarione Involved with
%Wed Children
Brooks & Brunsfirrd agn) A II X
Carlson & Potter (liiI2) A II X
Chan & Peipber (1979) A III
Fenton (1975) B I
Masa & Madder (1972) A II X
&hem (1977) C III
Singel et id. (In2) C, D HI
libtle (19) A III X

Populations Not Involved with
Dbabled Children

Haring et al. tI9510 A I X
Shaw & (lemur i IBM) A I
Solloway (1978) A I
Yates (1013) A I X

aPurpooes of Study:
A. Determine effeztiveneas of program to increase knowledge about exceptional chil-

dren and to produce concomitant change in attitudes toward them.
B. Determine relation of experience and sex as predictor of degree of shift in attitude

change.
C. Identify differential responses toward various disability group&
D. Establish consensus of teacher desire for special methods and materials to meet

needs of disabled children.
Techniques Employed:

I. Lecture/Discussion with or without observation of disabled &Um.
II. Practicum placement with formal instruction.

III. Practiciun placement with observatim
rSuccess = statistically significant results

For the most part, treatments were clearly reported but the descriptions
of the procedures followed were insufficient to permit effective replication.
Adequate illustrations of treatments or techniques were lacking in Fenton
(1975), Soloway (1975), mid Yates (1973). Except for Carlson and Potter (1972)
and Chafin and Peipher (1979), investigators used pretreatment measures to
establish the initial attitudes tithe participants. Only Shaw and Gillum (1974)
and Slate (1977) made pre-, post-, and follow-up assessments, and they were
the only investigators to examine the long-term effects of their treatments.
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Breaks and fttunsford (1971), Glass and Meek ler (1972). Haring et al. (19(:8),
Slink (19Th, and Yates (1913) presented evidence of the participants' in-
cresNed knowledge s nd acceptance of exceptional children after several treat-
nr.:;Its. Although little evidence was found of increased knowledgeof the realistic
placement of disabled children or of subsequent changes in teacher behavior
toward the children in instructional settings. changes in instructional tech -

niques were noted subsequently by Carbon and Potter (1n:, and Haring et
al. (1961)).

In the corlarisons of the subjects, Shaw and Gillung (1975) found no dif-
ferent" beta Ain the participants and the teachers who elected not to partic-
ipate in the pregrams, and Soloway (1976) found that more favorable attitudes
toward disabled children were demonstrated by teachers without integration
experience and by those wto had had inure than two college courses in special
education. Ser. and years of experience were of little or no value as predictors
of attitudes (d'elton, 1975).

Negative changes in attitude toward and optimism concerning the integra-
tion of exceptional learners were found by Fenton (1975) and Shotel et al.
(1974). Schorn (1977) was able to differentiate the effects of the identical
treatment-practicum placement-within various school districts.

Except for Carlson and Potter (1972) and Haring et al. (1958), investigators
did not report concomitant changes in teacher behavior within instructional
settings, perhaps because no technique was used to a sufficient degree to
pre lute the desired interaction of attitude and behavior change. Even these
investigators could make only general statements about the subsequent changes
in instructicruel techniques learned through the treatment.

Elements of attitude-change theory included the following:

1. The we of the term wattitudeter in their ',dudes was specifically defined
by Haring et al. (1958) and Schorn (1977).

2. All reports specified or suggested the attitude component(s) of concern: the
cognitive for the nutjority of the investigators; the affective for Chaffin and
Peipher (1979). Schorn (1977), and Shaw and Gillung (1975); both unitive
and affective for Haring ez al. (195$), Soloway (1976), and Yates (19731;
and all three componentscognitive. affective, and behavioralfor Skrtic
11977).

3. In all studies except Chafin and Peipher (1979 , the measures employed
were appropriate for the components of concern.

4. The WHIP of the functions of attitudes was not addressed in any study.
5. The influence of subjects' personalities was ignored.
6. only Skrtic (1977) specified the applicatior. of attitude theory in the de-

velopment of his program. The assessment ee this element was not possible
for the Fenton (1975), Soloway (1976). and Yates (1973) studies because
the descriptions of the program content were insufficient.

7. Except for Shaw and Gillung (1975), there was evidence in all studies of
the application of certain principles of attitude change. but they were not
identified as such. For these and the other studies in this review. when
tto principles were not identified as such, it was impossible to determine
whether their application was coincidental or intentional.
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When studies reporting more success are compared to those reporting less
success in attitude change on the application of the elements of change theory
(Table :1), little if any difference in the patterns of application is evident.

College Students

Although 15 studies were identified in which the populations consisted of
college students, only 14 are discussed in this section. (The report Sy Daniels,
1976, dirt not include sufficient information to permit analysis.) The subkcts
were mostly undergraduates. Guskin (1973) recruited a mixture of graduate
and undergraduate students from special education courses and Lazar, Orpet,
and Demos (1976) used only special education graduate students in their in-
vestigation. Among the undergradua" the most popular source of subjects
was introductory psychology courses.

Table 4 presents the classified studies by purpose, technique employed. and
reported success. Several examples of methodological deficiencies were noted.

TABLE 3
Application of Elements of Theory to Attitude Change Studies by

Significance of Results

S)ndy Elements nf Theory'
Studies Reporting Statisti-
ally Significant Results 1 2 :1 4 5 *1

Brooks & Bransford i 1971i X X X'
Carlson Si Potter ilt172) X X X"
Glass & heckler (1972t X X V'
Haring rt al. tltrulti X X X Xr
Skrti 41977. X X X X'
Yates I197.0 X X X' N

Studies Nut Reporting Statis
ti ally Significant Results

t'hafin & Peipher t 19710 X X'
Fenton (1975) X X X`'
Schiirn tlif77; X X X X'
Shutel et al. 119711 X X
Shaw It Canting (19770 X X
Suluway (1978; X X X'' X`

Nrpte. Regular classroom and administrators were the subjects of the studies.
'1. Attitialetsi defined.
I:. Component's, 41rfintil.
3. Appropriate instruments used.
4. Function in of attitudes identified.
1. Peroiruility factors considered.
6. Theory of attitude change or suggested.

Principles of attitude change applied or suggested.
"'fluid not he i;etermined. Were not identified. but applied.
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TAME 4
Studies with Undogiodught and &frigate Wisp Student=

Purposes, Attittide-Chow Proodures, sod &ported fisteenen

Std
UNDERGRADUATES

=3=1
Purpose cf Techniques) Success
Study' Employee Roane&

Psychology Cosines
asee 11 Jeffrey (1972) A 11 X

Donaldson & kfartiasoa (urn B III
Evans (19111) C III X

Hastert at al. (189'8) B III X

Wilson (1971) E II
Special It ehication Cannes
Naar & Mignon (1NO) X IV. V X

Oriansky (1977) F IV

Wilson & Abatis GM J II
lu Dormitory Settings
Weinberg (1978) X III :.
Pigmies/ & Occupational Therapy Cannes
Yenta (HMO 0 VI X.

Vocalism/ Rehabilitation Services
Euse (1976) D III
GRADUATES

Special Education Courses
Guiana (Included undmigrachides) (1973) H I X

Hersh et aL (1977) L V

Lazar et al. (1976) I IV
Job Sites
Chaffin & Peipher (1971) J II

Purpose of Study: To explore
A. Effectiveness of emotional role pitying.
B. triode variation in a panel presentatito by individuals with visible physical disabil-

ities.
C. Reduction of interaction drain through active or passive participation by the dis-

abled person.
D. Application of covert positive reinforcement to induce change.
E. Disability simulation venue observation.
F. Lecture versus active learning approaches.
G. Proyammed instruction.
H. Simulation games in the modification of attitudes.
I. Effectiveness of lectinwidiscinsiim techniques.
.1. Disability simulation.
K. Effectiveness of the tactic of acknowledging the handicap in interactions between

handicapped and nonhandicapped individuals.
L. Effectiveness of a course inclining direct contact in family setting, role playing,

and group discussion.

Coshiumed os aszt par
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Ti 61 it 4 Continued

M. The differences in effectiveness of a traditional lecture-discuasionstrategy with an
experimental strategy that combined Intim discussions with direct contact through
field experiences.

N. Effectiveness of optimal conditions for amble between tlksabled and able-bodied
persons.

"Techniques Employed:
1. Role playing and simulated experiences.

II. Disability simulation through actual experiences and/or observation.
Face-to-face contact with disabled persons.

IV. Lecture/discussion.
V. Lectureidiscusaion without participation in fiehi.

VI. Shared active participation.
`SUCCeM = statistically significant results.

With the exception of Chafin and Peipher (1979), the stun** used in the
studies were of adequate size. The descriptions of the subjects were statient
in the reports by Donakison and Martinson (1977); Hastorf d al. (1979); Hersh
et al. (1977); Naar and Milgram (1980); Weinberg (1978); Wilson (1971); and
Yerxa (1978). In most studies, subjects were randomly assigned to treatments;
however. no indication of randomization was provided by Gualdn (1973); Lazar
et al. (1976); and Grill:oily (1977. In an except Yenta's (1978) study, a major
weakness was the absence of reliability and validity data for the
ratio n. Inadequate descripticms of the content and/or development of the in-
strumentation were event in the majority of the studies, but this deficiency
could be due to the need to abbreviate reports for journal publication. Yerxa's
(1978) study was reported in a dissertation and was the only one to describe
basic procedures sufficiently to permit replication. Clare and Jeffrey (1W72),
Donaldson and Martinson (1977). and Wilson (1971) included pretreatment
measures in their studies, but other investigators did not. Follow-up measures
to assess the longterm effects of treatment were found only in Clore and Jeffrey
(19'72). Euse (1976), and Evans (19/6).

Enthusiasm for the activities and for the creation of realistic perspectives
on mainstreaming resulted from role playing and simulated experiences. How-
ever, contradictory responses varying from improved acceptance to Increased
skepticism could be noted (Guskin, 1973). Lecture -di ion course-type ex-
periences yielded nonsignificant results and showed variability in the scores
of female and male subjects (Lazar et al., 1976; Orlansky, 1977). The combi-
nation of lecture/discussions and direct contact with different kinds of excep-
tional children was found to have an advantage over training limited to lecture-
discussions Naor & Milgrtun, 1980). Both live and videotaped panel presen-
tations by individuals with visible physical disabilities were of equal effec-
tiveness, with no significant differences between male and female respondents
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(Donaldson & Martinson, 19M. Contact alone was not found toaffect attitudes
significantly but structured social interactions with disabled persons led to
the firmatiim of positive attitucks by the nondisabled participants (Evans,
1976; Hattori et al., 1979). Only contact in an intensive situation was shown
to result in major changes in subjects' perceptions of disabled persons (Wein-
berg. 1978). Attitude scale scores and amount of time spent looking at pictures
of physically disabled persons were increased significantly through the appli-
cation of covert positive reinfseement (Euse, 1976).

Similar effects resulted wtiether subjects actually participated in the role
playing or observed another person playing the role of adisabled person. Both
techniques had immediate and longterm effects on interpersonal attitudes
toward disabled students (Clore & Jeffrey, 1972). There was wide variation
in the insight and frustration experienced depending upon the type of disability
simulated, but these differences were not found to be related to age. sex, or
educational background (Wilson & Alcorn, 1969). Significant differences were
found in anxiety level either before or after interaction with the disabled
persons. and the active or passive role of the disabled persons during the
interactions appeared to affect post-interaction scones: Behavioral differences
were nonsignificant (Wilson, 1971).

For health and non-hcalth students, participation in a dyadic self-instruction
program was equally effective; however, the health students demonstrated
more pretreatment comfort at the thought of interaction with disabled persons.
It was much more difficult to change attitudes related to an individual's feeling
of vulnerability t!.an to change those related to authoritarian condescension
toward the disabled (Versa. 1978).

Elements of attitude-change theory included the following:

I. Only Yerxa (1978) defined the use of the term "attitude(s)."
2. All investigators suggested or specified the attitude component(s) of con-

cern: Naar and Milgram (1980) and Wilson (1971) tackled all three com-
ponentscognitive. affective, and behavioral: Clore and Jeffrey (1972) also
explored the behavioral component. The majority of studies addressed pri-
marily the cognitive component. although a few included the affective com-
ponent. The affective component appeared to be the primary concern in

the studies by Hastorf et al. (1979) and Weinberg (1978).
3. All measures were appropriate for the component(s) of concern. Euse (1976)

provided no information on his choice of instrun entatkin. and rtafin and
Peipher (19710 did not describe theirs sufficiently for identification.

4. Yerxa (1971) used the functional theory of attitude change in the devel-
opment of her program: other studies did not identify or suggest the func-
tions of attitudes.

S. Yenta t 1978) alone considered the personality factors of subjects by using
Siller's multidimensional theory of attitudes toward the physically disabled.

S. Attitude theory was applied to the development of attitude modification
techniques by (lore and Jeffrey (1972), Evans (1976), Hastorf et al. (1979).
and Versa (197NL

7. All studies applied some principles of attitude change in their techniques
but only Donaldson and Martinsor. (1977). Ewe (1976), Evans (1976). Guskin
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TABLE 3
Application of Vicuratta to Attitude-Cbange Studies by

Significance Results

Study Elensents qf Theory°
audios Reporting Statistic*
Rigaietunt Results

rinse £ Jeffrey (1972)
Evans (1976)
Guilder (1973)
Hastorf et al. (1979)
User et a1. (1976)
Naar & Milgram (1960)
Wig (19711)
Yens (1678)

2 3 4 6 6 7
X X X X'
X X X X
X X X
X X X X
X X
X X 'X'
X X X X

X X X X X X X

Studies Not Reportkur
Statistically - Results
Chan & Peiplier °WM X
Ikouldson & Martinson (1977) X X X
Ease (1976) X X
Hersh et al. (1677) X
Oriansky (1977) X X Xe
Wilson 11971, X X Xe
Whoa & Alcorn (1969) X X X'

Note: CoLege students were the subjects of the studies.
'See Table a
°Could not be determined.
Were not identified. but applied.

(1973). Hastorf et al. (1979), Weinberg (1978), and Yenta (1978) specifiEd
the intended application of the principles.

The pattern of the application of the elements of attitude -change theory for
the studies reporting statistically significant or nonsignificant results (Table
5) 15 very much like that for the studies of regular classroom teachers, with
the exception of Yerxa: She was the only investigator to use all seven elements
in her research.

Community Groups

Members of social and civic groups and the general public were the participants
in the four studies discussed in this section. The purposes, change techniques,
and reported successes for each are provided in Table 8.
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TABLE 6
Studies with Cummunity &Me. Elemental, and IBA Schaal Students, and Related Professionalw.

PuMuses. Attitude-Change Procedures, and Repented Successes

Study
CUMMISANOV l;rHupN

Mete 41975)

Damn (1977)

Grand :41v (195(1)

Koch (1975)

Purpose y" Study

To enhance acceptiuwe and understanding of re-
tarded individuals and to dispel damaging mis-
conceptions about them.

To determine the effectiveness of a series of tele-
vision programs on changing public attitudes to-
ward mentally retarded people.

To determine influence of social contact as a
technique for modifying attitudes toward visibly
disabled persons and the relation of psychological
and situational variables.

Ti, correct misinformation about blind persons
and to change view of blind as inferior, helpless.
and dependent.

Stroarmittry Schnoi Studembe
Balm! et To improve the social status of mainstreamed ed-

ucable mentally retarded children among nanre-
tankd classmates.

To determine the effectiveness of experiences
with simulation in changing elementary school
students' attitudes toward their handicapped

Dahl et al. (IKS)

peers.

Techniques) Employed

Film depicting retarded indivithads in productive
activity, in contrast to stereotyped images.

Success
Reported'

Four I Vs-hour television dramas employing men- X

tally retarded people as talented, and depicting
them in everyday situations.

Social interaction for 8 hours.

Role playing and group discussion. X

Direct contact, group discussion, and shared ac- X

Live particiPation.

XDisability simulation.
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asItlieb GSM

Janes et al. Mel)

Lasar et al. (1971)

Rapier et al. (1972)

Wieners (1971)

Siperstein et at (1977)

Siperstein & Bak
MOM

Westervelt &
McKinney ritvith

To develop interventions that can improve the
attitudes of nonhandicapped children through the
um of group discumion.

To study the pomade ofkets of a concentrated
pcepuns on young children's perceptions of peo-
rile who have m ar physic/I handicaps.

To determine if pester understanding and at,-
ceirtance of disabled wookl result from special in-
structional peogram.

To deterred= effects of sehool-eite integration of
orthopedically handicapped children.

To determine the effectiveness of a Wesson unit
of study as a technique for improvement of chil-
dren's knowledge of and latitudes toward blind-
ness.

To minim group discussions m a factor affect- Group discussion.
ing children's attitudes toward competent, nor-
mal-appearing children and incompetent.
abnormal-appearng children.

To imptsve the social acceptability of a blind
child by teaching sighted children about blind-
ness and accentuating a potenthd *redeeming vir-
tue" of a blind child's academic competency.

To evaluate the effects of a brief film designed to
point out how the aspirations and isterests of ap
handicapped child are similar to those uf his or
hrr nonhandicapped classmates.

Grup discsisairm.

DisabilitY alaubition, personal contact in inter-
views, film, and group ditasesion.

Lecture. group discusson, and direct contact.

Direct contact.

Role ploing disabling eonditions, group discus.
skin plus active participaton.

Role play her, disability simulation, group discus- X
sitar, and video- and audio-tapes.

Film showing hantilcapped children in wheel-
chairs participating in physical education and
classroom activities with nonhandicapped el&
dren.
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Table 6 Contintsed

Shady
IWO Mind Stadeata
Fonder (With

Irsiednien & Marsh
0971)

handlers & Austin
(IOW

Rusalem (1967)

Related Prugrsuomniths
Felton (1915)

tiladirk & Penta 11975)

Purpose of Studs

To difbrentiate effectiveness of 'Farkas modes of
instruction.

To promote the integration of the blind stmlents
into the social and educational life of the school
by eliminating the mystery surrounding blind-
ness and the resource program.

To foster an awareness of the problems of h.ndi-
caps and handicapped people and to foster a
more positive and accepting attitude toward
handicapped people.

Tn ascertain effects of various attitude-change
procedures on feelings toward deaf-blind persons.

To determine effects of personal and social inter-
actions with disabled persons.

To promote attitude change toward quadriplegic
persons.

Success
Techniques) emplolted Reported'

Persuasive messages via TV, audio-tape, and live
preaentations.

Five instructicmal periods taught in coeducational
freshman health educatice, including group dis-
caution, disability simulatiim, and active partici-
pation with a braille writer.

Group discusaion, research reports, film, disabil-
ity simulations, face-to-face contact by personal
interview with a blind person.

Group discussions, active participation, and di-
rect contact during 6 1 -hour sessions,

Information and professional training courses.

Face-to-face interactions with physically disabled X
persons via a video-tape and group discussion.

.SUCCILWr - statistically significant results
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Methudologically, the studies had oome limitations. Alese (1973). Baran
(1977). and Granofaky (1956) reported adequate size samples. but Koch (1975)
provider! no comparable data. In four studies. sampling procedures were
nonrandomized and nonrepreventative.

Although the descriptions of procedures were fairly clear, they were not
sufficiently detailed for replication. except for Koch (1975). who spelled out
her procedures. Alone (1973) alone provided reliability data for his instru-
tmoitation; none provided validity data. More important. in all four reports
the content and development of the measures were inadequately described.
Nevertheless. three of the four studies displayed one major strength: the use
of more than one instrument to assess attitude change(Alese, 1973; GiamofskY,
1956; Koch, 1975). Koch also assessed the longterm effects of the treatment
used.

The results of the film presentation in Alese's study and of sor441 contact in
Granofsky's investigation revealed no significant changes in attitude; neither
was any relation established between various personality and background
factors and attitudes. In the Koch study the tendency to view blind persons
as helpless. inferior, and dependent was significantly reduced by role playing
and group discussion, but not to the the extent expected. Baran (1977) found
the responlents who viewed four 1 1,2-hour dramas about mentally retarded
people to be significantly more positive in their attitudes toward mental re-
tardation than respondents in the nonviewing conditions.

Element:444 attitude-change theory included the following:

1. The term "attitude:4o" was not defined.
2. The components of attitude were specified or suggested in all four inves-

tigations: they were primarily cognitive andor affective.
Appropriate measurements were employed for the compunent(s) in all four
studies.

1. Th functionts) of the attitude(%) were not identified.
3. Only Gratiofsky considered personality factors.
ti. Only Koch (1973) provided a theoretical basis for her approach to the at-

titud-change process.
7. Baran (1977) specifically stated his principles but Koch did nut identify hers

as such.

Elementary School Students

In the 11) studies in this classification, the populations were students in grades
3-*; from predominantly white middle-class backgrounds. The purposes. atti-
tude change' procedures, and reported successes are provided in Table 6. Sev-
eral met he dological problems were evident. The sample sizes were adequate
in all studies but that of Lazar. Gensley. and Orpet (1971). Samples were
poorly described and nonrandomized in the studies reported by Dahl et al.
1197s). Lazar et al. (1971), Rapier. Adelson. Carey. and Croke (1972). and
s4heffer. 11977). The rest of the studies were adequately described and sub-
jects were randomly selected or randomly assigned to treatments. Pretreat-
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met measures were used by Gottlieb (1990). Jones et al. (1981). Schefitrs
(19T7). and Westervelt and Me Kimsey (1980). Longterm effects were measured
by Ballard et al. (1977) and Westervelt and McKinney (1980). Because the
mearrity of the samples were white, middle-class students, they cannot be
accepted as representative.

The descriptions of the attitude modification techniques or treatments ap-
plied were fairly clear, but not sufficiently so for replication. Reliability and
validity data were not p:.ovided for the instruments in any study, even kw the
Attitude Toward Disabled Persons Scale (ATDP), which is wily used. The
majority of the investigators developed their own instruments. Their content
was described but not the development and evaluation procedures. The pn-
eralizability of the results and concluskes of these studies, therefore, should
be viewed with caution.

Although Law et al. (1971) used lecture, group discussion, and direct am-
tact, and Rapier et al. (1972) used only direct contact, both studies yielded
significant increases in positive attitudes. Interestingly, the ATDP was found
to be sufficient to detect shifts in the attitudes +lithe gifted group in the Lazar
et al. study. Some sexual differences were noted in the population used by
Rapier et al.; that is, the definite attitude differences between boys and girls
found prior to integration diminished afterwards. Age soul maturity aweared
to be influential in that older children expressed more realistic attitudes than
did the younger ones.

Participation in cooperative activities with educable mentally retarded chil-
dren resulted in increased social acceptance by nonhandicspped peers who did
or did not directly participate in the treatment (Ballard et x1..1977). Disability
simulation was more effective in changing attitudes toward physically disabled
persons than toward persons with other handicapping conditions (Dahl et aL,
197) ). The information influence of group discussion on attitude change was
supported in the study by Gottlieb (1990). Significant positive changes in
children's perceptions of handicapped people resulted from the combined use
of disability simulation, interviews. films. and discussions (Jones et al.. 1981.

Cfsnpetent. normal-appearing children were found to be more attractive
than incompetent, abnormal-appearing children (Siperstein et al., 1977). How-
ever. when a similar technique was used to portray a blind child on video- and
audiutapes and in group discussions as competent and incompetent, the par-
ticipants developed better feelings for blind children but were less bylined to
engage in activities with them than were the students not given the instruction.
It was suggested that participation may have increased individual awareness
of the limitations of blindness.

Although no evidence was found of widespread rejection of physically hand-
le:owed chikiren. participants tended to be attracted to wheelchair-bound chil-
dren more than to children on crutches and braces (Jones et al., 1981).

Elements of attitude-change theory Included the following:

1. They term "attitude(s)" was not defined.
2. The components of attitudes of concern were cognitive and/or affective.
3. The measurements were appropriate to the components.
1. The functions of attitude were not indicated.
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6. No considerstke was given to the personality factors of the sultlects except
hr Ballard et aL (1977).

6. Indicatkuts of the application of attinnle theory to the development of the
treatment were found hi four studies (Ballard et 1077; Gtatlieb, 1980;
Sperstein & Rak. 19tlit Siperstein et al.. WM.

7. Attitude4rhafte principles were applied but not identified as such in most
of the studies except for Mani at aL (19Th. Gottlieb (1980), Sipentein
and Bak (19f30). and Siperstein et al. (1977).

The pattern of the andication of the elements of attitude-change theory is
shown in Table 7.

High School Students

Fonder (1970) and Rusalem (1967) respectively investigated attitude change
procedures involving physically disabled and deaf -Wind persons with high school
students, Friedman and Marsh (1972) nttempted to Improve attitudes toward
blind students. Handlers and Austin (1980) were concerned with general dis-
abilities. The purposes' of the four studies and the attitude-change procedures
used are shown in Table 6.

In each study the sample sizes were adequate but the subjects were not
well described in the reports. Fonder used stratified random sampling to
assign his subjects to treatnamts, whereas Rusalem used pretesting to identify
high- and low-scoring groups. The treatments were fairly well described by
Rusalem, inadequately by Fonder. The samples in Friedman and Marsh (1972)
and Handlers and Austin ( 1960) were nonrandomized and did not include con-
trol groups.

Rusalem employed three types of data collecticm: (a) observation of the
students during sessions, (b) changes in scores on attitude measures, and (c)
follow-up and self-reports, which greatly increased the strength of his inves-
tigation. Unfortunately, no reliability or validity data were provided for the
instrumentaticm in the studies, and Runlets did not describe his test devel-
opment. Fonder used formal measures: the Attitude Toward Disabled Persons
Scale and the Marlowe-Crowns Social Desirability Scale. The Attitude Toward
Blindness Scale was used by Friedman and Marsh (1972). Handlers and Austin
( WM) used teacher-made questions for students to self-evaluate their attitude
changes,

Regardless of the mode of instruction. no difference in attitudes was found
in the subjects of Fonder's study who were exposed to persuasive commu-
nication, and no difference was evident 2 weeks after the exposure. In the
itwelem study. the attitudes of the students who, prior to treatment, had
been assigned to the low-scoring group changed significantly after the Mx 1-
hour sessions, but the identified high-scoring group changed only slightly in
attitude. This result suggests that the ceiling of the instrumentation may have
been too low to detect changes in the high-scoring group. Both Friedman and
Marsh (1972) and Handlers and Austin (1980) reported positive reactions to
their instructional programs. However. deficits in their research design ne-
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ceesitate limited acceptance of their conclusions.
Elements of attitude-change theory included the following

1. The term "attitudetsr was not defined.
Z. The components of attitude were ideutified as cognitive and/or affective.
3. The measurements employed in three of the studies were appropriate to

the components: that in the kairth (Handlers & Austin, 1980) could not be
determined.

4. The fUnctionts) of l'attitudetar were not specified.
5. Some consideration for the persomility factors of the subjects was shown

by Huse lem.
& No theory of attitude change was suggested.
7. Attitude-change principles were applied by all investigators but were not

identified as such.

The pattern of the application of the elements of attitude-thaw theory is
shown in Table 7.

Related Professionals

Two studies were found which involved persons in this category (Table 6).
Felton's (1975) sample of health care workers was very small, nonrandomized,
nonrepresentative, and not filly described in the report. The treatment used
was described so inadequately that replication would be imposailge.

Sad lick and Penta's (1975) sample was adequate in Mae and the subjects
were randomly selected. The inadequate description of the sample, however,
raises questions about the representativeness of the study sample. The de-
velopment of the instrumentation was described. but neither the Felton nor
the Sad lick and Penta study provided reliability or validity data for its in-
strumentation.

According to Smack and Penta, their results indicate an increase in positive
attitudes toward physically disabled persons after direct contact and viewing
a videotape of e successfully rehabilitated quadriplegic patient. The senior
nurses' interactions with quadriplegic patio is for a 10-week period appeared
to greatly increase the longterm effects of the positive attitude change. The
generalizability of both studies must be viewed with reservation.

Elements of attitude-change theory included the following:

1. ;Thick and Penta (1975) were among the few investigators to define their
use of the term "attitude(s)."

2. The use or attitude components of concern was specified by both Felton
(1975) and Sadlick and Vents.

3. Measures appropriate to the components were employed in both studies,
4. The function of "attitude(s)" was not addressed.
5. No consideration was given to the personality factors of the subjects.
f;. The us #7 of attitude-change theory was specified by Sadlick and Vents.
7. In both studies, attitude-change principles were intentionally applied.
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The pattern of the apidication of the elenents of
shown in Table 7.

attitude-change theory is

TABLE 7
Application of Inetnenta of Theory to Attitude

Significance of Results
Change SWIM; by

Study Efernes0477tco(74
Studies. Reporting Statistically
,art Results
Ballard et al. (1977)
Baran (1977)
Dahl et at 0979)
Gottli eb (two)
!oars et al. (19n1)
Korb ovn)
Laser et id. 0971)
Rapier et al. (1972)
Snack & yenta (197)
Siperstein & Bak t 11010)
Siperstein et id. (1977)
Westervelt & McKinney (19Sfit

2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X

4 5 6 7

X x x
X
XI-

X X

X X'

Xr

X X

X X
X X

XI

Studies Not Reporting
Statistically Significant Results

Mew t X X
Felton (1975, X X
Forader 11971), X X
Friedman & Marsh 41972, X 4,

;ranofsky t MI6 X X
Hamner* & Austin t Ifisto 1 h

litinin) 11967 i X X X
Scheffer:411977) X X

Yoh. l'ommunity groups. elementary and high school student :, and related Korea.
-.mails sere the subjects of these studies,

'See i'ahle :I.
t 1341 not he determined.
.-re not identified. but applied.

SUMMARY ANALYSIS

The various approaches to the modification of attitudes of nondisabled to-
ward disabled pemons have been used with different populations with appar-
ently equal effectivenesx. When similar techniques were applied to the different
disability groups, the applications yielded discouraging and contradictory find -
logs. Both positive and negative attitudinal changes, in addition to numerous
reports of nonsignificant changes. resulted from interactions with disabled
persons as well as from the provision of educational and general information.

Several studies reported nonsignificant differences in attitudes between
subjects who received treatments and those who did not. The mode of pre-
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sentationlive. videotaped, audiotaped, simulated. role - played, or observed
experiences with disabled persons or disabling conditionsdid not produce
any significant differences in the amount of attitude change. Furthermore,
numerous methodological deficiencies in most studies reduced their general-

Although significant increases in positive attitudes were minimal in most
studies and rarely included longterm effects, a few investigators reported more
success than others. These successes are worthy of examination for clues to
the reason(*) for the variability in effectiveness. Analysis of the studies re-
porting sucenai sumests a possible relation to one or more of the following
factors: (a) the extent of the use of the seven elements extrapolated from
attitude-change theory and/or research, (b) the attitude-change technique(s)
empi ,red. (e) the type of assessment used to detect the shifts inattitude, and
(d) tho presence of general methodological requirements. It mayalso be helpftd
to determine whether successes with some subject populations were more
frequent than with others, or whether successes may be related to the disability
population of concern.

Twenty-five of the 47 attitl .1e-change studies reviewed reported statistically
significant increases in positive attitudes following treatment (Ballard et al.,
1977; Pam, 1977; Brooks & Bransford. 1971: Carlson & Potter. 1972; Clore
&Juit'rey. 1972; Dahl et al.. 197$; Evans, 1976; Glass & Meckler. 197t Gottlieb.
19 si); (Riskin, 1973; Haring et al., 1958; Hastert et al.. 1979; Jones et al., 1981;
Koch. 1975; Lazar et al.. 1971; Naor & Milgram, 1980; Rapier et al., 1972;
Sadliek & Penis. 1975; Siperstein & Bak. 1980; Siperstein et a1., 1977; 'Artie.
1977; Weinberg, 197$; Westervelt & McKinney. 1980: Yates, 1973; Yenta.
1978). (The report by Daniels119761 was not analyzed because it did not contain
sufficient information.) Most of these investigators sought attitude change
through the cognitive componew: thu* they based their approaches upon the
notion that increasing knowledge ab'..ut disabled persons would bring about
chang in the affective component and would result in the desired attitudinal
changes. In some cases, the investigators expected the attitudinal changes to
he reflected in overt behavior:..

The extent of the application of the seven elements extrapolated from at-
titude-change theory andior research varied across the studies from two to
seven. although three or more elements were identified in most of them (Table
ro. It was possible to determine the component(s) of attitudes of concern
(element 2 in all studies. either through inference or specific reference. and
the appropriateness of the instrumentation (element 3) to measure the corn-
p ontmos ) of concern in 42 studies. In the reports of 40 studies it was possible
to identify attitude-change principles (element 7) in the treatments applied;
unfortunately. few of the investigators clearly specified their intent to apply
the principles so their application may have been coincidental.

Because teachers and administrators, college students. and elementary and
seeondary students were the populations investigated in 41 of the 47 studies
that were analyzed. most of the change technique% used by the investigators
were related to, educational situations. The most frequi idly employed tech-
niques w.re direct contact in educational settings and group discussion via
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TABLE 8
App *Wane of Combination at Thumb of Meaty to Attbade Change

Studien by Significance of Results

Combination of Elements.'

Stndies
Reporting
Statistically
SignOcaut
Results

Studies Not
Reporting
Statistically
Significant
Results

1,2,8,4,5.8,7 1

1

1

2,8,5,6,7 1

9
2, 3.5. 7 1

2,3,5 1

2, 3, 7 12 14

2.3 3
2,7 2

Nate: In most studies, the application of factor 7 was not identified. hence it cannot be
determined whether the applications were intentional or coincidental.

"See Table 3.

lecture-discussion formats followed by role-playing and face-to-face contact
through media.

The instrume,Nralion did not seem to have any major effect in the detection
of shifts in attitudes: several types were used singly or in combination to an
equal degree aTross studies. Those used more frequently were investigator-
developed questionnaires and attitude scales, semantic differential sr.1es, and
the Attitude Toward Disabled Persons Scale; those used to a somewhat lesser
degree were interviews, behavior observations, and the Minnesota Teacher
Attitude Inventory.

There is no indicat1/4m that the successes reported in the 25 studies were
related to the populations studied: Seven of the more successful studies used
population:, of regular classroom teachers; six used college students. nine used
chi do one used a community group, and one used nurses. All the subjects
appeared to be comparable in their responses to the various treatments. No
evidence was found that the amount of attitude change was related to a specific
disability group.

The reports revealed numerous nietho:okgical deficiencies: insufficient de-
scriptions of procedures for adequ le replication; absence of reliability and
validity data for the instrumentat ,,m; poor sampling procedures: poorly de-
scribed subjects: and imsdequatel, described content and tkvelopment of in-
strumentation. Because the strew rth of the research design is critical to the
degree to which the results can e accepted. the findings can only be char-
acterized as contaminated. Unfortunately. this contamination makes it im-
possible to identify or even suggest with any degree of certainty that success
is related to the application of the change elements identified. Any hypothesis
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of the reason for the variability in the successes reported by the investigators
would be inappropriate and presumptuous.

Nevertheless, it is Is:slid& to identify those investigators whose method-
oltacv was somewhat stronger and to specify the presence of certain change
elements. These studies can be viewed with less caution and with a greater
degree of eon fitknce. Some of the better designed Audi, si were those by Clore
and Jeffrey 11972). Gottlieb t 1980. Haring et al.. (1,9519. Hastorf et al. (1980).
anal Yerxa t Hato. In each of these studies random sampling. descriptions of
the development and content of the instrumentation, and fairly adequate de-
scriptions of the prucedures are present. Chtre and Jeffrey also included follow-
up measures to assess the longterm effects of the treatment.

The methodological and theoretical change elements are juxtaposed in Table
9. The studies in which four or more change elements could be identified display
fewer methodological deficiencies than those in which only three elements were
identified. In the three studies with the fewest methodological problems. four
ehange elements were identified for Clore and Jeffrey. Gottlieb. Haring et al.,
Hastorf et al.. Siperstein. and Bak. Siperstein et al., and Weinberg (1978).
and seven were kientified for Versa. Yet only Clore and Jeffrey satisfied all
four methodological criteria. The change techniques employed in these eight
studies 'Moths! disability simulation. vicarious role playing, lecture/discus-
sion. shared active participation with discussion. face-to-face cortact through
media. and direct contact in educational settings. Clore anti Jeffrey. Hastorf
et al.. Naga. and Milgran. Weinberg. and Yerxa studied attitude change in
college student populations: Haring et al. in regular classroom teachers: and
the remaining seven investigators focused em elementary school students (Bal-
lard et al.. Dahl et al.. Gottlieb: Jones et at.. Siperstein & Bak. Siperstein et
al.. and Westervelt & McKinney). Weinberg investigated the influences of
optima; contact conditions in two separate experiments: one with elementary
school students and the other with college students. Successful results were
otaained only with the college students.

It i.. not pnssible to attribute' unsuccessful results to any single factor. Whether
the failure to achieve satisfactory results is the fault of poor methodology.
failure to use elements of attitude-change theory, or some unknown factor
cannot ht .uhstantiated: too many other variables are involved. The combi-
nation of the confusion created by poorly described studies. suspect method-
ology, and lack of specific indication of intent to apply principles of attitude
ehang does not permit conclusions about the influence of the elements on the
outcome. It is possible that studies entailing more elements tend to have better
met Iv slob la.

Although we cannot be confident of the general findings of most of the
re seiireh. and there is a critical need for improvements in the methodology of
ino.t -oldie s. the elements found in the better designed studies do provide
some information that may suggest which factors should be present in order
tollevelop more effective attitude-change programs. Nevertheless. only after
in, we well-designed research is completed can we be reasonably certain of the
elements that contribute to the variability in effeetiveness. At the very least.
ice should consider and apply what can Is' gleaned from theories of gdtitude
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TABU 9
Cower loon of Illesnento of Theory and Methodology hi Studies

Reporting Rumen

BaUarth.t al (1977) 2.9.5.6.7
Baran (1977) 2.3,7
Brooks and Bransford 2,3,7'

(1971)
Carlson and Putter (1972) 2,3.7'
Clore and Jeffrey (1972) 2.3,6.7'
Dahl at al. (197/4) 2,3.7'
Evans (1976) 2,3,6.7
Glass and Steckler (1972) 2,3,7'
Gottlieb (1980) 2.3.6.7 x x a
Giaskin119T3) (an

evaluation report vs.
researeh report)

liarirg at aL (1959)

2.3.7

12.3,7' a a
Hastraf et al. (1979) 2.3.6.7 a a
Jones et aL (1931) 2.3,7
Koch (1975) 2.3,6,7'
Law at al. (1976) 2.3,7'
Naar & Mgr= (1999) 2,3.7' a
Rapier at al. (1972) 2,3.7'
Sadlick and Penta (1975) 1,2.3,6,7
Siperstein & Bak (1990) 2.3.6.7 x a
Siperstehi et al. 41977) 243.6.7
Skrtic (1977) (dissertation

abstract)
2,3,6,7'

Weinberg (197)4) 2,3.6,7
Westervelt & McKinney 2,3.7' a a

(19:40)

Yates (1973) 2,3,7"
Yenta (1978) a a a

Nae Evaluations are made solely upon availability of methodological information in
this report of the study.

'Principles of attitude change applied, but not Identified.
'Unable to determine.
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change and/or' attitude research in our future attempts to mod* attitudes
towswd disabled indivkluals.

RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

The examination of the literature on techniques of modifying attitudes toward
disabled persons revealed numemus defickncies in methocioiogyand, in most
cases, the lack of a systematic application of attitude theory and principles of
attitude change to the development of the treatments. Nevertheless, with
appreciation of the limitatima of the current work, and with appreciation of
the magnitude of the task of developing and validating strategies of attitude
change for diverse objectives and populations, it is appropriateindeed nec-
essaryto www from extant work.

Despite the discouraging outcomes of the analysis of the studies reviewed,
it is possiNe to e^tract some information that could be helpful in the devel-
opment of nature research in this area. Although it is impossible to disregard
the methodological deficiencies in the studies, several recurring factors were
apparent. It has been established that there were no significant differences
in the amount of attitude change based upon the technique employed; however,
examination of the presence or absence of these factors tentatively suggests
criteria for &tore research. Of course, we must recognize that the basis for
the suggestions will be refined al I strengthened in some instances and refuted

in others.
The effectiveness of future research could no doubt be greatly improved if

researchers would employ the following guicklines--some obvious and others
less soin the development and implementation of studies designed to modify
attitudes toward disabled individuals. Persons researching and writing in this
area, therefore, should attend to the f011owing:

I. Clearly define the disability group of concern.
2. Provide an operational definition of the term "attitudes" for the context

in which it is to be used.
3. Develop the treatment using principles and theories of attitude change

which seem to be the most appropriate to objectives. and describe the

principles and theories thoroughly.
4. Select instrumentation that will measure the specific component(s) of at-

titudes being examined.
5. Provide reliability and validity data for all instrumentation, and describe

the development and content of investigator-developed instruments.
6. lire multidimensional measures to assess attitude change, inching be-

havioral and (where possible) physiological as well as verbal measures.
7. Use posttreatment as well as pretreatment measures and include proce-

dures to determine longterm effects of the treatment. (Pretreatment mea-
sures may be eliminated with a randomized and representative sample.)

A. Use samples that are randomized and representative, and clearly describe

the subjects.
9. Examine situational variables which may provide information on the pos-

sible function of the attitudes and personality characteristics that may
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influence the persuasibility of the auktects, and use this information when
selecting strategies for attitude change.

14. Determine whether a relation between verbal expression of attitudes and
overt behaviors resulted from the treatment.

11. Validate the treatment in the complex reality of the public schools, rather
than only in laboratory settings.

Despite limitations, extant literature on rifting& theory and research has
much to commend it with respect to conceptualizing the nature of attitudes,
the techniques for modifying them, and their measurement It can iiwilitate
our understanding of how attitudes in special education context develop and
the functions they serve, and it can suggest strategies for attitude change.

The necessity for testing principles and theories in special education contexts
as a prelude to decisions about their value for our special education purposes
must be recognized. Inasmuch as there appears to be no comprehensive theory
which can be used for such purposes, we can draw from existing literature
that which seems most appropriate and immediately usefUl.
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